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ABSlRÀCT

This study argues that the poetry of Robert Bly is

essentially Romantic in its impulse and that it, has been

misclassified under the rubric of "deep image. " Chapter One

provides an overview of Blyrs Poetics and influences on his

work, while attempting to define 'image" from Blyts point of

view. Chapter Two examines Blyrs first book, gilence Ín the

Snowy Fields, in the light, of his poetics, and pays close

attention to the bookrs method of composition, linking it s¡ith

that of the loco-descriptive Poens of the English Romanties.

Chapter lwo also defines the kind of image that predominates

in 9å@ as a transformational image, a designatj.on whose

sources include Vlallace Stevens, Eric Neumann and BIy himself.

Chapter Three examÍ nes the transformational- ¡gaqe. as

it operates in BIyrs second book, & Light Around The Body.

It establishes the political and moral framework for the book

by exploring the tinguistic and phitosophi-cal importance for

Bly of the bookrs spiritual father, Jacob Boehme.

Chapter Four ínvestig ates the tlansformational r.mage

as an inherently political vehicle in Sleepers Joininq Hands.

Sleepers combines poetry and prose to gíve psychoLo9ical

reasons for the Vietnam War, a war which Bly saw as unjust

and immoral and against which he organÍzed Writers

i
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The War in 1966. This Chapter also discusses the elements of

a successful poLítica1 poem, using the work of W.B. Yeats,

Pabto Neruda and William Blake as examples of such. Final-ly,

Chapter Four studies the imagery of Sleepers as an extension

of Blyrs interest in Neumann and Jung and their theories on

the feminine, and the repression of the feminine.

Chapter FÍve discusses Blyrs interest in the prose poem.

It examines The Morning Glory in the light of Blyrs adaptation

of Frances Pongers object poems, and This Body Is Made of

Camphor and Gopherwood as a manifestation of Blyrs conviction

that, the material- universe is alive and has consciousness.

The transformational image in both books remains the primary

vehicle through which Bly expresses his interest in the

feminine and Íts relationship with grief; and it becomes the

means by which his theory of association as a form of content

is most effectively put into practice.

This study, then, replaces the inappropriate term

'deep imagen in Bly criticism $tith transformatíonal i899,
since Ít is a term which more accurately describes the met-

aphorical and psychotogical relationship between the inward

and outward wortds that colors almost all of Blyts work.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the last thirty years, Robert Bly has emerged as

one of the most important of American poets. His influence

on the generation of poets who followed him has been extremely

far-reaching. His undaunted moral and political pronounce-

ments have elicited substantíal controversy in the poetíc

community, and his poetry and criticism have inspired a good

deaL of inteltigent commentary. His views on the nature and

function of the image are usually the focus of this commentary,

but this commentary unfortunately remains not ae clearly

focussed as ít might be. Thís fuzziness is due to a conmon

misconception arþng critics of contemporary Àmerican poetry:
¡ t- . -- L .-.-¡ h!-- : - - ll 5--- .!---¡n Á^^!tlraE ¡(ofterE ÞIy J.¡t <r qsEP ¿rra9s f/r-rEr-.

I am prímaríIy coneerned with re-defining the rkindr of

image that predominates in Robert Blyrs poetry. I examine

five of Bly's books, dating from L962 to 1980. During tÌ¡is

period, Blyrs work has been rePeatedly--and incorrectly--

labelled as odeep image" poetry, a label which the poet him-

self disdains and considers inappropriate to describe his ideas

on and his use of the image.

I begin rny re-defÍnition with an overvíew of Blyrs

poetÍcs as they have evolved out of his discussions of various

movements, schools and individuals in twentieth-century Poetry'

val.
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This overview constitutes the first chapter of the disserta-

tion, iThe Iconoclastrs Imageri which argiues that BIyts views

on the ideal Ímage are not tlrat it should be ndeepr' but that

it should transform the way we Eee the world by incorporating

the world of the unconscious (ttre inner world) with the

conscious world (the outer world). The fÍrst chapter also

demonstrates tt¡at in advocating such reciprocity between t,he

two worlds, BIy owes a great deal to ttre work of many Spanish-

speaking eurrealist poets aþroad, and in America to the poetry

and poetics of lfallace Stevens.

In Chapter Trro, ncold Pastoral: Silence In The Snov¡v

I&Er" I study the imagery of Blyrs f irst book in the

context of his poetics. Here I identify the predominating

imagery of this volume as transformationaÌ, drawÍng not only

on Stevensr influence on BIy as outlined in Chapter One, but

on the psychology of Eric Neumann in his Art À¡4! The Creative

Unconscíous for this d,es ignation. I identify the ntransforma-

tional image, " moreover, as a contemPorary manifestation of

the English Romanticsr desire to fuse subject and object.

¡{ore specifically, I characterÍze many of the poems in Silence

Ig The Snowv [iel€ as recent versions of the late eighteenth-

century "loco-descriptive" Poems of Wordswortt¡ and Colerídge.

I do not make any attempt here, however, to establish the

factors responsíble for Blyrs tendency toward Romanticism;

that has been done by otier crítics such as CharLes ÀItieri

and George Lensing and Ronald l{oran. Nor do I make any attempt
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to re-define Romantieism in the context of Blyrs innovatíons

in esthetic theory and practice, t¡ough I do suggest in my

conclusion that the transformationaL image is what the

"romantic irnagert as defined by Frank Kermode, was on its

vtay toward. I ptrace B1yts poetry in the Romantic tradition,

then, based on its preoccupation with the relationship between

Nature and consciousnessi a relationship which, insofar as

Romantic poetry can be summarized, serves as its primary

characteristic.
In the third chapter, nBodying Forths g!9 Liqht Around

E Ð*., o I argue that the anti-IfêÍ poems of BIy I s second

book do not represent a shíft from landscape poetry to a new

concern with Americars morals and politics, but rather that

they represent a return to origlnal concerns that apppeared

in Blyrs poetry and criticism ín the late I950s. These Poems

represent an estrangement from a world which refuses to

acknowledge the importance, let aÌone the existence, of a

spiritual (Ínner) reality. The chapter concentrates on the

saÈirical function of the transformational image as a weapon

directed against materialistic America.

Jacob Boehmers ideas on language are utilized here

because fragments of Boehmers writing constitute four of the

bookrs five epigraphs. I discuss Boehmers difficult mysticism

only insofar as it relates specifically to BIyrs poems, and

find it Ímpractical, for the purposes of this study, to

discuss hie theology in anY dePth.
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In my diecussion of the individual poe¡ns of Iþ9 Light

Around The Body, I consíder the pungent tension between

hascutinet eonsciousness and Ee¡rininer consciousness as it

reveals Blyts diegust with his countryts moral turpitude and

refusal to feel grief. I trace tl¡e motif of grlef as it deve-

lops throughout the book as a basis for its more extenEive

explo ration in Sleepers Joinino Hands.

In rSleeper s Joininc @þr The PoetrY of Yüater, r I

Etudy the paradoxical relationship betrveen the poetrs need

for solitude and the motivation for and execution of his

political poetry, and I attempt to identify the elements of

successful political poetry, citing Poems by Willian Blakeo

Yt.B. yeats, and Pablo Neruda as exanples of such. In this

fourth chapter, I concentrate on the essay at ttre centre of

Sleepers Joining @þ, nI Came Out of the Mother Nakedrr and

on the bookrs title-sequence, both of which offer psychological

reasong for the Vietnam War.

In the essay, Bly advOcates a submergenee in !Íother-

consciousneas Ln the wake of thoueands of yearE of destructive

Fatlrer-coneciousness. In my analysis of the essay, X question

Blyta Etereotyped rendering of Eeurale consciousnessrand his

obsession with the Great Mother, and I draw from the work of

James Hillnran, a Jurçrlan revieionist, to do so.

In my remarks on the long poem tt¡at is a comPanion to

the essay, 'The leeth tllother Naked Àt Iågtrr I argue that the

tran¡formational image is an inherently revolutionary vehiclet
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since its marriage of two reallÈies--outer and inner--

de¡¡ands that the reader re-apPraise the way he sees and,

more significantly, accepts the world. In thie senser the

transformational irnage firmly establishes itself as Romantic

ín its attack on the realfty princÍpJ.e. Finally' like other

commentators on the book, I treat rsleepers Joining Handsn

as a poetic expression of Jungrs indivíduation Process, and

I focuE on the transformational imagery of the sequence as

constellations that pLot the stages of that Proeess.

In Chapter Five, iThe Prose Poems: Romantic lilomentsrn

I study Blyrs tendency to fuse mood and landseape. I begin

with a synopsis of the genre of the prose poems, and outline

the fnfluence of the work of Frances Ponge on Blyts use of

the genre. I consider both The Morning Glory and This Bo9y

Is !4ade.of Cag¡¡hor And Gopherwood as expreseions of a Romant,ic

gensibility that sees Ín Nature not only consciousness, but

intention. I argue that the irnagery of these books captures

those paradoxical xRomantic Momentst where poet and object

merge, yêt remain independent of each other.

The final chapter provides a rconclusionr for an

inexhaustible subject--the image--ín that it sum¡narizes the

RomantLc eharacterist{'.cs of the transfornational image and

argues that as a phenomenon the transformational inage resolves

the struggle between the contraries of fact and fiction that

all Romantic poetry seeks to resolve.
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My overall purpose in this study, then, is to re-define

the kind of image that Robert Bly employs in his poetryr åtld

to place that image in the continuing tradition of Romantic-

ism so that the recurrence of certain motifs and the persis-

tence of certain psycho-political views in the poetry may be

more thoroughly understood. Bly feels t,hat the imager âs

defíned by Pound or Eliot or WÍlliams, is both inaccurate and

ÍnsuffÍcient, yet he himself is rather hesitant' about reducing

such a complex idea to a single definition. My designation

of Blyrs Ímagery as transformational is intended to capture

the essence of the poetrs esthetic: that the poemr and

more specifically the image, should hold wÍthin it two

possibiLities at once. Blyrs most effective images do not

come out of ordinary comparison by means of a sÍmile or even

^..! ¡a rr-êù¡ta¡l ^¡nnrri cnn Ì.rrr mr¡.aiìs af rnatenhOr- llhe StfenOttl9r¡L lrÀ c[¡¡ l¡¡¡- LgLse vv.¡¡l,s& *ev.. -J

of BIyrs irnagery comes from the hitherto unconsidered yoking

of two diverse things or ideas, but in such as way as to

instantaneously recreate the universe.



CHAPTER ONE: THE ICONOCLASTTS Il'lÀGE

Before I begin my discussion of Robert Blyts poetry and

examÍne the rkindr of image which recurs throughout his work,

I want to offer an overview of BÌyts poetics. In so doing,

I hope to provide a eontext for my study of individual books

of Blyrs poems that contaín various ¡nanífestations of what I

have called the transformatíona1 imaqe. I shall devote this

chapter, then, to delineating BIyrs position in the evolution

of twentieth-century Àmerican prosodyt to tracing the major

influences on his poetry and poetics; to undoing the confusion

that has clouded Blyts work since he was unfortunately and

incorrectJ.y labelled a "deep image' poet in the early 1960s,

and therefore to clarifying Blyrs notion of what an image

actually is. Because this confusion over the 'deep image'

has coloured almost aII criticaL commentary on Blyrs poetry,

it is necessary to discuss and to dispell it first.

Confusio4 ove! the Deep ImaqeI

In 1959, in his poetry mag âzine The Fifties (which

subsequently became TLe Sixties and then The Seventies) I

Robert Bly called for an end to the objectivism that had
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ruled Àmerican poetry since the Imagists. He denounced what

he saw as dry, puriÈanical poetry that had its roots in the

aesthetics of Pound and Eliot.I Echoing some of tåe sent,i-

ments expressed in CharLes Olsonrs essay iProjective Versern

published nine years earlier, Bly questioned the continuing

obeisance to the trnew criticaln criteria for poetry of civil,-

ized learning, wit, elegance, charm, ambiguity, overall

formalness, and alLeged object,ivity. BIyr however, was not

to caLl for composítion by field, like Olson t oE for earthy

spontaneity and the gJ-orification of the [obscener " as

Ginsberg did ir þ,! (f956); nor Ìras he to demand lÍfe-as-it-

is-Iived poems, life-in-t.he-unlying, unkind-mirror poems of

t,he confessíonal poets, such as in Robert Lou¡ellrs Life

Studies (1959); he advocated, rather, "a poetry of the uncon-

scious, a poetry of waterrn citing the work of foreign poets

such as Lorca, Neruda, Paz, Char and Hernandez as examples

(rhe IiEIÅgg, 3, p. 7). The work of these poets consisted

of an energetic imagination which discovered riches buried

in the unconscious, and it was these riches that Bly proclaimed

to be true images (f!e Sfties, 3, p. 9). He denounced Pound

and E1iot for failing to explore nprimitive depth of feelingn

(ffre Fifties, 3, p. 8), and took his contemporarirzs to task

for their chauvinistic attitude toward poetry writt,en in

foreign languages, cLaiming that, beeause of their arrogance'

American poetry was undernourished in the extreme. Because

they had rinherited a poetry of puffy eLegance and seedy
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rhetoricn (The !;!a!iË, 4, p. 30), American poets r¡tere suffer-

íng the conseguences of inbreeding, their poems growing

correspondingty weaker and more deformed. Bly felt that

cross-fertilization from other traditíons and languages would

give American poetry new strength; cuLtural interaction would

act as a kind of aesthetic steroid, building new muscLe fibres

into the feeble American poetic musculature, and at the sane

time supplanting the ruling rpoetry of thingsr with a poetry

that was "personal" and "inward" (The !;!¡g!!g, 4' p. 39) .

fn Ì962, responding to what he considered "the appearance

of a demand for a new set of concerns in poetryr " the New York

poet Robert Kelly offered some "Notes On The Poetry of Deep

Image" as 'a cggent movement in a new direction" in American
ô

poetry.' KelLy adopted the idea of "deep image" from Jerome

Rothenberg I s experiments \"ith it Ín 39ems From The Floating

World"3 In his "Notesrn Kelly attempted. not only to eLucidate

the term "deep imagen and to demonstrate what constituted
ndeep imagen poetry, but to reveal the nfruitfulness of the

approach to the poem via deep image" (Notes, p. 14).

BIy and KeLly vtere, and often stiLl are, Íncorrectly

Iinked ín purpose and practíce--for a number of t.u"orr".4

First., critics at the time needed a convenÍent label to ap'pIy

to poetry by which they $¡ere somel,that puzzledr Yet in which

they sas¡ something significant. Second, since both BIy and

Kelly had issued manifestoes of sorts, and both had. champion-

ed foreign authors as examples of alternative sensibilities,
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and, since both had also heLd up depth of feeling as a poetic

priority, it is understandable that BJ.y also came to be

regarded as a üdeep image" poet. Finally, the publicatÍon of

some of his poems ín Rothenbergrs Poems From The Float.ing

world encouraged crities to classify B],y in this way.

But B1y has never used the term "deep imagen to describe

his own poetryr oE the poems of anyone else he has published,

transl-ated, or merely praised. In fact, he deplores the termt

arguing Èhat it wrongly implies that the image issues from a

geographÍcal }ocation in the PsYche, thereby excluding the

Larger, more signifieant portion of body consciousness invol"ved

in the imaginative act.5 His poetry and poetics must, there-

fore, be seen in a light different from Kellyts, or from the

"deep imagen schoolrs, or from any other schoolrs, for that

matter.

The "deep imagerrt according to Kellyrs "Notesr" is a

"clothed percept" whose success depends upon the poetrs

abiLity to estabLísh a 'rhythrnÍc relationship" wíth other

images of simíIar quality. This is accomplished by subtle

"verbalization" and by the "conditioningn of one image by the

next. The function of these images is to transform the

,tperceived worJ-dr " but Kelly does not indicate what the

perceived world should become; he says only that thÍs process

of transformation invoLves the ÍACT of relating word to

percept, image to image until the continuum is achieved"

('Notesr' p. 14).6
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Now BIy would eoncur with the need for transforming the

perceived world, but he wouLd baulk at the manner in which

Kelly describes the achievement of this transformation. The

idea of one image "conditioningñ the next suggests a kind of

poetic behaviourísm, and rather than achieving the desíred

'superior rationality of the dream" ("Notesr' p. 16)r this

kind of conscious manipulation of images by the slower

operations of the reasoning consciousness Produces a rational-

ity disguised as irrationatity sÍrnply for the sake of achiev-

ing a "Continug¡t. il It ís no aCcídent that in his oNotes'

Kelly should have chosen as a prime representative of ndeep

image" poetry AndríBreton. Though in some cases Bretonrs

poems achieve, according to Blyr âIl imagistic fruitfulrr""=7

in that one image grows naturally out of' and rel-ates to, its

rìâr+nêrs^ t-hew most- often reflect the poetls mistrust of
----J

images. He is not sure about the first imager so he ínvents

anOther, and another, etcetera. The poem of "conditioned'

images, then, Ís constructed "Like an upside down pyramid,

beginning wíth a vtord or metaPhor, leading to an image and

through conscious or unconscious assocÍations to a series of

images. SOme . . . pgems Consist Of a simple Seriesr One

image provoking the next'8:

. . . Ìly wife with the tongue of a stabbed host
With the tongue of a doll that oPens and closes

its eyes
vlÍth thê tongue of an unbelievable stone....9
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These images by Breton have been taken to the outer edge of

inventiveness, and there tt¡ey have lost theÍr force. They

emanate from what Bly calls a 'false unconscÍous' (g"Iki.gg.,

p. 23I) that he identifies with French surrealÍsm in general

and with Breton in particular. He identifies automaÈic

writing as a by-product of this trfalse unconsciousr" and

claims that it nhas more to do with Freud than with Poetry"

(TaIkinq r p. 263) because it merely upsets the ordering

function of the rational mind so that it cannot comprehend

the poem. As examples of poets who write out of this false

surrealism in Àmerica, Bly has cited Frank OrHara, John

Ashbery, and Phítíp Lamantiai as poets of J.egitimate surreal-

Ísm--'which simply disregards the conscious mind entirely and,

by the use of images, tries to bring for:Y¡ard another reality
from inward experien.""lo--he offers eesar Vallejo and Pablo

Neruda.

Blyts"false surrealismr"to be more precise, is poetry

that, Anna Balakian has described as not nan expression of

ideas or emotions but t,he creation of a series of images,

which would not necessarily owe tJreir existence to an g

prÍori subject.'11 The image is thus delimÍted to a.bstract

and pseudo-irrational rhetoric which lacks an emotional and

ideational core. Such is not the case wít'h BIy:

AII that hair tlat feLl to the floors of barbershops
over thirty years lives on after deatht

And those shoelaces, shiny and twisted, that we
tossed to the side, gather in the palace of death;
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The roarer comes,
The newly dead kneel

Èhem on into firet ,
T 2

and a tip of the lace sends

Each image here ís nconditionedn by nottring but its own

existence, yet there is an associational logic at work connec-

ting cut hair and discarded shoelaces with death and the

nfiren of purgatory. Rather than the content of the poem

consisÈing of a series of oconditionedn images for the sake

of their own continuatLon, nthe content of Èhe poem Lies in

the distance bet\deen what . o . r,ùas gÍven as fact, and what

. . . then fr^tJ imagined" (!Þ @$!g, I, p. 16). The

poet begins with a "worldJ.y facto--hair--and nbegins to

associater (rhe ESg!!g, 1, P. 16) rather than J-et image

nconditionn image. The crucial difference is that in Breton

the ndeep ímage' is an end in itseJ.f, or a means to the end

aÇ ã ñÂrÃ tr¡anl-inrrrrm r r,rhara¡e in R'lw tha imarre is ãnv! g ¡a¡g- 9 vv.. Þ-.¡us.¡., --- - -¿

expressíon of rideasn 3g! ""*otions.t'
Ketlyrs own poetry actually has less Ín common with

Breton and French surrealism than it does with a Blakean

vÍsion contained withín a form closely resemblíng that of

Olson and the Projectivists. His style is considerably more

discursive than Blyts and relies less on associative leaps

than on composition by

Field

"in which a man is understood & understandsn

& becomes
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what he Èhinks'

becomes what he says

following the argument.13

For Kelly, "argumenttr is more obvious and discursive than it
is in Bly, for whom argument ie more submerged and more

associative. Where Bly and Kelly do overlap, is in their
belief that nthe centrality of image ¿þubstitutey' for the

centrality of ¿lharles OLsonry' syllable and Iine....
The line is cut with image in mind' (iNotesrn P. 15). The

essential difference bett¡een what Bly considers a 'true image'

and a tfalse' or tdeep irnagen is that in the latter the world

and ratíonality dÍssolve completely for the sake of a condi-

tÍoned poetic continuum¡ in tjre former tj¡e factual world,

though it exists at some distance from the imaginatíon, has

coumerce with it: iùe conscious and t,he uRconscious interaei

and associate by means of ttre poetrs leaping back and forth

among ideas and emotions.

2. !f¡ and Proiecgive Verse

BIyrs dissatisfaetion with Projectivist prosody stens

from the fact that he considers composition by field just

another example of the American PreoccuPation with technique,

arguing that its father, Charles O1son, rather than returning

poetry to the primitivity of the breath, as he had intended,

stopped short at the typewriter:
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CharLes Olson wonderfuJ.J.y understood that
Àmerican poetie form could not be an imitation
of English form, and that the roots of form
go back to the body and ít's breath' not- to
metrical habits. It seems though that he
wanted the form to be adult--he was int'erested
Ín the time after the invention of the tyPe-
writer, rather than the primitive time before
the baby or the aborigine has ever seen a
typewriter.-His essay on projective verse makes the
whole probiem of fórm technical, post-industrial,
needin! ingenuity and a typewriter with a good
sPaeer.

Talkinq r pp.276-77')(

Bly also attacked Olsonrs notion of language as a grid one

imposes on a material world with no sentience. The projec-

tivist poem is for Bly an incomplete expression of a "naked

confrontation between tmindf and tobjeet, I with the rsoulr

left outo (talkinq, p. 2781. The unconscious lies dormant

while the intell-ect remaíns preoceuPied wíÈh the margins of
¡ L - -Á ÀL -i ^..¡ lha mamtne Page. wLE,nouE E,ne Pre¡'€lnçc 9t L¡¡Ë t¡¡lrv\r¡tEv¿vsÞ, L.¡e lryerl

for Bty remains on!.y half-conceived and overtly intellectual,

voíd of iemotions" and original 'ideas."
In The Fifties Bly argued that the Black Mountain poets

--Charles Olson, Robert Creeley, Robert Duneanr PauI Blackburn

and Denise Levertov--were bound to the external world and that

their work in general displayed a Preoccupation with 'the

À¡¡erj.canísm of material, words, meters, and attitude as

subjectsforpoetryi(rhe@'2,p.l3).Quotingfrom
Olsonrs 'Projeetive Verseri BIy pointed out a significant

Írony in the Black t{ountaineerts manifesto:
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ObJectivLsm is the getting rid of the lyrical
interferenee of the individual as ê9or of theisubjectt and his soul.... I

BIy sar,r in Olsonrs objection to subJectivity as rlyrical-

interference' another unwitting adherenee to ElÍotrs credo

of impersonality Ln veree. He complained tÌ¡at

The B1ack Mountain poets are not interested in
overturnlng older Ídeas or menr but in carrying
farther certain ideas of oLd men sueh as Pound
and Witliams. The aeademic poets carry out the
ideas of still older rten. The Beat poets are
not seriously engggh interested in any ideas to
be iconoclastic.15

It was not really fair on Blyrs part to palnt Creeley, Duncant

tevertov and BLaekburn with the same brush, sinee they write

radically different poetry and advocate radically different

estheties. But Blyrs purpose in attacking them as a group

-----l^---^ ^-L- -L-^--^ -Ê 
!-----t--- l- i-^-:--- 
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Amerícan poets suffered from an "over-PolÍteness that

parahyzefQ/ the country'16 and its poetry. Bly belíeved that

if nfirst-rate writers do not criticize . . . long-standing

ideas, the third-rate ones never wil!..tI7 Hence the scathing

satire and parody of The Fifties and The Sixties where he

accused the Black Mountain poets of a "herd instinct. n They

subsisted not on tthe powerful and secret energy' of "vision"

or of icontent, " but on formal consideratl-ons: "they break

poetry up into tÍny and self-Ímportant elements: }íne-Iength'

sound, speed, head, heart, syllable, perception, ete.' (g=
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FíftÍes, 9, pp. 60-61). Blyrs criticisms apply more to the

imitators of the Black l{ountain group, since, fot exanple,

Robert Duncanrs poetry is as visionary a body of work as one

can hope to read.

3. !!¿ and Imagism

BIy rejects Imaglst poetícs because the Imagfsts s¡ere

nmÍenamedtr (!he Fifties, 2, p. 8). They wrote poems which

contained pictures solely of the outer world, not images. Bly

discriminates betv¡een pictures and Lmages by arguing that nAn

image and a picture díffer in that the image, being drawn from

the natural speech or the lmaginatLon cannot be drawn from or

inserted back into the real world' (ralJcing, p. 258). He argues

that, the Imagísts failed to achíeve what, Pound had originally
intended¡ tto record the precise instant when a thing out-

ward or objective transforms itselfr or darts into a thing

inward and subJective."lS BIy's objection to the images in
poems like rln A Station of The l{etrorn or H.D"rs'Oreadr"

or even F.s. Flintts rÎhe swannl9 (a poeur more subjective than

most, Imagist pleces), is grounded in the idea that they are

merely representational; that although they are desLgned to

transform an outward thing, they do not, and thus they

accomplish only the first part of their task. The Imagísts

merely rþbotographedr what they aavt in the object,ive world,
¡using nothing but pictures . . . pictures âre not fmages"

(rhe Fifties, 2, p. 8).

BIyrs criticism of the Imagists notwithstanding' it must

be acknowledged that it is only because of them that poetry
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vras liberated from what Pound called "Victorian slithering"

to a poetry that responded 'more directly to the inner control

Of the impression, or lmage, than to the outer control of a

pre-estabrished Pattern of aceent and rhyme'n20 Echoing the

Imagist commandment that the poem should be composed according

to tthe sequence of the musical phrase, not in sequence of a

metronohêrt" 
"t, 

gtrote, in the seeond issue of The Fifties
(1959) ¡ "This old style, with the iamb, its caesuras, its

rhymes, its thousands of rhythrns reminding us of other Poems

and other countries, its delieate ways, by slíght shifts of

feelings, its elegant stanzas, its old tested devices of

pauses and counterpauses, is ltke a man speaking who gestures

too mueh" (p. 36). In the nnew poetryi Bly was advocatingt

he reLterated the Imagist call for a poetry of economy, but

rather than demand hard and clear images unaccompanied by

emotion, Bly called for images freighted with emotion¡ eurotion

that Ís not "explainedn but texpressedt (fhe Fifties, 2, p. 36).

4 !]¡- and WilLiamst 'è Wrong Turning"a

In eriticizing the Imagists for creating emotionless

"pictures* rather than expressive images, Bly is actually

criticizing their rejection of Romanticism, somethíng for

which he criticizes William Carlc,s WilIiams in particular.

We know that lfilLians, early in his life, resigned himself

to write a poetry of things , of nno ideas but in thing ".n22
He confessed that at the age of twenty he experienced "a

sudden resignatiOn tO existencer a despair . . . I resignedt
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I gave up.'23 What did he gÍve up? Not the êgor aa J. Hillis

Miller arguesr24 bot according to Bly, the drama of the inner

life whÍch does not thrive on the ninner security'2s of the

ego. MiLler suggests Willlamsr resignation puts him ibeyond

romanticigmt26 b"""ose the romantÍc Poet does not thrive on

iinner security.' Rather, he thrives, as Keats put itr on

nbeing in uncertaÍnties, mysteries, d,oubts, without any

irritable reaching after fact and reason . . . .n27 Williams

said that he "quit Keats just at the moment he /Xeaty' nim-

self did--with Hyperionfs ".t"".r"28 and in so doíng gave

himself over to the world of objects ín which Keats refused

to submerEe hinself . f n short, lrlil-liams I poetry eonf irms

the twentieth-century reaction against Romanticism initíated

by Hulme and, Pound which in turn was reinforced by Eliotrs

poetry and criticism. In VÙilliamsr announcement that nThe

province of the poem is the worldrn29 he ngives himself up to

the worldrn and ihe gives up the coordÍnates and goa1s which

had polarized earlier literature. Romantic poetry, like

idealist philosophy, had been based on an oppositíon between

the inner world of the subject ancl the outer world of things.

Sinee the worLd is other than the self, that self can ground.

itself on something external. ThÍs tradit;ion remains valid

through the nineteenth and early twentieth eenturies, down

to Yeats and the early Stevens. In Williams it disapp""t=.n30

In Kora in HelI, for example, Williams writes that "the wish

wouLd be to see not float,ing visions of unknown purport but
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the imaginative qualities of actual things . . . .n3I BIy,

on the conÈrary, advocates a poetry that thrives on uneertainty,

that consists preciseÌy of ifLoating vísíons of unknown pur-

portn acquired through a dredging of the unconscious for

sacred Lnner events that correspond with nthe imaginative

quaÌities of actual things. n As Geoffrey thurley says of

Williarns Ín Fhe Ænericgn Moment, tthe poetrs tendency to erect
rplaeef itself Ínto a concept, so that the actual vigilance

of the sensibillty was saerífj.ced to a faintly chauvinistic

cult of rAmeriear . . . helped to slacken the muscles of

American writing in the postwar period.n32

With Bly (and other poets of his generation sueh as James

Wright, W.S. Mels¡in and Galway Kinnell) Romantícism resurfaces.

Vùilliamsr reJection of Romanticism represents for Bly 'A
Wrong Turning in American Poetry.* BIy feels that, ironically,
WíIliamsI anti-romantíeism put a stamp of approval on the

impersonal poetry of Eliot that williams himself felt had

returned American poetry to the classroom. In addition, Bly

feels that tlilliamsr obJectivism suggests 'a fundamental

absenee of spiritual lifeo (wT, p. 33).
tA !{rong Turníngi is perhaps the most important essay

Bly has written to date, inasmuch as it offers the clearest

pieture of the poetrs aesthetíc and hLs views on twentieth-

century Àmeriean poetry. In it he argues that American

poetry since Pound has refused to face the unknovrnr to face

the deep rÍnwardness" (rne EÅ5$!g, 4, p. 39) that has
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manifested Ítse1f in poetry in other languages in the twen-

tieth century. He points in contradistinction to modern

poetry in Spanish as an examPte of this Lnwardness. .ànerican

puritaniem, BIy beltevea, along with a rwhatrs good for General

Motors Ls good for Americar mentality--in other words, success

in outward things--has conspired against the inner world of

the uneonseious.

Àlthough he does aeknowledge the tremendous importance

of Williams and Olson for their aest¡etics' BIy does blame

them for having written poetry that chains the poet to the

external world. He cites the work of MarÍanne Moore as an

example of this bondage in t,he extreme, and argues that her

poems distort life because they misrepresent experÍence by

ignoring subJectívity. Bly sees Moorers poetry, moreover,

as a denial of obJectst "ínner force'; for hirn her objects

remain lifeless, inertt and their fragmentary listÍng is

actually anti-poetic and an exercise in propriety (the Ei"-
ties, 4t p. 14).

In rWrong Turning" Bly also traces a rpsychicn trium-

virate among Àmerican poets that consistsof "objectivÍstrn
Ëhystericalr and nmetaphysLcalË personalities (wTr PP- 33-

471. The 'objectivist' personality we have already outlineC

Ín the lrork of !{illíams, Olson and the Black Mountain poets;

their coltectlve psyche reveaLs for BIy a rPuritanismn that

goes back to EII-otrs impersonality and a disdain for sensual-

ity of any kínd. The rrnetaphysical" personality is
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represented by Robert Penn Warren, Allen Tate and John Crowe

Ransom, who advocated an anti-Romantic Poetry of paradox and

írony; a poetry, Bly argues, that is preoccupied wíth "the

worldrs bodyr' with little room devoted to the hunan counter-

part; a poetry, above all, that is iorthodox" Ín its metaphys-

icality in that it, never strays far from the reaLity principle

and not at atl from the notions that poetry exists in a world

of its own and that a poem suffers írreparabJ.e damage when

the poet speaks directly to his audLence. The work of Karl

Shapiro, Randall JarreII and Robert Lowe1l and the so-called
nconfeeglonal poetsn constitutes the "hysterJ.caln Personality;

a personality characterized by a rpersÍstence of bodiless

excitenent . . . centered on the notion that an artist must

never be calm, but muet be extreme at aII costsñ (The Sixgíes,

I, p. 94). Robert Lowellrs poems, in particularr disclose

this opersistence' that comes of the Poetrs ilpretending to be

at the center of himself, when he is not. He is pretending

to have poetic excitement, when all he has to offer is nervous

excitement. And that is accepted as Poetry, for American

readers are so far from standing at the cenÈer of themselves

that they canrt teII when a man ie counterfeiting and when he

isnrti (The Sixties 8, p. 96).,

Bly does not doubt that Lowellrs 'talent is very great'r

but echoing hÍs own criticÍsm of tVillíams and Olson, Bly argues

in his review of g the uniop Dead that Lowellrs 'mere

excitement failsi¡ when he tsets out Ín a poem to live inside
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a certain emotion o . . suddenly a flood of objects buries

the whole projectn (tbe gië!F.s, 8, p. 94) . Signif icantly,

when the confessional poet is successful, ít is where nthe

inner and outer worlds hold together" (The S-ixties, It p. 95);

and J.n Lowell, as well as in Jarrell and ShapÍro, Bly claims

such reciprocity is rare. As a groupr theír poetry suffers

frOm ttoo many literary conversationsi and 'an exhausting

involvement with the Establishment" (The $!g!9g, 8, P. 94) .

Lovle1tlspoemscircu1atean'airofgrandeur"(rhe@,
8, p. 95) which rembodies exactly what Whitman was fighting

againsti (the Sixties, 8, p. 94).

5" gU. agd Eliot

In his comments on Eliot, Bly has come closest to

describing what for hirn constitutes a iltrue image. n In so

doing, he acknowledges the importance of Eliotfs abandoning

the traditional form of narrative ín the dramatic monologue,

and he aùnÍres Eliotrs iconoclastic criticism (ralkíngr PP.

2g2..g3).33 He argues, however, that Eliotts poetry does not

really contain iurages at all, but merely "projectionst¡

Letrs try to make a distinction between '-prgiec--
tion" anã 'image.r Pound and Elíot both believed
that a feeling ls best kept fresh in art-by being
"proJectedr oñto the outer world. rSmells of
sleaÉs in passagewaysn becomes an objective
correlative of a certain feeling of mingled
fatigue and despair Etiot experienced when he
enteied rooming- houses. The substances "smells"isteakst and 'þassagevJay6' cån all be taken out
of the work of- art and reínserted back into the
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world. So they are tobjective.n Eliot doesnrt
use projection exclusíve1Y, he uses J't mostly.
Thenl if "smells of steaks in passagewaysn is a
projection of inner fatigue out onto objects'
what is an timage"?

(talking, p. 258)

Here Bly stops short of answering hÍs orrn question. He

consistently refusesr moreover, to reduce the image to

defÍnition for the si-urple reason tj¡at it would not be ijust'

to the experiencen of image-making "to describe it with one-

fourth of the brain" (Talking, p. 206r. The result of this

process for BIy is certainly not what he considers the

depersonalízed, exPressionless "Projectioni Eliot called an

oobjective eorrelat,ive.r To exPress emotion in a Poem' E!Íot

maintained that the poet must fÍnd na set of ob ects a

situation, a chain of events which shall be the formula of

that particular emotion; such that when t,he external facts,

which must ternÍnate fn sensory experiencer are given, the

emotion is immediately evoked. "34 An objective correlative,

then, consists of Parts that represent a whole; hence Eliotrs

frequent use of synecdoche, such as na pair of ragged claws, n35

to evoke an entire complex of individual and cultural emotion.

Yet the emotíon, ín Eliotrs definition, is always subordinate

to the thought, for il{hen a poetrs mind is perfectly equipped

for his work he is constantly amalgamating disparate exper-

ience . . . always forrning new whol""'36 out of the dispa-

rities. This is aII very we}l, but again, what BIy points

to in his criticism of Eliotts eentral esthetÍc is that the
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nind invariably proJects itself on the external world, imply-

ing that subjectivity consLsts of emotionaL fragments that

the Íntellect (thought) perforce formulates ín order to convey

neaning. In the form of an ímage-object from the external

world, these fragments can be treinserted back into the worldÉ

(Talki nc¡ p. 2581 t whereas a true image for Bly--Eliotrs

'bats with baby faces'--'cannot be inserted into the universe

or taken awayi (Talkinq r p. 2631. A true image contÍnues to

live a life of its o!tn, resonating within an excited, active

psyche. It has no need of the rational inteLlect to press

it for meaningr So that Eliotts formula for irnpersonality

suggests to Bly, above all, the distasteful 'desire to be

scientifÍc, to study things" (9[1r' p. 33).

The nobjective correlativer" then, forfeits the power

of the particular emotion in question to the world of things,

by means of what Bly cal}s "projectionsr" not images. Eliotrs

scientific method projects his ernotions onto the thÍngs of

the world, and thus, ostensibly allows hin to nescapen from

his oyrn personalíty. BIyts objection to Eliotrs method

focuses on this objectivist fatlacy: that whíle Eliotrs

"projectionsi appear to render the world without the colour-

ing of subjectivity, the conscious choice of objects which

shall formulate their authorrs emotions is subjective in

ítself. By projecting personality onto the objects he decides

are suffieiently significant to represent his state of mind'

Eliot sacrifices the integrity and dignity of the psyche and
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the energy lt generates to produce an entire personality.

Thus the objectivíty of the "correlative" Ís quÍte lopsided,

because ín directing itself only toward the world, it ignores

the unconscious, the other andr for Bly, qreater source of

the poetrs personality. iflow can the personalÍty be present

íf the unconscl,ous is pushed out?n (WT, p. 34). Eliotrs
tprojectionsn represent 'rcommon experience from the public

domain masquerading as unÍque and vital . . . fand' hiv
nobjective correlative" and other vulgarities dressed up in

cryptic terms are nothing but so many fraudsr' (WT, p. 34).

The poetfs essential task, according to BIy, ís not to form-

ulate an inventory of objects that osÈensibly rePresent his

emotÍons, but to discover, through the ontological reciprocity

of subject with object, world wittr psyche, 'a thírd world,

neither physical nor inner" (lalking, p. 2591.

For BIy, thenr âr image is not the npicturei offered by

the Imagists, nor the "projection" offered by Eliot, nor the

rdeep image' offered by Kelly. In defining it, BIy says that

'like those in Blakers poemsrt an image for hÍrn Ís 'an inter-

rningling of worldsn; it "is not anything unusual. It is

simply language used in such a stay that . . . psychic energy

can continue lts flowr (Talking, p. 182). Language used in

this manner avoíds What Frank Kermode sees as Imagismrs most

displeasing aspect: "the implication of a'bsolute stillness

in the Imaginer"3T the lack of flow between the inner and the

outer world. So for Bly a true image 'is simply a body where
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psyehic energy is free to move around" (gaLking' p. 180).

BIy likes to use an example from Lorca to demonstrate a true

irnage: "the elephantine shadow of my own tears' (talkÍnq'

p. 258). It is a true image because Íts tenergy has remaÍned

inside the psyche, and there it created a new substance . . .

Moving with its own immense energy, it becomes equal to the

world" (falkingr pp. 258-59). The result is nthe precise

image, conscious and unconscious' (Talkinqr P. 2981.

À poem for Bly, tJren, is never just an arrangement of

things as gbjets trouvlsr âs it often was for Willia¡ns.

Williamsr approach toward experience 'is, like Poundrs,

nominalÍst. Each object ís itself and nothing more should

be said about it."38 In Bly, objects are never just defined

and discarded one by one, but explored for an nínner longingrn

an ninner force"; and he "wiII not let a descriptive line

stand unless an inner concern . . . has broken through Ín Ít. n39

Whereas williams obliterates all distinctions between subject

and object by placing aII hís faith ín the object, in the

thing ítself, BIy deliberately tríes to "hold two possibilities

in the mind at the same time.'4O

6. PÀ. ¡nd whi n

Like 9Íhitman, Bly displays in his work "antÍ-formalism,

subjectivity, the intimaÈe voice, poetic personality, collo-

quial diction, thick, sensuous imageryr and human, social
Ithemes."4l But more importantlY, Bly has alígned himself
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yrith lilhitman as a poet for whom "No division exísted ne-

cessarily between politice and Líteraturen; !{hítnan 'broke

the old Ídea of the Poem, and aIEo announced the end of Class

in society.t42 The two poets do share many concerns and

themes, but I would hasten to add to those already cited

ttreir wíllingness to take upon themselves the burden of

national grief, and the use of their vocation as Poet to

chall.enge contemporary moral and,/or politieal opinion. In

fact, one is extremely temPted to install B!.y ín the Whl'tman

tradition, trace the parallel PreoecuPations of the tv¡o, and

be done with it.43 gut that nould be ignoring a very great

difference betlveen the two. Though both poets are ult,imately

concerned htith self-realization, each seeks that state in hÍs

own way. Whitman sought it by ímbuÍng the material world

with spirit, by seeing the ideal Ín tÌ¡e actual because the

actual was a visible, physíca! reference to an invisible

divinity. One always senses in Wtritnan Emersonrs metaphys-

ical idealism, where consciousness somehovt creates and is

created by what it is conscious of:

There was a child went forth every day,
And the fÍrst object he lookrd upon, that

obJect he became,
And that ob-;ect became part of him o . .

44

Blyts poemsr oD the contraryr give more weight to the inner

worldr Bo that there is never a guestÍon of a reality which

already exists oq! there (whether or not it is ímbued with
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spirit), and from which the poet extracts an image, but

rather there is an accePtance of the real as imagined and

the poem as the ligament, connectÍng the tvto.

7 Blv and Stevens

--
Blyts work owes more to ttre poetry and poetics of Wallace

Stevens than to any other ÀmerÍcan poet. In an essay entitled
tWallace Stevens and Dr. Jekyllr'4s BIy cites Stevens as the

best example of the "group of Àmerican poets born from 1875

to 1890, namely . . . FrosÈr Eliot, Marianne l{oore, Pound,

and Jeffersn (wS, p. 61, who successfully incorporated his
rrdark sider' (WS, p. 4) through the nawakeníng of the senses'

(VtS, p. 6) into his poetry. The other Poets in this group

ytere much less successful in incorporating nshadow materialn

(WS, p. 7) into their work, Bly argues, thus severing them-

selves from the more primitive energies that, Íf repressed or

ígnored, prevent a poet from becoming whole. BIy goes on to

Sâyr however, that, Stevens himseLf never became truly whoLe

because he refused to change his life despite "a11 the advice

he read in his own ¡roems' (vüSr P. 5). Bly focusses on

Stevensr infamous remark about the Ethiopian war of 1935--

rThe Italians have as mucl: right to take EthÍopia from the

coons as the coons had to take it from the boa-constrictorsr

--and states that "ít is a sentence that everyone vtho loves

Stevensr poens has to faee sooner or later" (Vlsr PP. 16-17).

Bly cites the sentence as proof of Conradrs intuition in
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Heart of Darkness that nfor a white man to recover his shadow

at the same time he is exploiting blacks is beyond the pol.rer

of a human beingi (VlS, p. 5). Thus, for Bly, Stevensr later
poems are ias weak as possible for a genius to writet (WS,

P. 15).

Blyts opinion on the quaLíty of Stevensr later work

obviously goes against critical consen"o"r46 and his belief

that Stevens ultimately failed to achieve decency in his life
nay legitimately be construed as self-righteous posturing.

But taken together they suggest that for Bly the business of

the poet ís not only to gÍve pleasure, but to instruct. For

BIy, as for Sidney, the poet¡s function is tto teach and

delight';47 he has moral as well as esthetic obligations to

hís audÍence and the two should, fÍnally, become indÍsting-

uishable. Blyrs belief in this dual role of the poet ís most

evLdent in the anti-war poems of his second bookr IÞ Light

Around The Body (1967) and in The Teeth Mother Naked At Last

(1970), a long poem in the manner of Ginsberg that attacks

not only the Anerican war-mongers, but the society which

acquiesces in the face of tåeir horrific actions.

Stevenst poetry is important to our understanding of

Blyts work, however, for other reaf;ons. stevensf rearly

¡roemsri Bly wrote in the first issue of The Seve4ties,

are some of the few poems Ín English in which Ít
is clear that the poet himself considered
association to be a form of content. Often in
Harmonium . . . the content of the poem lies in
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Bly cites rThe Emperor of lce Crea¡r" and 'On The Manner of

Àddressing Cloudst as tlto examples of association-as-content,

and of the dictum emphasÍzed above. He notes that Stevens,

like Etiot, learned his aesociative method from French poetsl

'Gerard de Nerval, Lautremont, Aloysíus Bertrand, Baudelaire,

llallarme, also Pouleti (rne @!ig, Ir p. 17). His pointt

once again, is that American poets can only gaín from being

exposed to poetry from other languages, especial!.y that of

the Spanish surrealist,s, who had for BIy much more than the

Freneh to offer American ¡roets in "the ecstatic widening of

association' (rhe Seventíes, 1, p. 19).

Like Stevens, Bly constantly seeks a reeoncilÍation

between 'things aa they arer and 'thíngs imagined' in his

poems. He actively seeks a synthesie of worldly fact (reality)

and rfictloni (i¡nagination). Stevensr descríption of the

resolution of the imagined and ttre fact eould actually be

taken âs an anticipation of Blyrs esthetic:

There is, in faet,, a world of Poetry indlsting-
uishable from the world in which we live, otr I
ought to eay in the world in which we shall come
to live, since what makes the poet the potent
figure he is, or vtaar or ought to be, is that he
creates the world to which we turn incessantly
and wl.tJrout knowtng it and that he gives to life
the Êupreme fictl.o¡_s trithout whlch lte are unable
to conéeive of Ít.{8
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As Bernard Herrigan points out, however, ilt is not likely
that Stevene means that the tl'ro I indistinguÍshable worlds I

are ín all respects the 6ame, but the passage has double

relevance to his fstevens!Z theme of the intersection of

inaginat,ion and reality: socially, in that the poet hel,ps

men to live their lives lltalics mingZ; estheticaLly, and

ontologícally, ln that poetry thereby constitutes a greater

reality.'49 Similar1y, Bly feels that 'each time a man or

vtoman sueceeds in rnaking a line so rích and alive with tJre

sensesr ês full of darkness as rquail,/whistle about us their
spontaneous criesr t he must from then on live differently'
(ws, p. 16). The poetrs art, in otJrer words, dictates the

direction of his life. And for the reader, Iife should

imÍtate art, and not vice-versa

Bly, Iike many other post-world War II poets, felt the

inevitable influence of Stevens in hís work, but where most

others were affected by Stevens I philosophie investigatÍons

into the nature of "realityr" BIy was more influenced by

Stevens t belief ín the irrational element in poetrYr in his

conviction that

Poems have imaglnative or emotional meanings, not
rational neanings . r . o They may eonmunicate
nothing at aIl to people who are open only to
rational meanings. In short, thÍngs tåat have
their origin in the imaginatíon or in the emotions
very often take on a form that is anrbÍguous or
uncertain.50
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Here Stevens echoes the KeatsÍan dfctum of the necessity of

llving in uncertainty which !üilliams rejected outright¡ thus

Stevens represents for BIy one of the few who refused to faIl

in lÍne with tÌ¡e anti-romanticism of the cult of Eliot.Sl
Stevensr belief in the apontaneous imagÍnation as constituting

reality anticÍpates Blyts belief in the inner vision as a

means to deepened awareness¡ Stevensr celebration of a ncentraln

rninds2 that fuses imagination and fact anticipates BIyrs

attempt to balance the conscious and the unconscious in the
oprecise imaget (ralkíngr P. 296) ¡ Stevensr desire for a

'transpat"rr"."53 of form which would offer him an esthetic

peaee anticipates Blyts ínterest, in Silence And The Snowy

FÍelds, in tJre relationship between poetry and simplicÍty as

a kind of sparse sublímity; stevens I masculine-feminine

dichotony (l{oon/Woman,/Imagination : Sun/Man,/natiocination)

antícípates Blyrs obsession witå the struggle between the

matriarchat and patriarchal consciousness i. & Light Around

The Bodv and fllgpgg Joininq Hands; and Stevensr general

disdain for schorarry asceticism--"schorars,/' ' ' should

think hard in the dark cuffs,/of voluminous cloaks"54--

anticÍpates Blyrs scathing attacks (Ín fhe Fifties and the

Sixties) on academic poetry (Ta1klng, p. 2I1) and the

purveyors of the PhD.

In 'The Noble Rider and the Sound of Wordsn stevens

wrote:
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The subject matter of poetry is not that ncollec-
tion of solid, static objects extended in spacen
but the IÍfe that Ís lived in the scene that it
composes; and so reality is not that externaL
scene but tl¡e life that is lived in it. . o .
It is not that the imagination adheres to reality,
but, also, that reality adheres to Èhe imagína-
tion and that the dependence is essential.55

This ninterdependencen manifests itself in Blyts "precise

imager' where "an intermingling of worlds" (þ!þ!gq, p. 182)

--conscious and unconscious--is sr¡bstituted for Stevens I

interdependence of reality and imagination. Moreover, Blyrs

"intermingling of worldsrn like Stevensr ninterdependence" of

reality and imagination, is not based on logic, but on

spontaneous, instantaneous, sensory pereeptions whieh are

continually undergoing change. (There is dramatic evidence

of tåis in the extemporaneous compositions Ít åiIgE. )

Stevens I famous declaration about reality--"It Must Change"

--is inherent in Blyts theory of 'Leaping' or aswift associa-

tionr (gtre Seventies, L, p. 30) which transforms reaJ-ity as

rapidly as the images of the poem transform themseLves. In

fact, the wilder, the more passionate the associations, the

better, because for BIy, as for Stevens

. . . The casual is not
Enough. The freshness of transformation is
The ireshness of a wor1d.56

Following St,evens, then, Bly Ís Ínterested finalJ.y in

transforming the world, tJre 'casualr' into something astonish-

íng. Such transforming can only be accompJ.Íshed, however' by
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irratLonal means. In fact, BIy argues that "it is unscm-

pulous to slmply retell an experience because all the snails

and grasshoppers and hummingbirds that come to us have gone

through enortrþus transfo¡matione to get here.r57 Blyrs

transforming power introduces iother worldsü into a poem

where we might never have expected to find them. Their

introduction aeems irratÍonal to us, surreal. But his work

is no more irrational tlran StevenEr.

In his essay iThe lrrational Element ín Poetry" (1936)

Stevens predicted the absorption of the irrationality of the

surrealists into the nainstream of Àmerican poetry: tfhey

ft¡" surrealístaJ, ín tíme, will be absorbed, with the result
that what is now so concentratedr Bo J.nconsequenÈial in the

restrictions of a technÍgüêr so provincial, will gf.ve and

take and become part of the process of give and take of which

the growth of poetry consists."58 That tÌ¡e irrational or the

surreal has been by now absorbed by Àmerican poetry is a

certainty, but only because Robert Bly has been its sombrero-

wearfng champion for the laet twenty-five years, fighting
tl¡ose

Rationalists, wearing square hats . . .
Lookíng at the floor,
Iooking at the ceiling.
They conflne tl¡emselves
1o rJ.ght-angled triangles.
If they trLed rhomboids,
Coves, waving lines, ellips€a--
As, for example, the eIlípse of the- half-Doon--
nationatists woúta rrear sombreros.S9
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and believing, passÍonately, as Stevens díd, in

the more than rational distortion,
The fiction that results from feeling. Yes, thaü.60

He'is confident, as Stevens was, that:

They will get it straight one day at the Sorbonne.
IÍe shall return at tnilight from the lecture
Pleased that the irratioñal is rational. . . .61

8. 'To generalize is to be an idioti -- Willia¡n Blake

Blyte critics are in many inEtances Justified when they

complain that hLs generalizations do not obtain. His comment,

for example, that, Williamsr poetry is bonded Èo t-hings and

things alone is quíte rash, for in 'Asphodel, That Greeny

Flowerrr }lilliams celebrates the inner world as much as he

does the outer: "Asphodel/has no odor,/save to the imagina-

tion. n62 In 'Asphodelr' at least, things bloo¡n in Willia,ms I

'ímaginatÍonrr just as they bloom in the external world.

Moreover, Blyrs argument that OLson was preoecupied with form

to tåe extent that he ignored hls inner lífe suggests that Bly

had not read Olsonfs Human Universe as closely as he míght

have, for in it Olson Btates that the poet should not itreat

external reality any dlfferently than as part of his own

process, in ot!¡er words as anything other than relevant to

his own lnner life. t63

Why, then, does Bly risk sounding like an Ídiot through

such generalizatLons? He does so in order to puncture holes
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in anything written by older poets which has gone previousl-y

unchalLenged. In many instances, however, Blyts generaliza-

tions are quite accurate. His attack on Eliot and the New

Critics for their alleged impersonality is, for examPle, well-

founded. BIy likens his role as critic in these matters to

the stag who confronts another in order to stake a territorial

claim (Talking, p. 293). Blyrs rclaimt in the late L950s and

early 1960s was to make room for subjectivity; for personal

images that were "true" because they were original: i.e.,

images that cannot be taken out of or reinserted ínto the real

world. In the next chapterr w€ shall see how Bly puts t'heory

into practice with the ímages that eonstitute much of hÍs

first book, Silence in the Snowv Figldq.
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CHAPTER S{O OCOLD PASTORALT: STLENCE IN THE SNOT{Y FIELDS

The climate of tl¡e rural region of Minnesota where Robert

Bly lives has been cynically described as ten months winter
and two months poor skating; it is a climate that BLy loves

and that he has mythologized in all hÍs work, but norrhere as

specifically and as powerfully, howeverr âs in Silence in the
I

Snowy &I9Ê.* !{ith the publícation of Silence, Bly put into
practice at least part of the ttreory of poetry he had out-
lined ir & Fifties and t!¡e early issues of the.Síxties.
The poerns display the tlnterdependencei between the landscape

and the mind that Stevens sought, but the poemsi sparse, flat,
deceptÍvely simple diction and syntax offer an antithetical
approach to the opulence Stevens used in the achÍevement of
that J.nterdependence. Of the poems that comp rise SÍIence

Bly has remarkeds ", c c the place where I vrrote theee poems

is the plaee where I grew up, and I believed that our inner

feelings cannot become clear to us until we see thes¡ in out-
eide objects. Xnvariably, the outside landscape in which

they become clear to us Ls al¡nost always the place where we

were born. "2 rn thie chapter we shall explore that inter-
dependence of feelings and landseape.

39
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Place¡ .feelingsi ever since Emerson walked across a

bare comnon the relationship bet!úeen the two has receÍved

almoet, obsessive at,tentl.on from American poets. Blyrs

object,ion to poets who have explored that relationship in the

past ís that they concent,rated their attention diepropor-

tionately on the landscape and either ígnored or subordinated

the role that feelings (subjectivity) played in the relation-
ship. In Silence in thg Snovry Sglds, BIy sought to marry

the two; but since the subjective element had been 60 long

ignored by Ànerican poets, he felt compelled to become its
chanpion. So rather than express his life in t}re conventional

mâhn€Ë--as a mirror of the environment--Bly placed emphasis

on the inner life by describing the external world as a mirror

of mood. Consequently, the landscape ís often transformed

into something beyond the sensible through the active imagina-

tion, the unconscious, and the worLd of the dream.

Place for Bly becomes even more compellÍng in winter.

Snow, the indiscrimLnate, covers everything: roads, animal

dens, houses, barns, fields. It mutes everything; washes

everything in Íts own crystalline light. Snow is, in fact,
the physical manifestation of BIyrs most cherished condition:

solitude. And when snow falls, the world, is not only

transforned, but is dl.ninished to such an extent tl¡at the

Lnner world expreÊaes lteeff wtth increased intensity. The

poet, then, becomes a transpareney of the place in which his
inner belng finds peace, be it in a moving ear or Ln the



etillness of an open fte1d. In the poems of Silence, Bly,

like Stevens, lives rror a monent in the central of our beÍng,

/rhe vlvid transparenceo3 of himself in the Minnesota land-

aeape.

!{hen Robert Bly looks at a treer or at moonLight

lying on neyr snow, he is not simply looking at the thÍng

itseü (never being satisfÍed witJ¡ the thing itself), but at

the world of his own thoughts and feelings. In Stevensr

terms, the real becomes the imagined in Silence, since

when we look at the blue sky for the first time,
that Ls to say: not merely see it, but look at
it and experience it and for the ffrst time have
a senae that we lLye in the center of a physical
poetry, a geography that would be intolerable
except for the non-geography that exists there--

Ie realize

4L

few
ñ?r ir own
æTã "r"@Ugg

In other words, Bly, líke Stevens (and líke the phenomenolog-

iet Merleau-Ponty), acknowledges that the whole notion of

anything existing independently of hr¡man consciousness is
fallacious; consciousness is tintentional."5 Description

in Silence, therefor€¡ acts as an overflowing rather than an

objectification of the interior world. That is to say, Bly

offers aa an eguaÌ to hÍs perception of the natural world

his unconscLous and íts associative framework which adds to

the landscape untiL it becomes, in Stevens worlds, nthe

world in which we shall come to liver'6 ttre world of the

POem.

o
that they are lookinq at the

---
thouqhts and the world of+-.FTlFaliE-nffi
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As a consequence of this overflowitg, the images in

Silence often express elements of the unconseious in the

conscious. They are images which I have designated as

ttransformationalr not only because of Blyrs acknowledgement

of Stevensr demand for nfreshness of transformationrÞ but

also for reasons which will become evident as we move through

the poems, examining theÍr imagery and their method of

comPositíon.

Bly achieves Stevensr nfreshness" through the joy

derived from meditation in solitude. !{hat flows out of t'he

poet during periods of ¡neditation is what Bly calls the

ndesire-energyn that, the

poet ordínarily uses . . . to battle the world,
and his poems are half intractable world, and
half private energy. The student of the inward
road pulls back from the world, refuses to allow

L - .! À l^--It, Ëo goDDre nls energy r ne c()nserveÞ rË rry
so!.ituder oÍ increases Ít, by medit,ation. Vùhen
he has more than enough, he allows ít to flow out
and take words for itãeit.7

The solftude to which BIy refers here is not the

conventionaL notion of the writer at his desk confrontÍng

the blank page, but of the poet actually out walking alone

across snoyry fields , of having abandoned the comforts of

the study, a fi.re, and perhaps a good book to venture out-

side where itrs damp and bone-cold. Place and feelings

conjoin. The poem is not something recollected in tran-

quility, but often written literally on the spot. Bty
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writes extemporaneously because although

one sees many poems on trees, leaves, animals,
plants, nature poems . . . it is clear from
ieadinq them that the poem at the moment he
fttre põe!/ ytrote them was not really out in the
fÍetd, hd was not alone out there in the non-
human¡ on the contrary, he was sitting at his
desk, in his usual place . . . If an American
wants to write of a chill and foggy fie1d, he
has to stay out there, and get cold and wet
himseLf. Two hours of solitude seem about right
for every line of poetry.S

(ralking, pp. 164-65)

Despite the characteristic flippancy of this fomula

for poetry, BIy is making an astonishing proposal here- He

is arguing that to write about something wit¡out having

directly experienced it constitutes l-íterary fraudulence'

and ttrat tlis fraudulence is readiJ.y discernible Ín the

resulting poem. His assertion implies, moreover, that a

true poem is not the product of pleasure, but rather of

discomfort, and that the pleasure, paradoxically, comes of

the rpainr of being a}one. And even if the poet is celebrat-

ing a beautiful autumn day, the poem--which must be written

whiLe leaves are actually fallÍng on his notebook--should

convey the sense of lonelíness one feeLs nalone out there

in the nonhuman.n BIy has stated, in fact, that "many of

the poems Ín Silence ln tÌ¡e Snowv Fie1ds were written while

I was literally sitting under a treer oE in the thirty or

forty seconds that it took to wríte the poem dovtn--and not

revisedr (Ta1king, p. 133).
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What may we ínfer from such a method of composÍtion?

Of primary consideration is the fact that its extemporaneous-

ness obviously suggests a desire to capture immediate exper-

ience. Second, it runs counter to ttre idea of the poet as

craftsman who prunes the irnperfect branches of the imagination

by recollecting in tranquilLity what acguallv happened during

those concentrated moments of rinspiration.r Third, it
dispells the belief ín the inspired poem and replaces it with

a picture of an imagination tenacious of its purPoser Yet

groping blindly forward, deepty perplexed at its own bewiLder-

ment. Fourth, it endorses conscientious introspection and

places great faíth in t,he resonant utterances of the unoon-

scious. In fact, it may be said that extemporaneous composi-

tion, with little or no revision, interalizes inspiraÈion:

the Muse becomes the Bemused.

The extemporaneous composition itself has not been

uncommon in English poetry. It calls to mind many of Words-

worthrs sonnets which he composed while surveying an arrest-
,9ing scene.- It recalls in particular one of the more familiar
literary anecdotes which offers an account of the genesis of

Keatsrs node To A Nightingale":

In the spring of 1819 a nightingale had built her
nest near my house. Keats felt a tranquil and
continual joy ín her songt and one mornÍng he took
his chaÍr from the breakfast table to tJre grass-
plot under a plum-treer where he sat for two or
three hours. lilhen he carne into the house r I
perceived he had some scraps of paper in his hand,
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and these he was quietly thrusting behind the books.
On inquiry, I found those scraPs, four or five in
nu¡nber, containe{-hfs poetic feeling on the song of
our nightingale.I0

One might, thenr go so far as to say that the extemPoraneous

composition is a distinctJ.y Romantic phenomenon in that it

suggests an attempt on the part of the poet to foster an

organic relationship between himself and the objects of his

attentíon. It marks a deliberate attempt to fuse inner and

outer landecape without the intellect dominating their natural

correspondence. Historically, the ext,emporaneous composition

is essentially an outgrowth of "localn or nLoco-descriptive"

poems so popular in England in the Late eighteenth and early

nineteenth centuries. As defined by Dr. Johnson, olocaL

poetryn is 'a specÍes of comPosition . . . of which the

fundamental subject is some particular landscape, to be

poetically deseribed, with the addition of such embeLlishments

as may be supplied by historical retrospection or Íncidental

meditation.'11 M.H. Abrams states that "This landscape is

not only particularized; Ít is in most cases precisely

localized, in place, and sometimes in time as wel1.n12

Many of Blyts poem s in Silence Ídentify particular towns,

places, staces or seasons. Their particípial titles, aside

from sÈylistically echoing the 'localn poems of l{ordsworth,

'are no less meticuLous in giving o . . ËlD exact localitynl3:
iDriving Toward The Lac QuÍ Parle River" i "Remembering in

Oslo The OId Picture Of The Magna Carta" t nwith PaIe Women
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In ltaryland'; nDrÍving Through Ohiorf i non The Ferry Across

Chesapeake Bay."

As the rlocal poemn evolved, as it grew more sophistie-

ated in the hands of Vtordsworth and Coleridge, nthe focus of

interest fwasJ no longer in the analogical inventory of scenic

detail, but in the mentaL and emotional experience of a

specific lyric speaker."14 we find this "emotional exper-

ience" in the poems of Silence, which comprise, moreover' "the

interweaving of thought, feeling, and Perceptual detail, and

the easy naturalness of the speaking voice which charactetize

the Romantic lyric. "15 Both the method and the content of

Silenee, then, are inherently Romantic, and it stands as one

exampì.e of the nreemergence of romanticism . . . noticeably

free of the exotic, the escapistr oE the allusiverr tÌ¡at George

s. Lensing and Ronald Moran have described in Fou¡ Pqets of

the Emotive fmaginatiorr. 16

Blyts version of the 'Iocal poem" however, is much

briefer and less complex than nlhe EoIian Harp" or nThís Lime-

Tree Bower My Prisonrñ to name two exampLes. What we do

witness in Blyrs poems that is akin to these and other oÌocal

poems' is Èheir infornalr PresentationaL response to the

landscape; a responsr. which consists of a spontaneous over-

flow of feelings that for BIy is precÍsely that, and not

something made to seem as if it were. It is a resPonse

whose tendency is to idisplace the landscape as the center

of poetic interest.olT In other words, for Bly, as for the
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English Romanticsr tdescriptLon Ís strueturally subordinate

to mediÈation. tl8 Arid, as Abrams also notes, tEven when the

init,ial impression is of the caeual movement of a relaxed

mind, retrospect reveals the whole to have been firnly
organized around an emotional Íssue pressing for resolution."19

In Blyrs iOn The Ferry Across Chesapeake Bayr" for example,

the temotional issue pressing for resolution" is the imarcht

of the body "toward Death.i À kind of Cro ssinq Brooklyn Ferrv

in minÍature, iOn The Ferry Across Chesapeake Bayr consists

of a single, one-stanza strophe whÍch iurplÍes rather than

states the pocmrs predication: that the physical body is
precipitant upon the waters of the Bay, and that the poetrs

spJ.ritual nature cannot be separated from the physical' even

as the body "ploughs toward deathi:

. o . O deep green sea, it is not for you
This smoking body ploughs tov¡ard death¡
It is not for the strange blossoms of the sea
I drag my thin leEs across tt¡e Chesapeake Bay;
Though perhaps by your motions the body heals¡
For though on its road the body cannot march
!{ith goLden trumpets--it must march--
And the sea gives up its answers as it falls into

itself. (91@, p. 3s)

Here we aee that meditation truly supersedes descrÍp-

tLon. As ln Whitmanrs Crossing Brooklyn Ferry, Èhe passage

from shore to shore is a metaphor for passing from the

physical to the spiritual through death. The dLction is
particularly remLniscent of !{hitnanrs poem: the apostrophe
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in 'O deep green sean recalls the favourite cataloguing

device of Whitman that calLs things forth; and the objec-

tification and address of the body echo part 5 of Whitmanrs

poem:

. . . I too had been struck from the fLoaÈ forever
held in sol-ution,

I too had receivrd identity by my body,
That I was I knew was of my body, and what l-knew

I should be I knew f shouta bé'of my body.2O

BIy, too, reeeives his iidentityn by his ibodyri since in its
tmarch' Èor¡ard death--though perhaps temporarily healed by

the womblike motions of the water--it is acting out the

€ternal process of life, flowing out of ítself to be reborn

in the deep ocean of the spirit. The water itself symbolizes

the universal confLuence of potentialities, the fons et origo,

which precedes all form and alL creation. The poetrs move-

ment across the bay suggests a movement to$rard death and

annihilation on the one handr âDd toward rebirth and regenera-

tion on the other. The water here may also be symbolic of

the collective unconsciousi as an expressÍon of the vital
potential and ove¡rrhelming danger of the dark depths of the

psyche and its struggle to formulate a clear message

comprehensible to the poetrs eonscious:{ress. the meditation

comes to the resolution that the body omust marehn toward

death, but the fact that Ít must do so unaccompaníed by

glorious tgolden trumpetsi suggests that the nrelaxed mind"

which began this meditation has become a troubled one
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determined to transcend its disturbing resolution by immers-

ing itself in the body, just as the sea "falls into itself.r

'Hunting Pheasants In A Cornfieldn provides us with an

even better example of Blyrs loco-descriptive poem as

extemporaneous cornpos ition :

I

What is so strange about a tree alone in an open
field?

It ís a willow tree. I walk around and around it.
The body Ís strangely torn, and cannot leave it.
At last I sit down beneath it.

II

It is a willow tree alone in acres of dry corn.
Its leaves are scattered around its trunk, and

around me,
Bro'¡n now, and speckl.ed with delicaÈe black.
Only the cornstalks now can make a noise.

III

The sun is cold, burning through the frosty
distances of space,

The weeds are frozen to death long ago.
I{hy then do I love to watch
The sun moving on the chill skÍn of the branches?

IV

The mind has shed leaves alone for years.
It stands apart with small creatures near its

roots.
I arn happy in this ancient place,
A spot easily caught sight of above the corn,
If I were a young animal ready to turn hom¿ at

dusk 
(sÍrence, p. 14)

The repetition of the word nnovt' in part II underlines the

poemrs extemporaneous nature, and the poem is written in the
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present tense as the landscape draws out the poetrs feeLings

from within him. The opening interrogatÍve, aside from

compellíng us to read the poem to discover íts answer, subtly

and succinctly establÍshes the analogy between ntree alonen

and rman alone. r The inoediate correspondence between poet

and Nature assumes a mysterious resonance through BIyrs

repeated circling of the tree. fn the treers autumnal de-

creation, Bly recognizes the bare branches of solítude itself.

the strangeness of the tree is reflected in the strangeness

of the poetrs response, which is more physical than intellec-

tual, since he specifies that it is his nbody" that is

"strangely tornr* and not his mind. He is Like a dog circ-
ling a specÍal place he wants to J.ie down on, until 'Àt lastn

he sits dorvn beneath the tree and begins writing the poem.21

The second and third sections elaborate upon the settÍng.

By repeating that it is na willow tree, " and that it is
oalone, n Bly underlines the analogy betlveen solitary tree

and solitary man from section one. The description of the

treers falLen leaves anticípates the fusion in section four

of mind and nature, in that iThe mindr" in its meclitations,

also nhas shed leaves alone for years.' But Íf we interpret
BIyts image of the mind shedding leaves merely as anthroromorph-

ism, or as pathetic fallacyr 9rê misconstrue the poetic impulse.

The image resonates wÍth the insistence that the mind, in

order to apprehend Nature, must lend itself to what it is

apprehending. To think about Nature--to experience it--the
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poet does not manipulate it to suit hís mood, but rmarries I

lt, and begets of that marriage a ildualLsti.ç consciousness'

bel.onging to man and to Nature in equal proportion.

In the third part, the poetrs solitude is extended,

almost to the lnfinite, by 'tJre frosty distances of space"

betvreen himself and the eold; distances whÍch are an exten-

eion of the separatíon between the I ("ghe mind") which

questÍons, and the self ("the bodyt') which does not:

Why then do I love to watch
The sun moving on the chill skin of the branches?

The ansqrer is implicit in the juxtaposition of ttre rhetorical
question against the simple declaration nThe weeds are frozen

to d.eath l-ong ago': because of a longing for death, for the

ultímate fusion of self with Nature.

The image of the t,ree itself resonates with Èhe i.ife of
the cosmos. In its regenerative aspect, it becomes an image

of "Life without deathr" a concept which, aceording to lrtircea

Eliade, stands, from an ontological perspeetive, for rab-

solute reality" or nthe centre of the world.."22 Here place

assumes cosmic sígnificancer so that to caII BIyrs poetry
tregionalrn as M.L. RosenthaL has dorr"r23 is tantamount to
calling iTíntern Àbbeyi regíonal. When the tree of the field
becomes the tree of the mfnd there is a fusion of the

intellectual and material worlds, and the poem as a whole

can be seen as a form of epiphany.24 In fact, almost every
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poem in Silence conveys this ¡centre of the worLdr or nab-

solute realityi qualityr yet it does this as Stevensr poeßs did:

through the emotional representation of othe structure of

the poetfs mind fas í{ ls realized in the act of improvisa-

tion."25 In this wây, the objectíve and subjective are fused

and, once again in Coleríd.ge I s terms , hhe Poet I s heart and

intellect . . . far{ combined, intímately eombined and

unified with the great appearanees of nature, and not merely

held ln solution and loose mixture with them.'26

As an audience to the extemporaneous composÍtLon, our

problem is to consider the poem as a grouping together of

numerous images that flow into the lÍne, Èugging the inagÍna-

tion behind them. In the exarnple of the tree-irnage, we are

required not to respond to it as an objectr or even as a

surrogate obJect, but to apprehend it as a specific reality.
To accornplish this, our conscíousness must somehow connect

Itself with the ephemeral product of the poetrs consciousnesss

the ímage. In other words, lf the poetic epiphany is to be

corrpletely communicated, the image g! resonate in our

unconscious. If it does not, then either the poet has failed
in his attempt to renovate our conscíousnessr or we have

reJected the validity of the eource of the Ínage and those

forces manifested in it that have by-passed the clrcuits of

the intelleet, and the precedenee of sensibility.
We find those forces gathering strength in the bookrs

recurring image of darknqss. In SlLence, the word tdarkn or
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rdarkness' becomes a metaphysical adjective or noun by means

of whíeh the darkness of the worLd and the darkness of the

mind are united. The word dgrk as word holds an enornously

powerful aural value as well. Íthen we read it over and over

again, either silently or aloud, Lts vocal energy reverberates

through the bloodstream to the tiniest capíllaries. Any

recurring word wiIl have this hypnotic effect, but especially

a word like 9g!, whÍch belongs to the inner world more than

it does to the outer. Dark evokes nithin us sleep and its
powerful imagery: blindness, death, formless chaos, the void,

the unconscious, solitude, the womb, the mother, the feminine,

et'cefera. Upon hearing it we are transported to the most

mysteríous forests of being. !{hen we speak it we darken the

world; electricity is forgotten; a solar eclipse occursi vte

are returned to primitivity; we speak with an ancient voice.

The aud,itory imagination, as Eliot has shown us, lends

poetry its tremendous subconscious activity. Simply taken as

a phonetic phenomenon, then, the word dark is a tuning fork
tt¡at creates the emotional pitch of all the other recurring
words in the book--slêêpr death, water, snow--ênd harmonizes

cosmos wittr psyche. But these effects are invariably induced

by meaning. Thusr ês an adJeetive, dark will acquire the

melancholy of the poet; his depression or his pleasure. So

in 'Depressionr " there is a desire for the darkness which wil}
obliterate consciousness because the poetrs ibody was sourrn

his "life dishonestn (p. 37). On the other hand, the darkness
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trnear the earthñ can represent a path leading to a profound

mystery:

Beneath the waters, since I was a boy,
I have dreamt of strange and dark treasurest
Not of goldr ot strange stones, but the true
Gift, beneath the pale lakes of Minnesota.

(9ilence, p.56)

Darkness also connotes the spirítual blindness of those

imprisoned in the external world, tJ:ose "asleep in the out-

ward *.tr'27 as the bookrs epigraph, taken from Jacob Boehme,

suggests:

...adarknessinwhích
Thieves shudder, and the insarn have a hunger for snow,
In which bankers dream of being buried by blach stones,
Ànd businessmen fall on their knees in the dungeons of

s1eep.
(silence, p.25)

Or it teaches us lessons about finding joy in solitude:

There has been a light snow.
Dark car tracks move in out of the darkness.
I stare at the train window marked with soft. dust.
I have awakened at MissouJ.a, Montana, utterly happy.

(Sílence, p.47')

But darkness is, finally--as a symbol for the inward world

of the unconscious--nWhere Ïare Must Look For HeJ.pn:

The dove returns: it found no resting place,
It was in flight all night above the shaken seas;
Beneath ark eaves
The dove shall rnagnify the tigerrs bed;
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Give the dove peaee.
The split-tail swallows leave the sill at dawn;
At dusk, blue swallows shall return.
On the third day the crow shall fly;
The crow, the crow, the spider-coLored crowt
The crow shall fínd new mud to walk upon.

(silence, p. 291

Even though there is no specific reference to darkness in the

poem, the re-interpretation of the Biblical flood, wÍth the

crovt replacing tJ¡e dove as the bird which discovers nnew

mud to walk uponrn suggests a faith Ln the powers of darkness

rather than in the powers of light. Rather than seeing dark-

ness as regressive, or as evilr or as chaos and unsublimated

forcesr ä6 Christianity has traditionally seen Ít' Bly offers

darkness as a hermetic obscurum per obscurius. Andr when

darkness is Llluminated by moonlight, as it so often is in

Sllgnce, moonlight indicates an active jmaEination--

How beautiful to walk out at midnight in the moonlight
Dreaming of animals--

(silence, p.54)

which also elicits a joy:

If I think of a horse wandering about sleeplessly
À11 night on ùhís Ehort grass covered with moonlightt
I feel a joy, as if I had thought
Of a pirate ship ploughing through dark flowers.

(Sílence r P. 55)

It is this active imagination which gives $!}gg its
original, surreal quality. The image of a ¡pirate ship
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ploughing through dark flowersn is an excellent example of

what BIy has offered as an image in opposition to the

pictures of Imagism. It is an image which juxtaposes ele-

ments from the ínner world with elements from the external

world; the palpable with the intangibtei conscious with

unconscÍous. It is a ntransformationalr irnuga28 because it
incorporates within itself a rational and an irrational worLd.

A pirate ship is, obvíously, somethÍng s¡e can conceive of as

"real, n but as it begíns nploughing through dark flowersü it
suddenly becomes something which cannot be ntaken out of the

work of art and reinserted back into the world. tr lfe are

transported to a realm where representational thinking ceases

to be of much importance. The sleeping being inside us is

awakened, and we sense the hidden cong:ruity between matter

and the stuff of which dreams consíst. We are ushered through

dim corridors to a world of inner light which is not a reflec-

tion of the lighÈ from the outside world. In fact, the

outside world becomes temporarily obliterated and the images

from the inner world have no apparent antecedenÈs.

My designation of Blyrs images as ntransformationaln is
derived largely from Erich Neumannrs larger notion of creative

tran,;formation: the ntotal Process in which the creative

principle is manifested . . . êS a pohrer related tO the self'

the center of the whole personaltty.n29 This Process con-

sists of an "unremitting dialectical exchange between the

assimiLating consciousness and the contents fof the unconseiouy'
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that are continuously beíng newly constellated. n30 Neumann

states that consciousness cannot hope to develop unless Ít
maintains ña living bond with the creative powers of the

unconscious.n3l He insists, moreover' that reality does

not consist of the external world alone, but that it is
composed to a large extent, by 'intrapsychic forces.n32 The

creative process, creat,ive transformation itself, hinges on

the dialectíc of the conscious with the unconscious. 'I;rlhen

the unconscious produces somethíng without the participation

of the egor oE where the ego remains purely passive, wê have

a low level of creativity¡ the level rises with increasing

tension between ego and unconscious.'33 As índividuaL

manifestations of this creative (transformational) Processt

Blyrs transformational images dispì.ay thÍs tension in the

egofs apprehension of the world modified by the associations

that apprehension eLíeíts withín the unconscious. Thus,

ordinary chestnut blossoms become 'chestnut blossoms in the

mindtr (Sílence, p. 261'¡ snow beeomes the njewels of a murdered

Gothic prince" (9Å1989, p. 19). Neumann stresses that "onJ-y

if this tension is endured . . . cên a third term be born,

which rtranseends, I or surpasses, the opposites and so com-

bines parts c.É both positions into an unknown, net¡ creation.n34

In Sílence, the world that Bly imagines or dreams stems

from an individual- psyche, not a collecÈive, generic one.

The transformational images in the book are notr thereforet
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arehetypal. Bly argues, moreover, that although an lmage

ocan be rclosetto an archetype . . . the best way to ruin a

poem is to put in a lot of archetypesn (33!!!g, p. 260). Now

it might be argued that the nature of an archetype is often

such that the poet is unaware of the fact that an image

actually Ls archetypal, so that he is writing down archetypes

when what he tt¡inks he is writing down are original images.

But this is to imply that an image necessarily must have a

rational function--ês in an archetype--whereas an image for
BIy also inplÍes an irrational tfunction. I Anthony L,ibby

contends that BIyrs ngreatest strength is his ability to

discor¡er in ttre darknese images that are not archetypal,

at least not in the ,lungian sense, because they are only

beginning to loom into view.'35 Therefore, the transforma-

tional image is not something which has been lying dormant in
the deptTrs of the colleetive unconscÍous, and it consequently

cannot be understood as a shadow of the racía1 past. Neither

should it be associ,ated with neo-Platonic notions of an

ideal. Bly ís nsick of hearing Plators name spoken in every

discussion of the imagei (Talkingr p. 260). The transforma-

tional image contains its own reality. It is not symbolic¡

it simply is what it is. It indícates nothÍng but, itself,
and exists as loglcatly or illogically as any object in
Nature. Its "meaningrr ff it has any meaning at all, exists

in the resonance which dictates what it can þr as it shifts
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shape from one form to another. The overall imeaningi of

the poem emerges from the fertile and írresistible conjunc-

tion of images which melt into one another by an intuitive
Process which circumvents metaphor because all the image-

objects in the gequence are on par with one another. Due to

its dynamie novelty, then, the transformational image exÍsts

anterior to reality, and therefore eontains Íts own ontology;

an a-causal ontology of nonknowing and eternal becoming. To

put it simply: Ímage pregdes thought, in both the poet and

the reader.

For this process to occurr âD inversion of normal

psychologieal perspeetÍves must take place, and the ímage

is felt before it is known. For instance, "pirate, ¡ rship, r

oploughingro tdarkrn and nflowersrt convey meaning on the

subconscious level prior to the readerrs intellectualization
of their attributes. Furthermore, the imagesr syntactical
arrangement on the page ís subordinate to their psychologicat

resonance. Perception, therefore, supersedes conception.

We truly experience ,la life of sensations rather than of

thoughts.ñ hle are astonished first, and ít is only because

of our admíration for the poetrs abLlity to astonish us, to
tmake it newrð in Poundfs terms, tJrat we explore the image

from a cognitive perspective. the posítivist critical mind,

however, being the insensitive creature that it is, yrants

only to understand the image, rather than take it at its
inception, äs rde must do with Bly. In order to benefit from
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BIy I s Ínagery--by irnagining before knowing--vte should take

t-he ímage simpty as it is and follow it to the li¡nfts of

its created eontext. We have nothing to fear but the

unconsCious which, sooner or later, wiII force us to deal

with the inner reality we refuse to acknov¡Iedge. We can

remain cynical and proclaim, as many reviewers of BIyrs

work initially did, that Blyts poems make no sense and

therefore deserve little attentioni vte can' with great

rhetorical insensitivity and derision, announce in response

to BIyrs pastoral. mysticism anchored in the unconscious:

rAll we have to do is open its doors, speak its language,

and tt¡e vile enehantments of our cullure wÍLl disappeat."36

oE, we ean submerge ourselves in this inner reality and

inhale the fragrance of othe chestnut blossoms in the mind"

(p. 261 .

Such an image, which ostensÍbly has its basis in the

external v¡orld, is actualty a concentration of the total
nenergy' of the psyche. As such, ít receives constant

strengthening by means of association throughout the rest

of the poem, a rtechniquer BJ.y enpJ.oys in much of his work,

and one which clearly dÍstinguishes him from the French

surreaLists and the Deep Imagists. Rath:'¿r than abandon the

first image for another and another, etc. ' merely in order

to achieve a continuun, Bly lgts the tnitial image, the

rest of the poem acting as a kind of psychic investigation
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of fts salience on the edges of conseiousness. The poem

¡Awakeningn (p. 261 is a good example of this trust and

subsequent psychie probing.

The JuxtaposLtion of the introductory phrase 'We are

approaching sleep' against the title 'Awakeningn immediately

submerges us Ln a non-rational realm, since the content of
the poem contradicts what the title suggests the poen is
about. It is fuLl of images of sleep, tunnels, wells and

darkness--always behind the metamorphosis of one image into
another is the darkness, the source of the images themselves.

Why the tit,Ie iAwakeningü then? togic, obviously, does not

obtain in the inward world. The awakening that takes place

in the poem is not the normal awakening from sleep to waking

consciousness¡ but from the ratíonal to ttre subrational;

from the day-world of reason to the night-world of dream and

the cries of the dead.

the transformational image nt}re chestnut blossoms in the

mindñ is the image with which all others ín the poem are

magnetically associated: ithe long roots of barleyj n ithe

oak roots staining the waters dark, o the tsodden blossomsn

soakJ.ng the streêts. The result ls a merging of conscious

and unconscious material that reflects the state of one

capproaching sleep.r With rthe chestnut blossomsi becoming

rsodden blossoms' in lÍne six, we have entered or awakened

into the dark waters of sleep and tåe unconscious: ta

tunnel softly hurtling into darknesg.r The use of the first
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person plural to frame the stanza--tr!{e are approachíngn and

nout of thfsr/We have comen--invites that the reader makes

the descent and experiences the iAwakeningr along wÍth the

poet. the syntactical arrangement of t,he one long sentence

into a parataxis of images and abstraetions ("painrt nbitter-

nesstr) not only sets up an associative procession, but

enhances our partícipation in the process of transforming

the external worLd. Each line is open-ended with a caesura

at or near its míddle, making the process oecur that much

more svrÍftly. The repetition of rblossomsi and nroots"

and (once again) 'darkn creates the hypnotic effect of a

deep sleep. This repetition is augmented by the subtle

internal rhymes of "pain'with istainingt and 'rainro
'soakedtr wíth toakn and napproachingrn the allÍteration of

"barley, bitterness" (subtly softened by the comma) r and

the gentle assonance of tthoughtsrt iblossomsri and nsodd,en.i

The stanzars overall effect is not unlike a sedative, then,

and we are plunged into the abyss of sleep.

There is 'a tíme lapse" between the first and second

stanzas, and Bly has commented that nlf there ls any poetry

in the poems, it is in the whÍte spaces between the stanr"".n37

During the ttime lapseü $te are returned to a specific place:
tThe small farmhouse in Minnesota.n The npoetryi of the

whíte spaces betrueen stanzas one and two, however, has

effected a dramatic shíft in tone. The sentences of stanza

two are much more urgent, more assertivei the images of
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darkness that predominate are ominous. The peacefulness

of, tl¡e first stanza has given way to a frÍghtfulness in
stanza tnos rEven the water in wells trembles.i The

exteriral storm that nis coming' is merely an extension of

the storm in the poetrs unconscious. the omni-presence of

darkness in lines three through seven, particularly tlte

darkness of the horses and dqrsanthemums (the latter image

recalling the chestnut blossoms of stanza one), suggests

that Blyrs (and our) rAwakeniDgr" or any ar*akening--whether

it be purely physical or psychological or spiritual--is noÈ

without pain or the fear of paÍn. This is impLied by the

image of the ismall farmhousei being "hardly strong enough

for the stormr" and by the horses 'who are bearing great

loads' Ln dthe dark air. i Vüe feel as if it is the poet hím-

self who otrenbles' under the potential battering of the

psychological storm, that it is he who is the Èsmall farm-

house in Minnesota.n The tone remains all the more ominous

because the storm never actually arrives; it is the poten-

tiality of Íts destruction that 1s frightening, not the

destruction itself.
Between stanzas tvro and three we experience another

tti¡ne lapse." We are now with the poet in "trafficr' and

tÌ¡e wheels of hie car coalesce lnto nthe great l{heelr of

the past rolling into the present. iLincolnrs statueñ

stands a€r an enblem of that ülong past, o and rA birdr'
ËwarblLngro for the 'long present.Ë There is a return to
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the initÍal eyntax of stanza one, and with it the re-

appearance of the 'blossoms.n The potentiality of the storm

has been transformed into the actual "grindingn and

'llashing, continual washingn of a death-in-life existence

for those imprisoned, or asleep, in the outward world. The

fear of immersion, then, the fear of being drowned in the

darkness of water, we can translate as the egofs fear of

being overwhelmed by the unconscious.

It has been argued that this [Dying into the darkness

fí"J at the hearÈ of Blyrs poetry.o3S grrt we must not

misconstrue the kind of dying that BIy is engaged in here.

It is not gross death--physical, LiteraL death--that Bly

experiences and re-creates in his poemst it is psychic deatht

or metaphorical death. But this does not make its experience

any less real or less meaníngfuL. on the contrary, psychic

deaÈh brings with it the most profound notions of awakening

into the ínward world, the under:r,¡orld, where aII that has

been buried and forgotten Ín each of us paradoxically comes

to life. The unconscious becomes the underworld, and when

BIy dies into the darkness, he is resurrected inside the

imaginative mind.

ltany of the poems in Sitgnce proceed under the authority

of this unwritten axioms without an imagination of death'

there is a death of the imagination. Death is inti¡nated or

commented upon Ín nearly every poem in the book, and
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invariabty from a positÍve perspective. It is ithe death

we lovei (p. 321 ì "!Ve rejoice at deathr (p. 34); the rbody

ploughs toward death' (p. 35); the poet nhas feLt the sense

of death" and therefore ís "full of loven (P. 33) i we fínd

ourselves nDiving into the sea of death" (p. L2) ¡ *ne$t

strength whispers of the darkness of death" (p. 16) i nthe

farmer looks up at the palíng sky reminding him of deathn

(p. I8) ¡ 'the baboon whistles on the shores of deatho (p. 251 ¡

there is an undeniable longing to 'rest in tJre black earth

of silence' (p. 37) ¡ death is personified in nthe horse of

darkness . . . Carrying a thin man with no coatn (p. 52\, so

that the thought of death, the possibility of death, is

always v¡ith us!

A1iver wê are like a sleek water beetle,
Skating across still water in any direction
We ehoose, and soon to be swallowed
Suddenly from beneat,h.

(Silence, p. 55)

Death, then, ie something not to be avoided, buÈ praised.

In his praise, Bly is recognízing death as nthe prerequisite

of every transformation that merges life and death . . .

fandJ all-ies himself with the creative God himself , the

God of transformation who bestows and is life and deat'h.n39

To sleep is to enter this kingdom of psychic death.

Many poems in the book are set at níght or deal directly

with the experience of sleep: twaking From Sleepr n 'After-
noon Sleeprt tUnrestrn nDepressionrt iLaziness and Silencertt
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nLate At Night During A Visit of Frd,ends. n To sleep is to

awaken into an interior, autonomous exÍstence whose images

are a statement from the chtttonic depths. we leave behínd

ctock time and move into timage time.r Thus tLincolnn co-

exists wÍth rThe small farmhouse Ín Minnesota' and, as in
the poenr rRemembering In OsLo The OId Picture of The Magna

Carta, t 'One thing is also another thingi:

The girl in a houge dress, pushing open the window,
fs also the fat king sitting under the oak tree,
Ànd the garbage men, thumping their cans, are
Cror.¡s still cawing,
And the nobles are offering the sheet to the king.
One thing is also another thing, and the doomed

galleons,
Hung with trinkets, hove by the coast, and in the

blossoms
of trees are still sailing on their }ong voyage

from Spain;
I too am still shocking grain, as I did as a boy,

dog tired,
And my great-grandfather steps on his ship.

Silence a P.30)

The experience Bly conveys here is that of havÍng Lost time

and of being lost without time in a psychic place where

suceession is invalid. Eaeh image is an image becomincf

another, and the naturalistic fallacy disappears in the

wake of the fnterchangeable partieipial verbs which transform

one image awiftly into tJ¡e next. This poem is probably the

best example we can find in all Blyts work of the associa-

tive method of rleaping'r he expatiated in The Seventies.

There he stated that the more rapÍdly the poet associates,
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the more substanÈiaL and exciting the poem, and that xThe

farther a poem gets from its initial worldl-y circumstance

wíthout breaking the thread, the more content it has" (The

_seventies, I, f6). In other words, BIy begins wÍth the

"world1y fact" of a picture and ñIeaps" to "an objecÈ soaked

in unconscious substance to an object or idea soaked in

conscious psychic substance' (The Seventies, I, 6). we

ttleapt from garbage cans to ttdoomed galleons' to 'blossoms"

(once again). The images ndoomed galleonsn and rrblossomstr

are, obviously, rreal, I but when the former becomes contained

in the latter, the reader is pu1J.ed inward toward the

reservoir of images where each one muÈuaIly requires the

other and all are simuLtaneously correlative. The only

notion of causalíty or origin comes in the titLe, where Bly

presumably associates the Magna Carta wit} something that

captured his attention--a photograph or a painting--in Oslo.

Following the title, BIY makes no atternpt to illuminate

through narrative the connection between one image and the

next. This is accomplished by the poemts simple and only

abstract declarative: rOne thing is also another thing.n

It is Blyrs dictum for the essence of his imaginative life'

and the poemrs exfoliation of images suggests that things

are what they are because of the associations they elicit

wÍthin us. Each Ímage or trthingn is a sudden accumulation

of energy Ínto a form which briefly brings into focus a ne$/
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part of the psyche. The rapid transformation of the images

reflects the external life-process, but the synchronícity

of events suggests the inner life as more vital, Iess rigid,
and therefore primary.

l{e see a sÍmilar principle operating in "Afternoon

Sleepn (p. 43). The poem begins with a vision of the poetrs

consciousness irnmediately after he has woken from sleep,

and consists of sixteen lines, divided ínto three sections

that apparently have nothing profound to offer: "I was

deseending from the mountains of sleep. n It is a vision and

not a description because the 'ofÉ phrase--which is the

syntactical construct that ís most approprÍate to the render-

ing of transformational consciousness--is describing neither
nmountainstt nor nsJ-eeprrt but rtsome third substance, which

has never existed before, created by the wordsn (fhe Sixties,

8, 761 . other examples of tof phrases" from Silence are:

"the sea of lightrn 'the pueblos of the lilyr' "The shacks

of Èhe corn, n (p. 27) ¡ 'a confusion of swallowsn (p. 31) ;

trstrange blossoms of the sean (p. 35) i tthe sea of paÍn"

(p. 441 ¡ nthe ship of his own desire" (p. 57) i nhandfuls of

darkness" (p. 60) . Like nthe mountains of sleepr " these
roft F.trases, because they do not denote possession, ncannot

be rephrasedn (Îhe S:Lxties, 8, 761 . They suggest psychic

states which, because they cannot be rendered by perception,

are simultaneously intimate and indeterminate; and often
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they reverse the normal perspective from which a phenomenon

is vievred: Bly is ndescendingo from nmountainsn of sleep

rather than rising out of the conventional valleys of the

subconscious.

In the wakíng state the dream is recounted, and the

random images of nan old ModeL Àrn Blyts wife, and ntJre

loneliness hiding in grass and weedsn simulate the dreaming

process itself. The condensed story about nJoe SjoLie" in

section two seems completeJ,y dissociated from the first

seetion. It is only ín section three, where we learn that

Bly rdrove out to that farm when /fr"J awoke, r that we

realize the story in section two is actually a parable

about ilonelinessrr although the poemts inconclusiveness

belies this. The apparently arbitrary images of the poetrs

dream anticipate the details descríbing Sjoliers farm. The

rmatted grass fütatJ lay around the housen ís an echo of

the dream of Hloneliness hiding in grass and weeds"; and

the farm is "sheltered' by trees much in the same way the

Ioneliness is hidden ín grass and weeds. The image of the

'oLd Model Ax in stanza one anticipates Blyts later driving
nout to that farmtr when he awoke. The poetrs happiness,

presumably beca:se he has dreamt of hís wife' exaggerates

the emptiness ,{and stillness) of Sjoliers nbachelor rocker.'

Finally, the "mountains of sleepr are themselves transformed

into the nhill" where the SJoLie farm stands. We notice

that in all these images their appearance in the psyche
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precedes their manifestation in the poetrs external and

social experience. But a1l the images in the poem are less

evocative and less mysterious than those contained in the

final lines:

Inside were old abandoned books,
And instructions to Norwegian immigrants.

These lines suggest that Sjoliers Loneliness was not simply

the loneliness of bachelorhood, but an existential loneliness

that could not have been overcome by rbooks' or by rinstruc-

tions.' !{hen a loneliness of existentiat proportions such

as thÍs rfsuddenly enters' a man it is, accordinq to BIy,

because he has ignored. the darker side of hirnself, the

unconsciousi that place, once again, "where we must look for
heLp. tt

fmagery in one poem often corresponds with or echoes the

Ímagery of anotherr âs in the images of blossoms and flowers,

and the even more numerous images of sno!û. This is espe-

eially true for the shorter pieces in Silence. The first
image of 'Àfternoon Sleep" flows natural.ly out of the last
two images of the preceding love poem trTaking The Handstr:

Taking the hands of aomeone you love,
You see they are delicate cages .
Tiny birds are singing
fn the secluded praíries
And in the deep valleys of the hand.

(silence p. 42)
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Along with the other short poems in the book--¡Driving To

Town Late Àt Night To Mail A Letter, i nÀ Late Spríng Day rn

My Liferr tLove Poemrn "Watering the Horser¡ and rln A lrainr--

"laking The Hands't does without, what Bly ealls rthe scaffoldingo

of secondary ideas. Because of this, it moves more swiftly
than ttre longer poem and with Íìore intellectual exhilara-

tion."39A By omitting such scaffoLding, Bly comes close to

the juxtapositional method of the Imagists. We move swiftly
from ihandsi to tcages" to nPrairíeso to ovalleysn and

finally back to ilhandñ--all in a few seconds. The âsso-

ciative leaps are short and quick, but the intensity of the

emotÍon, whieh is lacking in Imagist Poems, is captured þre-

cisely by the juxtaposítíon of unexpected images. The Poet

is travellÍng the backroads of association, taking us to

secret places, and leavíng us there:

rn a long poem the poet is al.ways there, holding
his hand beneath you. He doesnrt want you to fall
. . . . In the brief poemr it Ís all different¡
the poet takes the reader to the edge of a cliff,
as a mother eagle takes its nestling, and then
drops him. Readers wlth a strong irnagination
enjoy it, and discover they can fly. The others
fall down to the rocks where they are killed
instantly.40

In "A Late Spring Day In My Lífer o we are "droppedn

after the second line, where the sbirdsil of ñTaking The

Hands" become something more primordial:

À EÍlence hovers over the earth:
The grass lifts lightly in the heat
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Like the ancíent wing of a bird.
A horse gazes steadily at me.

(Silence, p. 40)

the first line prepares us for the'falln with the porten-

tous silence that, anticipating the image of the wing in

line three, 'hovers' above the ground. As the grass "IÍfts"
it merges with the silence to become "the ancient wing of a

bird.n But no sooner have we picked ourselves up from our

initial fall than we are rudely dropped again--this time

into the conscÍousness of a horse--and the poem abruptly

concludes. The poem conforms to BIyrs definition of a poem

as "something that peneÈrates for an instant into the

unconscious" (WT, 471.4L The image of the "ancient wing"

certainly 'penetratesr the rational Layer of the psyche;

and the steady gaze of the horse--he gazes as much at the

reader as he does at the poet--also ñpenetrates' the husk

of the intell-ect, forcing us deeply into ourselves. But the

effect is noÈ long-Iastingt it endures only "for an Ínstant. "

The titLe of the poem itself suggests that a day in onefs

life may amount to a few minimal observations and one

resonant Ímage like "the ancient wing of a bird. " BIy is

not embarrassed by thist in fact, he argues that most poets

thave tended to become insensitive to emotions that are too

brief for such a poem, which means they are . . . insengi-

tive to tiree-quarters of the emotions they have .'42
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of course, there are emotions which can nendure for

hours or days even for lifetime".'43 t"oar" Poem, i another

short piece, descriJces one of the more powerful of these

emotions, along stith its effects:

When we are in lover w€ love the grass,
Ànd tJ-re barns, and the lightpoles,
And the smalL mainstreets abandoned all night.

(Silençe, p.41)

And so does 'DrÍving To Town Late At Night To Mail À LetterÍ:

It is a cold and snov¡y níght. The mainstreet is
deserted.

The only things moving are swirls of sno!'r.
As I f.ift the mailbox door, I feel its cold íron.
There is a privacy I love in this snowy night.
Driving around, I will waste more time.

(Silence, p.38)

The emotion once again is 'lover" but this time the love of

"privacyn rather than t}te love of another human. We notice

once again that the poet has stopped to record his emotions

extemporaneously, and that the emotions here, and in the

other short poems, are just as overpowering as, say, those

experienced in "Hunting Pheasants In A Cornfield. n

the emotion fn these short poems, however, âppêãirs

almost nonchalant; the language is flatr the tone laconic,

the graurmar loosely presentational. On first reading these

short poems we sometimes find ourselves asking the question:

So what? But there is something about them that compels us
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to re-read, other than the urge to discover somethÍng

meaningful we night have missed the first time. Upon re-
reading, then, we discover that it is the tension achieved

by juxtaposing intense introspection with the matter-of-
fact. the poet is driving to town late at night to mail a

letters a common enough task. But as he Lifts the maibox

door, he experiences a moment of pure emotionr âs pure as

the tcold íronn and [swir].s of snown synonymous with his
nprivacy.' He is for the moment--and it is barely a moment

--alone in the universe; and he loves this state, a state

of almost non-being. This love of privacy is underLined by

the extremely personal voice which ends the poem: 'Driving
around, I will waste more time.'

In rWatering The Horse, n \,¡e f índ the usual pattern of
pure emotion or insÍght occurring "in a state of solitude

and in conjunction with some element of the natural world. n45

For the reader there occurs a kind of recognition in the

images of something secret yet something oddly familiar.
The importance of the subjective element in these short

poems reveals itself most signifícantly in the remaining

short piece, 'In À Traintr:

There has been a light sno\,v.
Dark car tracks move in out of the darkness.
I stare at the train wÍndow marked with soft dust.
I have awakened at Missoul-a¡ Montana, utterly happy.

(_Silence, p.47')
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Here is another example of a poem which seems to have been

wrj.tten extemporaneouslyi a poem which is set, not surpris-

ingly in darkness, wÍth the poet having just awakened' once

again, from sleep. But to what can v¡e attribute the poetf s

flutterly happy" state? The nsoft dusto on the train window?

The dark care tracks? The darkness Ítself? The nlight

snow?' AII of the above? We cannot say definitely what,

if anything, is responsible for the restrained exuberance

here. But this is preciseJ-y what lends the poem its povrer

of attraction. It is what is left unsaid, what remains

ambiguous--the hidden drama of the psyche itself--that,

finally convinces us. ft is the unabashed personal state-

ment, so unconmon in Àmerican poetry until the late 1950s

and earJ.y r60s, Èhat appeals to our interior self . The

psyche is relieved of any tension it felt in searching for

obscure symbols and there is a concomittant emotional re-

lease in the simple statement of facts.

As I have already noted, the prominent introspection of

these short poems calls to mind Imagist poetry. In oA

Lecture On Modern Poetryrrr T.E. Hulme suggested that the true

nature of poetry should be ildefiniÈely and finally introspec-

tive" and should deal rwith expression and co'.'munication of

momentary phases in Èhe poetrs mind.n46 In thÍs sense, BIy

is beholden to the Imagists as much for their opinions on

introspection as he is for theÍr introductÍon into EngJ.ish
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of the shorter, Chinese and ilapanese models that have

greatly influenced his later work, such as OId Man Rubbing

His Eyeg.

Introspection pervades the entire book, but is most

intense in the poems that comprise the first section:
oEleven Poems of Solitude. " In 'Return To Solitudex ye are

out walking wiÈh BÌy on na moonlit, windy nightr" where

the moon has pushed, out the Milky Way.
Clouds are hardly alive, and the grass leaping.
It is the hour of return.

(Silence, p. Lzl

The comfortable, almost sentimental opening image of night,
and the melodramatic pronouncement of the fourth line, are

salvaged by the powerfully ominous images in lines two and

three. The personification of nmoon, n "eloudst' and ngrassn

gíves these images a power beyond themselves, a poþrer r¿hich

extends from the inner world of the poet. Rather than

address us from the place of contented solitude, as in
ñHunting Pheasants, t Bly merely indicates to us the direc-
tion he wants us to go. This äestinatÍon, moreover, is
underlined by the distanee created by the images 'grassrf

and nclouds.ñ The sudden shift from nhardly alivetr to
trleapingn produces ín the reader aome disorientation, which

becomes in the fourth line, through the absence of any

logical transition, momentary ber,rilderment. But we guickly
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realize t}at, because "It is the hour of returnrt we are

nleapingtt from the material world to the psychic world.

The absence of transitional logic suggests BIyrs inward

state at the time: the imagination hasr uP to now, like

the clouds, been nhardly aliver¡ dormant; a walk in the

moonlight sets it free, trleaping." Hence the leap in logic

between Ìines three and four, and the even greater leap

that occurs (in the nwhite spaeesrr once again) between

sections one and two:

We want to go back to the sea,
The sea of solitary corridors,
And halls of wild nights,
Explosions of grief,
Diving into the sea of death,
Like the stars of the wheeling Bear.

The leap is a dangerous one into the unconscious r and

nwetr make the Leap also; it becomes our nhour of returnn as

well. It is aLso a leap into the feminine, back into the

$taters of the womb to a state of peace and perfeetion. Like

birth, however, the 'return" to this peacefulness involves

pain. We find ourselves diving toward the core of an

emotíon--trgrief"--and its painful nExplosions. n Vfe dive

through transformational images which make what we have

previously known in Iife absolutely impossible' yet these

images become reaL even though they grow less and less

representatÍonaL and increasingly írrational: from simply

"the searn to ttthe sea of sol-itary corridorsrt to nhaLls of
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nild nightsr" and finally to "the sea of death." (¡¡otice

that the unrealLstic Ímages here are all contained in nofrr

phrases.) The final line--'tike tjre stars of the wheeling

Bearo--re-introduces the illogical astronomy of the first
section and the poem leaps back toward naturalistic consist-

ency. The sequence of images is a kind of rfast-fowardl

rendering of the emotional experience of solitude iÈself.

It contains the 'strangeness' that trIy feels is "present in

any good poetry" (ftre SixÈies , 5, 771 , and it escorts us

through the emotional core of the self--through devolutionary

physiological origins--to'explore ftnatJ primitive depth

of feeling' (The Fifties, 3, 8) Bly had advocated in The

Fifties.
But after our exploration,

lÍhat shall we find when we return?
Friends changed, houses moved,
Trees perhaps, with new leaves.

We find the objective world "changed" beeause solitude has

irrevocably altered the poetts consciousness. The

irrational subjectivity of seetion two lingers in the word

'perhaps, r which suggests a world transformed., and our

uncertainty both about the new world and about oursel,ves.

Theodore Roethke eaid that "to go fonrrard as a spiritual
man it is first necessary to go back r'47 and nReturn to

Solitude' is an echo of hls pronouncement. It ísr finally,
a poem about the alchemÍcal process, but in psychological
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terms. We cannot begin with gold; we must begJ.n with lead,

wÍth our ovún tExplosions of griefð, and we must be willíng
to dive into the Fsea of death, I to abandon the ego and its
materíal preoccupations, if we are to change dross into

spiritual gold.

If there is any moral to be extracted from SiLence it
is that Eolitude teaches us to cherish nothingness and

emptiness, and, therefore prepares us for our final emptiness

and nothingness in death. In "rhinking of lüaLlace Stevens

On The First Snowy Day In Decembêrro Bly speaks of the nnew

strength' (p. 16).soLitude hae given hÍm, and of how the

poetry that Stevens wrote about snow as a e¡rmbol for

nothingness provídes Lnstruction for encountering the

nothingness at the core of human existenee: ¡nearing death

you sangr/of feathers and white snoÌ{. i The light, ephemeral

quality of the feathers and ttre blankness of the snow suggest

the nothingness that stands behind things, the nothingness

that annihilates the objects of the external world in the

very act of apprehending them. This instruction allows Bly

to create, or it d.emands that he create--as Stevens did--his

own world: rNew gnowt out, of "oLd snowt¡ the "new dawnt out

of 'the exhausted dawni ¡ and "ne$t strengthi out of ¡death'

ltself, because death is the very ground of being, the

ultimate transformation.

In the two llttle prose-poems which follow the poem for
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Stevens, "sunset åt À Lakei (p. 17) and trFall; (P. 18) r

properties of darkness from the material world and the psychic

world converge. tike 'many of the poems in Snorvy EiÉ, n

this one u¡as iwritten at duskü (Ta1kinq r p. 131) ' the time

when a rmanrs unconscíous opens' (I=IÞg., p. 130). the

transformational image, ñrafts of ducks drift like closed

eyesrn signals the opening of tjle unconscious, and then

trsomething invisible slow}y moves toward shore Ln the vis-

eous darkness.' It ís, according to BIy, that nsomething

invisible" which the unconscious notices and responds to,

until nthe poem is theret (ggfbjt3g., P. 133). The darkness

of the sky becoming one with the darkness of the watet--â

comnonenoughslrmbolfortheunconscious--a1].eviatesthe

heavy, 'inhospitable' dualisn that existed before the

unconscious vtas aroused. Then "Calm falls on the laken and

onty a few itrou.bledi birde break the delicious silence of

the dayrs death. The Poem concludes with a delicate burial

metaphor--"the clay is sending her gifts back to the earthn

--and the external world gives itself over completely to the

internal world.

In the other prose-poem, tPaLl, n also set at dusk,

darkness is connected with death, and fear of the darkness

intimates a fear of death:

. . . chickens, huddling near theír eLeetrieityt
and Ín some slight fear of the dark, walk for the
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last time about their little hut . . . .

(4llence, p. I8)

Images of death--from dead pheasants in car headlights to a

tpaling sky reminding hím ¿fa fannerJ of deathn to 'the bones

of corn' rasping in the wind--âtê alL contingent upon the

fact that "it is the fírst Sunday of pheasant seaaorl.r

oBeeause" it is Bor death is presented as an unavoidable fact,

as certain as the changing of seasons. In the dark, rlights

from barn windows can be seen through bare treesrn a closing

image which suggests tåe possibility of the existence of

some life ("}íght") on the other side of deaÈh ('bare trees').
The transformational quality of the imagery here arises

out of the qualifying words nas ifr' where, once again, one

thíng--'dusk"--l.s seen as another thing "through the is-
ingJ-ass on old coal stoves." The moon, too, is only ihalf "
there, becoming and un-becoming ítee1f. These qualifiers

produce an eery etherealíty which ís augmented by the adjec-

tives "faintlyn and npaling.i The palpable realm is then

transformed into a psychic reminder of death Ín the Persona

of the farmer.

In both prosê-pclerns ¡ altJrough meticulous attention is
paid to detail--for detail is the prose-Poemrs most salient

characteristLc--detaÍ1 is not offered for its own sake. BIy

witl note detait after detail in order to esta,blish the

core of emotion that corresponds to, or grolts ouÈ ofr the
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scene. Hence the personification of Nature in these two

poems: 'moss stands out as if it wanted to speakn¡ the lake

is 'heavier and inhospitablen¡ birds 'speak'; "the clay is
sending her gifts back to the center of the earthn (emphasis

mine). The natural landscape is converted into an idea of

itself, and the Romantic notion implícit in the personifica-

tion of the natural world is that it, too, possesses conscious-

negs.

nDriving Toward The Lac Qui Parle River' (p. 20) is

another poem set at dusk, that time when Bly believes the

unconscious flowers. The poem begins, however, wíth a kind

of compressed compJ.acency--rI am driving; it is dusk;

Minnesotai--whích swiftly expands l-nto an uninhÍbited

proclamation of happiness as BIy observes details of the

landscape on either side of the road:

The atubble field catches the last growth of sun.
The soybeans are breathing on aLl sides,
Old men are sitting before their houses on carseats
fn the snall towns. I am happy,
The moon rising above the turkey sheds.

Bly expresses his contentedness through the repeated use of

various forms of the verb tto be" as both main and auxilliary
ve;b¡ "I an drivirg; it is dusk"; nThe Soybeans are breath-

lng'; 'old men are sitting'i nr am happy" (emphasis mine) .

The passive qual.ity of the verbs underscores the pJ-easure--

a fourth kind of pleasure?--of travelling sínply for the

sake of travelling. The stubble fíeld and tJre soybeans are
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personifíed, recognized as having an existence as meaningful

aB the old men sitting ron carseats" who are content sinply

to watch the traffic drift past. The poetrs spirits rise in

conjunction wÍth the rising moon, but the true cause of Blyrs

happiness ís revealed in section II:

The small world of the car
Plunges through the deep fields of the night,
On the road from Willmar to I'tílan.
This solitude covered wÍth iron
Moves through the fields of nfght
Penetrated by the noise of crickets.

It is the rsolituder of the experLence that delights him.

It transforms the car into a ismall worldn ¡ the full cover

of darkness converts the car into a womb-like vehicle
iPenetrated by the noise of crickets." The noÍse of crickets

against the rich background of dark silence assumes an

important function in the poem, since it is the only thing

other than the people talking in part III which invades the

mícroeosmic car. In doing so, it calls to our attention

the aural quality of the stanza, upon which BIy has commented

interestingly and at some length:

!r ..--À^J !^ l^---^ !l^^ ^3 !L^ --¡-l-^À-¿ wctlttgu L\, ¡¡ct vt l.¡E :rE¡¡Èrc \rl. t ¡rg L;¡- ¿l;^s L¡t
penetra+,ing into the cloee world of the car,
but at che moment I wrote it I made a
mist,ake and eaid that the eolitude is covered
with iron--which itrs not, it's surrouñtié?l-
in a cireu Iar wayi and even worse, the car ls
not made of iron at all, Ítrs made of steel. I.
didnrt not,ice tl¡at, for three to four months until
a friend pointed it out to me, and by that time
I couldnrt change it. The reason is that somehow
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all the sounds in a given line are ehosen by your
unconscioug and consclous mind together in
a eplit, secondr ât the very moment yourre also
decidlng which of the many possible images you
will usè. once r chose the word ilron' which
has a very heavyr strong í in itr thi? gffected
the sounds coming in the ñext line which reflect
that i and r and that n and join or contrast.
I wenE bacflater and Eried to put in the word
steel,
ãñdThe

the entire stanza disintegrated in sound,
lines after it lost alL their sound

interest. So I realized that it was too late
at this poínt to change Lt. there was nothing
I could do about it. (r r pp. 136-37)

As wÍth his J.mages, Blyrs sonÍc effects come from an inter-
míngling of the unconscious with the conscious. Because

this intermingling oecurs instantaneously, instinct, and

experience play complementary roles in the writing Process.

Often instinct (tf¡e unconscious) predominates, especially

in an extemporaneous poem. The results, in retrospect, are

sometimes--as with the word 'ironn here--not as favourable

as one would want them to be. This is the great risk of

writing extemporaneously: the crítical faculty (experience)

is sv¡ept avtay in the excitement of the moment and by the

time it re-asserts itself, it may be otoo late.i The damage

has already been done. Yet in this Poem the damage is

minimati and BIyrs honesty and meticulousness in this regard

do indicate a serioos dedÍcation to craft. Bly believes

that such dedlaation should never be practised at the exPense

of sponÈaneous psychJ.e energy. iThe most ímportant thing is
psychic energy. If the craft kills that, obvÍously werre
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worse off than we \f,ere before ftùe critLcal faculty asserted

ttself/"(Talking, p. L77l .

B1yts dissatisfactJ.on with the aural aspect of the sccond

part of the poem notwithstandJ.ng, he is completely succegsful

Ln transporting us to tThe small world of the car.n He

accomplishes this by the subtle ehifts from the general--

"the deep fíelds of the nightF--to the particulât--nOn the

road from Willmar to Milan'; from the repeated general image

of tthe ffelds of nÍghtn to the partícularized 'noiEe of
crickets.n The run-on structure of the last three tines
simulates the carrs acceleration and reminds us of the poetrs,

and our, destinat,ion.

The third part of the poem echoes the firstts end,-stopped

lines, details and personifications--

Nearly to Milan, suddenly a smal1 bridge,
Ànd water kneeling in the moonllght.
fn small towns the houses are built, right on the

ground;
The lampltght falls on aII fours in the grass.
$lhen I reach the river, the full moon covers it¡
À few people are talking le¡ in a boat--

and expands its tone of contentedness tovrard that of total
serenity. The poemfs deËails are reeorded, onee agaån, not

for accuracyrs sake, but because they correspond to the

enotion BIy feels at the time of the poemrs composition.

The entire poem builds tor¡ard the flnal lLne whlch Lntroduces

the fírst and only human sound. The first tr¡o lines are a
eentence fragrment whose laek of a verb both echoes the
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compression of the poemrs introductory declarative and,

through its use of conìmas and the adverb "suddenlyri creates

a sense of urgency and potentfal closure.

Bly has said that when he eame to write the poem, after

finally arriving at the Lac Qui Parle River, he found hÍmself

with the fÍrst two stanzas of six ll-nes each and the last
stanza with only five lines. He felt he nee<ìed another line
for symmetryrs sake but could not arrive at one. Just then,

he heard the trfew peopJ.e talking low in a boatr" and the

poem completed itself. Bly had not spoken to anyone for

about a week prior to this drive, so that it seems as if he

were destined to travel to the river simply to hear these

people talkíng. The notation of the cricketsf song in part

Ir is perhaps an uncanny anticipation of what he shortJ.y was

to overhear. The verb structure of nare talkingn is an eeho

of the verb structure of lines three--"are breathingn--and

four--nare sitting.r The syntactical similaríty equates the

natural wíth the human and an overall tone of tranquility
covers the poem like *the full moon' covers the river.

There is, as ¡¡e have notedr a yearnÍng for death through-

out these poems; and it is a yearning that is somehow akin

to love and therefore associaÈed with v)man or, more generally,

the fe¡ninLne. It is only the eÌliptieal syntaxr of parataxis,

of the nLne lines that comprise ðwl.th Pale Women In üarylando

(p. 32) Ín section II of Sílence whlch prevents this Oonnec-

tion from being obvious. one long sentence constitutes the
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poem, and the co¡maa that punctuate it convey the very senae

of the poet and hLe company moving over tlre landscape--
tPassing the proud and tragic pastures . r . Past the tobacco

warehousei--and. of moving "Like those beforet who are now

dead, rthrough our dark Ilves" toward physical, literal
death. The echo of the fl-rst lLne in the lact, which is in
conJunetlon with the poemrs main clause--i!{e move toward the

death we lovetr--rather than expressing a sense of flnality,
as one mlght ordinarily expect of such a structure, sustains

the sense of movement beyond the poem and literal death.

The repeated line eonveys, too, by virtue of its framing

funetÍon, a sense of sonfidence Ln tåe notion that the know-

ledge of woman is a prevf.ew to death. The familiar adjee-

tive 'darki is conspicuously ernployed to exaggerate, by way

of contraet, the paleness of the women; and the repeated

word rpale" caLls to mfnd Keatsrs nLa Belle Dame Sans ltlercir

and J.ts 'pa1e kingsr and prinees toor/Pale warriors, death

pale were they a11.t48 Keatsrs poe¡n, like Blyrs, iE also

about one who is 'stupefied with lover" 'dazedfiith over-

abundant loven into a knowledge of death.49 Keatsrs knight,

llke BIy, is content in his knowledge, and the beauty and

desire of the feminine is replaced by the beauty and desire

of death.

Ànott¡er death poem, 'At The FuneraL of Great-Aunt Mar:yn

(P. 34), le an attack on the traditLonat Chrfstian--specific-
ally Lutheran--notion of life after death. In the funeral
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service, the minister celebrates death because it is the

ent,ranceway to heavenly 'mansions prepared,/From the founda-

tions of tt¡e world. r BIy responds with the sirople cont-radic-

tlon: "Impossible. No one belÍeves it. " The poem begins

with the aseerbic sarcasm of nHere ere are, all dressed up to

honor deathtn ft is a line which, in its simulation of

extemporaneity, sustaJ-ns the bookrs casual, direct, unpreten-

tious tone, but also Locates the poet and hÍs fellow mourners

rHerer' in the world--not in any heavenly mansion. The first
line of section two, "The church wÍndows are open to the

green trees, r ¡nodifÍes the sarcasm into a subtle írony: the

minister is ignoring the nfoundations of the worldr' the
ngreen trees' which, though they reach heavenward, are rooted

firmly in the earth. The trees are symbols of ttre regenera-

tive povters of Nature, and the poetrs denial of Lutheran

dogma inplies that he believes that the mourners are not

"The sons and daughters of Godr" but of iMother Nature.i It
is the earth, after all, to whieh the'o1d womanÆorn in
Bellinghamr is returned:

Out on the bare, pioneer fie1d,
The frail bodv must wait titl dusk
To be lowered
In the hot and sandy earth.

This Laet section is a tiny masterpiece of sound and

deseripÈion, underlinÍng Ín iÈs símplÍcÍty the solemníty of

the occasion. Wtrat nas once a "pioneer fieldn has become a
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a graveyard, and the land that Great-Àunt Maryrs ancestors

eame to break as pioneers she has now truly broken as her

body is lowered into her open grave. The word npÍoneer' is
partieularly resonant. Not only does it connect Ítself
aurally with the other words in the stanza containing a

mournful irn sound--"barerì üloweredrn and'earthn--but,
according to the O.E.D., it means Ln a figurative sense 'one

who goes before to prepare the way . . . ên original
investigator, explorerr or workeri an initiator. ñ And in
its general gense it means nA digger, exeavator.' Great-

Àunt Mary, in her death, then, becomes a pioneer in every

sense of the word. But her nexplorations' or Ëinvestigationsn

do not take her away from "the foundations of the worldr;

they lead her to them. Indeed, she becomes part of those

very foundations. In her death and decay she partakes fully
Ln the cyclic, regeneratíve processes of Nature; her ibeingn

(Èhe line-break in line two, section two, plaees great

emphasis upon "beingn and not on spiritual abstraction) wiLl
províde Bustenance for the ngreen treesi that will some day

grow out of her bones. Her body is 'fraiÌrü but thís fact
is noi, meant Èo be derísive or to pointr ås the minlster

night, to human frailty as a contrast to the power of God.

Our fiailty is simply a fact of Iífe, part of our being, and

Lf we can achieve a spirJ.tual union with the world, with the

universe, it paradoxically must be accompllshed through the

phycical, through the body.
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BIy celebrates the body in many poems in Silence:

"surprised By Evening, n oon The Ferry Across Chesapeake Bayr "

'rTaking The HandsrN nsolitude Late At Night In The Woodsril

rlmages Suggested By Medieval Music.ñ In fact, this rejoic-
íng in the flesh is a Whitmanesque theme that runs through-

out all his work, especÍally in The Liqht Around The Body

and thÍs Body ís Made of Camphor and Gopherwood. It is
nowhere more overt, however, than in nllaking From S1eep"

(p. 13):

Novr we wake, and rise from bed, and eat breakfasÈ!--
Shouts rise from the harbour of the blood,
Mist,, and masts rising, the knock of wooden tackle

in the sunlight.

Death impends in "Eleven Poems of Solitudeo (and ín

Silence in general), but it does not prevent Bly from

experiencing such moments of ecstasy. In fact, because death

does eonstantly f.mpend, it encourages the poet to celebrate

ttre simple fact of beÍng itself. In moments like this, when

the inner world comes fully to life, the iwhole body ls like
a harbour at dawn. ì Sleep as the prernonition of death--

'our mastern--gives itself over to consciousness and its
venal mythology. The poem is an extended metaphor--rlnside

the veins there are navies setting forthr--which recalls
the sea C,magery of iReturn to SolÍtudern and whose

eestasy is eehsed fn iPoem ltn Three Partsi (firsi
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published in the second issue of The FLfties, p. 41) where

the poet exclaims, tOh, on an early morning I think I shall

lLve foreverI /I am wrapped in my joyful fleshn (p. 2L,.

Here the celebration of being-in-the-body eomes from havíng
nsuffered and survived the nLght. " In both these poems,

Blyts eelebration comes imrnediately after wakingr suggest-

ing the notion that äleep is not necessarily resuscitatíve

but threatening. Ar+akenÍng into the body gives the poet

cause to think that he tshall live forevert'
The life of the unconscious described in the latter

poem as rlong rLdes past caetles and hot coals" stands less

as a co¡tunent on the poetrs past life than as an indÍcation,
once more, as to where he is traveÌlLng. Conversely, the

poet makes no attempt to interpret hiE dreams or the images

that shoot suddenly into conscious thought because 4the

dream has nothing to do with the waking world but is the

psyche speaking to Ítself ín its own language.'so The poem,

thenr or that part of the poern where the dream is delineated,

ls the imagination answering itself: images responding to

images. Hence the final section of "Poem in Three Partstr (p. 2L),

where we are ostensibly returned to the external world with

the irnage of iThe strong leaves of the box-elder treeri but

are rea1ly called, in response to the dream Lmages of eection

II, into the eternal world of the imagination: tlnto the

wilds of the unLverse i/l{t:.ete we shall sit at t}re foot of a
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plant ,/And live forever, lÍke the dust. n In nSolitude Late

At Night In The Woods" (p. 45) r the moonlit darkness

transforms nature into an elaborate versÍon of itself--
natura naturata--and the simple 'j.oy" of walking Fin the bare

woods" renders the poetrs body one with its surroundÍngs:

The body is like a November birch facÍng the full
moon

Ànd reaching ínto the cold heavens.

The poetls Joy may be heavenly, but it is rooted firmly in

the earth.

Blyts moments of bodily ecstasy are baianced by moments

of despair or anger or confusíon. In 'sununer' 1960, Minnes-

otar" for example, the obJects of the landscape elicit in

the poet a kind of nausea rather than elation:

We plunge through the hot beanfields'
Ànd the sturdy aLfalfa fields, the farm groves,
Like heavy green smoke close to the ground.

( silenee , p. 3lJ

Yet these images mereJ-y report what BIy sees. It is in

sectLon two that the poet reveals to us his psychic state,

Èhe nplungen i.nward havi.ng taken place, once againr in the

white interregnum between sections:

Inside me there is a confusion of swallows,
Birds flying through the smoke,
And horses galtopi.ng excltedly on ffelds of shorÈ

grass.
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The transformational J.mage in the first line of section II

conflates the dieordered series of images in section I
through internalization¡ 'InsÍde me . . . .' This intern-

alization, this tplunget inv¡ard increases in velocity and

ominousness in the final eection despite the exuberance of

the consoling visÍon of ñhorses galloping excitedly on fíeld,s

of short grasso:

Yetr t{e are falling,
Fatling into the open mouths of darkness,
Into the Congo as if l-nto a river,
or as wheat into open rnills.

Again, it is not just BIy who is tfal-lingn but 'we, " too.

And what we are fallíng into is the Conradian heart of dark-

ness inside ourselves, suggested by the J.magery of Èhe third
line: "Congoi and "river.n The poemts final image calls to

mind the fields descrl-bed in stanza one, and nyet" we renain

in the inner world--whÍch merel.y consists of the objects of

the external world that have Eerged with the emotionsr âs

in imouths of darknessn and nconfusion of gvrallows.tr

Often for BIy the experience of this heart of darkness

occurs in dreams where the uneonscious has become a veritable

under:r'rorldr5l a Hades, the realm of death whose images are

frequently physically threatening or transformed anxíetíes

that are ontologieal conments on the state of the poetrs

psycher ê6 Ln nDepressíont ¡
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I dreant that men came toward me, carrying thin
wires¡

I felt the wires pass in, like fire; they were
old Tibetans,

Dressed in padded clothes, to keep out cold;
Then three work gloves, lying fingers to fingers,
In a eircle, eame toward me, and I avroke.

(gilence, p.37)

The dream is a statement from the chthonic depths. !{e might

regard it as the vesperal version of the poetts depression

over a dishonest life. But that is to argue that the inward

world of images and dreams results from sensations and

merely perpetuates an Àristotelian fallacy BIy so much

abhors. gilence uses perception as a metaphoricaL mode to

deliteralize the senses in favour of a sensual imagination

which establÍshes the image as the psychic source of

sensation. So the depression Bly feels is the result of a

psychopathy that, once again, produces a desire for death:

Not^t I want to go back
Now I want to see the
I want to see nothing
I want to see no one,
I want to go down and

of silence.

among the dark roots;
day pulling its long wing;
more than two feet high¡
I want to say nothing,
reet in the black earth

(Silence, p.37)
We cannot help but, feel, however, that the descent from

the rengine high in the airn in the first line, to the "black

earth of sileneei 1n the last, shouLd not be thought of in
naturalistic terms; that the desired death is not so much

physÍcal as psychological. The desire nto go back among the
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dark rootsi is clearly a desire to dwell permanently in the

richness of the underworLd, to abandon the ego of the day-

world and Iíve permanently the life of the dreaner in the

nightvrorld.52 The dream-experience is so overr{helming, the

senae of physieal violation so strong, that lt suggests Bly

has been seduced by the underworld--underlined by the

repeated phrase 'I wanti--to the point Yrhere it not only

lingers in an irrational desire *to see the long day pulling

its wingrt but becomes an undisguísed expression of Thanatos.

The power of seduction by the unde¡rv¡orld is sometimes

so strong that when it is usurped by tt¡e lure of the day-

world, the poetts responser ês ín 'Getting Up Earlyri can

be violent:

Dawn has come. The clouds floating in tJre east
have turned white,

The fence posts have stopped being a part of the
darkness.

The depÈh has disappeared from the puddles on the
ground.

I look up angrily at the light.
(Silence, p. 39)

Despite the frightening aspects of the undenvorLd, Bly senses

sometåing peJorative ín the coming of the líght, since llght
removes "dep';h' from things. Here he responds nangrilyn to

that which robs hím of the riehness of psyehicaL reality.
Darknese, finally, is more nurturing than threatening.

In the final eection of the book, 'Silence On The Roadsrn
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Bly escorts us along several of the avenues Èhat lead

inward to the private life of the individual liberated from

the burdens of ambition, of having to respond as others would

expect, of the need to be stimulated or stimulating, chall-

enged or challenging; he lead,s us to a new reaÌity that,

while it re¡nains private, becomes catholic by virtue of its

emotional sírnplicity.

The fírst of the ten poems that comprise this third

section of the book, nAfter Vflorking" (p. 51), is presented

in the familiar form of three numbered sections, and eon-

sists also of the familiar flat, declaratLve sentences that

charactetize the bookrs first two sections. It echoes the

content of many earll-er poems about nmoonlightn--a symboL

for the active imagination--and extends the idea of 'harbors"

as a metaphor for t,he poetrs exploratÍon of the ever-ehanging

coastlines and oceans of t}te psyche:

After many strange thoughts,
Thoughts of distant harbors, and new IÍfe,
I came in and found the moonlight lying in the

room.

In section tryo of the poem, transformational imagery

describes the moonlÍgh':: in terms of 'pure sound , /The sound

of tower be}lsr oE of water movíng under the Íce, /T}l.e sound

of the deaf hearing through the bones of their heads.' But

what is being described here is noÈ so much Èhe moonlight

that tcovers the treesrn but siLence. NovI, silence is
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expressLble only in terms of sound, and therefore it is more

a limit than a presence. The sounds Bly deseribes here grow

more and more limited untit, wÍth 'the deaf hearing through

the bones of their headsr' they are completely internalízed,

eompletely imagined. Às cLustersof 'fnvisiblei imagesrthen,

these sounds have a general bodily presence which exists and

does not exíst sinrultaneously, and this is one of the salient

features of the transformational Ímage: it Produces' upon

its apprehension by the readerr ðtr exPerience of sonething--

'The sound of the deaf hearing through the bones of their

heads'--that is real and unreal, rational and irrational,

physical and metaphysical, visibJ.e and invisible, heard and

not heard. SÍlence itself suggests this kind of experience

becauee it is both there and not there; and, as the horizon

of sound, silenee suggests both being and not-beíng'

The richly ambiguous experience of the second section

is replaced by the concrete knowledge of the third:

lÍe know the road; as the moonlight
Lifts everything, so Ín a night like this
The road goes on ahead, it is all clear.

The experíence or the phenomenon of moonlight and sflenee

is affirmedt it has gÍven Bly d.rection, and the literal,

external road he is travellíng is merely an extensÍon of the

inner aesthetie road. The syntax of the stanza remains

anbiguous enough that oit'f can refer to bOth 'the roadn and
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to ieverythingr' so that now everything is 'eleart or

meaningful. And it is this clarity of vision that the

simplícity--we night even Eay transParency--of the poems

allows us to share.

The sense of ctarity that is achÍeved through silence

and solitude is much nore easily lost than gainedr ES is

evidenced in the bookts penultimate Poem "Silence' (P. 59).

As in 'After Workingr' the sounds of the poem approximate a

gesture toward silenee:

The fall has eome, clear as the eyes of chickens.
Strange muffled sounds come from the sea.
Sounds of muffled oarlocks,
And swampings in lonelY baYs'
Surf crashing on unchristened shores,
And the wash-of tiny snail shelts in the wandering

gravel.

And, once agaín, the more detailed the images become, the

stronger the gesture toward silence beeomes. The associative

leap that is delieately made from rwandering gravel' to the

poetrs rbody lost among the wandering stones of kindnessn

ín stanza two, is completed in Èhe final stanza where the

poetrs aÍmlessness and "sloth' are projected onto nsomething

homaelees . . . J.ooking on the long roads"--an abstraction

which becomes, in the líst of images whi'.h foJ-lowst

fncreasingly concrete and ¡nore appropriate to the emotion:

A dog lost at, rnidnighÈ, a emall duek
Among the odorous reeds,
Or a tlny box-elder bug eearching for the

wíndo¡ pane.
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Even the young sunlight íE lost on the window
PAne,lloiing at night llke a dÍver along-the bare
brañches silently lying on the floor.

The silence, yet agaln, is augmented by the darkness of the

scener âe it is in titles of several of the poems in this

eection: iseptember Night With Àn Old Horser' 'Nightrn

"Àfter Drinking AIl Night . . . ro and nl¡ate At Night During

A Visit of Friends.' These poems are all set in silent

darkness and at 1east three of them ínclude moonlight in

their setting and continue to employ the water metaphor

that transforms the downward drift of snow throughout the

volume. This downward drift, whettrer ín the form of water

or snow, or of drifting into sleep and the underworld,

invariably rspeaks of those things that oPPress tjre líving'

(p. 58) . But despite these ithings, " the poet is consoled

by rnany others: tA few friendshiPs, a few dawnsr a few

glimpses of grass r/A few oars weathered by the snovt and the

heat" (p. 56); a ibutterfly . o . carrying loam on his wingsn

(p. 55); nÀ dream of moles with golden wings' (p. 53) ;

tboards lying on tlre ground in earÌy springn (p. 571¡ iThe

human face that shj-nes as it speaks of thíngsn (p. 58).

These things are Perceived and presented by a sub.¡eetive

consciousness which is now capable of merging completeJ.y

with objective realitY
In "OId Boardsrn for examPle, chicken tracks are "dry
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and eternali even though they exfst, paradoxlcally, in rwet',

and muddyr ground. Subjectivlty is now so strong that the

irrationaltty of the poetrs psyche âpPears'within -the

obJectíve world. In ttre second section of the poem this

subjectivity re-aaserts the axiom of the earlier nOsloi

poem, "one thing is aleo another thing." The old boards

lying on the ground are also 'the wood one Bees on the decks

ofoceanshl"psr/ttlæð'tlratcarriesusfarfromland'iThe
transfo¡mation of told boardsx into tdecks" also continues

the water-journey motif that culminates, as we shall see

shortly, in the bookfs fínal image. This wood in section

III belongs to the ,man who has a simple lifer' and is

transformed further into 'the ship of his own desi!ê.i

Here the relatíonship ttrat BIy mentions in his cover jot-

trrgs on Silence--the relationship between poetry and

simplicity--comes to the fore again. The man whose life ie

simple, then, who nsits on dry wood surrounded by half-

melted snowrr is Bly. The inage of rhalf-melted snowt

suggests the flow between subJectivfty and objectivity that

creates a third realm.

In this conneeÈion, it is intereetíng to note Blyrs

recollection of the genesis of nOld Boardsn:

I remeurber when I was . . . when I Eaw a wooden
board lytng there in front of m¡r ehicken house
and it was sort of half wct" The snow vtas
melting. And there vtere traeks of chickens
around it. And I lifted it up to see íf there
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rfere traeks of chickens underneath'and there were!
Somebody had thrown the board down t'here . . '
suddenl-y I had a longing for a poem. 

_ 
so therefore

itts luãfy for me to-have old boards lying around.

Talkinq r p. 187)(

BIy is describing here that nmoment of flown (ralFinq,

pp. 186-8?) when Èhe unconscious notiees something that

corresponds to an idea or an emotion witjrin itself. At

that moment the world and the unconscious merger each

transforming the other. A third thing results. OId boards

become a "ship of . . . desireln

The poem that concludes silence, "snowfall In The

Afternoonril actually returns us to the nhalf-private" snow,

pleasure, darkness and solitude with which the book began:

.As the snost grows heavierr the cornstalks fade
farther a$tay,

And the barn moves nearer to the house.
The barn moves all alone in the grovting storm'

(Sílence, p. 57)

We recall, too, the "small farmhouse' in the poem "Awakeniñ9rn

from the bookrs second section, that was ihardly strong

enough for the storm' (P. 26). Here, in the fourth sectLon

of Èhe poem,

The barn is futl of corn, and moving toward us nowt
Like a hutk blown toward us in a storm at seai
AtI the sailors on deck have been blínd for many

years.
(silence, p.57)
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The earlier, physical barn was merely a manifestation of

that which by now has evolved and is 'movíng toward usn as

an apparition out of the subjective consciousness. The

blind sailors here are the ghostly survivors of t'he interior,

psychic storm of tReturn fo solituder" and the ship of

desire from nold Boards' has been transformed into the simple

form of 'a hulk.' The sailors are "blindn perhaps because

they are blind to the ndarkness which was always there,

which t{e never noticed'ri the fecund darkness of the uncon-

scious that if ignored wilL cause within us the terrible
Ëunrestn described in the first poem of section II.

This final poem consísts typically of simple, declara-

tive statements. Their simplÍcity effectively exaggerates,

by way of contrast, the surreal image of the blind sailors

on the hulk. Like most of their counterParts in the rest of

the book, the simple declaratives are end-6topped. I{hy?

Sueh line termination, or clause termination, allows the

poemrs lines to function more expressively and to suggest

the inner drama of the psyche. The extended pause at the

end of each line makes its closing more emphatic, induclng

an Lncantatory quality when the poem is read aloud" End-

pausing also attentuates the sense of the line whose form

tends to gather its energy toward a stressedr synoptic close'

Thus we are rhythrnicatly persuaded into an acceptance of

the irrationaL images that pervade the book. Our aceePtance
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of the irrational is also enhanced by Blyrs frequent use of

the (end-stopped) apostrophe: 'How strange to think of

giving up all ambitíon!n nI couLd take handfuls of darknesstn

These exclamations also serve to transform an ordinary

perception or event into something miraculous and memora.ble.

of the forty-four poems that constitute Blyrs first'

book, exactly half of them are constructed in three Partst

either in numbered sections or un-numbered stanzas. The

book is divided into three ceparate but interconnected parts

as well. The first poem in the book is entitled I'Three

Kinds of Pleasuresn and the last poem in section I is called

"Poem In Three Parts." Is tl¡ere anything sígnificant in

this abundance of the number threer oË is its proliferation

merely accidental? As a sym.bolic figure, the number three,

of course, Ís rích ín its connotations, particularly in its

ChristÍan context. But BIyrs attitude toward Christianity

has alnost aLways been negative, and Christian symbolism

finds Iittle suPport withín the secuÌar context of SiLence.

The number three ís quite meaningful, however, within the

context of the transformatÍonal image, lt being a third

thing made out of material from t'he conseious and the uneon-

scious. The triadic structure of the individual poems and

the tripartite architecture of the book as a lrrhole underline

the transformationaL process. Ànd sincer accordíng to

Pythagorus, three is the first real number--one and two are
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not real numberE ln that they define point and line but not

space--three is the nr¡mber which suggests space, depth, thus

allowing man to concei*r".53 It is no accidentt moreovert

that in Blyrs mythology of death there are three figuresl

solitude¡ sleep and darkness. Sleep is the source of the

resonant world of pure inwardness and imaginatíon. Along

with solitude and darkness, it is prior to life and anti-

cipates that toward which life is directed: death. But

after reading SíIence we knot¡ that for Bly death does not'

exÍst somewhere in the future. Life dwells at all times

within death, and the poeÈ is continually drawn to death

like an animal instínctively drawn home to its origin and

its end.
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CHÀPTER THREES BODYING FORTH

The Light Àround The BodY

Ah! two desires toss about
The poetrs feverish blood.
One drives him to the world without

Ànd one to solitude.
MattÌ¡ew Arnold, 'stanzas in Memory
of the Author of robermannrt'

In The Liqht Àround The ggdvrl his second book of poems,

BIy charges the transformationaL image with more powerr 8o

that in addition to using it to liberate the psyche from the

confines of real"ismr âs he did in Silence, he empl-oys it as

a satirical weapon with which to attack American political

and spiritual life. Here BIy uses the transformational image

as a device to telescope history, in order to provide a con-

text for his attacks on American foreign policy in south-

east Asia. He employs it also as the gnostíc container of

Boehmers ninwardt and tOutwardt worlds and their cor.trary

modes of expression. fndeed, in Light Bly relies heavily on

excerpts from Boehmets mystical writings as epigraphs that

structuraltr-y inform the five parts of the bsoka and that

thematically provide points of departure for Blyrs

1r_1
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investigations of rmasculinef versus rfemfninet consciousnesst

grief, solitude and disinteregt.
In Liqht, the transformational image moves simultaneously

in two directfons¡ outward, in satirical anger, against those

who ín their suppression of grief and the femÍnine in the

collectÍve A¡nerican psyche are responsible for genocide in

Vietnam; and inward, through meditation and imagination,

toward re-íntegration of a divided self. The transforma-

tional image, then, beeomes the preparatory trope that

allows Bly the best of both worlds.

The general response to The Liqht Around The Body was

that ít reflected an unfortunate 'shiftn2 away from the

meditative tone of Silence to strident polemics. This tshift"

was considered a consequence of several disturbing nationaL

eríses that had oeeurred ín the five years since the publÍca-

tion of Pilegce. There had been the embarrassÍngly disastrous

invasfon of Cuba (about which the president had lied), tlte

Cuban missile crisis, the assassination of President Kennedy,

and the American ínvolvement in VÍetnam which had escalated

to enormous proportione. In opposition to these events, a domesÈic

war agaínst trLes had begun on Èhe streets and campuses of

AmerÍca by a so-ealled rcounter-eulture."3 Because BIy had,

in 1966, as a member of that ocounter culturer' helped

organize Writers Agalnst the Vietnam lVgt, Iiterary critics
and book-reviewers were able rtg account forf hís movement
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away from the cold pastoral of snowy Minnesota farms toward

the offiees of the White House and the Pentagon. Blyrs

critics, in other words, assumed it was "the qrar' which was

responsible for the "shifti from rDriving Toward the Lac

Qui Par}e River" to "Driving through Minnesota during the

Hanoí Bombings."

But BIyts dissatisfaction with hls countryts moral and

political behavior had commeneed J.ong before the publication

of Silgnge. As early as 1953, Bly had been writing Poems

which questioned American foreign policy. In a poem entitled
nQhoral Stanzaril BLy wrote these astonishingly prophetic

1ínes:

For peace and peace and peace the prayers ascend
From tongues in darkness sung to tongues in tight
In death
In turbuLence of death
The bodies broken in the Asian streets
To float Ln peace
Irve seen the bodies broken in the Asian streets
The blood comes down like rain
And bones Like haÍI â.

Dear God, we have abundant death.'

It is a poem about the Korean War, still raging at the time

of its publication, but the image of nbodies broken in the

Asian streetsn gruesomely anticipates what was to happen ten

years later in Vietnam.

In 1957, BlY published three Poems it leg Poets of

EnqLand and America, one of which ("4 Missouri Traveller

lVrÍtes Home: I830t) attacked the white men |tin Satan¡s graspn
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who slaughtered the Indians they considered 'beastsn and

"damned.,5 And, in the first issue of The Fifties (1958) 
'

Bly printed poems which parodied AmerÍcars i rstrong moral

conditionrn (p. 44).., All through the rfifties Bly had, in

fact, been publishing political poems which, in the wake of

the McCarthy era, no one wanted to publish in book form.

Most of these poems were published in The Paris Review or

3g!II. If Blyrs reviewers had been more attentive, they

might have recognized that BIyts political PugnacÍousness

had antedated Vietnam; simply by reading the Acknorledgerient

page of LiqhÈ, they would have seen that copyright for 6ome

poems dated back to 1959. In other words, the strenuoust

moral and political Poems of Light demonstraÈe:a return to

original concerns rather than a departure from them. There

rrras no real I'shift" at all between the publication of the two

books. Wtten asked why he left the snowy fields of Minnesota

for the battlefields of Vietnam and the offices of the Pentagon,

BIy replied: 'As it happened, I wrote a number of the political

poems before I rtrote Snowy Eields, but they hrere published

(ín book forn) later. I write what you call nsnowy fields"

poems without, pause, maybe eíght or nine a year. . . . The

poem in The Light Around The Body which asks r!{here has the

road gone?r was written about ten years before the poem

ftn Sltence/ that says rWe know the road. I Poems are not

always published in the order in which they are written!'l

(ralkinqr pp. 121-23¡.
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Stylistically, the two books are quite similar. Às in

Silence, each line in Ltqht begins with a capital letter,
still paying homage, during a time of formal innovation, to

Robert Gravesr belief that if upper case is not empJ.oyed at

the beginning of each line the utterance is not poetry. The

conventional punctuation and syntax of Silence also remain.

In terms of content, the snowy fieLds, the dimly lit barns'

the dark waters are 8tiÌ1 present: ín r,iqht, hohrever, they

exist in a more social, moral context. The deep concern for

the inner world is also carried over from Silence. The

presence of Boehme also remains; indeed, it resonates through-

out li$! even more powerfully in the form of epigraphs for
four of the bookrs five sections. In fact, Boehme is so

important to an understandÍng of Liqht that a brief Ínves-

tigation into his system of thought will repay us later in

the poemsr expÌication.
Jacob Boehme (1575-16241 ¡ the Lutheran contemplative

who lived and worked as a cobbler in his native Silesia

nearly all his life, and whose wrLtings were ínfluenced

heavily by the gnosticism of Paracelsus, by alchemy and by

Jewish Cabalismo has spoken through Schopenhauer, Hegel, and

Leíbniz among phÍlosophers¡ and Goethe, Coleridge, Novalis,

Btake and Emerson among Poets. In this century, Carl Jung

focussed his attention on Boehmers mysticism in his inves-

tigation of alchemy as a systern of psychological symbo1s.T
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Essent,ially, Boehmers rsystemri contained primariJ.y in

the three books Aurora (1634) r De Slgnatura Rerum (1635) '
and lflglgIigg Maqnum (1640), evolved from his explanation of

Creation as a manifestation of the Yfill of God. For Boehme,

God is the one from whom all creation proceeds, but by his

self-differentiation into a negation of Himse1f. God Ls an

abyss: an Ursrund that is ineffable, consisting of neither

líght nor darkness, neither love nor wrath. Boehme held

that Spirit, beginnÍng in C'od, reproduces itself in all

livíng conscioulnessr êlrd that this is the principle by

which the present world evolved. The invisible, spiritual

world, for Boehme, is the prototype of the visible world.

As it forms, matter evolves from more primitive unconscious-

ness to self-consciousness; but this self-consciousnesst

whÍch Boehme assocíates with the element of fÍrer represent's

the impoverished outward (external) man who traffics in pride,

wrath and greed. Because he is domínated by the prínCiple of

darkness, man must struggle to escape its shadow of selfish

materialÍsm and aspire to the hígher and most desÍred Light

of Divine Love. In order to escape, man must follow in

Christrs footsteps and vehemently reject the world of Mammon'

the distractions of the flesh, and the temptations of
-8LUC1Ier.

Blyrs attractLon to Boehme does not come point by poÍnt

out of the latterrs rigid, often curious systemr but out of
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the realizatlon that man has consistently favoured a world

ruled by the exploitation of trade and commerce and ignored

the ínner, spiritual world where death is perceived not as

mere negation, but as a posltive phenomenon that acts aa

Iifers dialeetical contrary; a world (as we shall see in
detail in chapter four) perceived by an adrogynous cort-

sciousness contained within an individual physical body.

The attraetíon comes also from the shared recognition that

devotion to the inward or spirit, world is not an escape but

an acknowledg ement of a realm whích illuminates and tranforms

the external wor1d. The inward world for Bly is the world

of the imagínatlon where, through language' man awakens to

hie true self.
Language was of paramount importance in Boehmers system

in that it held tåe key to the whole and perfeet knowlèdge

of all things.g The epigraph to the first section of 3he

Liqht Around The Bodv introduces us to Boehmers complicated,

often confusing explanation of language: tFor according to

the outward man, we are ín this world, and according to the

inward man, we are in the Ínward world . . . . Since then

bte are generated out of both worlds r Ìrê speak in two lang-

uages, and ne must be understood by two languages." Boehme

salt the language of the outward world as a remant

of tvolkssprachern a gross collectÍon of the seventy-

trro rVo!.kssprachenn which resulted from the Bab$Ionían
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confusion of torrgo"".lo The J.anguage of the inward world

he called the ðsensualische" or tNatursprachert the founda-

tLon of all languages, because it was the flrst language

(adarnrs) used to assign each creature J.ts prop"t ,r.*".I1
Paradoxically, the spf.ritual language ís a truly nsensualn

one, as Boehme explains in MysterÍum Magnum:

. . . when all people spoke in one language, all
understood each other. When they no longer wanted
to use the tsensualtr language, true understanding
vanished, because they Ied the spirits of the
sensual languages into a gross form and encapsuled
the subtle spirít of understanding in a crude form
and learned to speak with this form. Today all
people speak only from thís same form of their
encapsuled sensual languages. No natÍon under-
stands the sensual language any longer. The bÍrds
in the aÍr and the animals ín the woods understand
it according to their own natures. Man may reflect
upon what he hae lacked and what is to be gained
in rebirth, though not here on earth but in the
spiritual world; for all spirits converse with
each other in the sensual language. They do not
need any otherrlanguage because thÍs is
Þlwrgghg.

I{e see Blyrs desire for linquistic nrebirth' in many of t'he

poems in !iqh,!,, but especially Ín the Poems ismothered by

the tilorld, r tRomans Àngry a.bout the Inner lilorld, ð ñIn Danger

from the Outer l{orldri iThe I'ire of .Despair Has Been Our

Saviourri iHurrying Away from the Earthr" and nMoving Inward

at Last.r The titles of these poems alone suggest Blyts

intense conunLtment to spÍritual rebirth, and yet we know

from Boehmers paradoxieal ideas about language that Èhe

spiritual is in tÏ¡e sensual. The poems in Liqht testify to
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this fact, and Bly applies Boehmefs gnostic mysticism as

he continues to celebrate the body.

Of gnostic mYsticism BIY has said:

The spirÍt is in the body, not outside of it'
and the body is not evil . . . Boehme . . .
both underslands and loves the body . . .
Eckhart, who also understands these issuesr was
formalli charged with heresy by the Church and
could háve beén sentenced to death for it
¿lgnosticisrq/. Then you go on to Jung, vrhors
ä-conte¡npoiary Gnostic. so the tradition is
still veiy stiong, and from that poÍnt of viet,
all my poäms are ènostie. Thatrs tl¡e tradition
in whlch r fÍnd the most nourishment, goíng
from the ancient mystics through the Gnostics,
through the people of brotherly love like
Boehme, Eckhárt, Blake, St. John of the Cross'
to Jung.13

Despite the strength of this tradítion, Bty realÍzes

that nobody can understand that the spiritual tongue is in
1^the sensualrt* so Ín tÍqht he eonfirms the separation of the

two worlds and their respectíve languages by attacking the

superficiality, the hypocrisy, and the frenetic absurdity of

the outward world from the perspective of one who is smothered

by it:

Chrysanthemums crying out on the borders of deatht
Lone teeth walking in the icy waters'
Once more the heavY bodY mournst
It howls outside the hedges of life,
Pushed out of the enclosure.
Now it must meet the death outside the death.
Living outside the gate is one death,
Cold faces gather along the walL r
A bag of bones warns itself in a tree.
Long-and, bitter antlers sway in the dark,
The hairy tail howls in the dirt.

(nsmothered bY the lforldr" P. 7l
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As in Silence, the body is still progressing toward

nthe death we lover I but in l,ight, its journey is repeatedly

irnpeded by tthe death outside the deathrr the sterile'

selfish materialism of American life. This Poem begins with

an image of chrysanthemums whichr ês t^te savr in nÀwakeningn

(Ei , p. 2Ll t exuded a comforting odour of darkness.

Here they are ncrying out on the borders of deathrr signify-

ing the poetts purgatorial existence, stranded beÈween the

inner and the outer worlds. This is why 'the heavy body

mourns!" It Longs to pass through nthe gaten from the outer,

corrupt world to the inner, Pure world. This is why ít

"howls outside the hedges of lifent why it nhowls in the

dirt. n It has been reduced to the Level of an animal $foer

elling at the feet of its cruel master. It has been "Pushed

out of the enclosure" of the spiritual world and is now

separated from it bY a üvtall.r

Yet the poet is not aLone in hís purgatory. "CoLd

faces gather along the wallrr so that the rwe' Of Boehmers

epigraph inc}udes everyone. Ànd our seParation from our-

selves is powerfuLly underlined by BIyts use of a series of

synechdoches--n[one teeth walking c c .rn oeold faces gather

. . .ro nlOng and bitter ¿,ntlers swayr--¿hat builds toward

the poemrs final terrifying image ttrat completes the sequences

'The hairy tail howls in the dÍrt.n The fragmentary images

suggest that living solely in the material world renders us
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incomplete, and as fragmentary as these images are, they

manage to cohere into a hideous image of the rbody.r Thís

Ëbodyr mourns its many manifestations because it is denied

by the world the opportuníty to turn ínward, to complete

itself.
The first sectíon of Light begins with two poems which

present portraits of those who live solely in the materiaL

world: 'The Executivers Deathn (p. 3), in which we find that
nMerchanÈs have multiplíed more Èhan the stars of heavenr'

and ,,The Busy Man Speaksols (p. Al t which portrays the

villainous eonsciousness of those who not only are ignorant

of the inner world, but openly antagonistic toward it. trThe

Busy Mann extols the material rewards of the outward world

and idolizes, in the form of a rígid masculine god, all

those things Bly assoeiates with a corrupt America:

irighteou6ness, n'cheerfulness, tr ilperfect gesturesril and,

above all, 'money.t As the busy man gives himself over to

these values, he resolves never to give himself to those of

the opposing world governed by a maternalr nourishing con-

SCÍOuSneSS asSOCiated With traft, n t'SOrrOi,l, n nlOVe, tt tSUf fer-

ingrrt 'the oceann and darkness (nthe níght full of eriekeÈs").

In nRomans Angry about the Inrer World, H the executives

who perpetrate the madness of the outward world wltness the

torture of "Drusiar, na v¡omanr/who has seen our ¿rthe,execu-

tives/ mother/In the other !.torld!" (P. 9) . The executives,
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Iike Roman torturers, have nPut their trust,/In the outer

worldr (p. 9). They view nthe other worldn as an annoyance,

"a thorn/In the ear of a tiny beast* (pp. 9-10), whereas it

ís actualty ,a jagged stone,/Flying toward them out of the

darknessn (p. I0). This last image suggests that if we

ignore or deny the ínner world long enough, its forces will

gather themseLves and attack the outer world so that a war

between the two ensues.

The conflíct between paternal and maternaL in these

poems reflects Boehmers attitude toward the masculine and

the femÍnine. Boehme considered the male of the species

more viOlent, mgre rrbitterr" and less nsvleett' than the

female; and although he attributed the fire-source to the

male, the light-source (art,/imagination) belonged to the

femal,e. Bly, in this conneeÈion, has said that "men cannot

write without their vtoman consciousness being Present with

them in the roomn (f,a1king, p. I32) , and ilThe Busy Man Speaksfi

confirms both his and, Boehmets feelings on this subject. The

poem was written before Bly nhad read Neumann or Jung on the

sr¡b j eetn (talking, p. 208) without wanting to suggest that

maseuLíne eonsciousness vtas essentia!-Iy destructive" I'or

Bly 'masculine consciousness in itself is nr,'t evil. Far from

it. In its highest levels, it is pure J.ight. There must be

a balance between two Poles of consciousness" (Talkingt

p. 209r. Later, in Sleepers Joi Hands (1970) 
'
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particularly in the long, anti-war Poem, "The Teeth Mother

Naked at Last, n BIy will expand his thinking in this area,

enlarging the image of "DrusÍan into the $gg, Mater with

help from his reading of Bachofen, Groddeck, Jung and Neumann.

Though Bly has been attacked for representing nexecu-

tivesrn nbankers" and taccountantsrf as eviI, money-grubbing

stereotypesr16 we must admit that, harmless as most of these

people might appear to be, they are the ucarrÍers" of the

modern disease of progress that had been earlier assailed

by Pound and Eliot, and even more vociferously by e.e-

cummings, who described America as na spiritually impotent

pseudocommunity enslaved by perpetual obscenit,ies of mental

concupiscencei an omnivorous social hypocrisy, vomiting

vitalities of idealism while grovelling before the material--

ization of its own deathwish. nl7 rt 1s this 'deathwish" in

America which Bly is really attacking Ín Light; the bankers,

dentists, and accountants are merely individual manifesta-

tions of a national psychic disorder. While Blyrs attacks

are a good deal more surreaL than cummingsr--for cummings

t'a saLesman is an it that stinks to please" and "a politician

is aR arsc uponr/which everyone has sat except a mannl8--

Bly does share cummings I grim, horrifyingly grotesqur.. sense

of humour:

Aeeountant,s hover over the earth Like helicopters,
Dropping bits of paper engraved $tith Hegelrs name-
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Badgers earry the papers on their fur
To their den, where the entire family dies in

ttre night.
('A Dream of Suffocationrr p. 8)

Here the accountants have inherited Hegelrs nthe

rationaL ís real, and tl¡e real is rationalr phiLosoPhy. It
is the rationalist who denies the exístence of an inner,

spirituat world and who ultimately ties the womanrs legs

to the 'Íron horseu (p. 9) of reason. It is, for Bly, tt¡e

Hegelian rationalist who Puts law, society and tl¡e staÈe

above individual moraliÈy, art and religion in the form of

a quasi-religion that demands absolute obedience from those

on whom it is imposed.

That the trghost of Locke" (p. 221 hovers menacingly

over these poens--the ghost of the English philosopher of

materialism and positivism (who actually advised parents to

crush any sign of poetic expression in their children)--is
no accident. Because his ghost floats &above the railroad

tracksn upon which the riron-horse" of reason runs, Locke

aLso is indicted as one of Drusiars torturers. For Locke

the mínd was a ntabula rasa, n a blank tablet upon which

experience is Ímpressed, and his theory denies the g priori

existence of that whÍch both Boehme and Bly uphold: an

Lnner world.19

The poem "watching Televisionm (p. 6) presents an image

of the natÍonal psyche as !g$þ EE' of t}¡e nation lulled
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into complacency by the catJ¡ode tr¡be behind the images that

flicker across television sets throwÍng sinister shadows

across every living room Ln AmerÍca. The audience remains

entirely passive, yet through their passivity they parti-

cipate in the selling and buying of violence:

The detective draws fifty-five million people ínto
his revolver,

Vlho sleep restiessly as in an aír raid in London;
TheÍr baèks become õurved in the sloping dark.

This mass passivity results in a society whÍch ie not only

physicatly deformed--nTheÍr backs become curvedi--but

spiritually deformed as well:

The filaments of the soul slowly separate;
The spirit breaks, a puff of dust floats up,
Like ä house in wäbraãka that suddenly explodes.20

BIy giveE neither Locke nor Hegel, nor any other

individuals he condemns in Light, much credit for contribut-

ing anything positive to western civilization. Presidents

of the United States, the Pope, army generals--they are al}

equally culpable for the spiritual bankruPtcy of America in

particular and of the modern world in general.. Thus BIy

tends "to push everything to extremesn (ftre 9i5.1!!9g, 8, 77),

and he has argued that true poets, nout of devotion to

poetryn (fhe gixties, 8, 77), never allow themselves to be

compromised: they refuse to be 'on-Èhe-otìer-hand-men . . .

If you say, the Christian Church is corrupt, they ¿flesser
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poetst BIy cites V{hittenore and Nemerov ag contemporary

exampleq/ would sêY, f on tåe other hand . . . I If you sêY'

rJohn Foster Dulles was as close to being crazy as most

statesmen getrt tjrey would aâYr ron the other hand . . .tn

(The Sixties, 8, 77-781.

In his own poems, however, BlYfs uncompromising stance

--someìnÍould describe it as a self-righteous, inverted

Puritanism--is rarely exPressed in the rational language of

Lockean or Hegelian thought; only ironically will he use the

hyper-rationality of accountants. Heseeks, rather, the

iNatursprache" of tj¡e inner wor1d, which is not the language

of reason, but of the imagination. Therefore, the poems do

not necessarily rmake sense. I (Boehme, in fact, warned his

readers not to expect his writings to appeal to their reason.t

And though Blyrs images often appear ordinary and logical

enough--nfhe crane handLer dies, the taxi driver dies . . .

executives,/Walk on cool floors, and suddenly fall" (p. 3)--

we sense in their juxtaposition a nightrnarish quality whose

source cannot be explained, Yet cannot be deníed. They are

preeisely the kind of images most aPproPrl.ate for our time,

which BIy has called the 'Age of Expansion.'2I The imagesl

ontology may seem predominantly chaotlc, but that is onJ.y

because they corresPond with the distressing reality of the

outward world. It is a reality characterized in the first

section of Liqht by alienation, suffocation, isolatíon; in
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sensual terms, by coldness, hardness, barrennêBso Executives

are nlost in a snohtstorm in mountaínsn; one tlies on a wintry

slope, cut off and dying" (p. 3) . The busy man Yrorshlps

rocks, steelt he inhabits "the desert . . . the parched places

. . . the landscape of zeroestt (P. 4) ¡ and the men in President

Johnsonrs cabinet sing nin harsh and gravelly voices r/Old
Etruscan songa on tyrannyn (p. 5).

The poen iJohnsonts Cabinet Watched by Àntsr introduces

us to the undisguised political poems in the book. It
anticipates Èhe poems in section two which explore the his-

torical roots of the nationrs current domestic and foreign

policiesr âs well as the bookfs third section, ñThe Vietnam

Vtarr' which deals explicitly with thehyPer-rational that

finds expressLon in every facet of Àmerican life: from

watehing televisíon, where xThe body tears off its own arms

and throws them into the airn (p. 6Ð, to a meetÍng of those

who advise the president. It is the poemfs more irratÍonal
images--of iants . . . gattrered around an old tree" einging

"old Etruscan songs on tyrannyrr and of toads who nclap

their small hands, and join/The fiery songsil--that constitute

two of the more haunting images of the bookrs first section.

Along with the absurdity implicit in the trstuffed baby

alligator" that grips na branch painted whiten in "a window

of a trucking servicen (p. 8), ttre surreal images of the ants

and the toads in ',tohnsonrs Cabinetr terrify by their enormous
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distance from reality.
The poem begins innocently enough--rIt is a cLearing

deep in a forestü--but that innocence is changed, Just as

ithe citizens we know during the day r/T}re ministers, the

department headsr,/Appear changed"i and the ironic image of

'the generals dressed as gamboling lambsr suggests an

hypocrisy which is spelled out more clearly in the second

part of the poem:

Tonight they burn the rice-supplies¡ tomorrow
They lecture on Thoreau; tonight they move around

the tree,
Tomorrow they pick the twÍgs from their clothes;
Tonight they throw the fire bombs, tomorrow
They read the DecLaration of Independencei tomorrow

they are in church.

The [citizens lre know during the dayi undergo a Hyde-like

change at nÍght. Theír daytime innoeence turns into a night

time eviL; the hypocrisy which disguises their true natures

is heinous. That these men should lecture on Thoreau, tJ¡e

poet who lived alone with Nature for nearly two years, and

who was jaiJ.ed for civil disobedience, is tremendously

ironic. We remember also that in l{alden Thoreau warned

against the tyranny of reason (in the form of the railroad)
when he said that we do not ride on it so much as on the

backs of those sacrifieed for its construction. Thoreau,

rroreover, would have made Boup from rthe twigsð the men of

the Cabinet 'pickrr from their clotles.
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The final detail of the poem, that which describes the

choir of toads--ntheir five long toes trembLing ín the

soaked earth'--isr again, all the more eery because of the

weÍrd humour contained in the idea of a choir of toads" The

fact that the ants and toads--creatures we would usual}y

consider innocent and harmless--are singing songs about'

tyranny suggests that the nature of eviL for Blyr âs it was

for Boehme, is only the possibility of good spoiled. That

is, the cause of the fa}l of any creature, whether a toad or

a general, does not come from outside, but from within.

In the second section of Light, where BLy examines more

deepty the historical sources for Àmericafs psychic imbalance

and spiritual decrepitude, the ghosts that float through the

poems include Èhose of presidents (endrew Jackson, Theodore

Roosevelt, Thomas Jefferson, George !{ashington, and John F.

Kennedy); of Locke, once again; of the slave-owners of Romet

Greece, and New England; and even of Jehovah! Entitled
,,The Various Arts of Poverty and Cruelty, n the poems of

section tuto exPress the despair BIy feels as one of nthose

being eaten by Ameriear,, and offer a counter-balancing

mockery of those doÍng the eatíng. Three epÍgraphs introduce

-*re poems. The first, taken again from Boehme--sVühen we

think of ít wit} this knowledge, we see that we have been

Iocked up, and led blindfold, and it is the wise of this

world who have shut and locked us up in their art and their
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rationality, ao that we have had to see with their eyesrr--

follows directly from the eplgraph to part one of Light. It

echoes the Blakean inversion of ideats in the world: that

in order for us to view the world correctly we must see

Heaven as Hell and vice-versa. The second epigraph, taken

from an nOId lÍturgyr--nOur fathers ate manna in the wilder-

ness and they died"--projects an atmosphere of gloom and

false hope over the poens that follow. And the third, taken

from Freud--trWhat a distressing contrast there is between

the radiant inteLligence of the child, and the feeble mental-

ity of the average adultr'--though it speaks for itself' could

also be cOnsidered as a co¡nment on Blakers Songs of Innocence

and Experience.

Just as the executíves of the first section of Light

represent materialistic lust and spÍritual bankruptcy, t'he

American president in section two representsr âs Chief

executive the historical precepts for Americars present

authoritarianism and imperialism. In these poems Bly once

agaln over-simplifies--perhaps even dístorts--history; but

he does this for good reason, sÍnce he is intent on disting-

uishing poetie truth from historical rfact. I Of this

distincti'rD, Northrop Frye has wrÍtten: ãPoetry . . . does

not state historical truth, but contains it': it sets forth

what we may caII the nyth of history, the kínd of thing that

happens. History itself is designed to record eventsr or
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. . to provide a primary verbal imitation of events. But

it alsor unconsciously perhaps, illustrates Srnd
provides

examples_ for the poetic visionn22 (italics mine).

The nexamples" from history that BIy transforms into

',poetic truthtr go back much farther than the modern world,

the American Colonies and Puritanism. In "The Current

administrationi (P. 221 "a farmyard in Montanarn an "Assyrian

lionrt' and nJehovah' are co-termÍnous3

Snow fell all night on a farmyard in- Montana'
Ànd the Assyrian-Iion blazed ãbove the soybean fields.
The last haven of Jehovah, down from the old heavens'
Hugged a sooty corner of the rnurdered pine'

Jehovah, of course, was the vengeful mascuLine god of the

Hebrews who required utter obedience from his worshippers'

Here, by telescoping time, Bly eondemns the righteous, jealous

OId Testament masculine deity and the rigidt rational con-

sciousness which invented him; a consciousness which, because

it stíII persists in modern America, fosters a climate of

legitimized murder.

In the first part of the poem we are given a brief

catalogue of those who legitimize murder: the first, "Morganr"

refers to J.P. Mor(-an (186?-1943), the last Morgan to head

the great banking rfiouse of Morgan. t That he should dÍe

"Iike a dog among whispers of. angel-s' is a tremendously--

almosi víndíetively--ironic (ímagined) end for the man whs

!,tas actually remembered upon his death for bringing "financial
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stabilityt' to hís ncountry over more than one trying period. t'

Morgan is the epítome of the busy man who values, and Ís

valued for, "financial stabilityi rather than for moral

purpo;e.

The second, Andrew Jackson, comes after the image of

a saint nborn among tin cansr' an irony analogous to Christrs

birth in a stable. It is an irony nore easily accepted, however,

than the naming of a rose--a symbol from Dante through Yeats

of eternal beauty and Peace--after Jackson, whom BIy

described, in his acceptance sPeech for the National Book

Award (tlarch 6, 1968) as 'the General Westmoreland of L830n

(I4LEtgg, p. 106). Jackson, according to BlY, conducted an

official program of genocide against tt¡e American Indian'
*reeommending murder of a race as a prudent policy, requiring

stamina' (Talkinq, p. 106). As James F. Mersmann points out

in regard to Blyrs comments on Jackson, rBoth rprudencer and

rstaminar are, in such a context, obviously distastefuL
rmasculinet qualities that remain as forces behind the

mentality of the Vietna¡r, War.'23 And, as Mersmann also

suggests, naming a rose after Jackson calls to mind Blakers

oo rose, thou art sick.n24 Spiritual beauty has been

infected by Àmerícan materialism.

The Pope twith a lÍIyr' meeting a "delegation of r¡aves" and

bLessÍng "the assosiations,/of the oeeâDr" i.s the third villain

on Blyrs lÍst. That the Pope should be holding a lily, the
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Christían symbol of purity, apparently makes senser except

tt¡at the li}y, in its mediaeval contextr s¡as associated

strongly with the VirgÍn Mary and thus represents the feminine

aspecÈ of spirítuality which the male-dominated Catholic

Church has successfully suppressed. lthat the Pope should be

blessing waves suggests, moreoverr a mindless obeisance of

the church membership. This absurd ímage is followed by

nthe ghost of Locke, n so that the four images of Locke, the

Pope, Morgan and Jackson merge into a four-headed giant

which embodies the vtorst aspects of each. The implications

that arise out of their merging, reinforced by Èhe image of

Jehovah in part 2, is that the church and state remain

indistinguishable in the modern world, and that t'he two are

equally guilty of repressing the feminine, which Bly assocÍates

with the inner world.

The tOrtured rrheavy body" of part one becomes the scarred

,,coarse bOdyn of part two, yet it has the courâ9er ín part

three, to enter nthe giantts house.' Inside are more ghosts,

this time from the poetrs own family: nan aunt and uncle,/

Dead for twenty years working with hoesni and there is a

Blakean nmill grÍnding.ì VÍe discover that the giant is

actua}Iy the President, r1!he Fatherñ (nJehovahn) whose

iCurrent Administrationt Perpetrates the síns of aIl those

exposed in the poem.

Andrew Jackson also appears in the poelri entitled "Three
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Presidentsi (pp. 19-20) where he, along with Teddy Roosevelt

and John F. Kennedy, actually speaks. Jacksonrg speech ís

the briefest of the three:

I want to be a white horse!
I want to be a white horse on the green mountainst
A horse that runs over wooden brLdgesr and sleeps
Inabandonedbarns.... (p. 19 )

The repeated phrase "I want . . .n guggests a childish

self-centrednese¡ and the desÍre to be a horse--a symbol of

intense desires and instincts--underlínes the Ímmaturity of

the tone, Jung, interestingty, associated the horse with'the

mothe¡i withinr'. or inhritive understandÍngr. so that .unconsciously

Jacksonre desire is really to allgn himsel,f wfth his feminine

side. The fact that BIy should choose to make the horse

twhitei suggests, moreover, Jaeksonts desire to purífy him-

se}f.
In iAndrew Jacksonrs Speech" (p. 241, we hear nold

Hickory" again, but this time immedíately after his reading

Virgil. ilacksonts infamous repeated defenses of his wifers

honour are juxtaposed witJr the poemrs epLgraph, taken from

Virgil--iDido to Aeneas: rI have broke faith with the ashes

of Sichaeust rñ--in order to point up the hollowness of the

generalrs rlover for his country. He pledges himself to the

Ldeals of a past long since disappeared, ideals that are as

meaningless as the "cindersn of Didors dead husband Sichaeus.
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This meaninglessness is compounded by George !{ashingtonrs

warning to "the Poor never to take another husbandr " while

in the poemrs finaL, bitterly ironÍc line, rrHis ¿i^fashinghontsJ

voice rose in the noisy streets of DetroítrI BIy once again

coll.apses hÍstory, so that the riots that occurred in Detroit

ghettos in the early t 60s coexist with {Vtashington, riding

in cold snovr at ValLey Forge. " The poem, then, implies that

the hypocrisy of Jackson and I{ashington, and the hypocritical

ideals tÌ¡ey esPoused, are indirectly responsible for the

iharsh ravishers in Detroit.'

of the other two presidents, Kennedy appeari the more

tragic and less ridiculous. Kennedy wants to be everything

Roosevelt, Jackson and the busy men of contemPorary America

are not: he wants "to be a stream of water falling--,/9later

fatling from high in the mountains, wat.et/Ihat dissolves

everythÍng . o . Able to flow past rocksn (P. 20). Bly said

once during a reading at the University of North Dakota (f979)

that Kennedy was well-meaning, but had too much of the J.ight

conscíousness, that he suppressed the darker, feminine side

of himself. Hence the nlight" Ímages of him "Glittering in

the sun, Iike the crystal in sideboards" (P. 20) '
The picture that BIy provides of Roosevelt Ís a f'righten-

ing yet humourous caricature of the man who walked softly and

carried a big stick:
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When I was President, I crushed snails with my
bare teetJ¡.

I slept in ny underr¿ear in the White House.
I ate the eubans with a straw, and Lenin dreamt of

me every night
I wf6re down a forest of willow trees. I ground the

snow,
And sold Ít.

(p. 19 )

That Roosevelt should crush trsnailsr" a symboJ- for spiralling

inwardness, and that he should^ not only vtear down Nature, but

sell it, succinctly expresses the aggressive, exploitive

personality of the busy man. UnLike Kennedy, Roosevelt wants

'to be a stone . . . À stone that, suddenly gets up and runs

around at nightr/and, lets the marriage bed faLl." This last

ímage, of the stone causing the marriage bed to fallr once

again suggests a separation of the feminine and masculine,

and the suppression of the inner world by the tyrants of the

outer world.

The outer world is a world where even 'thingsrn inanimate

objects such as "removed Chevrolet wheelsr'r nshredded inner

tubesr,r tcurly steel shavingsr" and "roads in South Dakota"

feel Blyts trdespair.,, In rcome l{ith Me" (p. 13), the poem

which opens part II of Light, BIY extends a Whitmanesque

invitation to join him in a short tour of the "abandoned"

things of the world "that have felt this despair for so 1on9."

In this poem, the ímages capture Americars spÍrítual empti-

ness. The wheels and inner tubes arc like men tabandon€dr"

men who have ,tcoJ-J.apsêdr" men "that tried and burstrtt men
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who have been ñIeft behindi or who nhave given up, and blame

everything on the government. " They are pathetic, desperate

creatures nthat hon.¡I with a terrible lonelinessn over their
betrayal by the materialists. Eric Neumann would charac-

terfze t!¡ese images as rrÍrruptionsr of the unconscious into

consciousnessrn and would attribute their aPpearance to an

S.rruptive characterrr fightíng against "a eulture based on ego

stability and a systematized conscÍousnessrn such as that of

conËemporary America.25 on the personal level, these images

express tt¡e conflict between the inner and outer worlds in

BIy hinself; and they direct the reader both Ínward fnto his

unconscious and outward into his moral, political awareness

of the world.

The invitation to travel with the poet ninto those

things" that populate the spÍrÍtua1 wasteland Èhat is eontem-

porary America ie echoed Ín part three of Light with an

invitation to explore ttre most gruesome symPtom of Americars

spiritual decrepitude: nThe Vietnam Ífar.' In the eight

poems which make up this section of the book, Bly Èries 'to
give inward reasonsn (ralkingr P. I55) for the !var. The

prinary reason turns out to be displaced suffering' or the

collectíve avoidance of grief:

. . . Our own gaiety
l{ilI end up
In AsÍa, and in your cup you will look down
And see
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Black starfighters.
lile were the ones we intended to bomb t

(p. 37)

Because America has refused to deal with its own guilt'

because it concentrates on Ímproving the standard of living

rather than trying to atone for the sins of its past' it

projects its guiJ-t onto another nation. BIy feels that

because Àmerica could no longer continue to wage t'tar against

Negroes or Indians, it conveniently sr¡bstituted the people

of Vietnam¡

Underneath this all the cement of the Pentagon
There is a drop of Indian blood preserved in snotât s

preserved from a trail of bLood that once led away
From the stockade¡ ovêÍ the snow, the trail now lost.

(p.36)

But the trail is not lost,t It leads directly to llanoi and

Saigon, to My Lai and the

Terror just before deatht
Shoulders torn, shot
From helicopters, the boY
Tortured with the telephone generator,
'r felt sorry for him,
Ànd blew his head off with a shotgun."

(p. 37)

This is hovr men register their sympathy for other men if they

follow a "trailn devoid of grief. It is a trail which leads

to an arrogant, violent chauvinism that does not take the
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enemy seriously. In {Asian Peace Offers Rejected r'¡Íthout

Publícationn (p. 30), Bly attacks those responsible for

rnaking this hideous arrogance official policy. But the

attack is not limited to Blyts contemporaries. In denouncing

Rusk, the secretary of defence--oMen tike Rusk are not men:/

They are bombs waiting to be loaded in a darkened hangar"--

Bly rexplainsr him by once again telescoping American and

world history.26

In nÀfter the rndust,ríal Revolution AII Things Happen

At Once" (p. 29) t trThe Whiskey Boysr" Henry Cabot Lodge,

President Wilson, Coxeyts Army, George Washington, the dead

of Cripple Creek, and Henry Ford are congregated Ín "a

strange world, where the Hessian Christmas,/StiLI goes orr."27

This telescopic vision operates aLso in "Hearing men Shout

at Night on MaeDougal Streetrr (p. 2L), where nnow at midnight

there is about to sail,/The first New England slave-ship with

the Negroes in the hold. il The rarnifÍcations of the arrival

of that fÍrst slave-ship are still being felt on nMacDougal

Street'r in an unnamed city. Rather than a melting pot, then,

there exists in American society "a boiling that only exhaus-

tion subduesn (p. 2L) ¡ and that exhaustíon ís felt especially

by those who are the victims of prejudice.

Those responsible for "longings to kill that cannot be

seenn (p. 33) are hidden in the giantrs shadow, which ís merely

an extension of "that darkness a¡nong pine boughsr/That the
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Puritans brushedr/As they went out to kill turkeysr' (p. 34) .

It has become a darkness of a violent imperialism that extends

to "ttre edge of the jungle clearing" (p. 35) in Vietnam. It

has become 'cup of darknessn (P. 35),wíth which America in its
-war-making, now, ¡noints itself .

Only in such a society, an overly rational society

obsessed wíth numbers--social security numbers, phone numbers,

credit card numbers, serial numbers, bank acçount numbers,

student numbers--could a voíce calmly says

Letrs count the bodíes over agaLn.

If we could only make the bodÍes smaller,
The size of skuIIs,
We couLd make a whole plain white with skulls in

tl¡e moonlight t

If we could only make the bodies smaller,
Maybe we could get
A sthole yearrs kiIl in front of us on a desk!

If we could only make the bodies smal.ler,
we could fit
A body Ínto a finger-ring, for a keepsake forever'

("Counting Small-Boned Bodiesr*
P. 321

This Ís a poem, as Paul Zweig states, that ñlets us in on a

ghastly practical joke. In his office an executive is acting

out his name, rexeeutingr the rebellious lives Ín those

bodies, while he dreams of gatherÍng his kill in small, clean

heaps on his desk, purified of suffering, as far from the

broken lives and viltages as the pilot in a B-52 bomber,

6 miles hÍgher than the clouds.n28 His voice could have
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belonged to any efficiency expert enployed by Dow ChemÍcal

or the e.I.A. during the Víetnam Warr or to any commandant

of a Nazi concentration camP from World War II. The calm

insistence of the repeated line--rlf we could only make the

bodies srnaller'--and the progressLve reduction in sLze of

the rbodiesÈ of the Vietnamese victims--from ia whole plain

whÍte with skullsn to a oyearrs kiIl . . . oll a deskr to a

body into a 'finger-ring'--indicates the evil hyper-ration-

ality of rnilitary rintelligencer--and of the culture at large.

Às Norman O. Brostn argues, thie kind of rcommitment to mathe-

matize Èhe world . . . Ís a co¡nmitment to sublimationr' and

sublimation rLs a mortífication of the body and a sequestration

of the body into dead things . . . . As such, sublination

represents a gain for the reality-príncipLe'29 which, as we

have seen, Bly is contÍnually battling Ín these Poems with the

spirituality of the Naturspraehe.

Part fV of The l,ight Àround The Bo9)¡ begins with

'I,lelanchoÌiar' a poem which of fers a kind of coda crystalliz-
ing Blyrs reactíon to the atrocities of the Vietnam hlar and

to American materialism. rt is divided into four Partst

each of whieh contains a scene that dramatizes the separate-

ness of Boehmers two worlds and which objectifies the poetrs

melancholy. In the first Part, the Poet is nOn the road to

the dark barni (p. 4l) r the barn being a symbol for the

spiriiuai worid Biy knows is ihere, -waRi,s io inhabii,, b'r¡^u

has not yet reached. He is walking through a atormr which
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corresponds to the storm within him as the things of the

externaL world obscure his vision of ttre spiritual. Suddenly

he sees a light through the snow' but it disappears, and the

spiritual world remains obscured, shadowed and tlreatened by

the "black dogo BIy meets nHalfway there.' "Halfway" suggests

that BIy is ont-y halfway toward his goal--ínhabiting the

inward world--and that in tJre remaining poems in the book he

wiLl attend to the completion of the task.

In the Last part of the poem, the image of "a wound on

the trunkil of a tree represents the paín of self-division on

the personal leveL, while the details of nWhere the branch

Ì'¡as torn off/A wind comes out of itr,/Rising, swellingr/Swirl-

ing over everything aliver' suggest that the nature of the

affliction is cosmic in magnitude. Indeed, the wind that

emanates from the wound on the tree-trunk is a supernatural

expiration akin to the whirlwind in {9þ' only here it not

only scatters co}d, but contamÍnates neverything alir¡e. I'

such inplied malevolence anticipates the bookrs final

epigraph from Boehme, whose own melancho].y came out of the

tragic recognition that evil is an Íneluctabte aspect of the

uníverse:

But when this had given me many a hard blow,
doubtless from the Spirit that had a desire for
hêr I finally feII into great sadness and
melancholy, when I víewed the greaÈ depth of
rhie r.,nrl¿l- the s!!n and the stars and the clouds.,
9^.* e wv- 

-Y , e..e

rain and snow, and contemplated in rny mind the
who}e creation of this wor1d.
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So then I found in all things good and eviL,
love and wrath, in creatures of reason as weII
as in wood, in stone, in earth, in the elements,
in men and.animals. Withal, I considered the
littte spark oMan' and what it might be esteemed
to be by God f.n comparison with this work of
heaven and earth.

In consequence, I grew very melancholy, ?1d
what is wri€ten, though I knew Ít well, could not
console me.

(p. 5I)

For Boehme there is something even 'in stone" that contrib-

utes to the spoiling of cosmíe harmony. EviJ., as an inherent

aspect of the universe, is necessary in order to activate

the wilt toward unifying the spirituaL and material worlds.

Without the 'obstacle" of evil, which can be overcome not by

abolition, but by transformation, the will cannot move beyond

the anguish of divieíon toward the unity of the divine

nature. Yet for Boehme, and apparent.ly for BIy as well, the

knowledge of evil as necessary is a small eonsolation in the

face of tthe great depth of this world. n

one might be tempted to sêyr then, that Light begins

v¡ith resolution and ends in sadness. But it does not. Bly

refuses to wallow in his sadnessi instead he praises his

Erief and uses Ít as a salve for his tpounded spÍrit. Boehmefs

alchemystical systen holds that what is base--the material

world--must not, and indeed cannot, be destroyed; it must be

transmuted into what is superior. One should not, therefore,

despiae the inferior, but transform it and put it to good

use. To unÍte the two worlds and escape hís melancholia,
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then, Bly must first transform the external world.

This happene in "Turning Àway from Lies" (P. 43) r where

the lies of Church and State are transformed into the song

of saints who ilrejoice out loud upon their beds." Their

voices replace those of the generals and executives of the

first three sections of the book--the nthieves" of the

material world--by drowning out their pseudo-Christían dogma

and national hypocrisy with a song that nmoves through the

troubled sea/The way the holy tortoise moves/From dark blue

into troubLed green r/Ot f n" ,¡aVJ ghost crabs move above the

dolomite.n The title, and the images of the tortoise and

crabs, echo the title and images of nbul}heads" and "Half-

evolved afitennas of the sea-snailn in "suddenly Turning Awayn

(p. 18). But whereas the images in t¡e earlier poem are

negative, castíng nshadows/Of not-Iove, ¡ the images in
rTurning Away from Líesn are more Positive. The saints

transform the cloudly sensitivity of the ilState Departmenf

ftn^tJ floats in the heavy jellies near the bottomn (p. 36)

of the sea into a "holy" song that has conquered the

'troubledo world. In nsuddenly TurnÍng Àwayrn the kind of

behaviour typified by the man who¡n BIy descríbes as an exhausted

crustacean, Northrop Frye has characterized as nego-centric;

everything he regards as real he also regards as outside

himselft everything he takes rínr immediately becomes unreal

and rspectral. I He tries to become an armored crustacean

alert for attack or defense; the price of selfishness is
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eternal vigilance. This kind of Argus-eyed terseness

proceeds from the sealed prison of consciousneas which Blake

carls ropaque. r"3o

In contradigtinction to thls opaque vision is the clear

vísion of Gnosticism. One way to prevent the xselfishnessn

of the world from irnpending is to assume disinterest.

Meister Eckhart, for example, ptaeed disinterest above

humtlity and love as the chief virtue of man. He argued

that Godrs purity derives from disinterest, and that tman

proceeds from purity to símplicíty and from símplicity to

unchangeableness, and thus the likeness of God and man comes

about.n3l Disinterest, then, involves the relinQuishing

of all desíre; an emptylng of oneself, for nto be full of

things is to be ernpty of God, while to be empty of things is

Èo be fuII of God. "32

In oA Home in Dark Grassrt Bly offers a poetie formula

for disÍnterest:

That we should learn of poverty and rags,
That we should taste the weed of Dillinger'
And swim in the sea,
Not älways walking on drY land,
Ànd, dancing, find in the trees a savior,
A home in dark grrass,
Àr¡d nourishment in death.

(p. 441

In our poverty we learn that:

9le did not come to remain who1e,
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We came to lose our leaves like the trees,
The trees that are broken
And start again, drawing up from the great roots....

(P.44)
And thus we learn to accept our own ifalli (in every

sense of the word), and realize that, Iike the trees, we die

a death only to be restored by "the great roots" deep inside

us. In our acceptance, we will find "nourishment in deathn

rather than 'fear.n The leaves we should Let fall are our

attachments to the outer worldt if we do not let them fall,
nthe body fbecomes,/ burdened down with leaves' (p. 471 .

Meister Eckhart also wrote that nsometimes a good man

robs his outward person of all the soulfs agents, in order

to dispatch them on some higher ent'erprise; sor conversel-y,

animal people rob the inner Person of t'he soulrs agents and

assign them to the outward marr.n33 BIy describes a robbery

of the Ínner man by the outer Ln nln Danger from the Outer

I¡{orldu :

the grave moves forruard f rom its arnbush,

ltoving over the hills on black feet,
Living off the country'
Leaviñg dogs and sheep murdered where it sleptì , -
some sÉiniñg thing, inside, that has served us well
Shakes its bamboo bars--
It may be gone before we wake.

(p. 471

There is Eomething inside us that robs us of our humanityt

and we líve in a cage of murderous selfishness. Conversely,
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tt¡ere is something in our humanity that prevents us from

waking to the fact that tJre cage insLde us, the cage that

houses the spirít, hae been robbed and is emPty: tIt may

be gone bef ore we vtake. "

It is Ímportant to note that while an ascet'íc mystic

like Eckhart favours the reality of a epiritual world whích

transcends the reality of the senses, BIy, on the other hand,

endærs the eenses witJl povter from the psyche to re-create

or transform the material world. His is ttre nunmediated

visioni characterized by Geoffrey Hartm"rr34 as a vision

unencumbered by religious dogma of any kind; a frevealedl

religion rather than a Inaturalt religion, hence the poemsl

persistence toward a magical synthesis of the conscious wÍth

the unconscious, and hence the odd juxtapositions of images

that predominate in thÍs poem and throughout the fourth and

fifth sections of Light. We move rapídly from an Ímage of

the body and its nopaque flesh, heavy as November grassr'

to 'another day ftltatJ ð,ísappears into the cÌiff ," to

'Eskimos þnoJ come to greet it with sharp criesrn to "black

water fthaxJ swells up over the new holerü etceÈera. Wtrat

we noÈÍee ín follov¡íng these images fs that, BIy ehooses to

use the general rather than the particular--it is the cliff,
the Eskimos, 9E black water, !!g new hole, the grave, the hills,
the country, thus following the pattern that was set at

the outset of Light: rThe crane handler dies, the taxi
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driver dies" (p. 3). Here, and throughout the rest of Blyrs

work, the use of the general rather than tåe particular

establÍshes a dream-Iike immediacy that takes the reader

from the familiar outward worLd into an illogical, continually

astonishing, inward realm. Using ñthe' rather than rran also

lends the poem a density that convinces us of the disinterested

reality of the inward worÌd.35

BIy does not use the general exclusively, however. He

shifts occasional-ly to the particular to render a subject more

personal, more concrete, whiLe at the same tíme using the

subject to represent a particular ttypef of personality. In

nlooking at New-Fa]Ien Snow from a Trainr' for instance, BIY

uses the particul-ar and not the general to denote the

meaninglessness of a salesmanrs life and death:

À man throws back his head, gasps
And dies. His ankles twitch, his hands open and

close,
And the fragment of time that he has eaten is

exhaled from hís pale mouth to nourish the snov¡.
A salesman falIs, striking his head on the edge of

the counter.
(p.45)

This stanza colnes as an j-ndented inÈerjecÈion, an asÍde,

between two stanzas that describe the snow falling outside

the traín in which the poet sits and--presumably--writes.

The poemrs final stanza describes another man who nlies down

to sJ.eepñ:
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Hawks and crows gather around his bed.
Grass shoots up between the hawksr toes.
Each blade of grass is a voice.
The sword by his side breaks into flame.

(p.461

Louis B. Hammer objects st,renuously to this poem, stating

that although ninterestingrn the poemfs images suffer from

,,vagueness.r He asks3 ngfho is that salesman and what does

he seLt, and why are we being introduced to him?o36 The

point of the poem is precisely that! The anonymous salesman

is a type of Willie Loman whose Life Lacks any meaning beyond

the last sa1e. It matters not whether we know whaÈ the

salesman is sellingt to BIy, all salesman are one salesman:

'No one in business can be a Christian" (p. 43). As for the

final stanza, it seems foolish to try to explÍcate it. It

provides a peaceful contrast to the vioLence of the seeond

stanza, and the image 'Each blade of grass is a voicen echoes

that of the npine stumpn talking to the executive of Goethe

and Jesus. The voices in each case, aLong with the image of

the sword bursting Ínto flame here, Ímply the paradox that

pervades the entire books sLeep is both nourishing and

threatening. If, one Ís 'asleep in the outward man"' he

risks living a death-in-tife existence, "with coins on his

eyesn (p. 58). On the other hand, íf one grants the interior

world autonomy, he is capable of heatíng the rwoundr (P. 42)

of divided conseiousness.
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This wound cannot be healedr however, without an

acceptance of grief. In trThe Fire of Despair Has Been Our

Savior, n BIy eontrasts the preponderance of grief in the
olce Agen and the iMiddLe Agesr with the lack of same in his

own age. Grief in the lce Age is portrayed as:

Ànother child dead,
Turning bone stacks for bones, sleeves of snov¡

blowing
Down from above, no tracks in the snovr, in agony
Man cried out--like the nad hog, pierced, again,
Again, by teeth-spearsn who
Grew his horny scales
From sheer despair--instants
Finally leading out of the snowbound valIey.

(p. 48)

The rroadñ (p. 49) toward psycho-spirítual balance cannot be

found without a proper understanding of grief. "In the

Middle Agesr' BIy says, "people studied grief; it was all
around, and the road was easier to find then, I think. But

now everyone studies cheerfulness. Everyone wants to be

cheerful. And so in the end of üte fabovy' noem r am saying

that my despair over failure to sense grief is a kind of
grief itselfn (&lEigg, p. L24l . Bly, then, finds 5ü8-

tenance ín the very thing the materialists struggle to avoid.

In alchemical terms, BIy describes gríef .as' lead, .the'element we

must, use if we ever hope to turn base metal (tne material

world) into gold (tne spiritual world). The materialists

want to begin with gold, but that is Ímpossible. We must
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actually begin with our own lead--grief--if we hope to

transform trdespairi into ihidden joyn and avoid tthe sr\twY

field of the insane asylum' (p. 25r. BIy feels, however,

that tThe Fire of Despairtr does not satÍsfactorily communicate

his grief . nI got the first stanza done, t,he second stanza

done, and I couLd not finish the third stanza in the way I

wanted it. E'inaIIy, in desperatíon, I put it into The Light

Around the Bodv. I worked on it ten years, and stíLl the

last line isnrt any goodË (TaLking, p. L241. The line goes:

iNot finding the roadr Yte are slowly pulled downn (P- 49).

The awkwardness of rNot findingü and the passiveness of nwe

are slowly pulled" are ind,eed unsatisfying. It is the same

awkwardness and passiveness we saw in rThe Executivers Deathn

and in fHurryJ.ng Astay f rom the Earth, n where the disagree-

ment between pronouns ¿fre and t,lneyJ unnecessaríIy eonfuses

us. Likewise, in tlrooking at Some FlowersrF sentence frag-

ments and ambiguous syntax send us to multiple references in

a hopeless search for the core of the poem:

Light is around the petals, and behind them:
Some petals are living on the other side of the

light.
Like sunlight, drífting onto the carpet
I{here the caeket stands, not knowing which world

it is Ln.
And f.uzzy leaves, hair grorting from some animal
Buried in the green trenches of the plant.
Or the ground this house ís built ont
only free of the eea for five or six Èhousand

years.

(p.50)
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The first two lines are fine; and the trro that foLlow--

consisting of a simile in the form of a sentence fragment--

are easily comprehended as a continuation of the first ts¡o.

But the last four lines consist of two more sentence fragments'

the antecedents of which could be any number of things: t'the

casketrn the 'sunlightr" or the 'petalsn themselves. We know

that poems are places !,there the rules of granmar are broken

for good Eêâsoll--usually to astonish. And there is nothing

htrong with sentence fragments Pg set they are often the most

effective way of stating something. But in nl,ooking at Some

Flowers" there is no central flow thaÈ holds all the fragments

together. It is not enough to say that these fragments are

delÍberately irrational¡ and this haY, in fact, be the root

of the poemrs problem. The comparisons are forced, and des-

pite the poemrs wonderful compression--especiaLly in the

Iast line--we feel left out and undernourished.

Perhaps the reason $¡e feel left out, however, is because

BIy, in these final poems, is moving raPidly inward. wê

notice that many of the titles of the poems in the fourth

and fÍfth sections of Light are partÍcipial-, and, therefore,

suggest movement. Most of the verbs within the poems' toot

are participial. The associations become more and more rapid,

more wild. And the number of transformational images

increases dramatically in the fínal sectÍon. We encounter

"The surfs of the body" and "the backbones of tjte sea' Ín

"Looking into a Facen (p. 53); nthe easkets of the sun" and
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'the plains of heaven" in nHurrying Away from the Earth"

(p. 54); 'tl¡e tunnels of joyful deathn in "The Hermitil

(p. 55); nthe tunnels of the tortoisers claws' and nchunks

of the moonn in 'A Journey with women" (p. 56); the 'grand-

son of fishesrt'the trnephew of snailsrrra man trdragging a

great tail into the darkness, n and ofire passing up through

the soles of my ftne poetts/ feet" in "Evolutíon from the

Fish" (p. S9); "a paw/fthatZComes out of tJre dark,/to light

the roadñ l-n ÉVtanting to Experience All Thingsn (p. 60); we

see "Crø¡ds waving from inside the oyster shellrn a neck

that "swings to bite the dogr'r and tCloths foLded that

murdered great princesn in rOpening an Oystern (p. 6l). As

manifestations of the Natursprache (the spiritual. in the

sensual) these non-rePresentational images, which proliferate

ín the final group of ten poems, indicate that the shell of

the outward world has been broken and the inward world

penetrated. r$he outer worLd is not despisedr" however, nit

has simply fallen away like a husk, or a rocket stage, and

we have tÌre psyche moving in the psyehe.u3T Bly uses non-

representationaL images rather than representatÍona1 ones to

indicate this breakthrough because the latter imply the

dualism which characterizes the world of the [busy man.t'

The three-dimensional nature of these transformational images,

on the contrary, refuses to idealize that bivalent world

and its invariable perspective on reality.
nLooking into a Faeer' the poem from which both the
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fifth sectionrs and the bookrs title are taken, Presents

a fusion of the masculine and feminine that were so dramatic-

alty divided in rrThe Busy Man Speaksr':

Convereation brings us so close! Opening
The surË of the bodY,
Bringing fish up near tlte sun,
And stÍffenÍng the backbones of the seat

I have wandered in a face, for hours
Passing through dark fires.
I have risen to a body
Not yet born,
Existing like a líght around the body,
Through which the body moves like a sLiding moon.

(p.53)

The sea-images ín stanza one and the moon-image in the last

line cohere in an image of the feminine as a sacred body

which engenders for the poet a kind of salvatÍon. The nlight

around the body' Ís that luminous zone (ttre I'third world")

where the outward (male) and inward (female) worlds come

gently together. This rlíght" corresponds to Boehmers

nFlashn (blitz), which was the crucial energy that alLowed

man to choose to remain eittrer at tl¡e level of anguish that

results from the chaos of sensation, or to 'dietr unto him-

self and rise again in imitatíon of Christrs suffering and

triumph. Blyrs rising is a purely gnostic one, however,

since the goal of gnostic striving is the release of the

inner world and its return to its native realm of J.ight.38

He rises tto a bodyr/Not yet born": the body of the inward
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man. But his rising--and his spiritual vÍsion as well--is

not an act of transcendence. Vfhat Bly offers instead Ís a

mysticism of t,he body beyond the bodyi a sexual conjunction

that affords not only sensual pleasure, but a sacred hiero-

gamy where woman realizes her masculinity through man and

man realizes his femininÍty through woman-

The union of the masculine and feminine continues in
,'A Journey with Women" (p. 56). The poem is filled with

disguised sexual images that suggest, a mystical-sexual

Cgmmunion. The man and woman--the ts¡et of the poem--are

"Floating in turtle blood, goÍng backward and forarardrr in

the motions of love. They enter the sexual ntunnels of the

tortoisers claws"; they carry "chunks of the moonrr:

transformational images of fertil-ity and imagination respec-

tively. The couple fÍnd themselves in the sexual ndarkness

between constellationsr of the inward rea1m. By the end of

their journey, the man and the woman are "transparentr puII-

íng/In the starlíghti as if they vr'ere not only feeding on

cosmic energy, but generating it themsel-ves through their

bodily conmunion.
nThe Hermít" (p. 55) represenÈs an aLternaÈive to the

communion of masculine and feminÍne; a different "road"

J.eading to the inward wor1d. The hermitrs body nis perfectly

wholex because he has married himself to solitude and has

studied grief. He has given uP the world and 'is no one.
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When we see,/Himr Wê gro$t calmr/pu:rd sail on into the tunnels

of joyfut death.' Vle should not mistake the hermítrs contem-

platÍve life for that of the cloistered, however. He is not

St. Paul, whom BIy despises and often cites as the root of

aII hypocrisy and hatred of the body in organized Christianity;

he ís, rather, Eckhartrs man of disinterest who does not

squander the strength of his soul; who is empty of things

and fult of the spírit of t}re inner vtorld.

In contrast to the hermit, who remains calm with nthe

storm behind himr" BIy describes I'The Poor, and the dazed

and the Ídiotsn of the worl-d in nHurrying Away from the

Earth. tr Their despair has grown so heavy they can no longer

stand the burden of exístence:

Some men have pierced the chest with a long needle
To stop their heart from beat,ing any morei
Another puts blocks of ice in his bed
So he would die, women
Have washed their hair, and hanged themselves
In the long braids, one tâtoman climbed
À high elm above her lawn
openèd a box, and swallowed poÍsonous spiders....

(p.54)

The fire of despaír raÈher than the fire of love burns in the

hearÈs of these lost souls. They can bring themselves

neÍther to the ascetic nor to the communal roads to regenera-

tion. Consequently, tjrey ocry when they hear storÍes of

e^ñê.rnÉr ricina frnrn +tra Áaa¡lr ln- 541- Part of theif faÍIUfg
-v¡llçv¡ag ¿¿94¡¡y À¡v¡r¡ 9..Þ gveú rl,. - - a .

stems from their refusaL to aecept the fact that "We did not
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come to remain whole" (p. 44) ¡ another from their refusal

to shed the shell of hard-hearted logic tl¡at characterízes
tthe busy man' and the rexhausted crustaceansi that run the

State Department and wage wari and part comesr too, from

their ínability to recognÍze that in order to go ahead

spÍrítua]Iy, they must acknowLedge their prirnÍtive origins,

which BIy describes in iEvolution from the Fish" (p. 59).

In this poem a man undergoes a form of devolution which

acts as a retrogressive requisite for his nmoving toward his

own life.n He Ís called a 'grandson of fishesri a 'nephew

of snailsn i he is trfur, mammoth furt" he moves toward the

animal¡ he drags "a great tail into the darkness.rr It ís

almost as if he were undergoing a reversal of the indívidua-

tíon process. The man who "lies naked on a bed/Vgith a

smiling hroman" turns into a nlong man with a student gírlr
(he is her teacher as well as her lover), with "the spíritn

of their communion rmoving around them. " In his devolution

to what we all once were, the man becomes more representativet

and the poet can no$t say ñwe blazê üP, drawing picturesr/of

spiny fishi (italics mine)råDd ohren also experience thÍs

devolutÍon, Then the process is reversed: the man t'goes

inside a ¿fwomb-LíkeJ jewel, and sleeps'r (P. 59) . ThÍs marks

the end of his journey to the inward ocean, and the poem

concludes with three ecÉtatic exclamations from the poet:
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...Do
Not hold my hands down! Let me raise then!
A fire is passing up through the soles of my feet!

(P.59)
Although ñlaments /Pñd filaments pull us back into the

darkness" (p. 60) of the outer world occasionallyr wê see

what happens when the inward world is finatly won in "Moving

Inward at Lastn:

The dying butl is bleeding on the mountain!
But inside the mountain, untouched
By the blood,
There are antlers, bits of oak bark,
Fire, herbs are thrown down.
9ühen the smoke touches the roof of the eavet
The green leaves burst into flame,
The aÍr of night changes to dark water,
The mountains alter and become the sea.

(p.57)

As the outward, wounded man--the bLeeding bull--expires on

the mountain (a symbol for the hard, material world) r a new

tife begins insÍde the mountain, in the inward world. The

world Ís changed--r'The mountains alter and become the sea"--

because the man is changed (healed). The inward man becomes

unmoved and disinterested. He remaj-ns truntouched/By the

blood" of the outward world; and the antlers inside the

mountain are no longer 'rbitterr " as they were when the poet

hras rsmothered by the Worldr (p. 7). When this transformation

occurs, when the nair of night changes into dark v"aÈerr" it

is ma joyful night in which we lose,/Everything, and dríf,E/

Like a radish/RisÍng and falting" (p. 62| in the ocean in the
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inner world.

The Liqht Around The Body ends with an aPocalyptic

visíon of the ruination of the outward world:

Images of death,
Images of the body shaken in the grave,
And the graves fílled with seawateri
Images of a wasted life,
Life lost, imagination ruÍned,
The house fallen,
The gold stieks broken,
Then shall the talkative be silent,
And the dumb shall sPeak.

(ollhen the Du¡nb Speakr' P. 621

As a concl.uding passage this is most appropriate because it

encapsulates the spiritual decrepitude of the nations of the

western world, with particular emphasis on Àmericars crass

materialism and the nightmare of the Vietnam War. Its

paratactic structure, moreover, has a BiblicaS. ring to it.

The last Line--"Ar¡d the dumb shall speak"--is a strong echo

of Godrs wrath against the nations in Isaiah 35: 5-6: "Then

the eyes of the blind shall be opened, and the ears of the

deaf unstopped; then shall tJre lame man leap like a hart,

and the tongue of the dumb sing for joy.'! The deaf and dumb

are examples of those who Live continuously in t,he outward

world. When the outward worl<t falls away, they shall speak

the truths of the inner world.

This paradox is the final one in the series of paradoxes

that has propelled us through the poems of !iÈ!,. The source

of this propulsion ls the central paradox Èhat grief, despair
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and suffering are nourishing rather than debilitatingt and

tt¡at the avoidance of these e¡¡otions leads only to a sterile
death.-in-llfe existence of iThe Busy Man.n By suffering,

and, more importantly, studying his grief, Bly imagínatively

passea through death to the inward world. From that vantage

point--and from that vantage point only--he is able to see

that death, too, is nourishing since it is the one thing all
hunans share; the one thing that joins us with all things in

the cogmos. Thus tLife lostn andtlmagination ruined" are

regained through death.

There are, then, two distinct modes at work in !!gþ!,t
Batire and vision. Satire runs through the first three

sections of the book, and the voiee, or voíces which are

projections of that satire are the voices of those who speak

the language of the outward world and ¡yp"r-rationality.
fn bis book, ÀLlegory, 'Angus Fletcher points to the near-

identity between a kind of satÍre and Gnosticism: One gets

the impression sometímee that the most powerful satirists are

dualiet,s, users of rnegationr r to the point that they have

become naive gnostícs.t39 rt ís not so odd, then, that Bty

cornbinee scathing satire with gnostic mysticism. The

separatJ.on betrreen ttre poet and the bankers, dentists,

presidents, generals, etc.¡ who speak iNewspeak¡i

marks Blyrs 'naive dualismrt and signifies the separa-

t,Lon of the outward and inward worlds. The Vietnam
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Warr moreover, is the logical consequence of a society which

cornrnunicates only Ín the language of the outward world. Bly

digests and satirizes that language in the first three sec-

tions of Light,, and although ít grieves him greatly to speak

it, he must, in order to transform it and the corrupt world

it idealizes into the language of the imagination.

The poems Ín the last two sectl-ons of Light plot the

gradual process of the outward worldrs transformation. The

process involves a moving ñbackward and for:vlardn (p. 56)

between psyche and world until in the final section BJ-y moves

completeLy inward 'at last. " The abundance of transformational

images signals the movement inward until we find ourselves

living in the t'third world" of the unconscious present. This

sÈate is characterized by an androglnous' floating ocean of

the imagination which stands as Blyrs alternative to the

masculine, hard, bright, cheerful ouÈward worLd of business

and commerce. The poems in the last two sections proceed by

means of assocíative leaps and abrupt juxtapositions of

images which produce the sensation of being liberated from

gravity and the things of the worLd. The images remain

physÍcaI, however, because out of the union of the two worlds

comes a tension which is strung across the entire bodyr âs

in a waking d,ream. In the unconscious present we are offered

a truth of a different order, and na truth of a different

order acquires a physical preserrc"."40 This truth is one

where the rational, the habituaL, do not obtain. The Palpable
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and the intangible, the past and the future, life and death:

aII co-exíst without contradícting each other. Embodying

thÍs physical presence is the transformational image. A

transformational image such as ilbackbones of the sea"

constitutes, then, a t'bod.ying forth" which gives "The forms

of things unknown" a validity or physical. presence both

inside and outside the context of the poem. Like gnostic

metaphor, the transformational image ttdepends . . . upon the

most outrageous dualism . . . In a Gnostic metaphor, the

rinsider term or pgg and the toutsider cosmic term are so

separated that every such figuration becomes a catachresis,

an extension or abuse of metaphor.'4o The axis of the

transformational image is not, consequently, rational dis-

course, but in the orÍginal sense of the Logos, a gatt¡ering

of chaos into uníÈy. The apparent formlessness of !i.g!!.,
and of al.i- BlyËs work, is real.ly fíxity and flux held in

suspension by the transformational image. In Light, it

íncorporates within it not only the sins of the nationrs

fathers, past and present, but the darkness that is caged in

each of usi the primitive and ineradicabLe force that lshakes

its bamboo barsr" startlÍng us into an alvareness of the

disintegrated self which haunts man in the twentieth centr"¡ry.

On one level' 3!9 Ligrht Around The Body is an attempt

to heal this disíntegrated self, to give it a coherencei on

another level, in its irrational or surreaL vision, Ít offers

an alternative dÍrection to the "wrong turning" American
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PoetrytookwithEliotandWilliamsandthespiritual
rvacancyr of their static objectivity. Noah-like, Bly builds

in Light an immense ark out of transformational imagesi an

ark which he believes will save the imagination and the

spirit from the materialist flood'
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CHAPTER FOUR¡ SLEEPERS iIOINING HAI¡DS

The Poetry of Water

In the previous chapter hte saw how, in Tþe Light Argund

The Bodv, BIY contrasted the spiritual, the inward and the

feminine with the materÍalistic, the outward and the ma-

sculine. He expressed these contraries by juxtaposing the

vocabulary of the organic imagination--the Natgrsprache--

wiÈh the vocabulary of pseudo-reason, and identífied the

politieal ramífications of ígnoríng, or of even atÈacking,

the ínward world in his poems against the Vietnam War. 9le

saw, too, how the transformational inage, used as a vehicle

for telescoping history, Iocated some of the causes for that

war in Americars spiritual past and in its present foreÍgn

policy.

In this chapter, I will continue to consider the

transformational image as it operates on a psycho-spiritual

level, drawing onee again on the theoríes of Jung and Neumann,

but I will coneentrate nore extensively on it here as a

political phenomenon. In my study of the poems and the essay

ning Hands, I will also examinethat constitute Sleepers Joi

L67
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the components of the successful political poern and how it

incorporates material from tJte unconscious not only to

transform the outward world through metaphor, but to radical-

íze it by undermining the way the eonscious mind apprehends

reality. To demonstrate thís, I will use examples of

successful political Poems by tf.B. Yeats, Pablo Neruda and

william Blake, three poets who, like BIy, vtere deeply con-

cerned with the politics of their nations and of the world'

In a letter to Katherine Tynan in 1888, W.B. Yeats wrote:

I have noticed some things a'bout my poetry I qi|
not know before . . . . Ít is almost all a flight
into fal,ryland from the real worldr-'and_a summons
tã-tfrãã ãiignt. The Chorus to the 'Stolen Child"
;til ii uf-l¿¡¿¡ it is not the Poetrv of insight
and knowläage, but of longing and complaínt--the
cry of tåe Éeàrt agaJ'nst necessity. -I-hope some-
dai to alter that ánd wríte poetry of insight and
knôwledge. I

Yeate realized, that the ehrtll 'ery of the hearti can only

arouse disdal,n or derision fro¡n onef s audiencei that the

poetrs indignation or despair over not getting oners wayr OE

over the worldfs mísbehaviour, rnust not be spoken with the

breath of bítterness. Likeryise, the poet must refrain from

sentimental whining over what night have been, as Yeats could

not do in manY of hís ear1Y Poems.

The poetry of insight and knowledgei that Yeats later

came to wrLte began with his polítical Poems about the East'er

uprising of 1916. We know, however, that Yeats Ytas a
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passionately private man, a man who, through the use of nraeks

and antíthetical Personae, winding stafrs and spfraling gyres,

sought publicly to resolve the íneluctable antinomies of

lÍfel youth and age, faittr and doubt, madness and wisdom'

time and eternÍty, etcetera. He became obsessed with rthe

desire for a transfiguration of the present world and the

present selfrt2 and with that which could make thís

transfiguration possLble: 'the delicate balance of self and

world , of blending fact with imaginatl.on' into 'an image of

the modern ml-ndrs diseovery of itself ."3 Perhaps the best

example of this 'balancer and tblending' can be found in

'Meditations in Time of Civil !{arr' a poem Yeats begins with

the very personal, private ufact' of rsators gift, a change-

less swordr' and ends with an impersonal vision of:

The eloud-pale unÍcorns, the eyes of- acquamarine,
The quivering half-closed,eyelÍds, the rags of

cloud or of laee,
Or ãyàs that rage irae brightened, arms it has made

Iean,
Give pía." to an indifferent multitude, givg place
ro bräzen hawks. Nor self-delíghting reverie,
Ñót ñáie of whatrs to come, nor pity for whatrs gone,
Nothing but grip of claw, and the eyers complacencfr
rttã i"""r"t"É1.-cLanging-wings that have put out the

moon.4

rlrledÍtations" is an ext:¡:aordinary Poem, and ít serves as an

exemplum of Robert Blyrs convictíon about political poetry:

'that what ie needed to write good poems about the outward

world is inwardness . . . the political poem comes out of the
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deepest privacyi (Talkingr PP. 98-99). Indeed, BIyrs axiom

applies not onLy to Yeats, but to all great writers who have

dealt wittr political subjects: Dante, Chaucer, Shakespeare,

B1ake, Tolstoy, Dostoyevski, Àuden--alL led íntensely Private,

spiritual lives which ttrey balanced with political writings

on manrs inhumanity to man. Blyrs readLng of Yeats, in

particular, has influenced his development of criteria for

a suceessful political poem. He uses Yeatsrs imarvellous

word entanqler (Talking, p. 99) to suggest the necessary

"blending" of the personal and the Private in political

Poetry:

fYeatsJ suggested that tJre synbolÍst goem entangles
Éome JuUstáñce from the divine world in its words.
similarly a great personal poet like VilLon entangles
some ot Lhe þrivate substance of hÍs life in his
language so that hundreds of years later it still
remáiné embedded . . . . Many poets say flatly--
and proudly--that they are inot political. . . .n
But ã modein manrs spiritual lífe and his growth
are increasinqly sensítive to the tone and content
of a regime. - ftLyt" ellipsey'

(TaÌkíng, p. 99)

Yeats realized that for a political poem to become more than

rhetoric, it must supplant the ñMonstrous familiar images

ftnatJ swim to the mindrs eyeos out of daemonic rage.

FamiLíar images were nùonstrousn to Yeats because tfiey

belonged to the isenseless tumultn6 of the world he wished

to transfigure. The images of "cloud-pale unicornsil with

"eyes of acquamariner, of "clanging wings that put out the
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moonr' arer ês Yeats would explain them, images from another

world: the Spiritus lltundi. Bly describes this realm as

a psyche larger than the psyche of anyone living,
a ialger sphère, floating above everyole' In
order for Lhe pðet to wríte a true politicaL poem,
he has to be a¡te to have such a grasp of his own
concerns that he can leave them for a while, and
then leap up into this other Psyche. He wanders
a.bout thãre-a while, and as he returns he brings
back plant ¡eeds that have stuck to his clothes,
some inhabitants of this curious sphere, which he
then tries to keep alive wit*¡ his own psychic Þgdy'

Some poets try lo write polítical,poems impelled
by haträd, or fèar. But tJrese enotions are heavy,
tirey affect the gravity of the bod-y. . I{hat the
poei needs to get up that far and bring back
ãomething are ireat- leaps of the imagination.

(falkinqr pp. 100-10f)

The politícal poem, then, is well-suited to Blyrs prescrip-

tion for poetry in which association ís a form of content'

The poet ).eaps uP from the quotidian into a spiritual world

of unfamillar images. Another way of putting it is to

compare ttre imagination which ereated 'Picassors rGuernican

with the rsuperficial imagination ftnatJ fÍnds satisfaction

with the usable representational art of MarÍnes planting the

flag on lwo Jima.'7 In 'Meditations" Yeats describes the

things of the world which obscure his visíon of the dLvine

as a nmist,r of famiLiarity. He moves beyr,n¿ the mere hatred

of thls mLst, however, to create images like "Magical unicornsn

r¡ith ra part of the mind inacceseible to hatred" (f3Ikinq,

p. lo2) . He turns his tsavage indignation, n8 by means of
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what BIy would describe as 'a sudden drive inward' (falking,

p. 98), into one of the most memorable poems in the language.

The logical or rationaL mind, might respond to these

surrealistic images by saylng that, as one critic of Bly has

dOne, nthefe are nO reasgns for them Ln Èhe Poems . . . the

peem doesnrt provide any context for understanding . . .

/ftne{. These are nÍce-sounding phrases but they donrt make

sharp Lmages.ng Blyts point is that these images do not

need reasons for exl-sting Ln the poem. They exist because

the poem ís "an infinite concentration of the personality--

Yeats believed this is what a Poem tras . . . (wT, p. 34) .

When a critic argues that a transformational image is not

rsharpri he is baEing his objection eolely on criteria from

the outward world of photograPhy and the static images of
tpÍcturisÍt.i The transformatíonal image, Iíke Yeatsrs image

of the unieorn, does not just convey a picture; it conveys

an intuition, an intuitLon iembodied in experiences private

to the poet (which the reader can nonetÌ¡eless share) n

(wr, p. 34).

In hls essay êntítled "Five Decades of Modern Anerican

Poetryrn Bly seems to have outlined Yeatsrs "image of the

modern mindrs discovery of itselfr:

There iE an imagination whích realizes t'he sudden
new change ûn t}re life of humanity, of which the
Nazi canþs, the terror eif modern lrars, the
sanctifièation of the viciousness of advertising,
the turning of everyone into workers, the profundity
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of assocLations, ls all a part, and the relation-
ships unexplaLned¡ fn short, the whole revolut'ion,
of wnicfr wã know much more than anyone knew in the
1910rs, and which has still not been descrLbed.
There is an imagination which assembles the tJtree
kingdoms within one poem: the dark figures of
politics, the world of streetcars, and the ocean
¡rorId.

(ftre Fifties l, pp. 38-39)

FOr BIy, however, the poet who comes even cLoser than Yeats

to expressing this threefold irnagination is the trwildly

romantie" PabLo Neruda, tfho, lÍke Yeats, lúas deeply involved

in the politics of his nation. Nerudars work though, contains

considerably more ouneonscious substance' than Yeatsrs. BIy

feels that 'Neruda has a gift for livíng in the unconseious

present. Aragon and Breton are poets of reason, who occasion-

ally throw themselves baclarard into the unconscious, but

Neruda, Iíke a deep-Eea crab, all claws and sheÌI, is able

to breathe in the heavl' eubstances that lie beneath the day-

light consciousness. . . . His imagination sees the hidden

connections between eonseious and unconscious substances with

such assurance ttrat he hardly bothers with metaphors--he

Iinks them by tyinq their hidden tails.o10 We witness this

uncanny ability in a poem Like nThe DLctatorsro where Neruda

describes the obscene terror of a South American dictatorsh:ip

in the most chilling manner by nbrfnging in unexpected images

o . . inages one would expect ín an entirely different poem'

(tarking, p. 102):
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The tiny palace gleans ltke a watch
A¡rd the rapid laughs with gloves on
Cross the òorridors at tÍmes
And join the dead voices
end the blue mouths freshly buried.
The weeping is hidden like a water-plan¡'
Whose sãedã faII constantly on the earth
And without light make the great blind leaves

to grow.11

I{e certainly would not exPect to find in a Poem about a

South American dictatorship an image such as 'rapid' Iaughs

with gloves O¡r' but Neruda 'tiee the hidden tailso of the

voiees of the dead and the voices of their murderers ("rapid

laughsi) together with "weeping" of those grievÍng for the

victims. Neruda, of course, was not the first poet to make

such invisible links in poetryt nor was he the first to write

politÍcal poems that nentangle in the language the psychic

substancen of the nation by means of what Bly calls a

'massive intelligenee" (111IÞg., p. 102). Blake (studied

with ipassÍonate l-ntensf.ty" by Yeats) is a particularly good

example of an earlier poet who also makes connections between

conscious and unconscious substances. In fact, Blakers nÎhe

French Revolutiont is no less surreal than Nerudars nThe

Dictatorsi:

In the tower named Bloody, a skeleton yellow
remained in its chaÍns on its couch

Of atoner once a man who refusrd to sign paPers
of abhorence; the èternal worm

Crept 1n the skeleton. ID the den namld RelLgion,
a loathesome sick t¡oman bound down

To a bed of straw¡ the seven diseases of earthr Iíke
birds of preYr stood on the eouch
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And fed on the body. She refusrd to be whore to
the Mínister, and with a knife amot^e him.

rn the tower namrd Order, an old man, whose white
beard coverrd the stone floor like weeds

On his margin of the sear sþ¡ivelrd up by heat of
day and ãofa-of ttignt ....I2

though Blakefs poem is more allegorical than Nerudars, both

poens display a characteristic Romantic moral indignation,

and both proceed by associative leaps: in Blake, from a
rskeletoni to the state of 'Religionn as ta sÍck loathesome

womanr" to the tower of "Order' ínhabited by God (an old man

with na white beardF) i in Neruda, from a opalace" to iblue

mouths freshly buried., " to a hidden iweepingr that constantly

replenishes it,eelf ton the earth' even though its leaves are

(like dictators) rblind.i The vision of each poet absorbs

the world, but only to the extent that it mediates'between

external reality and the unconscious, leavÍng all matters of

determinat,ion or interpretation to the imaginat,ion. Bly echoes

the 'massive intelligence' of both poems in Sleepers with more

of the same kind of Lndignation that appeared in The tlght
Àround The Boly. Part of this earlier indigaation cane

from the poetrs discontent with the unqueetioned rwisdoml

of civilÍzation. Like Blake, Yeats, and Neruda before him,

Bly adnits that he rviolatedr'in !!È,, tthe rules for behavior

Bet up by tlre wise. the conventíonally wise aac¡ure usrt

Bly continues, "that to a surrealiet the outer world has no

reality--only his Lnner flow of images is rea1.'13 Our expecta-

tions that a surrealist poet be concerned wlth politlcal
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natters is thus a .com¡non nisco¡rceptign, âncl ailthough Yeats was

by no means a Eurreallst poet, BIy did learn from him that

responsibÍlities begin in drea¡r¡s; from Neruda that the

political "poemrs task is to entangle in ttre language the

psychfc aubstance of . . . a country" by tbringing in

unexpected images . . . (gg!!þg., p. 102); and from Blake,

that he should åinterminglei worlds in his images. From all

tl¡ree he learned that the poem that is a true polltical poem

has no desígns upon usi it 'does not order us either to take

any specific acts; like the personal poem, it moves to

deepen aïarenessn (ralkLnq, p. I01).

We flnd Blyts most a¡nbitious politieal Poem in his next
14major collection, Sleepers Joining Hands (I973). Entitled

rÎhe Teeth Mother Naked at Lastr'Is ít is elosely related in

tone and content to the unusual essay whÍch Btands at the

center of the book, nr Came out of the Mother Naked. "16 The

essay informs the poems that precede and follow it, so $re

should consider the essence of the essay before discussing

'Teetjr Mother. i

The essay is a loose eonglomeratíon of BIyrs understand-

ing of the hlstorieal and psychologieal theories of Groddeck,

Bachofen, Jung and Ner¡srann, although he relies most heavily

on the latter two menrs LnvestigatLons of feminíne archetypes

Ln the collectÍve unconscious. Bly begins by briefly
diEcussLng ilohann Bachofen, rThe Swiss scholar' who teuggested
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for the first time ln his book Mother s.9,' published in

1861, the idea, embarrassing to the swiss, that in every

past society knor¡n a matriarchy has preceded the present

patriarchy. His evídence, drawn from Mediterranean sourcest

was massive. ilust as every adult was once inslde the mother,

every society wa6 once inslde the Great Mother. In Greece

this mother absorption lasted until naybe 200 B.C. What we

call masculine cgnsciousness ís a very recent creationi

(p. 29'l .

using Bachofen as a point of departurer Bly goes on to

sumtarize Neumannrs The Grgat MotJrer: An Analysis of thg

Archetyperwhich arguesr âs its subtitle suggests, that the

great mother is the archeilzpe; that tJre worldrs prirnÍtive

religions were organized around the power of the female

rather than the male; that the Greeks, Romans and Jews waged

srar against the maÈriarchÍes and replaeed godd'esses with

gods. Turning to Neumannfs mentor, CarI Jung, BIy then

extrapolates from Jungrs theories about sexual consciousnesst

anima archetypes and individuation to illuminate the psychic

and spiritual sources of the Vietnam War. Following Neumann

again, Bly outlines four basic aspects or tforce fÍeldsn which

he personifies as the Good Mother (assocLated with procrea-

tion), the Ecstatic Mother (who "tends to intensity mental

and spirltual life until it reaches ecstasyr) r the Death

Mother (whose function nis to end everythíng the Good Mother
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has brought to birth'), and the Stone or TeetJr Mother (who

"st,ands for numbness, paralysis, catatonia, being totally

spaced out, the psyche torn to bitsn) ' These mothers

correspond nythicatly to Demeter, Artemis, Kali, and Medusa

respectively. Men are drawn to one or more of these 'force

fields' lÍke nnagnetsr¡ and Bly offers the examples of Dantet

who 'met an EcstatÍc Mother, whom he call-ed BeatriceËi Keatst

who met a Death Mother and dÍed young; Poe, who was attracted

by the stone Mother, and whose 'rDescent into the Maelstroml

suggests the horror of descent'; and Holderlinr who was

overwhelmed by the Ecstatic Mother and went insane (pp' 38-40) '

BIy believes that 'Alt menrs Poens are written by men already

flying toward the Ecstatic l"lother. Itrs possible for a Poem

to talk about t,he Death tllother, but I think the energy that

brings the words alive belongs to the Ecstatic Mother. ' ' '

Men in patriarchies try to deny the truth that all creativíty

lies in feminine consciousnessi it i6 part of the fíght with

the llother' (p. 40). Neumannr moreoverr insists that the

ncreative man, Iike the hero of mythr stands in conflict with

the world of the fathers, i.e., the þocietytsrZ dominant

vaLues because in hi¡a the archetypal world and the self that

dírects ít are such overPowering, living, dírect experiences

that they cannot be rePressed."lT

Blyts views on the feminine, although they malt seem to

be liberated from traditional masculine consciousness' carry
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htlth them vestiges of Freudian and Jungian sexism. Jung

argues--and BIy echoes Jung ín his essay--that feminine

consciousness is inherently lntuitive, emotional and asser-

tíve 18 in contradistínction to masculine consciousness which

is rationallstic, materialistic and rePressive. BIy argues

that a nwoman radiates her energy whether she vtants to or

not; she has it from birthrn reducing destiny to biology,

much líke Freud did.19

In his dieeussion of the femininer and of womanrs alleged

inferiority, Bly unfortunateLy gLves F'reud very lÍttle atten-

tion. He says only that "Freud could only imagine a great

father running the primal horde" (p. 29). James Hillnan

point,s out in his The Myth of Ànalysis that Freud began his

eareer Ln psychoanalysis by treating Ì¡Jomen for hysteria.

Hillman argues that Freud, and psychoanalysis in general,

nfound the fe¡ninine faultyr" and that for both¡ "confronta-

tion with the female body produces fantasies of its inferio-

rity, which are then elaborated by scientific observations

into mLsogynist theory."20 Freud, then, represents the

culmination of two thousand years of misogynist theory dating

back to Galen.2I Hillman convinclngly demonstrates that the

notion of nfe¡nale inferiority is not biological and that

mlsogyny has not a biological source but a psychological one."22

Characterizing this point of view as Apollonicr23 HÍ]l¡nan

claims that what Freud and others before and after him have
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termed hysteria could morè accurately be described as Dionysian

consciousnessi a consciousness which is unÍfied by ttg bi-

sexual ,r"tor".24 Hillnan concludes that the only way to heal

the psychic split in Apollonic psychology (Blyrs father-

consciousness) is 'to take back into the psyche what has been

put upon the body, to take back centuries of misogyny' to

take back into consciouaness the physical, the femínine and

the inferior."25
It should be added here that HiIInan is not discounting

all Freudrs psychoanalytíc theory. HÍllrnan rightly argues

that without Freudrs original diagnosis of hysterÍar ès

misogynist in nature as it was, the gcientÍfic discovery of

the unconscious and the notions of repression and displace-

ment might never have been investígated2G (or might have

been substantially delayed so that today we might still be

labouring under Freud,rs misapprehensions). In this sense,

then, Blyrs essay o\|tes as much to Freud as it does to Jung

and Neumann, especially in its echoing of Freudrs discovery

of thanatos, for BIy sees the genocÍde of the Vietnamese as

a displacement of Amerícars death-wish.

The importance of the parallel between Blyrs ¡rcther-

consciousness an.l Hillmanrs Dionysian consciousness lies in

their mutual opposition to father-consciousness or Apollonic

consciousnesa and the conflicting attítude of each pair to

Iife, death and nature. Although it may be slmplistíc to do
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Sor we traditlonally associate Apo!.lonic consciousness with

reason, order, purity, noderation, íllurnination, díscipline;

Dionysian consciousness wítÌ¡ fertility, blind and dynarnic

energy, vtild reveLry, and madness. (HilLman refninds us,

however, that Dionysian orgl'es were org ies of ínitÍation

into bisexual consciousness: 'Death and bisexual conscious-

ness are what Dionysus ÍnvoÌves.'127 The Àpollonic view of

death is such that the essence of nature lies beyond the

material; that true nature is form $¡ithout matter, spirit

wíthout body. It argues that the body--matter--although it

is ttrat which individuates, is an obstacle to manrs partakÍng

of ultimate realityi it blocks the path toward perfection,

wisdom and virtuet it becomes the source of human fallability,

of man," EELg.. [aken to an extreme ín christian (Puritan)

theology, the body ís the very source of evil and destruction'

Apoltonic consciousness thus víews NaÈure itself, because

Ít is not perfeet, irnmutable, and completed, because it changes

lnd decays, as beÌonging to an Ínferior order of reality'28

It sees this inferior reality reflected in the alleged

biological and emotional inferiority of women. Àr Apollonic

society such as America rePresses aII that is naturalr or

Ínstinctive, or fe¡ninine. The many masculine voices which

speak to us in Liqht and in "Teeth Motherr' then, are

different aspects, or manifestations of, Apollonic conscious-

ness.
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Dionysian consciouBnessr oll the contrary, values every-

thing which the Apollonic degrades or despises3 it views

the body not as limiting or evil, but as "poll.morphously

perverse r'29 to use Norman o. Brownrs phrase' It considers

Nature not imperfeet, but perfectly natural. Death is not an

illusion; ít is a door that opens to a new realíty: being

itself. The feminíne is not inferior, Ís not to be repressed

or overeome, but ís to be incorporated into masculine

consciousness so t}at tjre two no longer exist separaÈely, but

conjunctionally. The eonjunction of the nasculine and the

femÍnine is, in essenee, Dionysian conscio,r"""""'30 BIyts

hope, then, for the eonJunction of father conscl-ousness with

mother consciousneEs (along with the recognition of the

negatÍve or threatening aspects of the latter) is also a

call for Dionysian consciousness as defined by Hillman'

FromtheDionysian(Blyls)poíntofview,then,the
body is tresurrectedn when it e¡nbraces both the masculine

and the fe¡ninine. so what Bly faces in hís essay and in

the poems whÍch accomPany it, is 'the problem of the resurrec-

tion of the body.,,3l rn his essay, in addition to psycho-

analyt,ic writings, Bly calls upon the mysticism of Boehme,

Taoism (the 'rao se Chinq), and the poetry of Blake and Rilke

aE examples of art that have faced this probÌem: "psycho-

analysís declares the fundamentally bísexual character of

human nature; Boehme insists on the androgynous eharacter of
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huaan perfection¡ Taoíst nysticism ínvokes feninine passivity

to counteract masculine aggressivity f"¡"J, and RlLkets poetic

quest Ls a quest for a hermaphroditic body.o32

Aside from its ¡uí}d sexism, another problen with Blyrs

essayr êfid therefore wíth the ttreory he cites in it' is one

t!¡at Hillman has discussed Ln The Dream and the $þ9g!!'
In distinguishing betrteen the underground {ge) and underworld

(chthon) HiIInan states:

Psychologyrs great-mother complel has swallowed
even Éer owñ-difierentiations. Small wonder that
this complex is also called ruroboric consciousnessrtr
for even the herself vanishes into an interpretive
monotony that makes me believe that the monothe-
istíc psychology I so often belabor is less a
¡rfnesis óf anciãnt Hebrewism . . . than Ít is a
mimesis of the Great lrlother. Monism as Momism.
Be that as Lt may, when we read analytfcal
psychology today-to discover about the rchthonicrr
ie- find ll nas laken on her meaning of prinitive
earthiness. lioreoverr 8s prímitive and earthy, it
must Eean matriarchal and fe¡ninine. Thus our
inetLnctual body, whether Ín flesh or image, in
men or in woman, ln the past or nowr belongs to
her, and we must become murderous heroes to get it
back. The great-mother complex hangs the trinket
of female gender on agriculture and fertilityr âs-
well aa on the earthr-body, instinct, and on depth.
this move ignores that chthonic is an epithet
belonging also to Hermes, Dionysus, and-to Zeus
hi¡rseÍfl and it ignores, in the Eense of "is
ignoiant abes¿rr á chthón tåat cannot be identifted
wltfr instinctual body or eart'hy soil.

tet us be clear¡ the chthonic ie-not only female,
not onÌy fnstl.nctual, not only physical, and it does
not have to do with fertility rltes.sr

In his essay, BtY ie guilty of what Hill¡nan calls ¡interpre-

tíve monotony" and tmonotjteistic psyehologY.t HLs claim,
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for instance, that no man can write without a ferninine

presence in the room is certainly monotonous'

B1yts poetry does not suffer the same fate'

as Bly is careful to poÍnt out, most of the Poems in Sleepers

were written before he had read Neumann or ilung. They do

not, therefore, convey the reductÍve vision we find in the

essay. But then BIy is neither a psychoì.ogist nor an

anthropologist, and, like coleridge, he takes anything he

can from the fields of medicine, philosophy, psychoanalysis,

etcetera, and incorporates it into a Ësystemn which compJ'e-

mentsr or comments uPonr the reality of his poems' We can

think of ÈI came out of the Mother Nakedr' then, ôs a kind

of miniature version of Yeatsts å Vision, in whích the poet

designs the ideas and facts that integrate his life and work

into one transparent body of public and private thought.

Despite its imother-complexr', one thing becomes clear

when we read Blyrs essay, and that thing cannot be deníed:

rthe despising of the feminíne soul has been the cause of

some of our greatest errors and disasterso (p. 49). Yet BJ'y

does not completely forsake father-consciousness. He advocates

a balance between the two: iThey are both goodn (P' 48) ' A

man, according to Bly, must n join his father-conscicrrsness

and his mother-consciousness¡ so as to experlence what is

beyond ttre father veil" (p. 48). In this sense' the ideas

in iI Came Out of the lltother' are merely the contLnuation of

FortunatelY,

In fact, and
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those taken from Boehme and expressed it & Light Around

The Bodv. There the "father veil" encouraged the rejection

of grlef, the avoÍdance of suffering, and the accumulation of

material wealth with its attendant spirítuaÌ poverty.

"The Teeth Mother Naked at LastË presents, through "the

dream-voice of the poemo (p. 2gl, the symptoms of Àmericars

spiritual poverty. But whereas the polítical Poems in Light

coneerned themselves largely with the war in the abstract--

that is, wíth the eonsequences of the war for those who mereLy

opposed it--rTeeth Mothert is more graphic and presents the

war and its casualties in the fashion of a surreal documentary.

Although the poem begíns reaListically enough--

Massive engines lift, beautifully from the deek.
Wíngs appeãr over the trees, wings with eight

hundred rivets.
Engines burning a thousand gallols -9f gasoline a

ñinute sweep over the huts with dirt floors--
(p. tB)

by bringing in nunexpected imagesi--'chickens feel the new

fear deep in the pits of their beaks.,/Buddha with Padma

Sambhav"'r34 (p. 18) --Bly soon manages to convey the tremendous

fear one must experience in warr âS well as the violence of

the confrontatÍon between two extremely different cultures.

The fcamera-eyet of the poet moves deftly and swiftly from the

fclose-upr of the chickenrs beaks to a rlong shotr of iÍmmense

gray bodies" faírctafÈ carríeæJ nout on the China sean
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(p. 18). In the backgrouncì we hear the fmulti-channelr sound

of screaming jet engines, helicopters' and B-52s:

Helicopters flutter overhead. The death-
bee is coming. SuPer Sabres
Iike knots of neurotic energy sweep
around and return.
This is Hamiltonrs triumPh.
This is the advantage of- a centralized bank'
B-52s come from Guam. AII the teachers
díe in flames. The hopes of Tolstoy fall asleep

in the ant heaP.
Do not ask for mercY.

(p. 18 )

The rvoice-overr of the poet at this point is calm, however;

and it wastes no time in providing an historical and psycho-

logical overn¡iew of Americars aggression. Amerícars

technology is not only a death-dealing technoJ.ogy--it kills

not only physically, but spiritualty as well--it ís a form

of ñneurotic energyn that inevitably turns on itself. The

Ínner world and the naturaÌ world are both destroyed in order

to buoy up the economy. And by means of an assoeiative leap,

or Ijump-eutrr to continue the fiLmic metaphor, BIY once

again telescopes history to focus on the source of the cur-

rent obsession for order and mechanical efficiency: 'This

is Haniltonrs triumph.r/This is the advantage of a centralized

bank. t35

Looking through one of the poemrs npast-tunnelsr' this

is what we see: Alexander Ha¡nílton, the great deviser of

measures, the father of the centralized bank and the governmentrs
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unlimited, ,irnplíed powers." Hamilton, of courser could not

have seen tralI this fVietnanf in detailr" despite BIyrs

claim to the contrary. But that is precisely the point of

Blyrs accusation¡ Ha¡nilton saw notJting g.qeP! t'he material

world, and the advan tage of a centralized bank. He refused

to see its disadvantages in relation to the sPiritlral wealth

of the nation. His short-sightedness, therefore, is indirectLy

responsible for A¡nericars corrupt prosperity' for the

ineurotic energy" that produces iThe death-/bee.n Hamilton

and his ilk--the bankers and business execut'ivêS--ârê t'he

ones truly responsible for "the teachers/fwhoJ díe in flames,n

for nThe hopes of Tolstoy fXnatJ fall asleep in the ant heap'n

After the flashback to Hamilton, BLy moves for:v¡ard to

focus on 'the staff sergeant from North Carolína ' ' ' dyingn

who 'has an empty place inside him' (p. 19). The reason for

this "empty placen may seem at first simplistic--none night

. . . his parents came home drunktr--but it is provided merely

to baLance the public or national vtith the private or

indívÍdual. It serves also to include among the victims of

the war Americans as well as Vietnamese. The syntax of the

lines about the sergeant are ambiguous enough so that we are

not sure whether or not he was born out of his parents I

drunkenness, or if he witnessed 1t later at an age which

would have alLowed him to understand and be wounded by their

behavíour. Either wây, the damage done was irreparabJ'e and
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contrLbuted to his spiritual emptiness3 "he knows the

mansions of the dead are emptyi (P- 19).

The entire poem--6êVêll sections Ln nine Pages--Proceeds

ln this manner: moving from the details of war--Ë800 steel

pellets fly through the vegetabte walls' (P. 19)--to their

contenporary economic sources--'This Ls what itrs like to

have a gross national productn (P. 23)--to their historic

and philosophic sources--nPlato ?tants to go backwards . . ."

(p. z4l .36 As in Light, BIy uses a number of voices to

present, the contrary visions of the inrrard and outward man'

The najor voice, of eourse, is Blyts o¡tn, which condemns,

pleads, ridicules, questions and dreamsi it speaks the

Naturs DTache , which has digested Orwellían nNewspeak' in order

to point up the latterrs--and its employersr--perverse nature'

Bly sets the' nNewspeak' in italics, thereby creating a

dramatic tensÍon between auÈhorial presence and the antiphonal,

mllitary rintelligencef :

ffË'?*'@ff':h#'ffiffi-
treEîft-ir-¡<ã-VõT-t,o-ca!ñffi sil,a..1-s----;c--ül=-s@trÐi"-".tr.ærymetres east and west g ry, smoxe ry..

(p. 22, Bly I s ítalics)

Thie is the rlanguaget of the Pentagoni a vitiated languagei

a language which, thnough its overt abstractíons, has stripped

meaning of its muscle and left only dry bones. Instead of
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saylng rhutsr¡ the pllot says--because he has been brain-

washed by the puryeyors of 'Newspeak!!--nstructures.n

In other words, 'the teehnocrats have wíthdrawn energy from

the word I structures I in order to tell lies a'bout what they

aredoingo(@',P.22gl.Using"litewspeaknpoetry
is, however, dangerous and difficult:

you have to be aïrare of who is wlthdrawíng energy
iiõrl ã wora before you put it into a poem, other-
wise itr11 wf.thdraw-enelgy from your poem. Sinee

"ã-r""V 
words have haa their eneigy corrupted, itrs

very aitticult to write p-oe!!y, and rrm not
suiirised that people woik fÍve to six months on
a-ãingfe short þoem, I do myself._.Some words are
Àtitt-ri"tr and 

-a,bunåant. gut mttlions of peo-p1e
;Ñ;ã tttãit entLre lives wit¡ words from which
oLher people have witJ¡drawn energy.

(ratlcingr pp. 229-3Ol

The first three parts of 'Teeth lrlotherr are really

about the withdrawal of energy from language and the lies

Èhat result from this Process:

The ministers lie, ttre professors lier the
television lLes, the priests lie . ' ' '- . 2.,

These lies rnean that the country wante to di.e'J'

And a long desire får'aåath flows out, guiding the
enormous caravans from beneatltt

etringing together the vague and foolish words.

(Sleepers, Þ.2L1

lÛ¡e death of language is merely a synptom of the death of

the epirit. The corruption of language by the technocrats

is actually a rdesLre to take death inside' (P. 21) ¡ and
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once taken inEide, it becomes an addictive stimulantl "the

tt¡rill that leada the President on to lie' (p. 2I) ' But the

president, nthe Chief Executive" (a noun closely reseurbling

executioner) IÍes not only about building democratic institu-

tions in Víetnam, as we would exPect, but líes also about

totally unexpected thÍngs: "about the date the Appalachian

llountains rose'i a.bout "the acreage of the Evergladesni about

othe birttrplace of Attita the Hunn; about 'the composition

of the amniotic fluid"t he even lies about "tÌ¡e time the sun

setsn (pp. 2L-22). These oliesr' alOng with other unexpected

images such as

A green Parrot shudders under the fingernails'
Blóod junps in the ¡rocket.
The scleam lashes like a tail

SLeepers r p.20)

are ereated uby a part, of the mind ínaecessibLe to hatred";

and while they convey the horror of the seLf-destructive

impulse at work in the PresÍdent and the nation as a whole,

they alloYr the poet to transcend hatred and advise the reader

not to be oangry at the PresÍdent--he is longing to take into

his hand/the locks of death hair--to meet his own children

dead, or unborn . . .o (p. 221. He v¡ants, in other words,

Like all Àmerieans, to die because death ís the only thing

he cannot own. The energy he steals from language is

converted into building death machines and poisonous chemicals'
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His lying becomes a form of kitling, but the killing merely

becomes nknots of neurotic energy ftnatJ sweep,/around and

return.ü So Americars compulsion to kÍlI is actualLy a

dispLaced deatþ-wish. The presidentrs npress conferencen

expresses ta desire to eat deatjr r/to gobble it down r/to rush

on it like a cobra with mouth open" (P' 231 '
The tone of the first three parts of iTeeth Mothern is,

in true documentary fashÍon, 'objectívef and impersonal' The

antiphonal voices, interspersed throughout without comment,

enhance the publie tone, the desired documentary-like objec-

tivity. But by the middle of part three Bly replaces this

objectivity wit¡ a subjectivity that asserts the poetrs

reasons for the e¡ar 3

Itrs because ttre aluminum window shade businees is
doing so well in the united states that we roll
fire over entire vLllages

Itts because a-hãspital ioo¡n in the average American
city now costs $-gO a day that we bomb hospitals
in the North.

(p. 231

onceagain,BlylsexplanationsforAmerícatsactionsmay
appear simplistic, but they are so simplistic as to be

startlingly unexpected, and thus provoke an emotional resPonse

to an o'¿herwise dehumanizing capitalist economy where the

poor cannot afford to get sick. The effect is attenuated by

the associatÍons of "window shaden with tfire over entire

v1llages.' as wítjr the association of the President witjr
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Attila the Hun, BIy provides a personal psychology about the

phenomenon of perverted power.

rn general, the unexpected images that lurk throughout

'Teeth Dlother" are an att,ack upon the reality-principle which,

according to Noman O. Brown, is the source of all war, whether

on an interpersonal or international or global level. He

points out that 'the reality-principle is an unreal boundary

drawn between reaL and imaginary.o3S The unexpected image,

as we have seen, removes thís boundaryi shows it up to be

the illusion it actuatly ís. 'To give up boundaries is to

give up tr¡e reality-principl.rn39 and to give up the reaLity-

princJ,ple is to free the self from its own repression.

The economic reasons for the vtar that Bly outlines are

merely superficÍal. At the heart of corruPtion of power and

language--and therefore at the heart of the war--is the

repressÍon of grief:

It is because we have so few vromen sobbing in back
rooms,

because we have so few childrenrs heads torn apart
by high-velocitY bullets'

becãuse-we have so few tears falling on our o!Ín
hands

that the Super Sabre turns and screams dovtn toward
the earth.

(p. 23)

Americars obsession with "the pursuit of happiness' through

material wealth and a eentralized bank has índeed managed to

eradicate grief from the daily lives of a majority of its
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citizens, and grief has been replaced by a dark anger:

There is a black silo inside our bodies, revolving
fast.

Bits of black paint are flaking off,
where the motorcycles roar, around and around,
rising higher on the sÍIo walls,
the bódies bent toward the horÍzon,
driven by angry women dressed in black.

(p. z4')

The wounds of grief form 'the gates through which flows the

stream of the unconscious r'40 and the repression of grief

and darkness causes a psychic imbalance and a moral darkness'

The whirling silo, and the motorcyclists rÍding out of

control on its watls, calL Yeats to mind once again. His

image of the falcon nTurning and turning in the widening

gyr.T41 to represent the imminent collapse of western

civilization and the moral darkness that will ndrop" sub-

sequent to this eollapse are re-stated by BIy here in an

equally ehilling and concrete manner. But, with BIy, it is

an unexpected series of images which carries the ferocious

actuality of the war beyond the war itself. The 'centre

cannot holdn because griefr42 which is so necessary for psychic

balance, has been banished from the collective American psyche'

Fear and rage have replaced it, and with the fear and rage,

the nightmare life of the black sÍlo takes the natÍon faster

and faster toward íts own demise" The nation sinks into its

own darkness, drowning in the terror of its own actions, as

when
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. . . tÌ¡e heary layers of lake water Press
dor,rn on the f iËhrs- head, and send him deeper,
where his tail swirls slow1y, and his brain
;;;;" ñím pictureE¡ of heavy roads, of vegetat'Íon
fallen on vegretation . . . .

(p. f9)

The fishr â8 we know from nEvolution from the Físh" in ug&,
represents our physiologic and psychÍc past. Having been

pushed down into the waters of the unconscious and not allowed

to surface in the national psyche, thê fish here represents

the Àmerican people and their rePressed grief. írhe weight of

the repression becomes so theav¡¡' that the natÍonrs psychic

disfigurement is projected onto the vietnamese and their

environmenÈ.

every cookinq utensil

ìn. zo)
The f irst four parts of tfeeth Mother, o then, dramat'Íze

Americars corruption of language and love of mechanical

energy whJ.eh, ironieally, have turned against Àmerica itself.

They posit a moral cause-effect relationship between material

wealth and spiritual impoverishment, and a psychologicaJ.

relationship between emotional repression and military

aggression.

The fifth and briefest Part, of the Poem erystallizes

Blyts grief with a tone more personal than that expressed in

any of the previous parts. It begins with a simple quesÈion
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evefy mother must have asked herself after receÍving news

of her sonrs death--'I{hy are they dying?" (p. 24)--and then

condenses and augments the reasons for tJte war gÍven in

Parts I through IV in six succinct statements:

They are dyÍng because the President has opened
a BibLe again.

They are dying because goLd deposits have been
fóund among the Shoshoni Indians-

They are dyiñg because money follows-Íntellect!
And inteltãct is like a fan opening in the wind--

The Marines think that unless they die the rívers
will not move.

They are dying so that the mountain shadows wiLl
cóntinue to fall east in the afternoont

so that the beetle can move along the ground near
the fallen twigs.

(p. 251

The Presf.dentf s Christian hypocrisy and self-rÍghteousness

are simpLy unspeakable. The gold which buys America íts

power is the produet of nintellecÈ": the supertrationaL

mind so intoxicated vtith its knowledge it cannot discern

right from wrongr of refuses to do so for the sake of the

polÀter its knowledge promises. The lfarínes' like the Presi-

dent, genuinely believe they are fighting for God and

country; and that if they do not fight--read kill--things

will not progress as they shoul-d: "the rivers will not: movê.rr

The unexpected, yet trivial image of the rbeetle . . . near

fallen twigsn juxtaposed wíth the image of the marines

.dyingn for no reason exaggerates the absurdity of their

deaths.
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Part six expresses Blyts horror over the imperviousness

of Anerica to grief. Televisionfs coverage of the war

brought images of chitdren "with both hands,/in the air,

fíre risíng along the el-bowsn (P. 25't into millions of

American living rooms every evenÍng. PeopLe would calmly

pass the salt and spread butter on bread as the images

flíckered past their eyes and Ínto their subconscíous. Bly

writes that if they had the slightest sense of compassion,

upon seeing such images they should have fallen ron aII

fours, screamíng" (P. 25). He hímself says that "if one of

those children came near that we have set on firer' he

'woul-d suddenly go back æ fii2/ animal fnarnrctaLJ brainr "43

that part of the psyche which is most basicatly human, the

seat of the emotions" For the American publicr even the

primat instinct to acream has been destroyed.

The imagined scream which ends section six is followed

by an almost petulant whining in the final section of the

poem. An exhausted voíce speaks, a voice belonging to one

who is tired of hearing about the atrocities of t.he wari

who believes that nothing can be done to alleviate the

victimsr suffering; who also refuses to acknowledge his

capacity for grief; and who would rather sleep:

I want to sLeep awhile in the rays of Èhe sun
slanting over the snow.

Dontt wake me.
Donrt telI me how much grief there is in the Leaf

with its natural oils.
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Donlt tell me how many children have been born
with stumpy hands all those years we lived
fn St. Augustiners shadow.

(p. 251

This voice speaks â nNewspeakn that ís not interested in
ttthe frightening laborers who do not read booksr' (p. 261.

The accompanying vision of the "mad beast covered with

European hairr" "hairy and ecstatic men' and "the teeth

mother, naked at last,' (P. 261 are images from which the

technocrate eannot withdraw energy.

The ímage of the waters Parting here, with nluminous

globes" floating to the surface, stands in opposítion to

the earlier aquatic imagery used to suggest repression. The

emergence of the teeth mother can be seenr thenr as an

ineluctable evolutionary fact: terrifying because she is
tnakedrt she rises ínto consciousness when the ¡\merican ego

can no longer dÍsplace the shadow with Indians or Vietnamese.

And although the teeth motherrs aPPearance should signaL a

new phase of psychlc acceptance of the shadow, and although

the unexpected carr to rdrive cars,/up,/the light beams/to the

starsi (p. 26l. suggests a transcendence of grief and the

tragedy of the war, the poemrs final stanza offers a warning

to ÀmerÍca of what is in store for it if it thinks iÈ can

avoid the teeth mother--a living HeIl:

lrnd fweJ return to earth crouched inside the drop
of sweat that falls
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from the chin of the Protestant tied ín the f,ire.
(p.26)

Bly sees the vietnam war as the criticat event ín the

history of his nation. Ànd although he is unwilling to

exeuse ÀmerLcars transgressÍons, he is witting to admit that

'America Ís still young" (Talkingr P. 105). Àmerica can

either accept the teeth mother as one aspect of matriarchal

consciousneÉ¡s it has rePressed over the centuries--and

embrace her in her nakedness--or America can try to suppress

her and the tmother right" fn general, and contínue along

the path toward self-destruction. If America chooses the

latter, then it will be annihilated by the very thing it

tries to deny, like the iProtestant tied in the firei by the

rsavagesr he has attempted to Christianíze. In other words,

America "may become sometjring magnificent and shiningt or

she may turn, as Rome did, into a bLack dínoeaur, the enemy

of every nation in the world wtro fsieJ wants to live its own

life; (Talkinq r p. 105).

To become "magnificent and shiningÈ America must in-

tegrate both aspects of the feminine into its collectÍve psyche;

the good and t,he bad¡ the terrifyingly brutal and the nourish-

ingly gentle. This is not to say that America must forfeit

patriarchal thlnking altogether. Father-conscíousnesa I's

not neeessarily evil or dangerous; and opting for either

mode of thought at the exclusion of the other constitutes,
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for Bly, psychic suicide- The Vietnam llarr âs a physÍcal

manifestation of the suppression of mother-consciousness, is

merely a sígnpost on the road toward spiritual death. ID

fact, it is 'quite possible that the country of vieÈnam

represents o . . mother consciousnessn itself (falking'

p. 218).

America must learn to integrate within its culture those

whom it has not only suppressed, but consciousl.y tried to

annihilate: "rndiansrn nNegroes.n Bly sees these minorities

as manifestations of the nationrs psychic shadow, and in

severaIoftheearIierpoemsÍ'å@whichanticipate
I'Teeth Motherr[ Bly laments the nationrs treaLment of them'

In 'Cal1ing to the Badgern (p. 16), Bly writes of the "sad-

ness that rises from the death of the Indians' who, in tstiLl

calling to the badger/and Èhe otter, alone on the mountains

of South Dakota, ' unlíke "whiten Anerf'cans, remain in elose

contact with the spirit oe the place. In "Pilgrim Fish Heads"

(p. 17), a poem which describes the ominous darkness of an

early Àmerican "Pilgrím viÌlagern where 'words like rsamsonl

hang from the rafters" of the houses, an 'Indian, damp'

musky, asking for a bedr" Ís rejected by the good samaritans

"walking on Calvinist ground":

The ltattapoiset is in league with rotting wood,
he has maãe a conspiracy wÍth the salamandêEr.
he has made treatiäs with the cold heads of fishes.
i" tfr" grave he does not rot, but vanishes into

water.
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The IndÍan goes on living Ín the rain-soaked
stumps.

This is our enemy, the outcastt
the one from whom'we must Protect our nation,
the one whose dark hair hides us from the sun'

(sL s r P. 17)

Here the Indian is feared and hated for the same reason the

vietnamese were feared and hated in "Hat,red of Men with Black

Hair" in fighg: he has "dark hair.' He represents the

morally inferior or 'darkn side of the Puritan (American)

personality. Because it is unwilting to assimilate the

shadow into its conscÍousness, the American personality

projects the apparently morally ínferior traits onto oÈhers

(Indians) whor âs Jung has observed, obstinately resist

"moral control and prove almost impossible to infLuenc""44

They beCOme outcasts, enemíes, ofrom whOm we must protect

our nation" (p. 17). Thus denied, the shadow, in JungÍan

terms, "dissolves,n45 "vanishes into water" (P' 1?) and,

ironically, rots whatever the nation builds to exclude and

oppress him.

In 'ConditÍons of the ÞIorking Classes:19?0r' "the

Sioux dead sleep all night in the rain troughs on the

Treasury building" (p. 15). This inage brings to mind

Alexander Hamilton, the centralized bank, Àndrew Jackson

and the drop of blood under the Pentagon. 'Working Classes'

Ís a condensed "Teeth lfother" in which BIy, once again by

teJ,escoping American history, addresses the state of the
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union. The poem begins with the contemptuous ÈYou Uníted

statesr'andderidesthecountrytsfearofthendreamsof

Guatemalar (p. 14). Blyts derísion is exaggerated by the

repeated tüt in ÉYou Unitedrr which undercuts the whole idea

of unity. It is a unitY born of

buílding houses with eíght-mile-long wings to
imprison the Cubans,

eatiirg a bread made of the sound of sunken
buffalo bonest

arinlcing water iurned dark by the shadow of
Negroes.

(p. 14)

It ís a murderously imperialistic unity born of greed; of

neatingn and "drinkingn; a unity born of an exclusive

rf ather-consciousness, t where

. . . businessmen climb into their F-4s
the chocks are knocked outt
the F-4 shoots off the deck, trailíng smoke,
aipping slightlyr âs if haunted by the center

of the ocean,
then putling uP again' as Locke said it would.

(p. f5)

In the context of the trworking classesru Lockers theory

of the mixing of one I s la.bour with Nature ín order t'o make

prrt of Nature his nproperty" has enormous political

significance. When considered in the tight of Lockers

perceptual theory of the mind as !æ I€, each member

of the working classes becomes, íD NOrman o. Brownrs words,

a
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. . . detached observer, who participates without
action, ís the passive spectator. The divisÍon
of citizens intó politícãlIy active and passive
is the najor premise of modern political . . ,
organization.- The detached observer is the major
prenÍse of the Lockean or Cartesian mind, w-axel-tablet for passive impressions3 'The mistake in
empiricist -theories oi perception has been the
reþresentation of human beings as passive
observers r"""i.rirrg impressión"- trðm the outsíde. "46

As the great-$randfather of father consciousness, Locke

encourages a view of reality which allor,¡s only for the rulers

and the ruled. Perceptually it "distanciates subject and

object, allows the subject only pictures . . . spectral

images on the inside, whích represent reality . . . .

Correspondence is then a relation of lÍkenessr of copying,

or imitation, between internal ímage and external reality;

instead of corresPondence as s)rmpathy or action at a dis-

tancer OË active participation, methexis and not minesis.n4T

In his Essay concerning Human Understanding, toeke

used the very word that BIY '}.atefsJ' (TaLking, p. 26f)--

archetype--to describe the way external reality becomes

etched on the blank page of the mind. For Locke, and

presumabty for Bly, "archetype' suggests some impressed

pattern, a reflection of sornethíng external, rather than some-

thing innate.
For Locke images did not denote anything iphysical"

(qalking, p. 25gl or substantialr âs they do for BlY, but

rather 'copies of things rea}Iy existing . . . made by the
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mind, to rank and denominate things by o . . .n48 Lockean

empiricism, then, which excludes feelÍng and relies on

material experienee as the sole measure of knowledge and

meaning, is that which Bly obJects to in ImagÍsm and Objec-

tivism. Blyrs critieism of Imagism as picturism and of

Objectivism as a iwrong turningñ in Anerican Poetry is there-

fore not based solety on aesthetic dissatisfaction. Pictur-

ism and objectivism for Bly are founded on a PercePtual theory

in which tl¡e subject acquiesces Èo the reality that surrounds

him, even if that, reality includes men attaching electrodes

to the testicles of other men. Artists (and audiences) who

accept this version of realiÈy are, Yeats wrítes, Ín a nsltoonn:

Locke sank into a swooni
The Garden died;
God took the spinning-jennY
out of his sidä.49

Marshall McLuhan says that 'The Lockean swoon vtas the

hypnotic trance induced by stepping up tJre visual component

in experience untíl it filled tl¡e field of attention.

Psychologists define hypnosis as the filling of the fÍe1d

of attentÍon by one sense only. At such a moment, rthe

gardenr dies. That is, the garden indicates the interplay

of a1t the senses in hapt'ic harmony.nso

Yeatsrs poem, and McLuhanrs comments on it, establish

the firm opposition between the mechanical and the organic.

Bly obviously associates the mechanical with the material
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world and with discurEive (patriarchal) thought'r or rhetoric;

the organic with the superior, richly associative inner

rlogicr of Dionysian conseiousness. Blyrs transformational

images, ot unexpected images, bring us out of that mechanical

Ewoon by aetively engaglng the readerrs imaginatíons in re-

making the r¡orld. These images are methectic; that is' they

allow us to pgrticipate in the re-makíng or modifying of the

existing world. The reader is not reduced to passive

spectator¡ he has a share of time. on the other hand, a

weak or rhypnotic" image is one which presents the audience

with one world only3 a red wheel barrow beside some white

chickens. BIyr s transformational images, often

because they defy sense experience, defy the subject-object/

ruler-ruled empirical habit of mind. In a discussion of

Romanticism, Northrop Frye says that "The present signific-

ance fOr us of this ê â . is that the notion of inwardness

of creatÍve posrer is lnherently revolutionary."5l The

transformational image is therefore a polemical phenomenon.

Bly attributes the unexpeeted images of ñTeeth

Motherro such as the "screattr lashes like a tail" and nthe

whínes of Jets pierce !íke long needlesr' to his reading

of Blake. We find many BLakean Passages in the first

group of poems in Sleepers especially Ín the wildlY,

surreal xfiair. ñ The poem proceeds much like one Of

Blakers. Martin Price describes this method as breaking

trdown convent,ional narrative continuities by embodying
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relationships in constantly shifting images o . . they under-

go the transformations Èhat we recognize in the rcondensa-

tionl of dream-processes.'52 In Blakers work we often find

polemical narrative submerged in catalogues of dream-like

imagery, such as ín this passage from section 30 of the first

book of Milton:

The sons of ozoth within the optic Nerve stand
fiery glowing,

And t¡ä ñumUer-ot his Sons is eight millions and
eight..

rhãy-give delights to the man unknowni artificial
riches

They give to scorn, e their possessors to trouble
& sorrow t earet

shutting the sun & moon & stars & trees & clouds
& waters

Jrnd hills out from the optie Nerve, & hardeníng it
into a bone

Opake and like the black pebble on the enraged
beach.o..53

In BIy a similar mode of transformational Hrcondensationrx

operates:

In a bureau drawer there are tiny golden pins fulL
of the glory of God--

their faces shine with Povter
iff" the cheekbones of Saints radiant' in their beds
or their great toes that light tÌ¡e whole room!

(xþ"pg, p. Ir)

Both poets I imagery shoots up frorn "a layer of consciousness

that runs alongside our life, above or below, but is not it.

Perhaps it ls older. Certain works of art make it their aim
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to rfse up and pierce this layer."54
iI{ater Under the Earth{ is an exploration of the

layer.of conscíousness that runs lit'erally and

metaphoricaLly iunder' our lives. (f count at least twenty-

five references in the poem to things which are iunderi or

ibeneath' or rburLed" or ¡swallowed.i) when we have

ðpÍerced" thís layer of consciousnessr we have reached tJre

point of anaqnorisis and the coherence of all images

sÍmultaneously into integrated vision:

There Ls a consciousness hovering under the nindrs
feet,

advanced civilizations under the footsole,
clinbíng at times uP on a shoelace!
It is a-willow ttrat knows of water under the earth,
I am a fatJ¡er who dips as he passes over underground

rivers,
who can ieel his ctríldren through atl distance and

time !

(P. 7l

Bly is masculine, ta fatherri but a father who has begun to

integrate the feminine ínto his personality, much in the way

the rwillow" draws rwater f*or{ under the earth.rr It is a

feminine water that not only nourishes, but heals the

scintillated psychei a \tater that wilt bring with it prophet-

ic power. Like the BLakean bard who pastr present and future

sees, Bly ocan feel his children, n his creations nthrough

aII distance and time!H Breaking through timers limits to

eternity, the poem ends Ín a burst of new psychic growth.
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Thus, what beg an as a confessio of failure--

O yes, I love Your book of my confessiol",
whän Lhe swalläwed begins to rise from the earth

again,
and the deep hungers from the weLls.
So much is ãtiLf inside me, Like covrs eating in a

collapsed strawpile all winter to get out--
(p. 6)

ends in ecstatic joys "SO muCh ecstasy . . ." (p. 7't. Imp1i-

cit within this confession is BIyrs belief in the redemptive

heal.ing powers nof what Jung calLed. |the earth, darkness,

the abysmal side of bodily man with his aníma} passions and

instinCtual nature and . . . imatterü in general""Ss

Everything vte need now is buried'
itrs- far back into tjre mountain,
itrs under the water guarded by women ' '- ' '.
You too are weeping in the low shade of the pine

branches,
You too teät yourself about to be buried too'
vou "r" " gno-st stag shaking his antLers in the

herony lÍght
what is-beneath us wilt be triumphant
in the cool air made fragrant by ow1 feathers'

(sleepers, p. 6)

The association of vrater, v¡omen' and darkness with the

central idea that iwhat is beneath us will be triumphant"

suggests that conscious progress can be made only by sut¡-

mersion in the unconscious and the femÍnínei $te notice, in

fact, that the baptismal water of spiritual rebirth. is

iguarded by Y.lomen., Moreover, beeause Psychic vitality is
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buried Ín the dark, Bly is intuiting, perhaps' that if
creativity is to yoke its po$ter, the creator must paradox-

ically live close to death: "I am only half-risenn (p. 6) t

iI enter rooms full of photographs of the deadn; HI see

faces tooking at me in the shallow waters,/where I have

thrown them downri 'I have piled up people like dead flies
between the storm window and,/the kitchen pane' (p. 71.

The contemplation of death ís best carried out in the

mothering unconsciousness of soLitude¡ for example, in the

soLitude of a "l'lountain Cabin Ín Nonrayn (p. 9) where nsparks

of darkness float aroundn the poet, sparks that issue out of

the spontaneous combustion of the meditating mind. It is

the solitude of Ia thought surrounded entireLy by brains!"

(p. 8). It is "a solitude like black mudr " where the poet,

sitting in the dark, ncanrt tell if this ioy/ís from the

bodye or the soule or a third p1ace" (p. 4). These lines are

from rsitting è@, n one of six little poems that comprise

the larger poem ilSix Winter Privacy Poemsrn56 a sequence of

short, meditative pieces which provides an introductory tone

of quíet inÈensity that counter-points the more hysterical

tone of nTeetTt llotherr" which ends the bookrs f irst section.

Considered together, BSix t{inter Privacy Poems' display

the fierce intensity that 'is impossible without having

intense feeling, Íntense thirrkÍng, intense intuition, and

intense love of colors and animals'57--a11 of which derive
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from privacy (solitude) itseLf. This intensÍty is reflected

in the economy and compression of language; the deletion of

verbs and narrative lÍnks, and the use of end-stopped lines:

About four, a few flakes.
I empty the teapot out in the snow' feeling shoots

of joy in the new cold.
By nightfall, wind,
the curtains on the south sway softly.

Sleepers p.3)

The poem as a whole is an expression of samadhi, of being

absorbed in meditation. fn style and tone it hearkens back

to the short poems of SíIence, particularly that' of "I{atering

The Horse.r Prívacy eneourages ngiving up all ambition";

indeed, it encourages giving up striving altogether. The

ego disintegrates, or goes out amid the Landscaper and

unificatíon of poet and nature occurs:

My shack has two rooms; I use one.
fhe lamplight falLs on my chair and table
and I fly into one of mY own Poems--
f eanrt tell You where--
as if I appeared where I am noht,
ín a wet field, snovt falling.

(P. 3)

This poem reads like a Zen koan. We cannot tellr just as

the author cannot, whether he is in one of his noYln poemstr

or standing tin a wet field, snott falling.tr glhat re-awakens

the poet is sense stimulatíon: 'nev, coldri ñsnow fallingrn

"flakes of light."
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The fmechanicsr of such an experience--the emptyíng of

consciousness--Jung expÌains this ways

The unconscious is an unglímpsable completeness
of. all subliminal psychiã faõtors, a "total exhibi-
tionr of potential nãture. It constitutes the
entire dièposition from whieh consciousness takes
fragments lrom time to time. Now if consciousness
is émptied as far as possible of its contents, the
latte-r wÍll fatl into a state (at least a transi-
tory state) of unconsciousness. This dispLacement
ensues as a rule in Zen through the fact of the
energy of the conscious being withdrawn from the
contã;æ and transferred either to the conception
of emptiness or to the ko"n . o - . The amount of
energ! that is saved gofiover to the unconseious,
ana ièinforces its natural supply up to a certain
maximum. This increases the readiness of the
unconscious contents to break through to the
consciou". 58

Jungrs explanation sheds light on Blyrs contention that what

is needed to write true political poetry is inwardness.

Inwardness is achieved through privacy, deep medítation,

solitude. When the poet re-enters the publ.ic wor1d, vil

the poem, all that energy stored in the unconscious during

meditation, or periods of solitude, shoots into the poem in

the form of nunexpected imagêS.r' The Tao Te Ching, the brief

book of aphorisms which is attributed to the founder of

Taoism, Lao-tzu, insists that when the world is un-named it

is without limits and bounds, and so is the consciousness

which perceives it. When the world is unclassified and

unbounded,'anything is possible."59

One would think, however, that neditative Poetry would
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not b€ conducive to wild association and transformational

Írnagery. But this is not the eate. Bly arguea that ancÍent

orLentaL poetry, for examPle, nbelongs to the whole area of

changing substances and transfoming them' (3@g' P. 262,

italics mine). Itts Just that those rdho translate these poems

tare used to tprojectionr poetry and they translate the Poems

into the barn-door poetry they known (ralkinq r p. 261).

Because they have not been exposed to tJte images of poets

like lrak1 and Lorca, which BIy maíntains are quite close to

Chineee Ímages, these translators (and we, theÍr audience)

'wÍll be Þlind to ftne wilder aspects ofJ cntnese poetryr

(!$þ9, p. 2621 .

with these ideas Ln mindr wê can see why B1yrs rShack

Poemi (p. 8), eepecially parts one and three, is so surpris-

ingly wild in lts assocÍatÍons and transformations:

I
I donrt even know these roads I walk ont
I see the backs of white bLrds.
Whales rush by, their teeth ivory.

3

Hurrying to brush between the Trro Fish,
the wild woman flies on . . .
blue glass stones a path on earth mark her going.

As a poem which defíes logic, and is aII tJre more arresting

becauee of that, ¡Shack Poemo is an examPle of Blyrs

brilliant use of rhythm and gound to exPress rpsychic

realitÍesn (þ!þþg., p. 199). The consonance of "brusho
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and iFisht underlines the content, the idea of ¡Hurrying.n

the pair of arriteratíons, rbrush betr¡een" and iwild vromanrn

simurates the womanrs acceleration which, after the brief
Pause created by the eripsis at the end of line two, becomes

even more rapid. with the nine monosyllabres in line three.
There is a subtle internal rhyme of rbrueo with nTr.¡on; and an

even more subtle repetiÈion of the first syllable of nHurry-

ingo in nearthn and rher¡ n aII of these framed by the
participals that begin and end the poem. ft is a poem

whích prots the progression of the feminine arong the rpathn

of life, associating that progression with creatures from

the place of our origins: the sea (nfishr" trwhales").

The solitude that ínforms the shorter poems of the first
section of sleepers testifies to Jungrs claim that solitude
stÍmurates the unconscious and rejuvenates the conscÍous.

In rThe Turtle" (p. 5), Bly describes this stÍmulating
process which, on the lÍteral level, see¡ns merely to be a
description of a turtle crÍmbing out of the water onto a rock:

How shiny the turtle is, coming out
of the water, cLimbing the rockr âs if
the body inside shone through!
Às if swift turtle wings swept out of darkness,
crossed some barriers,
and found new eyes.60

Just as the turtle crosses the barriers that separate sea

from earth, the poet crosses (and re-erosses) ûre barrÍers
that separate conscious from unconscíousi the dream vision
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and the waking vision. rn isitting Al-onetr Bly transcends

the dualíty of body and soul, intimating that to attempt to
nane the source of his joy is not onry futile, but foolish,
and destroys the whole purpose of meditation: that it has

no purpose. rn nListening to Bachr' the fifth poem Ín the

sequence, Bly echoes the sentiments of the fourth:

There is someone ÍnsÍde this music
who is not well described by the namesof Jesusr or Jehovahr or the Lord of Hosts!

(Sleepers , P. 4)

Yet, in a kÍnd of negative affÍrmation, Bty is saying that
inside Bachrs music lÍve al-l threel

Another way of expressing this union of soul and body,

or erossing of barriers, can be found in the first stanza of
the tenth poem Bly has translated ín The Kabír Book: Forty-
FouI of the Eestatic poems of Kabir:

Between the conscious and the unconscious, the
mind has put up a swing:

all earth creatures, even the supernovas, sway
betryeen these two trees.

and it never winds down.61

The nswing" between the conscÍous and the unconscious ís, as

we have seen, paralleled by a swing between the pubric and

the private. The poems in sleepers rrswingx from the private,
dealing with solitude and its ecstatic effects, to the public
outrage of rTeeth MotherF and the 'mad generaLizationsrl
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62(talkinq , p. 25f) of the essay on matriarchy, and back to
the private in the long, dreamy title poem that, in conclud-

ing the book, swings from present to past and back agaÍn.

The title poem proceeds in a manner simÍlar to Whitmanrs

"The sleepers.t And if Jacob Boehme was the spiritual father
of The Liqht Around The Body, then V[aIt Whitman is the

spiritual father of Sleepers Joininq Hands. !{hitmanrs first
officiaL biographer, Richard Maurice Bucke, said of whitmants

poem what is also true of Blyrs. ft is

a representation of the mind during sleep--of
connected, half-connected, and disconnected thoughts
and feelÍngs as they oeeur in dreams, some cotnnton-
place, some weird, some voluptuous, and all given
with the true and strange emotional accompaniments
that belong to them. Sometimes (and these are the
most astonishing parts of the poem) tfre vague
emotÍons, without thought, that occasionally arise
in sleep, are given as they actually occur, apart
from any idea--the words having in the intelleetual
sense no meaning, but arousfngr ês music does, the
state of feeling íntended.63

Blyrs poem contains far more social and political references

than !{hitmanrs does, and at this point in the book these

references have the effect of being superfluous or redundant:

by now we have had enough of ihumpbacked puritan ministers'
(p. 54); of men nsmashing and burningtt huts (p. 55); of
rMarines" oiferíng the poeÈ nmoneyn (p. 55). As Hcr¡ard

Nelson has pointed out, ËThere are places ¿rin the squenceJ

where the language is clumsy: rtomby woodst and rpíney topsr

are awkward¡ a line like rreading Rilke in the womanless
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ronelinessI faLls hopelessly in love with aLriteration and

assonance. rn íts image, rhythm, and unfortunate rhyme, the

lines I The feminine creature at the edge of townr r/men with
rifles all aroundr sounds as if it berongs on an old arbum

by the Doors rather than in this po"*.n64

The strength of 'sleepers' lies in its intuíted psycho-

logical insíghts that blend with buried aLLusions to form a
constantly shifting cres talt. fn Jungian terms, Blyrs poem

is an extravagant exampre of indíviduatÍon, and begins with
a dreamerrs attempt to assimirate the shadow into conscious-

ness and his fairure to unite with his anima. Novr Jung

defÍnes the shadow as na morar probrem that charrenges the

whore ego-personarity, for no one can become conscious of
the shadow without considerable morar effort. To become

conscious of it involves reeognizing the dark aspects of the
personality as present and rear. n65 rn the first poem of
the tsleepersn sequence, ,The Shadow Goes Awayri Blyrs
dreamer recognízes "the dark aspecÈsn of his personality in
the many nprojections' that popuLate the poem: the rsiouxr,

"Africat (Negroes), sthe ratrn nsnakesrn ',the shadowy peopLer,,

and the drea¡netrrs olsn trshadowr itserf . As Jung says, simply

to recognize onets pr:jections 'ís a morar achievement

beyond the ordinaryrnG6 and the sequence as a whole is a

record of the completion of the dreamerrs (Blyts) moraL

achievement.
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The poen opens sith an Lraage of repressed fenininity
¡The woman chained to the shore stands bewildered as night
comes' (p. 53)--which indicates the dreamerfs quest: to
free the anima from the chains of the unconscious and

incorporate her into his consciousness. ('sleepersi as a
whole is really a surreal dramatization of this incorporation-
quest. ) rhe dreamer is not yet asleep, but sinking Ínto
sleep; and his fears of fairing in his quest are expressed

ín the remaining línes of the fírst àtanza:

f donrt nant to wake up in the weeds, and fÍnd thelight
gone out in ttre body, and the cells dark.,..I see the cold ocean rise to take us
as f stand without feathers on ttre shore
and watch the blood-colored moon gobbling up thegand. ,. .

(p,53)

At the edge of sleep tÌ¡e dreamer ries at the boundary between

the conscious and the unconscious3 ton the shore.r Ee fears
that the anima (Jungts tern for the personifled figure which

represents a manrs inner feurininity and soulfulness in his
own psyche) will prove too sÈrong for hLn and devour hi-m

Just as t!¡e bod-colored moon' is 'gobbling up the sand.'
As a guide through darkness, the moon is a potent feminine
elmbol. Here íts feminine aymborogy is underlined by lts
being rblood-coloredrr drawLng on the Lntimate correspondence

between the lunar cycre and the nenstruar cycre. As a
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prLmary synbol for the anima, the moon, which is conetantry

ehanging, waxing and waning, disappearing (dying) and re-
appearing (being reborn), Ls connected to prinitive blood

mysteries which involve not only menstruation, but the latterrs
cessation during pregnancy, the birth process itself, and

the return of the menses Ín the tenth month. rn other words,

the appearance of the anima in the male psyche is rooted in
the biological (prtnitívely mysterious) transformation of
the female. Neumann has shown how the anima, as one aspect

of the great nother, superintends not only transformation of
the body, but transformations of external objects from one

thing into another. He concrudes that alr principles of
transfo¡mation are connected with the feminine because the
femare body is the source of incarnation, birth, and rebirth.6T

It ls no aeeldent, then, that the image of the anima in
rThe Shadow Goes Away" Ls ernbodied by a transformational
imager rThe rroman chained to the shore.r Neumann argues,

Ln fact, that the ¡motive of transformationr is synonymous

with the feminine principre' which . . . becomes díscernible
as an ranÍmar' fanal ís usualry assoeiated wit} the image of
the maternal. 168 Becauee the anima is so croser.y related to
the moon, she is aleo, of course, conne;ted with water and

light. That is why the anima here is chaLned to the shore;

and why ehe wiÌl somehow deter¡rine whetler or not the
dreamer will wake to 'find the liqht/gone out Ln the body"
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(italics added). The anima is also e¡rbodied in all the

anímal images which constellate the poem and whÍch represent
her positive and negative aspects. These animal Ímages also
tend to be transformational in nature:

I open a drawer and see small white horses gallop
away to the baek.

I see the birds Ínside me,
with massive shoulders, Iike humpbacked puritan

ministers,
a headstrong beak ahead,
and wings supple as the stingrayrs,
ending in clawsn lifting over the shadowy peaks.

(p.54)

The transformation of the external images--thorsesri rbirdsi--
takes prace ingernatry--the poet opens 'a drae¡er' of the
psyche--just as the bodily transfomation of the female takes
place internally. LÍke feminine transformation, Blyrs
transformational images do not 'arise out of a ftechnicalr

processr ê8 our secularízed coneciousness sees them, but out
of a mystery'; and therefore their creation 'always has a
spiritual character transeending the merery rear.'69 This
is why Bly affirms ¡tmysterÍous arbitrarinessrË as the imost

important thing about a poem" (Talking r p. 2791, and why he

refuses to discuss the whore process of naking images. To

do sor he argues, would ¡fragment the psyche too muchn

(ralkíno. p. 2661 ¡ to do so would be to ask for rintellec-
tualiet formuratione of various experienees which are bound

to fragment the experience' as welL (Talking, p. 26gr.
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In rThe Shadow Goes Awayi the fragmentation of the

psyche results from the dreamerrs failure to Btay united

witÌ¡ hts anima:

I have been divorced five hundred times,
sj.x hundred times yesterday alone.

(p. 54)

Hence the desecration of the animars symbol, the moon, ât
the end of the poems

The Sea of Tranquility scattered wlth dead roeks,
and black dust resembling diesel oiI.

(p. 55)

The dreamerrs dísunity ís a reflection of his earlier
rejection or repression of the shadow:

I faLl asleep, and dream I am workÍng in the
fields. . . .

Novr I ehow the father the coat sÈaLned with
goattg blood....

The shado$r goes away,
we are left alone in the fatherfs house.
I knew thât.... I sent my brother away.
I saw him turn and Leave. It was a schoolyard.
I gave hL¡r to the dark people passing.

(p. 53, Blyrs ellipses)

Here the shadow is personified in the figure of Joseph, who

tras sold out of jealousy by hts older brothers to passing

merchants--rthe dark peop!.er--who carried hirn to Egypt. The

Biblical parable merges in the dreamerrs personal unconscious
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with memories of rhigh sehool" repression, which in turn
merge with rstanleyrs vLsit to Africa, (p. 54).

Josephr \rê reme¡nber, is sold (repressed) because of a

drean he had, Ínto the desert of Egypt (f}¡e unconscious)

where, ironically, he thrives (as do aII repressed thoughts).
He returns (as all these thoughts rnust) to Canaan (conseious-

ness), but only after having learned to interpret his
dreamst to integrate them into conscious lÍfe. This is
precÍse1y the power BIyte dreamer at this point lacks. Thus

he gives hfE broÈher away¡ and the brother, like the Bibtical
Joseph, thrives in the wilderness. Only ít is not the

Eglptian wilderness, but the wilderness of pioneer America;

and the dreanerrs represcf.on is an individual version of the

nationaL repression of Americars cultural genocide:

He learned to sleep alone on ttre high buttes.
I heard he was near ttre Missouri, taken in by

traveling Sioux.
They taught him to wear his hair long,
to glide about naked, drinkíng water from his

hands,
to tetl¡er horees, follow the f aint trall tìrough

bent gragsgs....
(p. 53 )

The dreamerts denial of his own shadow is linked with those

who, eitÌ¡er in the past (in lndian wars) r or in the present
(in the Vietna¡r War), have suppresoed those upon whom they

have projected the darker aspecÈs of their own persõnality.
Ànd yet in the mere recognition of the shadorv in its various
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manifestations, lies tåe dreamerts tmoral achievement.n It
comes in his rejection of those who suppresa 'the Shadowy

Peoplei: iÎhe Marines turn to me. They offer me money./l

turn and leavet (p. 55) . His turning ar^tay here mirrors the

earlier action of his brother (Joseph) just before he goes

away with the idark people": 'I saw him turn and Leave"

(p. 53). He has, in other words, begun to incorporate the

darker side of himself into his consciousness. OnIy now is
the dreamer ready to begin his journey toward complete psychic

integratíon.

The first evidence of this integration oecurs in rMeet-

Íng The Man Who Warns Mern which begins with the dreamer

confronted once again by hís anima:

A woman whispers to me, urges me to speak truths.|'I am afraid you wonrt be honest with rn€.i

(p. 56 )

The dreamer feels that to Ëbe honestn wíth the woman he must

deny his masculinity, deny the father-consciousness he

approved in iWater Under the Earthi:

I dream that the fathers are dying.
Jehovah ís dying, Jesusr father is dying,
the hired man is asleep inside the oat straw.
Samson is lyíng on the ground with his hollow

hair.
(p. 56)

He tríes to banish from his unconscious all traces of the
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Apollonic-patrÍarchar spirit his abstraet male ínterlect
has produced. But he ís unsuceessful. on the dream-road

he meets ran o1d man" who owarns hin: rI am here.r/Either

talk to me about your lífer'or turn backri (p. 52). The old
man is both the physical father and the spirÍtual father,
although the recognítÍon of the latter is prevented by what

ilung calls 'the fallacy of enkakalymmenos (tthe veired onef ).'
Bly describes it here as ithe blínd spot in a car" (p. SZ).

rt is expressed in tjre d,reamerrs unwirlingness to recognize

the old nan (his rfathern) in himself. The dreamer is
allowed to pass only when the ord man is satisfl.ed that the
dreamer haE rseen the lightt that presaged his appearaneei

the ilight the spirit,s turn their heads for" (p. 5Z). !{hat

the d.reamer sees he expresses in a reeorlected dream within
the dreanri a dream Ln which the chfld becomes Èhe father of
the man:

'A whale bore me back homer trê flew through theair.. . .
Then I was a boy who had never seen the sea!It was like a King coming to his oyrn shores.I feel the naked toueh of the knife,
f feel the wound,
this Joy f love Ís like wounds at sea....,

(p. 58)

The dreamerrB retrogressLon to the state of childhood
is actually a leap forward tolsard psychic integratigr.
Jung states that ithe occurrence of the child-motif Ín the

70
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psychology of the individual signifies as a rure an anticipa-
tÍon of future developments, even though at first sight Ít
may seem like a retrospeetive configuration . . . . rn the
individuatíon process, it anticipates the figtrre that comes

from the synthesís of conscious and unconseÍous eleroents Ín
the personality.'7r He goes on to say that rout of this
collisiion of opposites ¿feonscious mind wÍth new and as yet
unknown unconscious conteng/ the unconscious psyche always

creates a third thing of an irrationa!. nature, whích the
conscious mind neither expects nor understands.rT2 The

appearance of the child, then, paves the way for a positive
change in the dreamerrs personality.

Jungrs discussion of the ehitd rnotif provides us with
a further insighÈ into the nature of the transfo:mational
image. we have already noted that, rike the 'chi1d-motif,n
it is the irrationar and unexpected result of iconscious and

unconscious elementsr cohering in the poetrs psyehe; and we

have seen also that Ít is, like prinÍtive feminine transforma-
tion, not technically, but orqanical ly created r âs grain is
turned into bread, milk into cheese, grapes into wine. Thus,

tl¡e transformaËional image iexeeLs fn rwholeness r the
conscÍous mind wl.en Èorn by opposites and thus surpasses it
in l-ntegrity. ,r 73

The chitd himself is important for Bly because he

represents--not just figuratively or archetypally, but
physicarly, in flesh and blood--the possibirity of psychic
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freedom and furfillment. The child, arthough like ia King

eoming to hls onn shorêsro íe not merely a literarlz devÍce.
Perceiving the world through a childrs eyes reveals the pain
and absurdity of the venal universe run by "busyr men.

Neumann describes the chirdfs ex¡rrience of the world as oan

ovenrhelning unJ.tary realíty that surpasaes and overpowers

hirn fthe child/ on arl sid,es. . . . rt is the period in
whieh the whole and undivided worrd, infinite and beyond the
compass of the ego, stands behind every paín and joy. "74
!{hether lt is manifested in a painful inherited corruption,
or in a joyous, innate innocence, the childrs rore in poetry,
and especialry in Romantic poetry, has historicalry been to
expose, by antithesis, the worrdfs depravity. yet Bly does

not respond with any overt remonstration; hís grief, his
twound, i provides the energy aeeessary to purge the psyche

of ite emotional burden so that the self becomes revitalized:
rI was a boy..

The source of his grief is explored in the bookrs

penultimate poem, ¡The Night Journey in the cooking pot.' rt
Ís a poem grounded in soli.tude which swims its way in and out
of the streams of dlsguised autobi.ography (Tarking, p. zs7),
with extended detours alor,g uncharted mysterious tributaries
of the psyche. The disguised autobiography begins with a

recollected, first-person narrative spoken by an orpheus

fÍgure who, rel-ieved of his classLear and neo-classicar
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baggage, acts aÊ¡ a diviner of tt¡e darker regions of the

psyche and undergoes rapid transformations of experience:

I was born during the nÍght sea-Journey.
I love the whale wlth his warm organ pipes

in the mouse-kt[ing uraters,
I love the men who drift, asleep, for three nightsin octopus t{aters,
tt¡e furry men gathering wood, pílÍng the chunks by

walls,
f love the snos¡, I need privacy as I move,I am all alone, floating in the cooking poÈ
on the sea, through the night I am alone.

(p. 59 )

Since Ovidrs extensl.ve version of tlre Orpheus myth in
hÍs Metamorphoses, orpheus has been traditionarry rinked witJr

the power of transformation.T5 The Romantic poets were

particularly drawn to the myth because it gave them sanction
to transform the eord, inanLmate cartesian unÍverse--"the
weight of all t}ris unintelligible worldr--into a living,
breathl,ng organism. Blyts poem incorporates the other main

aspect of the nyth aleo attractive to the Romantics: the

capacity to transform the nature of the indívidual, and

therefore, indirectly, that of socLety, by means of the

voyage downward to the dark but pure centre of the se1f.

once the voyage to this centre has heen made, with its sor¡lê-

times horrifyingly disturblng self-recognÍtion and concomit-

tant self -transfor¡nation, the poet I returns I to ttre world

whlch in turn undergoes, as ÍÈ is apprehended by hís artered
consciousness, radical transformation.
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Blyts use of the orpheus myth here is extrenely rfunited
and private¡ it is an abstraction of the original tn which
he replaces tt¡e tradltionar imagery with personal Í^nagery.

He projeete a vision of the relationship betrr¡een himserf
(the dreamer) and the worrd; between the man within the nan

and rreality.r The ieooklng potrr for example, is Blyrs
personal eymbol for the Hades into which orpheus descends.

rt is a psychologieal realm the poet enters of hís own

volition, not a prace to which he is sent by the gods. rt
is the hell within hinrserf, the dark ntght of the sour whieh
must be endured in order for the poet to re-emerge into the
ordinary world eompretely whore. rt is a perirous journey;
an entering into the berry of ithe whareñt of drifting in
rthe mouse-killing waters . . . octopus watersn; the
unpredietable waters of the unconscíous.

The iroadi to the unconscious, to Hades, is described
in orphic terms in the first narrative recollection¡

ï float on solitude as on v¡ater.... there isa road.... I feLt the road fírst in New york,
that great feom reading Rilke in the womanlessloneliness. T6

IN

(p. 59, Blyrs eltipses)

The rroad," i¡ the road of nsorÍtudeni the orphÍc road of
nwomanless loneríness'i the road ùhat leads to Eurydice
and to the recovery of the feminÍne. rt is the path of
ninwardness, inwardness, inwardness' (p. 59) .
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It is significant that Bly discovered the road while
ireading Rilke.i Bry considers Rirke nThe greatest poet

¡rerve had ín five hundred y""t"'77 and has transrated his
work extensively. He consLders Rirkets lgryE to orpheus

'as þxpressions of.J not just learning the right time to
praise and to grieveri but of the fact that iwe have exhausted

for now the possibility of learning through rejoicing....
ronly Grief stl11 learns.ro78 Grief, however, odoesnrt

belong Ín a poem unless praise has already been there."79
The dreamer in nNight ,Journey, ñ and in the Sleepers

sequence as a whore, vacirlates betrreen praise and grief.
He praises those things which symbolize the death that will
precede his rejuvenation: tr-,eaves slip down, farJ.íng through

theír own branches./The tree becomes naked and joyfuli (p.

6l). He rejoiees over the fructifying dark he experiences

in the 'wLnter of privacy" (p. 60) that echoes the bookrs

openLng poems

For the first time in months I love tÌ¡e dark.
À joy pierces Lnto me, iÈ arrives like a runner,
a radio signal from inside a tree trunk,a smfle epreads over the face, the eyes full.

(p.60)

He reJoices in tt¡e life spawned by the dark. He feels the
ibloodi of "the baby whirling in the wombr¡ follows a mouse

'down the tunnel where the mice-lnfante right Èhe r¡hore

roomt" (p. 60); somethLng shining 'vieitf hi¡n from ðbeneath
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the snowi; tHoly ones with eyes closedi (p. 6f) appear. In
a Whitmanesque gesture he pledges closeness and love to the

reader¡

I am not going fatther from yoür
I am coming nearer,
green rain carries me nearer you,
I weave drunkenly about the page,
I love yoür
I never knew that I loved you
until I was swallowed by tÌ¡e invirible,
my black shoes evaporatirg, rising about my head....

(p. 61)

The dreamerrs descent is to a realm we all share: the eollec-
tive unconsciousi so that is why rather than tgoÍng farther'
from us, he is "comÍng nearer.t Solitude, then, paradox-

ieally links the sleeper with all other sleepers: hence the

title of the sequence and the book. With tJris closeness

comes the comforting knowledge tÌ¡at we are "like the branch

bent in the r¡ater . . . Taken out, it is wbole, it was always

whole. . .t (p. 6I).
Even with such knowledge, returning along the road,

taking that knorledge with you back to the day-world, is not

easy. As Rilke says in hÍs third sonnet to Orpheus, tErin

Got vermâgar" oÀ God can do it.'80 But sometimes the ordinary
sleeper cannot¡

I am on the road, the next instant in the ditch,
face down on the earth,

wast,ing energy talking to idiots.
(p. 621
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These are not Whitruanrs tsacred idlotert8l but men synony-

noua with the nwise men' sent nto kill the chira /cnrist--an
Orpheus figure himself,,T h the old noonlit villages of the

brain'; and with those "who run large {t-acfeaq/ railroads'
(p. 621. the drea¡rer confesses that he is one of "thoseo
(p. 621 t and is iashamed" (p. 63). His confession marks the

"moral achievementr of the poem. He has become what he

despises, and has had to turn agaÍnst hirnself because he has

made tÌ¡e fatal mistake of trying rèo accompJ.ish something,

to become a better peraon, to achieve salvation. "82 The

whole object of meditation, of seeking privacy and solitude,
of 'piercing into' the eore of the self, isr ôs Rilke
(translated by BIy) puts it: inot wanting something that
can ever be achieved.'83 Ànd so the dreañêE--and the poem--

breaks down under the grief that eomes from Èhis reeognition:

I fall into my own hands, fences break down under
horses,

cities starve, whole towns of singíng women carrying
to the burial fietds the look I saw on my fatherts
face,

I sit down agaín, I hit my oern body,
I shout at myself, I see what I have betrayed.
I{hat I have written is not good enough.
l{ho does it help?
I a¡n ashaned sitting on the edge of my bed.

(p. 63)

9ùhat he has Fbetrayed' is mother-consciousnessr äe he has

failed to reconcÍle it rsith father-conseiousnesss

hhere cannot be two rulers in one bodyr, (p. 62r. Just as
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Orpheus fal,ls to return Eurydice to ùhe day-world and

reconcile Hades with Earth (death with life), the dreamer

(nry¡ faiLs to reconcile feminine with masculine: isinging

women carrying to the burial fíelds the look I saw on my

fatherrs faceì (p. 63). This is an image which, mutatis
mutandis, recalls the head of Orpheus, after having been

torn off by the Maenads, still singing despíte its dismember-

ment.

rn the bookrs final poem, iwater Drawn up rnto the Headrn

¡nasculine and feminine, light and dark, life and deaÈh are all
reconciled, and the aequenee ends with nAn Extra Jovful chorus

for Those who Have Read This Eg. r The multi-reconciriation
has been made possible by the reaLization that as much as he

loves othe Motherri the dreamer is also "an enemy of the
llothern (p. 66) . Às Bry emphasizes ín hls essay, there are

extremely negative and threatening aspeets of Mother-

consciousness besides the more positive, nourishing ones,

and those negative aspeets must also be incorporated into
consciousness.

The water which was iUnder the Earthn at the beginnÍng

of tÌ¡e book, 'Under the míndrs feetr" has been ìDrawn Up

Into the Head' by the end of the dreanrerrs guest. Now it
informs the nightmares, vieions, dreams, prophecies and

intuitions of the unconscious. so Just as whitman ends
nThe sleepersr with a cyerÍcal referencê--iï wirr dury pass
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the day o my moÈtrer and duly return to you"tn--"t, concludes

Sleepers Joining Hands with this image of the other being

inside him he glimpsed in the bookrs first poems

There is another being inside me.
He is looking out of my eyes.
I hear him
in the wind through the bare trees.85

(p.65)

Both passagea call to nind one describing Wordsworthrs

incumbency in The Prelude II:

A tranquillÍsing spirit presses now
On my corporeal frame, so wide appears
The vacancy between me and those days,
Which yet have such self-presenee in my mind,
That, sometimes, when I think of them, I aeem
That, musing on them, often I do seem
Tr¡o consciousnesses, conscious of myself
And of aome other Being.86

(1r. 27-331

Both Bryrs and !{ordsworthts itwo consciousnessest'--the mind

contemplating itself--are manifestations of the'tranquill-
izing" energy that comes from deep solitude. And, echoing

Whitmanrs closing devotion to ,my mothêEr" BJ.yrs poem ends

with a simirar devotion--Fr love the Mothern (p. 66)--which

is followed by a eatalogue of personal metamorphoses

reminiscent of section IX of Song of MyseÌf:

I am the ball of fire the woodsman cuts out of the
wolf ¡s stomach,

I am the sun that floats over the lVi.tchts house,I am the horse sitting in the chestnut tree singíng,
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I am the man locked inside the oakr¡omb,
waiting for lightning, only let out on storming

nights.
I am the steelhead trout that hurries to his

mountain mother,
to live again in tt¡e stream where he was born,
gobbling up the new water.

(p. 66)

He is, like lthitman in Song of Mvsetf, everyone and, every-

thing. He embraces the cosmos, and more: he il-Iuminates it:
'I am the evening light rising from the ocean pt-ains', (p. 67) .

The evenÍng light, of eourse, emanates from the moon, symbol

of the anima, and the dreamer is the evening light: psychic

integration seems complete. And yet he is "no one at alLo

and "the one whom fne hasJ never met' (p. 6?). He has lost
himself (tfre ego) in the transformational flow of things, in
"the eternity of cod heaven. tr He has "feIt the silver of
infinite numbersn (p. 66). Thus, the road he began walking

in Silence, which was temporarÍIy lost in Light, BIy has

re-located in Sleepers. It Ís üa long roadrt hor+ever, where

he feels like 'the naked thing alone Ín the universe r/the
hairy body padding in the fields at dusk . . .' (p. 66).

He remains, in Learrs words, "a poor, bare forktd a¡¡imaltr--

a man--no more significant a form of tife than any other

on this planet. fn hís humility Bly can proceed, again 1ike

lûhitman, to embrace both the outcast--"the last inheritor
eryÍng ouË ån deserÈed housesx (p" 6?)--and the favôured--

Èhe 'angel breakf.ng into three parts over the Ural Mountainstx
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(p. 671 with no diminuation of awe or judgement.

By its end, sLeepers JoinÍng Hands ís a book which,
although it advocates a balance between Father-consciousness

and Mother-consciousness, is overbalanced on the feninine
side. But thls is by no means a flaw; the book was intended
to reclaim and to celebrate the feminine and to explore the
dark consciousness associated with it. The overwhelrning

majority of images, therefore, are femininer or ones Bly
associates with the femlninei t!¡e most commoR being the cave

and the ocean. The cave for Bry is a wourb-imager ân image

of the dark part of the psycher and the ocean a teeming
enlargement of Ít: the unconscious. The moon is a symbor

for the inward worLd of the imagination, for the c¡¡ctícal,
as opposed to the patriarchal linear. lhe counterpart to
the image of the cave is the mountain, upon whieh Father-
consciousness pronounees its commandments. 'The chinese
describe it /rather-conseiousnesy' as the cordr the elear,
the south side of the mountain (on which the light arways

falls), the north side of the rÍver (arways in sunlight), the
rational, the spirit, the hardtr (p. 33). The inage which Bly
uses to unite the nÈwo worlds of, consciousnessn (p. 3l) is
the tree, particularry the reafless tree. rts appearance at
the bookts end represents the conscious, day world with its
roots in the unconscious, night world¡
Apolloníc and Dionysian eonsciousness:

the coniunctio of
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That is why I am so glad in fall.I walk optf throw_my_arms up, and am glad,
The thick leaves ta1l,
falling past their own trunk,
and the tree goes naked,
leaving only the other one.

(p.65)

r.ooking back over the book as a whoÌer wê become ahrare

thatr ês a species of image, the transformational once again
predominates. gùe have seen tt¡at as a poritical vehicle it
is inherently revolutionary. rn íts defiance of logic it
tears down and rebuilds the worrd. rn its nunexpectedft form
it ambushes impressionist perception theory a¡rd alrows its
audience to participate in and not just observe the re-creation
of the universe. we have seen, too, that the transformational
image is an image appropriate to the feminine, since, accord-
ing to Neumann, it is the female who embodies, during
pregnancy, the most prinitive and sacred source of all
transformatLon.

the effect of these transformational images, arthough
each astonLshes indÍviduarly, is Íncremental. we move through
thern by means of tleaps' and assoeiations more rapid and

wild than those required Ín silence or in Light. whereas
the images in Bryrs earlíer poetry tended to nconcentrate on
a single pereeption and make a jr¡¡rp within the poemrn the images
in Sleepers tend .r tobemore. . . accumulative. . . and ftobeJ
moving towards a more eestatie form, (ralking, p. Z0l) a form
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a good deal more ropenr than that of his first two books.

Ànd although Blyrs sentences remain predominantly declaratÍve,

there are in Sleepe¡s more complex and compound-complex

sentences than in Light and Silence combÍned, thereby

enhancLng wilder aesociation and longer leaps into the

unconscious and out again.

The upper case at the beginnÍng of each line in Sleepers

appears only when necessaryi i.e., other than at the beginn-

ing of the poem, onLy when the poet wants to signify a new

set of associations or train of Èhought. This creates a

more relaxed, more organic form than that which appeared in
eíther SÍlence or Llght. The authority of the left-hand
margin has relaxes íts hold in Sleepers, too, and BLy indents

the odd line for purposes of contrast or emphasis, or to
signal ideas in apposition with one or more which has pre-

ceded them:

He lies about the number of fish taken srery year
in ttre Àretic,
he has private information about whieh city is
the capítal of Wyoming, he lies about the
birthplace of Attila the Hun.

(p. 2L)

The purpose of aII these Lnr.:vations fs nto encourage us to
Iet up a little in repression, ease up the projeetion, and

move out a bit from the Lowest stage of consciousness"

(talking, p. 28I). The coLleetionrs 'surrealism and open
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form . . . ârê launch points into the unknown. lile launch

out, and go away from patriarchal form . . . into the union

of yang and yin as the ancient Chinese art and poetry didn

(T"I\iIg, p. 253). The absence of conventional narrative
also forces us to ¡move out" into the transformed realm;

forces us to iweave drunkenly about the page' (p. 6I) and

absorb the intoxicating effects of BIyrs gnostic ecstaay.

Sleepers Joinino Hands is, finally, a meditation upon

the poetts ostn psycho-spiritual evolutfon and a dramatization

of his nationrs contrasting moral stance. It is Blyrs

answer to his caLl for ia poetry of waterä ín Thg Fifties
in Íts celebration of the feminine, its persistent investiga-
tions of the unconscious and the dark or irrationaL side of

existence. And since it is so concerned nith the development

of the indívidual self (the psyche viewed as a self-regulat-
ing system, as an organism witJr its ov¡n internal laws of
growth), Sleepers is quintessentially Romantic. It exists
to transform the universe into a personal mythol-ogy. It
reminds us of the Romantic notion that the power to heal is
not to be found solely in the appearances of Nature, but

wiÈhin ourselves. It provides, Like Wordsworthrs prelude,

a ilook,/fnto our Minds, ínto the Minu of Manr" and becomes

Blyrs ihauntrtr and the 'main region' of his 'song.t Its
intense lyricÍsm is, moreover, underlined throughout by a
Romantic urge to confront the shadow; the I'I'r behind the eye.
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It fights its own self-consciousness, however, witl¡ a trans-
forming ímagination that gror¡rs inwardly on its island of
solitude, thereby fulfilting the rnost salient Romantic

purpose. Ànd in its dream-vision and the surreaListic mode

the dream-vision eneourages, Sleepers constitutes an argulnent

with real-ity87 as a poJ.emicar phenomenon. The inwardness

of the dream-quest simultaneousry becomes a code of conduct

for the poetrs actions in the outer world and a healing agent

for private wounds. rt reminds us of that which we arl share

as human beings and therefore must preserves a 1iving
universe. Above arl, lt nourishes our imaginatÍon and utters
truths which, as Morse peckham has argued, rcannot be per-

ceÍved from the revidences of naturet but only through the

unconscious and creative mind.t88
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CHÀPTER FIVE

THE PROSE POEMS: ROMANTIC MOMENTS

nThe greatest poverty is not to live
In a physical world.'

- 9lall-ace Stevens,ñEsthetíque du MaI"

r¡.Ihavefound
That outward forms, the loftiest stíIl receive
Their finer influence from the Iífe wÍthin....n

Coleridge, nI,ines Written
in the Àlbum at Elbíngerode,
in the Hartz Forestr

In addÍtion to its presence in Blyrs rlinedr poetry¡

the transformational irnage appears frequently in his prose

poems. In the prose poems, Bly explores correspondences

that exist between Nature and the imagination and suggests

that Nature has conscíousness, and that there is a primary

ground i¡here ti¡e inner and ouÈer worids iuse. Biy defines

this ground by means of the transformatíonal image, which

encompasses both worlds.

In lbg Morning Glory (1975), BIy,s use of the transforma-

tional image implies that, in Coleridgers words, othe material

ll
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unÍverse . . . is but one vast compJ.ex ryrythus, that is
slrnrboricar representationrnl rn delineating that'gIjElErn
BIy does more tÌ¡an merely record the nyriad detaÍls of the

natural world. Líke Coleridge, and like Wordsworth, BIy

looks through the appearances of Nature to discover the

topography of t,he eternal. Like most RomantÍc poets, BIy

sees Nature not as aÌien or antagonistic, but as a "genuine
aphysiology'" whose form is a living, breathing body which

deserves the dignity accorded any conscious beíng.

In This Body Is Made of Camphor and Gophenrood (L9771 ,

BLy enlarges this nmythus' to include within tJre 'genuine
physiologyn of Nature the human body. In doing sor he

returns to an overriding concern in his poetry: the necessity

of seeing the spiritual in the physieal. He continues here

as welÌ his study of the darker side of the Àmerican collec-
tive psycher tbe more regrettable aspects of its hístoryr
and its repressíon of grief and the feminine.

In both books, Bly records what may be regarded as

tromantic momentsrF and in this chapter I erÍtL attempt to
define these "momentsr' and to suggest how they are achieved.

But before I discuss the first of these two books, it is
necessary to investigate the ambiguous nature of the prose

poem Ítself in tj¡e context of a brief history of ¡he genre.

The term prose po€n is a nebulous one which has included

under its rubríc the fable, the faíry tale, the extended

epigran, the diary entry (such as in Dorothy Íüordsworthrs
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Journqls or her Recollections of a Tour in Scotl.and, hymns

(such as those composed by Novalis), and dream or nÍghtmare

reproductions (such as de Quinceyrs Confessions and The

Enslish Mail Coach). Indeed, much of the prose by English

Romantics and the Àmerican Transcendentalists (Emersonrs

essays and, of eourse, parts of Thoreaurs Walden) display

those elements of poetic prose--feeling and imagination

fused in paragraphs of high intensity--which literary histor-
ians have traditionalLy associated with the prose poem.

The prose poem began Ín the latter part of the eíghteenth

century in France in the imaginative prose of Diderot and

Rousseau, which was inherÍted by and reached its zenith in
the works of Chatea¡rbriand and his 'beaux morceau*."3 And.

although we tend, to associate its popularization with Rimbaud

and Baudelairer wê know that they were not the first to
experiment with the form. It developed in an earlier reaction

agaínst the rigid demands of classical French verse which had

discouraged Ínformal imaginative flights more appropriate to
prose. It made Íts firet appearance in an obscure work by

Àlphonse Rabbe called "La Pipe" (1825), yet most literary
historians credÍt, Aloysius Bertrand (whom BIy mentions in
The Seventies I, 17) in his iGaspard de Ia Nuit' (1842) as

the originator of the genre, since he uas the first to ernploy

it in a sustained manner. Enid Starke notes that, before

Baudelaíre, the prose poem nhad tended . . . to be narrative

and descriptive . . . whilst both Gerard de Nerval and Baudelaire
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had favoured the narrative fom. . . . f{ith Rirnbaud the

prose poem is generally strípped of all its anecdotal,

narrative or even descriptive content,¡ and it becomes highly

concentrated and short.t'4 It Ís generally agreed ttrat the

prose poem, which may consist of only three or four lines,
as in some of RÍmbaudrs IlLuminations (1886) , loses the

pregnancy of its e¡notlonal charge if it ranges beyond three

to four pages. Henee its tendency to be deseriptive rather
than narratíve.

In general, the prose poem may be said to combine the

density of poetic utterance with the rhyt,hms of prose. RusseII

Edsonrs proposed formula for the prose poem is that it is a

poetry freed from the definition of poetry, and a
prose free of the necessities of fiction . . .
SuperficiaLly a prose poem should Look somewhat
like a page from a chíldrs prÍmer, índented
paragraphs, justified margins. In other words,
the prose poem should not announce that it is a
special prose . o . The idea is to get away from
obvious ornament, and the obligations implied
therein. .. .

The language wiLl be simple, the images so direct,
that oftentimes the reader wiII be torn with
recognitions inside himself long before he is
conscious of what is happening to him,...

}lhat makes us so fond of it is its_clumsiness,
its lack of expectation or anbition.5

(ellipses mine)
Baudelaire prescribed a less precise formula for its,i

compositíon in his dedicatíon "To Arsene Housgayêr" in Petits
Poáes en Prosg (Le Spleen de Paris) ín 1869¡
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Wt¡ich one of üsr in his moments of ambition, has
not dreamed of the miracle of a poetic prose,
musical, wÍthout rhyme, supple enough and rugged
enough to adapt, itself to the lyrical impulses
of the soul, the undgfations of reverie, the
jibes of conscience.6

It is a fomula which takes its lead from the formula for
the short poem devised by Poe, whor âs we know, influenced

Baudelaire tremendously :

. . . the extent of the poem may be made to bear
mathenatical relation to its merit--in other words,
to the excítement of elevation--Again, in other
words, to tìe degree of true poetical effect which
it is capable of inducing; for it is clear that the
brevity must be in direct ratio to tåe intended
effectl 7

Ia for brevity balanced by intensity, and Baudelairers

a dreamily supple, yet rugged, musical, even moral

combined to infonn the use of the prose poem by

th-century master: Francis Ponge.

Molning Glory, Bly emulates the method Ponge

employed to renew t,he world of objects in Le Parti Pris des

Choses (Takíng the Sides of Thinqs). There Ponge created
rdescription-definition-Iiterary art works, that is, defini-

tions which . . . establish uncommon relationships, break up

ordínary cLassifications, and thereby make themselves more

incisive, more striking and rnore pleasing as well.tB Bly

does not rely on ttre dictionary or Linguistics to aid him in
his rart-worksr' as Ponge did, but does address himsel-f to

Poers formu

formula for
prose, have

its twentie

In The
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the task of vieving everyday objects in a new light. In

Taking the Sides of Things Ponge describes a erate, a candle,

a door, a cigaretter âD orange, bread; ín The Morning $}3gy.,
BIy describes a birdfs nest, a hollor'r tree, a dead wren, a

turtle, frost, some rocks, a caterpillar, a tu¡nbleweed. Yet

even in describing a pebble, for BIy, as for Ponge, nlt is
less a matter of observing the pebble than installing oneself

Ln its heart and seeing tJre world with its eyes, like the

novelist who, in order to portray his heroes, lets hímself

sink into their consciousness and describes things and people

as they appear to them.'9 In other words, Bly borrows Pongers

prosopopoetic method not just to aIÌow objects to speak for
themselves, but "to give honor to objects again" and to

establish'the faith that matter is not simply to be dismissed

as matt,er.'lo Such a faith implies that in matter there is a

mysterÍous and invisible essence which wilL become manífest

to the careful, sympathetic eye of the poet; it implÍes that
within every object in the universe--be it a stone or a

snail or a tumbLeweed--there is a hidden will. ID order to
recognize this hidden will, the poet must eliminate a1l
á:-! l--L.--- l^l--^lG --l Àl^^ ^ì^l^-! ---l^- ---.-À:-qrsE,aÍ¡ce DeæJeen n].mseJ.r anc E'ne oD]ecË unoer Scruel-ny,

because the least bit of distance will produce in the poet a

false sense of superiority. lVriting about Pongers prose

poems, BIy has, ln fact, remarked that Ponge refuses "to
exploít things, either as symbols or as being of a lower classi
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("Tr,vo Stagesri 107).

In some of Bly|s prose poems it is uncLear whether the

reality beÍng described is a reality of the inner lifer or

the outer worldr ot a fusion of the two. In most cases ít,

is the latter, but for Bly the distinction does not

necessarÍly matter, since Naturer âB in the Romantic tradi-
tion, is perceived as signifying psycho-spiritual potential

beyond the pale of the quotidian. This potential can be

negative as weII as positive--like the feminine, Nature has

a dark side as well as a J.ight side--but its negativÍty is
invariably subsumed under a larger process of positive
(cosmic) transformation.

Bly associates the prose poem with ttre poetrs moving

away from himself (subjectivÍty) toward a preoccupation with

the people, events and things that surround him (objectivi.ty).
In this regard he quotes Novalis, who considered this move-

ment cruciaL to the maturatÍon of the poet and to the deve-

lopment of his work:

Self-expression is the source of all abasement,just as, contrariwise, it is the basis for all
true elevation. The fÍrst step is introspection
--exclusÍve contemplatÍon of the self. But v¡ho-
ever 6tops there goes only half way. The second
step must, be genuine observation outward--
spontaneous, eober observation of the external
worId.

("Two Stagesrn 105)
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Here Bly see¡ns to be contradicting himself and his reproach

of olson and lfilriams for their objectivism, but the object,

for Bly does not constitute reality in its entiretyr êB it
often did for gtilliams and olson. For Bry the object in The

Morning Glory, as in his earrier work, is the iinitial wordly

circumstance' (fhe Seventies , I, P. 16) from which the poem

often makes Lts point of departure, via associatíon, into
the unknovtn, and to whÍch the poem eventually returns. t{e

must remernber also that Blyts criticism of willíams and

Olson was based on the fact that bottr O1son and Wílliams

tried ñto avoid rthe soul getting between us and the object,sl

. . . . But itrs possibler'Bly asserts, that tr. gþE soul

sith objects" (Ealkingr p. 2781. Bly bases his attack on

williarns and olson--though they obviously are not the only

oneÊ wíth this vLew--on the fact that they both refused to
grant Nature consciousness. As we shall see, the poems in
The Mornincr Llorv and This Body rs Made of camphor and Gopher-

wood are founded, in contrast, upon ¡the ancient viewr" also

reflected by Boehme, ithat there is a consciousness inside
Nature.rll They are poems of xtwofoÌd conseiousnessn¡ poems

that suggest that objects have an awareness of humans. BIy

finds strong evidence of these poems in the English and German

Romanticsr poetry of the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth

centuríes, in the poetry of RíIke, Lavrrence, Brecht, Lorca,

Neruda, Ilimenez and Maehado among forelgn poets, and in
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ülallace Stevens, Hart Crane and Robert E rost irmong American

poets in the twentieth century.

The great advantage that tÌ¡e prose poem has over lined

poetry or ñfree verser' according to BIy, is its ability to

absorb, in its prose rhythas, "great detailn (nTlvo Stagesrtr

107). l{e witness an a.bundance of details in almost every

prose poem in The Morning S4,, but since it is impossible

to consider every prose poem, vre shall study a representative

sampling from each of the bookts three sections.

"Looking at a Dead tlren in my Hand r'L2 the third prose

poem in The Ì{orning G1g.ry, re-introduces the theme of

death-as-nourishment that runs through SÍlence, Light and

Sleepers. As a tender elegy, this prose poem also recalls

the idea of spiritual renewal that comes with death, the

uLtimate transformation. BJ.yrs apprehension of the essence

of the dead wren is evidenced by the rapid transformatÍons

the bírd undergoes. Its "tiny ríce-Iike legsn become nbars

of musÍc played in an empty church"; its "tail feathers open

like a picket feneeo¡ its nbill is brown, with the sorrow of

an old Jew whose daughter has married an athLeteni the iblack

^-^ÀL ^- .:À- L^-J ! 
- 

!!- n- ll ËL^ ---l IspoE" oR aEs neac ¡.s ].Ës "owR fiÞurRr.ng eap. " 'I'nc ltaJ.J.

between Life and death, between the possible and the

inrpossible has been removed, and the wren, wearing its town

mourning câprr is restored. Indeed, the wren becomes more
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than itself ín death, just as it evokes in Bly a sober

recognition of more than himself , too. Death, in The $gg-
igg Gl.orv is once again, then, something Bly "is not afraíd
of; death is like the sound of the motor in an airplane as

vte fly, the sound so steady and comfortíngn (p. 6). Às a

subject it once again predominates, especíatly in the longer

prose poems, where the poet gives himself more time to
runinate on it as a compeLling paradox.

Because they ma)<e the most efficient use of detail,
however, the shorter prose poems of the book are often the

most effective and memora.ble. They resemble Pongers prose

poems in their presentation of the object at hand as a work

of art. rFrost on Window Panesi (p. 20) is the best exampJ.e

of natural object as art-work:

It is glittery, excited, Iike so many things laid
down silently in the night, with no one watching.
Through the tv¡o lower panes the watcher can dimly
see the three trunks of the mapLe, sober as Europe.
The frost wavers, it hurries over the world, it is
like a body that lies in the coffin, and the next
moment has disappearedt In its own skin the mind
picks up the radio si.gnals of death, reminders of
the molecules flying all about the universe, the
icy disembarking, chill fÍngertips, tulips at
head and foot. I look fn the upper panes and see
morc eomplieated roads ê ê . rÍbbons thrown on
tjre road. o..

fnty' s euipseq,Z

The poem begins with an image of muted dynamiam--ÈIt,

is glittêryr excitedñ--that is quickly undercut by a simíle
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of quiet unobtrusiveness--ilike 8o many things laid down

silently in the n!.ght"--which is reinforced by the subtle

self-effacement of twith no one watching.d The vague image

of tthings laid down in the night, " moreover, anticipates

the later simile of the frost Flike a body that lies in the

coffin.ñ The second comparison extends the initiaL self-

effacement and is rendered all the more powerful by virtue

of its apparently unsolicited nature. "It is as if the

object itself . . . has tinks wíth the human psyche, and the

unconscious provides material it would not gíve if asked

directly. The unconscious passes into the object and returnsrl

(nTwo Stagesrr 107).

BIy presents the details of an object, and the unconscious

Ídeas they evoke, as he has always done: by means of associa-

tive leaps and not by conventional narrative. For examPlet

we notice that nit is not so nuch the obj ecx ffrostJ as the

idea of the object'l3 fdeatlnJ with which BIy is concerned.

Therefore, the details of the piece do not descríbe the frost

on the window panes so mueh as they províde an emotive

pattern--like the paÈtern of frost on glass--of associations:

"radio signals of death e c - the íey disernbarkÍngr ehill

fingertips, -ulips at head and footË (ellipsis mine). The

narrative does not move in a lÍnear fashion. Rather, it

remains submerged in the emotÍve pattern that spreads out in

an lmaginative curve, with the final sentence bringing our
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attention back to "the upper panes' (is the play on ipanes'l

intentional in this death poem?) and the ambiguous nthings"

of the first sentence become the nribbons thrown on the

roado in the last. The prose poem ends with an enigmatic

emotive significance; a kind of fopen-ended closurer which

characterizes many of the pieces in the book.

Many of Blyts prose poems end like many of Heminguayrs

short stories do: without resolution, true to life. If the

reader expects a neat and tidy package, he will not get it
from Bly. The reader, moreover, may actually feel that Bly

is distorting reality. He may feel, líke ilohn Haines, that
at the ead of each pÍece there oeeurs na wrenching of reality
that has probably little to do with surreali"*. n14 But it
is not reality that Bly wrenches; it is the readerrs desire

for a static or standard reality that he denies. Blyrs

prose poems índeed have nlittLe to do with surrealism" and a

lot to do wÍth life as tt is lived; life filLed with incidents

whieh go mysteriousl-y unresolved.

Details that evoke uneonscious associations abound in
the shorter pieces, especially in rlooking at a Dry Tumble-

weed Brought in from the Snow" (p. 221. Again, it is short

enough to quote in itrr entirety:

f{hat Ís this wonderful thing? Brown and everywhere!
It has leaped up on my desk like surfr or like a
bull onto a covrl It rushes everywhere in front
of me . . . . Ànd my sleeping senses are shouted at,
called in from the back of my head, to look at itl
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YùeII, it is only a broken-off bush, a tunbleweed,
every branch dífferent, and the whole bush the
samer so in that way it is like the sea. Taken
in from the deserted shore, it talks of queens
sent, av¡ay to live in cramped farmhouses, living
Ín the dtrt, and it tatks of coffins and amazing
artrowsr Do it is a love, some love we forget
every day, it is my mother.

The opening Ínterrogative suggests a kind of anecdotaL

innocence on the part of the author. It forees us to con-

centrate not on the poet, but on the object--immediately.

The fragment 'Brown and everlnrhereln brings the object even

closer in the protracted fervor of an exclamation followed

by a longer one containing two witdly associated similes.

Even when it is still, the tumbleweed, in its sprawling formt

nrushes everywhere'i and in its energetic sÍlence it shouts

at the poetrs Ésleeping Eenses . . . to look at ítli
(eIlípsts mine). Another exelamatíon! The poet is ncalLedn

not to surrender just to his momentary impressiorFr contained

in the two comparisons of the second sentence, but to project

himself into the object--to divest himself of the nI"--in

order that the object might speak for itself. Perceived merely

as an antithesisr âs something foreign to the olrn the poet

can only see it as "a broken-off bushn and make another

comparison: "it is like tJle sr4." The subjectíve excLama-

tions give way to prosopopoeia, and the essence of the

tumbLeweed announces ltsetf. It ntalks of queenso,and 'talks
of coffins and amazing arrovts.n The momentary yet valid
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Lmpressions of the tumbleweed sr¡bside; intuition replaces

observatÍon. Intuition creates what Susan Langer describes

as nthe matter of a new experience in which subjective and

objective have so cooperated that neither has any longer an

existence by itself.'15
The rapidity of the leap from observation to Íntuition

is enhanced by the run-on structure of the final sentence.

we are given little time to catch our breath by the co¡nmas

between 'arror,ts" and tnorn 'love" and tsomern t'daytt and

ìmotherrr but we are given sure footing for our associational

leaps by repeated short o sounds in "housesrn Hcoffinsru

tlovern trl-ove" (again), and t'mother.t The rapid transforma-

tions the tumbleweed undergoes in the J-ight of intense

intuition culminate in the most basic and nourishing iden-

tification of son with mother: nit ftne tumbleweea/ ts 
^y

mother." BIy is, as it were, simultaneously brought into
being and annihilated by complete identificatíon with the

object.

The object, however, has no need of the poet. In a

short forward to Sg Morning Glory, BIy emphasizes the

independenee of object,s !

. . . ff we examine a pine carefuJ.ly, we see how
independent it is of us. Vlhen we first sense
that a pine tree really doesnrt need us, that it
has a physical life and a moral life and a
snirilrra'l 1if¡e tha+ is rromnìete r.¡ifhorrt rrs- rrrê

f "-feel alienated and depressed. The second time
yte feel lt, we feel Joyful. As Basho says in his
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t¡onderful poem:
The morníng glory--
another thing
that wilL never be my friend.

Ponge explains the independence of things in a símilar way.

He says that "objects, landscapesr events, individuals of

the external world give me much pleasure. They win my trust.

For the sirnple reason that tley donrt need it."16

Pongers remarks call to mind D.H. Lawrencefs notion of
iothernessi: the purity of non-human life. Like BIyt

Lawrence echoes Bashots rejoicing over the fact that the

natural world is completely other and will never need to be

his friend. In Ps hoanal sis and the Uneonscious, Lawrence

expressed Bashors feeling as "the satisfaction of the objec-

tive final.ity ftrom wlnícú derives the sense of fatalÍty

. . . of the isolation of the self.nl7 He describes his
rmethodr of apprehendÍng this otherness and of achievÍng this
rsatisfactiont as an ract of pure attentiOn . . . you choose

that object to concentrate on which will best focus your

consciousness . o 18

This sense of otherness that Lawrence and Bly share is

eharaeteristie of the Romantie artist in general. The

Romantic artist is, after all, one who sees himseif as the

centre of the world of objectsr Yet who, like Keats yearning

to be one with the nightingale, Ís wise enough to know that

the object is ultimately, of its oY¡n volítion, ínassimilable.
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But ratl¡er than the otherness of an object rendering him

diainished, or withdrawn, the object fills the Romantic

artist with its mystery. Blyrs reverence for the enigmatic

otherness of things is one more example of the Romantic

temperament of his work.

Thts otherness is embodied throughout The Morninq Glory,

but most obviously in the caÈerpillar with the robstinate

jaw, made for eating through sleeping thíngs without pain of
conscience . . ." (p. ZL'). The caterpíIlarts lack of
conscíence BIy compares with the innocence of his Èhree-year-

old daughter, who has brought him the creature as a gift.
He says that rHe is not as beautiful as she thinks"(p. ZJ.l ,

implying that Nature has a darker side that is completely

other than the human world of conscience. For Bly, Lawrencets

concept of otherness is best expresaed in a prose poem

because of its low-profile presentation of objects. As well
as beÍng iusefur for renewing the narrative, and for expr€ss-

ing complícated hr¡sran perceptions, r BIy feels the prose poem

can (in the manner of Ponge), because of the "absence of
line and rethical form, I help the poetrs mind to relax and

so sånk into the mud of the earth, the water around creatures,
the moist landscape of Hades, understood as the underworl,'i.

Thís kind of prose poem provides a psychic arena, charged

but neutral, where the non-human object can liver ês well
as the perception of Ítü (News, pp. 131-32). The prose poern
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is the for:sr most conducive to achÍeving an 'act of pure

attention' because the poet is not pre-occupied in a

struggle wíth the tension of Èhe liner or line-breaksi the
Ënarrativei form allows him, rather, to concentrate on the

objectr on the content, and passing through that content

free ra being inside us which can use . . . uncongcious

images as food! (TaLkinq r p. 118).

The prose poern is the form most conducive, in other

words, to meditation, or to what BIy calls, in his foreword

to & Morníng 9lgl, 'rcurving lines I r thought. RiLke

called this kind of thought 'inseeÍngr" and confessed that
nmy all-greatest feelingr ßy world-feelingr my earthly bliss
was to be found . . . in such inseeÍng, in the indescribabJ.y

swift, deep, timeless moments of this divine inseeing.ol9

Sueh meditation, or 'inseeing, " if it is Índeed to be of a

ndivine" nature, Bly can achÍeve only in solitude. Nature

becomes his private temple and every object Ín that ternple

he perceÍves as being holy:

I bend over an old cottonwood stump, still- standing,
waist high, and look inside. Early spring. Its
Siamese temple walÌs are all brown and ancient.
The walls have been worked on by the ÍntrÍcate ones.
Inside t!¡e hollorv walls there is privacy and
secrecy, dim light. And yet some creature has
died there.

On the tenple floor feathersr gray feathers, many
of them with a fluted tip. Many feathers. In the
silence many feathers.

(ue Hollow Treern p. fI)
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This prose poem operates on the level of understatement

so characterístic of the contemplative. The first line
produces an aura of unobtrusiveness and, onee again,

apparent insignifj.cance. The fragrment nEarly spring, both

enhanees Blyts mild inconspicuousness and in its brevity
sets off the lilting rhythm of the fÍrst line. This is
followed by two simple declaratives--nIts Siamese temple

walls are brown and ancient. The walls have been worked on

by the intricate onesi--whose phrasing marries breath to
sense and gracefully collapses thousands of years in the
buoyancy of its perception. The fact that those who have

"worked on' the walls of the stump (presumably ants or
termites) are referred to as "the intricate ones" evokes a

sense of mystery or "seereey' and suggests a strong reverence

for the stump in particular, and for the processes of Nature

in general. This reverence Ís specificatly accounted for in
the final line of the first paragraph: 'And yet some

creature has died there.ü The stump is both a work of art
and a tomb for an animal killed by the blrd whose feathers

carpet the "temple floor. H The repetition of ifeathersn

four times Ín tJre short concludíng paragraph brings the

cxperience to a hushed, gentle, trance-like concLusion that
belies the life-and-death struggle that surely occurred.

Its incantatory effects bring to mind the religious ceremonies

of a Siamese templer âs well as the ideas that conflate in
the poem: solitude, death, nothingness.
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By now we can see that the music of Blyts prose poems,

the music which Baudelaire emphasized, shares equal signific-
ance with description. True to Baudelairefs formula, BIyrs

rhythms are 'supple' yet nrugged.tr The first lÍne of "Look-

ing into a Tide PooIË (p. 12) ís a perfect example of a

sentence whose language is so sumptuous that it contains a

delieate lilt and a pounding articulation simultaneously:
nIt is a tide pool, shal-low, water coming in, clear tiny
white sheJ-l-people on the bottom, asking nothing, not even

directionstrr ft is an example of rhythm animating content,

as water rushes strongly in and draws delicately back. The

second and final sentenee, usíng varying combinations of

fragility and densÍty, exemplifies how the imagination can

use rhythrn to work organically with content to pierce the

real and fructify it: oOn the surface the noduLed seaweed,

Iying like hands, elowly drawing back and returning, hands

laid on fevered bodÍes, moving back and forth, as the

healer sings wildly, shouting to Jesus and his dead mother.n

Consisting of seven short phrases punctuated by con¡mas, this
sentence also demonstrates how the for¡n of the prose poem

can give ríse to "buried impulses . . . half-buried Èhought,snzo

that would other¡ise never reach consciousness. lüe can say,

then, that BIyts proae poems are only superficially discur-

sive, given the fact that their syntactic and associational

discontinuity augrnents the aura of the anecdotal.
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The source of the deliberate discontinuity of the prose

poems ir & Morning Glory is the nature of rearity ítself¡
it is constantly changing. Because the means of expression

the poet uses to describe the worrd is given to him by that
ever-shífting realitl', tJ¡e means must reflect that perpetual

motion. Moreover, each time the poet identÍfies an objectr
a portion of the frux that is reality, the unconscious part
of him that ídentifies it paradoxically transforms the object,,

so that the means must arso somehow express that Èransforma-

tÍon. In The Morning Çlory, Bly uses ellipses to signal.

transformation, orr rather, Èhe seríes of transformations--
for no object íe static--he projects upon an objecÈ. 'The
Hockey Poemñ (pp. l4-L7't, whíeh ís the longest piece in t,he

book, is a good example of Blyrs use of etlipsis. Others

include trWatching Àndrei Voznescensky Read in Vancouver,'

(pp. 23-25) ¡ trsunday Morning in Tomales Bay" (pp. 45-46¡

"Calm lrtorning at Drakers Bayn (pp. 55-56). Etlipsis, which

appears more often in these longer prose poems where an

object or an event undergoes multÍple transformations,
strengttrens and lends significance to the most fragrmentary

or apparently trÍviar detail. rt alrows for a prorf-feration
of referentially discontinuous statements that reflect both

t'he frux of reality and the associative energy of the psyche.

Erlipsis, moreover, suggesÈs in Bryrs prose poems the act of
contemplation itself, and corresponds to those nwhÍte spaeesi

between the stanzas Ln the poems of sirence where, BJ.y claimed,
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the real poet,ry of the book was written. That the subject

is never purely a subject, that the poet never frees himself

from hís lÍaison wíth the world--these facts are contained

within the ellipsis. Typographically, too, ellipsis
suggests psychic act,ivity transposed to the page; the moment

of transformation pressed into inki the punctuated border

joining the inward and outward worlds.
nThe Large Starfishn (p. 55) Ís a splendid example of

BIyts use of ellipsos to signal psychic activity and

transformation. As part of the larger sequence nfhe point

Reyes Poemstr that constitutes the second and central section

of the book, tThe Large Starfishr is set in the coastal waters

of CaLifornía. It is a setting where the borders of two

worlds blur into each the other: water and earth; inward

world and outward world. Images from these separate worlds

meet in this poem, and the line betv¡een reality and imagina-

tion is obliterated by means of ellipses. Its method

tend,s toward ¡rhat BaudeLaire called ndelícious obscurity ,'L7
arrived at by overvrhelming the senses with detail:

ft is low tide. Fog. f have cli¡nbed down Ëhe
cliffs from Pierce Ranch to the tide pools. Nos¡
the ecstasy of the low tide, kneeling down, alone.
In six inches of water I notice a purple starfish
--with nineteen arms ! It is a delícate purple,
the color of old carbon paperr oE an attic dress
. . . at the webs between fingers sometimes a
more intense Eunset red glows through. the
fÍngers are relaxed . . . some curl.up at the tips
o . . with delicate rods . . . apparently globes
. . . on top of eachr ês at Worldrs Fairs, waving
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abouÈ. The starfish slowly moves up the groin of
the roek . . . then back . . . many of its arms
rolled up now, lazily, Like a puppy on its baek.
One arm is especially aetive , . . and curves up
over Íts body as if a dinosaur were looking behind
him.

Æly's ellípseg,/

BIyts ellipses work to signal the starfishrs rapid

transformations. Beginning nith its color, BIy sees the

starfish as "old carbon paperrt as ian attic dressr' an

iintense dunset.n He compares the nglobesn on its 'fingers'
to those Éåt World¡s Fairsñ whích revolve. It becomes *a

puppy on its baekrr and finally na dinosaur . . . J.ooking

behind himn (ellipsis mine). The poetfs reality becomes the

starfíshts reality; and vice-vêfsê. Out of the sea, the

starfish becomes "a manr' becomes the poet "blÍndly feelingn

or ninseeing." And when the poet puts him 'back inr' the

starfish eontinues wíth his watery life: Ëthe snaiL-like
feelers waving as if nothing had happened, and nothing has.n

For the starfish, it is true 'nothing has happened' because

it ownsr â6 Lawrence wrote of the non-human mind, a

"consciousness fwhichJ is on],fr dynamic and non-cerebral . o .

fnavind no mental lífe, but only an intensely vivid dynamic

-r -r ,22¡u¿¡trJ.

¡Iidden behind thÍs prose poemrs casual opening and

apparent retiringness are exquÍsite revelations. the first
is the recstasy" of the ocean at low tide, and of the poet

steppÍng outside hímself and sharing it. The shared ecstasy
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suggests that the sharing of soul wÍth the starfish has an

erotic quality to it. This is clearly indicated later in
the pÍece when BIy describes the 'thousands of tiny tubes

ftnatJ begin ris!.ng . . . Iíke a man looking for a womano

(p. 56, ellipsis mine). GeneratLy, Bly has managed to
capture the instinctual consciousness of the starfish, its
"intensely vivid dynamic mindrn by proceeding to do what

comes naturally--write--in the most natural of forms--the
prose poem.

In the previous prose poem, trÎhe Dead Seal near McClurers

Beachñ (Pp. 52-54r, Bly engages in another naet of pure

attentionrrr an act of sympathy in which he recognÍzes a

sealrs ineluctable otherness. Àrranged in two parts, this
prose poem displays Baudelairers rjibes of consciencen over

the immÍnent death of a seal caused by an oil spilJ." The

seal undergoes many transformations Ín Blyrs two successive

encounters with it: orÍginally, nhe looks like a brown logn;

on closer Ínspection the nsealrs skin looks like an old
overcoat." Dying, he 'looks like an old lady who has lost
her hair.' The phrase 'He is dying" in part 1, echoed in
part 2 by rHe ls taking a long time to die, i underlines the

sense of guilt that poet and readêr--ês humans responsibte

for the sealrs unnecessary death--both share. This guÍlt is
voiced even more emphatically in the admission conÈained in
the penultimate sentence that confírms the sealrs otherness!

'You donrt want to be touched by me.n Bly leaves the seal
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to his 'pure deathr' as opposed to the corrupt and absurd.

human deaths due to the 'assassinationsn of those madly Wing
for power in an oÍl--thirsty world. The seal-rs death Ís a

single example of the larger assassination of the world by

men who value profits above the life of the planet. Because

Èhese men--the exeeutives, the busy men--refuse to grant

consciousness to Nature, refuse to hear trThe weeping in the
pueblos of the lilyi (Silence, p. 271, we are forced to live
in a world where our experience of wild creatures is restricted
either to acquiescence to their extinction, or to desperate

measures undertaken too late to try and prevent sane.

Under these kinds of circumstances, rwíld1ifer is aII
the more astonishing and valuable when it can be "touched.'
vÍhen Bly finds a salamander whire watking in the afternoon,
an apparently trivial experience is elevated to the level of
epiphany:

I nake a kind of pulpit of my hand, and turn him
upright¡ his head and front legs look out at me,
the hands resting on my crossíng thumb....
When I roll my hand over, f see the long orange-
black tail hanging down into the cathedral of the
open palm.... fstyts ellipses-/

( "finding å, Sal.amander on
Inverness Ridge," pp. 48-49)

Here is a fact of Nature, one of those many other*¡ise 'du1l,
strange, despised thíngd which, when perceived by ithe

aroused intellect, Ë to use Emersonrs terrns, is revealed as
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ran epiphany of God.'23 Às in Joycers originar use of the
term, the epiphanyr or isudden spirituar manifestation, n24

suggests a vlsltation of divínlty in a common object. Hence

Blyts makeshift npulpit" and "cathedrarn built out of his
orrn fingers and paIm, and his specifiealty symbolic rcross-

ínqn thunb (itaries míne). As a sacred phenomenon, the
salamander becomes potentia].ly redemptive by the end of the
prose poem, which opened with a very brief, casual reference
to "The war still going on.n fn the final, rambling,
associative sentence, Bly sees the salamanderrs tair as
rsome rudder on an immensely rong boat, a rudder that canrt
be seen by those on board, who walk up and down, rookÍng over
the hand-rail. n The tail, the saramander itself, perceived

as hory simply because it lives, not only acts for Bry as a

'rudder' to provide moral direction; as a particular example

of RomantÍe nnatural supernaturalism rr2í it acts as a
redemptive force. Nature in its non-striving spontaneity,
as evidenced in the behavior of a starfish or a saramander,

can lead man anay from war-makíng to an abidíng respect for
all living things. rn Taoist terms, this attitude is known

as wu-wei (non-striving) " paradoxÍcalry, then, the direction
the salamanderr or that Nature a; a whole can provide for man,

is directionlessness.

Bly images this sense of directionlessness or purpose-

lessness in 'I{aterfall Coming over a Clíff', (p. Zg,). Ifater
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following its own eourse is the classical image of Ejgi,
and Ln iWaterfalli ít is deseribed as na deep plunge, love-

less, floatihgrn something iÈhe medítator¡ can sometimes

nglimpse.' Purposelessnessr or non-striving, takes the

med.itator out of himself , so that it is possible to forget

"the name his father gave him ¿fas hy' sits sitent for hours

and then suddenly breaks out singingn (nA Rock fnlet on the

Pacificrn p. 35). DirecÈionlessness, however, is more futly
expressed in trWalking anong Limantour Dunesr:

Thinking of a child soon to be born, I hunch down
among friendly sand grains . . . . And the sand
grains love us, for they love whatever lives
without force, a young girl looking out over her
Iife, alone, without horses, with no map, a white
dress on . o . . Whatever ís not rushíng btindly
forward, the mole blinking at the door of his
crumbly mole VatÍcan, the salmon sensing in his
gills the Oregon waters crash downr oE this planet
abandoned here at the edge of the uníverse, the
lífe floating inside the Pacific of the womb,
near the falls, feeLing the breakers roaring.

(p.40)

Here the poetts imagination reflects the peaceful existence

of the sand which "lives without forcern and of the mo1e,

that creature of the underground, which here Lives witJ¡out
irushing blÍndly forward.t The imaginati.on moves underground

too, by association, from one idea or image to the next,

emancipated from the restrictions of the technological mind

dfvided agaínst ítself and agaÍnst the world it seeks to
controL by means of reason. Near the end of Èhe píece BIy
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returns to the origLnal, peaceful thought nof a child soon

to be bornn in the example of that which "is not rushing

bLindly forwardn: "the life floating inside the Pacífic

of the womb, near the walLs, feelíng the breakers roaring.n

In nNovember Day at McClure's" (p. 39Þ mood and medita-

tíon merge so that it is virtually impossible to say where

one ends and the other begins:

Alone on the Jagged rock at the south end of
McC1urers Beach. The sky low" The sea grov¡s
more and more privater âs afternoon goes orlr the
sky comes down closer, the unobserved water rushes
out to horizon, horses galloping in a mountaín
valley at night.

Here the diffusion of self is embodied in rthe unobserved

water, r and in the 'black ducks that fly desolate, forlorn,

and joyful. over t}e seethíng swells.' BIyrs interior lífe

is at once tdesolate, forlorn and joyfuln in its experience

of solitude, and he reveals to us these qualities of solitude

in the manner of a eoncealed epiphany: "It is not our life

we need to weep for. Inside us there is some secret.n Bly

does not actuatly reveal the secret, and the prose poem is

aIl the more powerful precisely because the secret remains

hidden. He leaves us only with the "eerie" feeling he has

upon its discovery: rgle are following a narrovr leage around

a mountain, we are sailing on skeletal eerie craft over the

buoyant ocean.t

The two fairly brÍef prose poems which conclude the
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first section of The Morning Glory, and which ant,icipate the

central rThe Point Reyes Poemsil--nOn the Rocks at Maui"

(p. 34) and "A Rock In1et on the Pacific" (p. 35)--as their

titles suggest, are aLso set near water. In nOn the Rocks

at t{auirn Bly wonderfully imagines the consciousness of a

black crab that has climbed nup a searock sideways." He

first describes the crab as na demon listening in Aramaic, n

a remarkable descríption if onJ-y, once again, for the

telescoping of t,íme, since Aramaic was the lingua franca of

Èhe near east during the time of Christ. We thus sense the

ancient nature of the crab, and sense also the more ancient

quality of the stones he clímbs over because Bly places them

in a cosmic context: "stones with whÍr1-holes the shape of

galaxies. r

But the astonishing portion of this prose poem comes in

the second paragraph, in the two repetitive run-on sentences

which constitute the crabrs consciousnesss

I am not married, I have no parents, I wave my
black claws and hurry over the rock. I love
these wÍth the seaweed clinging to them (they
are stars), I am alone inside myself, I love
whatever is like me, I leap out of the sea, I
hold fast to a roekr Do night-mother can pry me
loose, I think many thoughts, I pray all day,
and the seagrass, waving, is foolish, and I sway
too, I am glad no cows come and eat me, I with-
draw into the desert, and return, I never wanÈ,
I hurry through the womb-systems at night, I
meet shining boulders, I fail, friends whísper
to me in my dream that I have lost their friend-
ship, I sleep next to women, I wake.

(p.34)
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What is remarkable here Ís not simpty the poetfs capacity to

intuit what a crab might tthink, I but the paratactic confid-
enee with which he nleapsn from one thought to the next.

The repetition of'In almost convinces us that it is a

crab thÍnking these thoughts, and the short, predominantly

monosyllabic phrases which it rthinkst simulate the waving of
its claws and its sÍdeways motions over the rocks. We could,

in fact, regard this prose poem as one of Blyrs finest
versions of nnegative capability. n BIy becomes the creature

he observes, and in so doing--in monitoring the undulating

vibrations of the sea and sêâ-crêâtures--Bly expands and

realizes more of his own being. Yet the erab remains other.
The coldness of the crab, its refusal to participate in
emotion, confers on it a conseiousness impossibLe to penetrate

completely, while the abrupt manner with which Bly cl-oses the

prose poem--FI sleep next to women, I wakeo--belies the

crabrs isolation by identifying it with the feminine.

In "A Rock Inlet on the Pacificrn it is the otherness

of the true or expanded self which is the subject:

The man meditatíng who has forgotten the name his
father gavc hím sits silent for hours and Èhen
suddenly breaks out sínging, the heart pumps, only
the seawaters entering and leaving, jumping up
nearly touching the ternrs foot, the jellyfish
opens and closes, the mouth longs for the salt
vrater.

ln- i5lrr- --a
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Paradoxc.carly, the expanded eerf is a loss of serf, whích

Bly expresses in zen-like fashion¡ the man ,who has

forgotten the name his father gave himr is reminiscent of
the zen aphorism, rthe face you had before you were born. I

The imeditating man' (afy himself?) intuits the príncip!.e of
purposelessness of external nature--specificalty the source

of all life on this planet, the sea--and diffuses himself in
every directLon. rn other words, he liberates himself from

the narrow fixation of mind and enters into a sympathetic

relationship witjr the surrounding landscape. He participates
in that which ani.mates his surroundings and a spontaneous

synthesis occurs. The inlet assumes a rbodyr not unlike his
own: it is rlike an eyeballr, Íts rnostrils feel the bite
of the salt. n The finar irnage, however, confuses the oman

meditating' wÍth the anthropormorphized rinlet": othe mouth

Iongs for the salt water. n The anbiguity of the first
definite article (ittre") completes tåe synthesis.

The movenents of the sea itself are forcefully represented

by participial verbs: nsweeping, r rhowlihg, " tclimbing, n

isloshing, i ' jumping, o g!SS. There is a timelessness to
their movement--nit goes on for centurÍesi--which Bly sees

as an extension of the meditating mind freed from time. These

part,iciples, moreover, reflect the liberated míndts passive

stream of assocíations and ttre unpredictabLe images that
resurt: ümad sights climbing the walls"i yet the mind is
able to reserve and organLze these images, just as Nature
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resêrves and organizes its myriad parts. Thus Nature and

art (Blyts prose poem) are organically linked ín that each

has as its foundation an organizing consciousness.

At the juncture of sea wíth Land, Nature exhibits an

exceptional energy, and so does the poet. Blyts more

vigílant intuitions correspond to Naturers intensity. The

sea reverberates; Blyrs consciousness reverberat,es. Soon

the reverberations fuse; there is no within and without.
Nature becomes a continuous apparition; aII things are

transformed, as in nsea Vüater Pouring Back over Stonesrr:

Waves rush up, pause, and drag pebbles back around
stones . . . pebbles going out . . . it is a
complicated sound, as of small sticks breaking,or kitchens heard from another house, bodies
turning over at night . . . then the wave comes
down to the boulders, the draws out over the
stones always wet--it is the gentleness of
William Carlos Willíams after his strokes . . .
and the Eound of harsh death Ì{aves racing up theroof of leopard stones, leaving a tiny rattlingín the throat as they go out . . . aná the
ecstatic brown sand stretched out between stones,
we know tJrere are stiLl young women who get
angry.

(p.50)

Ocean meeting land, then, is not a singJ.e place, but a place

of multiptieity. Each reverberatÍon constÍtutes its own

uníverse, and corresponds witl¡ a human universe. The sound

of seawater pouring over stones is the ngentleness of V'IillÍam

Carlos Williamsij" the death rattle in the throat of us alL.
The movement of the waves rifts ítserf beyond the conÈours
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of Íts own reality, "as if the earth were reverberating

under the feet of one dancer" (p. 50). Thus the prose poem

begins with a simple description of the waves as they live
and resound, isolated, it would seem, from the poet by

the very violence or gentleness which they embody as they

define their universe. But suddenly, suppranting the passive

intensity with which his senses absorb such violence and

gentleness, there pour from Bly correspondent imaginings.

He hears

the note of Paradise carried to the Egyptian sands,
and f hear the driftv¡ood far out singing, and the
great logs, fifty miles out, still floating in,
the water under the waters singing, what has not
yet come to the surface to float, years that are
still down somewhere below the chest, the long
trees that have floated all the way from the pacific
islands, and the donkey the discíples will find
standing beside the whÍte wall....

(pp.50-5I)

Out of the unconscious, out of trthe water under the waters

singing, what has not yet come to the surfacen of conscious-

ness, comes the final, astonishing image of the prose poems

"the donkey the disciples will find standing beside the
whíte waLl....n It is an imaEe that suEEests that al1
dÍsc.overies are miracles. The world Ítself scintillates
miraculously, becomes a nnote of paradise, in whích BIy

hears the echo of Boehmers image of the worrd nas paradise

. . . the type of the heavenly pomp."26 But there is nothÍng
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ress cerestiar than Blyrs paradise, nothing ress paradisicar
than the rhearry underground roarÍngn of the ocean or of his
corresponding intuitions. The literal flood of images that
'come to the surfaceñ of his consciousness not onry occupÍes

the scene, it creates the scene $rith a dilating energy that
expands outward in space, and both for*¡ard and backward in
time. As the waves echo in the depth of memory, Blyrs
Ímagination moves "fifty miles out, n yet remains fixed. rt
moves both forv¡ard in time to the "years that are still down

somewhere below the chest, n and backward to images of an

anterior Life whÍch, like the waves that nrush üpr' opause'

in his consciousness just long enough for him to record their
content. so, in the sight and sound of waves pouring over

stones, Bly ean see and hear christrs donkeyi see and hear

that miraculous moment out of the past as it reverberates
through all time.

trThe Point Reyes poemsrü then, point up the richness of
living in a physical world. This richness derives not simpry

from the objects that inhabit the world, but from the fact
that each object is susceptibJ.e, at the hands of the poet,

to infinite transformations. As objeets that are perceíved

by the senses, they become interiorized, occupying a real-m

where they often find themselves out of context--and thus

transformed--as other , earlíer interiorized objects rise to
Èhe surface of consciousness beside them. Às we know from

our earrier investigations of this realm, the result of this
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interiorization f.s often írrationar, yet in such irrational-
ity Bry expresses the infinite variations which arl the
facets of his existence can offer. rn an Írrational realm,

then, waves can become "bodies turning over at nightrn and

because there is ilecstatic brown sand stretched out between

stones, othere are stíII young yromen who get angry.,
For Bry, however, the spiritual resides in the physical.

one prose poem in The Morning Grory where we witness thÍs
is rIn The Courtyard of the Isleta Missionn (pp. 30-31).
rn this piece Bly sets in op¡losition what he sees as the
rigid rationarity of the protestant mind that distrusts
intuition, and the non-ratÍonal, non-rinear trndiann mind

that operates primarily by intuit,ionar means. He aligns the
rndíans with the spontaneous, organic worLd of ,'the ants and

the windri and with the worrd of shadows that the German

priest shuns as mere superstitÍon. These shadows, represent-
ing the powers of the unconscious, courd be the nairiest

impulses we haver" if we chose to recognize them. The priest,
refuses to believe that nthe eoffÍns of the ord priests', rise
every spring. He attributes this rising to "the rising water

table.'r The rndians, who are more capable of entertaÍning
the por;sibilíty of miracres than the priest, resent the
priestts renunciation of the annual miracle. so, tThe rndians

corlected hím one night, covered him with chains, threw him

out of the car, padlocked the church, and closed the rectory.o
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They would rather leave the church--and themselves--in 'the
hands of the antsri than in the hands of the skeptical priest.
Likewise, 'if we ¿fcould/ agree to put ourselves in the hands

of the antsrÈ if we learned to live tike then, to become

rdetached' from tthe wealth of the world" Iike the windr rê
should have no need for miracles. The ants have their own

heaven, "the purest ant heavensr' and Ín this admission BIy

acknowledges and celebrates the antsr otherness.

The sardonic tone of this prose poem is quite different
from the only other one in the book which speeifically con-

cerns religious faith, iChristmas Eve Service at Midnight at
St. ltichaelfsri located in the Èhird and final section. In

this prose poem Bly displays a reverence for tÌ¡e traditional
celebration of Christrs bírth in tjre Catholic mass. In
celebrating one of tÌ¡e most significant events through which

Christians establish an eternal rapport with God and Christ,
BIy once again renders the passage of time illusory:

Àt midnight the priest walks down one or two steps,
flnds the infant Christ, and puts him into the
cradle beneath the a1tar, where the horses and
the sheep have been waiting.

(p.73)

Christrs birth becomes the eentral momenÈ in divine eternity
and perfect totality. ft is a moment, moreover, that marks

the transformation of spirit into matter. the priest moves

in a miraculous sphere which Bly represents wíth the tchrÍst¡nas
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pine, who is the one inside us, green both summer and

wLnterri and with rthe angel on the right of St. l{ichaelrs
altar.t These two inages precipltate toward the eternaL

and also contradict the notion of duration by virtue of

their transformative nature. The angel, of course, repre-

senÈs the eoalescence of spirit and matter, while the pine

represents the soul residing "inside; the body, tJ¡at which

never perishes, remaining 'green" always.

But while the birth of Chrlst is an instant of
metanorphosis that affirms life, it gives way to one which

affirms death: the crucifixion.

Just after midnight, he ¿rthe priestZ turns to
face us, lifts up the dry wafer, and breaks it--
a clear and terrifying sound. He holds up the
two halves o . . frightening . . . for like so
many acts, it is permanent. WÍth his arms
spread, the eross clear on his white chasuble,
he tells us that Christ intended to leave his
body behínd . . . it iE confusing

(p. 77 , BIyrs ellipses)

christrs death is also an instant detached from the frux of
time. Slnnbollzed by the breaking of the wafer (Christrs

body) r the death of Christ suggests the fragility of the

l^.uman as opposed to the strength and Lmmutability of the

dlvine. The wafer, emall as it is, breaks with ¡a clear and

terrifyÍngi cosmic inmensity. Às the most tpermanent' of
al't --!ã ¡- 

^t--.!-!!-- 
ÀL^-l---- ÃL-J-rl- --! tt^5 

-- -^! Et 
-^aÅÅ acEs ¡n unrraeaan ureology, ChrisÈts wtJ.J.e€i saerttlee

imbues "so many actsx with religious significanee. Yet for
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BIy, Christts intention 'to leave his body behindi Ís "con-

fusing.i Yghy? The reason is framed by the two references

to Blyrs dead brother aÈ Èhe prose poemrs outset and conclu-

eLon: the first reference is explicit--"My brother, who had

been killed six months before, was a.bsent"--and the second is
disguised by means of transformation--xÀ large man Ís flying
over tJ¡e water with wings spread, a wound on his chest. n

Like Christ, Bly's broÈher is present by vÍrtue of his

absence.

In Thg llorning Gloryr Bly does continue his attacks on

t}¡e hard-hearted masculinity of American religion and politics.
This is evident in the implied condemnation of the 'cerman

priest' in the afo¡rementÍoned prose poem, and even more evident in
nÀ Poem about Tennesseerr (pp. 32-33). In this prose poe¡n,

we onee again meet one of Blyrs favorite political targets,
Andrew Jackson, who rsLept a good sleep, his dream of the

Presídency bordered by women proud of him. . . .t Here,

amid descriptions of wild Tennessee swampland, BIy's political
concerns and moral outrage over A¡r¡eríean history return. !{e

are not allowed to forget, amid the beauty of trReeLfoot L¡ker

Green Island Cutoffr' Jacksonrs "murder of a race as a prudent

policyi (lalking, p. 106). Thus, in t}re ilndian villages
nearby, tears fill the sockets of the Indian grandmothers'

as they look upon their grandsons, the grandfathers of whom

were kllted by 'the flint-gun hung like Calvfn over tl¡e fire-
place. r
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Here, again, Bly contrasts the masculine, life-denying
consciousness that 6ees Indians and blacks as inferior beings,

with the feminine, life-giving consciousness, represented

by t-he many water images, but especially by the tears of
the Indian grandmothers. In the rexiled Mississippi waterrn
nsome dead fish float by like neglected wives.n This image

suggests the 'neglected" and "exiled' feminine aspect of
consciousness. Death images, like this one, aboundi some

of them are quite grotesgüêr and along with the repeated

rcferences to things "lonesome" or 'lone1yrn they suggest

the troubled history of this region of the Mississippi where
nso many black bodies have floated home.o ThÍs accounts for
Blyrs repeated description of the water as 'heavy": ,How

hearry the water is . . . wê are alL here in the heavy h¡aters.i

The waterrs heaviness embodies the grief and guilt Bly feeLs for
those who have suffered the consequences of the Calvinistfs
f lint-gun¡ the itired hromen, n the "many ftnaiatl husbands

wÍth English names. n But despite his dfsdain of the Calvinist
righteousness that was responsible for the deaths and grief
of so many, the beauty of the lake (the 'Iily padsr" the
ñcardinals in the bushes like red nunsrilthe setting sunro

"cypress knees bre,rthing') and the presenÉ,e of other tmen who

do carer'BIy feeLe grateful to be where he is3 trI shall
give thanks in Tennesseel r'

The beauty of the place is closely linked wlth death,
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and brings to mind stevenst pithy aphorism: 'Deatjr is the

motÌ¡er of beauty,r rn fact, in this prose poem death and

beauty undergo mutual transformation, especÍalry in the first
paragraph. Bry notices first that there are some nlily padsn

that trise above the water, like hands held up to receive.'
rn the next sentence, a irotted carcass . . . on the shorerl

undergoes a series of transformations because of its uneertain
aPpearances 'maybe a buffalo fishr or a pig or an immense

beaver¡ now it Ís a rot,ted glove, wÍtå the hand stirr ínside."
The Iily pad has become a dismembered hand, anticipating the
image of 'black bodiesi that comes later in the prose poem.

These bodles are the oremindersi that the metamorphosing

carcass is rsending out., They are ñreminderSr" too, of
the European heritage of the American pioneers which Ís
hidden ln the prose ¡roemrs fínal image: "we eome in, the
shadows in Rembrandt, the black and whlte tiles on the floor,
the map above on the wall.n The syntax of this run-on

sentence wonderfully collapses history, something which we

have seen Bly do repeatedly in earrier work. Here, however,

the cornpression of time is even more acute. The overhanging

eypresses, by neans of appositÍon, become tthe ehadows in
Rembrandt.r (rtre compressi,.,n is enhanced by the fa+t that
Bly does not say 'Ln fal Re¡nbrandti painting. ) ÀIso in
apposition, the image of ,the black and white tiles on the
floor" is at, once part of the ímagined paintingts contenÈ and
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a syrnbol for the conflict between the racea in the

American soutjr. The final image, ,the nap above on the

wall" (it, too, apparently in distant apposition with
tcypressest) fuses past with present as the final
rreminder" of the place of origins of those who stole
the water from the rndianss r rwater that ís ours, r the
Indians saíd.'

These polemical poems are more the exceptíon than

the rule Ín The l{orning 919.. Most of the prose poems

are works of magic, alchemical hyrnns of hyperbole that
celebrate the physical. Bry sees everything in a stupor
of excitement, like a chiLd. Às with Rímbaudfs rrrumina-
tions, Blyrs prose poems are often designed to express

brief flashes of ner{ sensations, each of which takes place

only once, and of what those sensations evoker êE the

unconscious passes inÈo it. The reeording of these

senaatÍons in The Morning Grorv is tike the proceas of
nconvalescence" which Bauderaire associated with the

vision of childhood. There are several poems in the
book in whieh Bly evokes the world of the chitd:
'uy Three-Year-O1d-Daughter BrÍngs Ìte A Gif È,,, .'climb-

ing up lilount Vision with I,ty Litt:.e Boy, n and
¡Àugust Rain,n These poem6 are convalescent exercises in the
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aense that they relÍeve the poet from the burden of time,
history, and the atrocities of the everyday world. In

'C1imbing up Mount Vislonr' BIy turns the prose poem into a

fairy tale with a happy ending, and captures the innocence

of a small chiLdrs mind that can be so refreshing:

The land on top is bare, eweeping, forbidding--so
unlike a little boyts mind. f asked him what he
liked best about the whole walk. He said it was
Bethany (an eight-year-oId friend of Maryts)
goLng peepee in her pants while hidíng.

(p.441

The childts nind is rich and complex, not ibare"; painfurly
exactíng, not "sweeping'; inviting and curious, not rforbid-

dÍng. " Ànd these are the qualities that, in generar, charac-

terize the prose poems in The Morninq Glory. Their penchant

for detail, of course, is their most ehÍId-Iike eharaeteråstic.
lloreover, in their rendering the world a plenum of contÍnuous

movement and infinite activity, the prose poems of this book

reflect the chiLdts sinuous and expansive irnagination.

The childrs vision of the world ís best approximated,

perhaps, in rÀugust Rain" (pp. 69-70). The prose poem

describes a cloudburst tÀfter a month and a hatf without
rain.' Bly is sitting on the porch watching ,Ìre rain faII.
The many tiny events going on around him--rbubbles slide
toward the puddle edge, become crowded and disappearn--are
better expressed in a prose poem than in a tlivedr poem
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beeause rIn the rolling rhythms of a flivedtJ poem it is
difficult to put in these rinsignificant detailsfi (talkinq
p. 193). In commenting further on the appropriateness of
the prose poe¡n as a medium for recording such an experience,

BIy has remarked: 'I was astounded at how many aeparate

events were takÍng place only once. Each needed to be given

Epace in the poem separately, and I was glad for the prose

poem form" (Talki nct , p. 115).

The many separate events of the rainstorm provide apt

accompaniment for the poetrs assoeiative ruminations:

The older $¡e get the more we fait, but the more we
fail the more we feel a part of the dead straw of
the universe, the corners of barns with cowdung
twenty years old, the chairs fallen back on their
heads in deserted houses, the belts left hanging
over the chairback after the bachelor has died
in the ambulance on the way to the city.

(p.70)

The rain and its steady rhythm are a kind of baptism that
reatores in Bly the convalescent vísion of childhood: 'I
feel triumphant, wÍthout need of money, far from the grave."

But though he feels "far from the graver' BÌy refuses to
ignore hís mortalíty, for through Ít he becomes one with
tthe dead straw of the universe.' Here identification and

non-identification, the tlt and the inot Ir' are synthesized,

and BIy is hunbly and humourously transfigured into the

anonymous: 'cowdung trrenty years old.r Human lives and their
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failures are determined largely by natural processes, by the

anonymous. Thus Bly completely strips hímself of the ,In

and passes over into the "u6r" the pronoun that governs the

book, which in turn governs and is governed by the things

of the universe¡

These objects belong to us¡ they ride us as the child
holding on to the dogrs fur, these appear in our
dreams, they are more and more near us, coming in
slowly from the wainscotting, they make our trunks
heavy, accumulating between trips, they lie against
the ehiprs side, and will nudge the hole open that
lets the water in at last.

(p.70)

Here is what Lawrence called the ilivLng wholeness'27 of
mortality. Stripped of the ego, the poet recognizes this
wholeness everlnvhere--in aE many anon)mous objects as there

are anonymous raindrops.

l{e can see this and almost every other prose poem in
The Morninq Glory as a modern variation of the tRomantic

Momenti Ln whieh we 'see into the life of things.i t{.H.

Àbrams argues that the imodern Moment, " as an echo of the
trRomantic Moment, ¡ 'is frequently connected with the concept

of freshness of sensation, as v¡ell as utitJr the discovery of
the charismatic virtue of a trivial object or event, and it
is expounded both in secular and in religious frames of
referenc".n29 The ltorning glg,, then, is a collection of
rmodern' moments against a background of Romantic
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conseiousness Ín which ¡an ordinary object or event euddenry

blazes into revelatiorr.n30 As a.form, the proee poem

manages to avoid the ee!.f-"orrjiorrlness which so dieturbed
the Romantics. rt is a simpre, unassumlng, unpretentious
form, the syntax and tone of which are casual and suggest,

direct and spontaneous honesty in dealing with the objeet
at hand. Bly, rike ponge, refuses to exploit the objects
that captivate his attention; he rhas eonfidence that things
are fruitful and unlike the rrnagists and objectivists,
nourishing, not hostLle, not emptied of spirít, noÈ inferior,
not unrealr (tTt¡o stagesrn l0?). Lacking usual conjunctions
and relative pronouns, Blyrs prose poens refrect this
iconfÍdeneeo in the object¡ theÍr ranguage eparkres with
the essentialr yet by means of rapid association and

astonÍshÍng metaphor Bty orefreshes sensation.r His objeet,s
become all the more 'nourishing, as they are transformed
from essenee to guintessence. By transforming the nwird

things of the unÍverse' (p. 7Ll t BIy once more echoes the
PoetÍc utterances of orpheus who caueed tlre trees the¡nselves
to attend hie song.
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rr. This Bodv Ls ltade of Camphor and Gopherwood

the Þ9qy +s the firet proselyte the Soul makes.our ll.fe is but the soul madé known by its fruits,the body, The whole duty of man may Ëe expressedÍn one line--Make to youiself a perlect boãy

--lhoreau
But first the notion thaÈ man hae a body distinctfrom his eoul is to be expunged....

--Blake

The prose poem'of This Body rs Made of camphor and

Gophe¡:vood3l ."" not studLes of obJects or seenes or events
the way the prose poems of The Morninq Grory are. Àrthough
there is a good deal of description in Èhe book, that
descrlption remains, as it dtd in silence in the snovly

Fie.lds, subordinate to emotional issuee and meditations.
The faniliar eubjects of dreams, waking from sleep, and

conununion wfth Nature abound here, but they are subjects
ancillary to the poetrs celebration of the flesh. Thls
preoccupaÈion with the body is argo a recurring subject in
Blyts poetry, but in This Body it becomes a book-rengÈtr,

piece-by-piece fascinatiorr.32 Bly expresaes this fascÍnation,
once agaLn, in transformational imagery that captures the
myriad transformations the body nakes ln its gestures toward
the reeponses to the impurses of Nature, and this part of the
:hapter wilr devote itsetf to studying the nature of those
gestures and responses.

Ilhen Bly uses the term rbodyr here, we bhould reme¡uber

from our eoRsiderat,ion of Liqht that he does not mean to
distinguish flesh fron spirit; for Bry flesh and spirit are
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both aspects of the same celluLar intelligenee that inheres
in life itserf. Moreover, he does not accept the christian
víew of flesh and spírit as being diametrically opposed, or of
the spirit as that which has descended via grace and which
must struggle to escape from its sin-ridden prison. The

body for BIy is not, moreover, distinct from mind; it is,
rather, that Dionysian vessel which contains arr the organs,
onry one of which is the mind, the organ through which

consciousness is filtered. The body, furthermore, is in a

constant state of becoming, or transformation. rts very
exisÈence, in fact, is the rresultr of transformation; is
transformatÍon itserf. Àrways Ln an rin-between stage r--
in between birth and death--the body is forever in a process

that appears to have an end, but whích is actuarry part of
an endless eosmie proeess: life out of death out of life.
The body in its transformations is, ultimately, a manifesta-
tion of the mysterious nature of this cosmic process, mediated
through the downward path of the sensestoward that which is
indirectry related to this mystery: the unconscious.

It Ls through the body (the senses) that we know the
world, and ín This .Body, BLy presents the bodyrs transforma-
tions ?.s it vacillaÈes between the two emotional prres of
grief and ecstasy. The body is the source of ecstasy--nfor
two days t fthe poetJ gathered ecstasies from my own body,'
(p. 47)--and also of depression: the body tis a brílliant
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being, locked in the prison of human dulLness" (p. 23). In
either case, Bly endo¡s the body with a latent will, since
iit offers to carry us for nothing--as the ocean carries
logs--so on some days the body wairs wíth its great energy,

it smashes up t}e boulders, lifting small crabs, that fLow

around the sides" (p. 19). Bursting with great energy, the
body is an tocean' unto itserf, containing the innumerabre

forms of lífe an ocean contains; and, al.so like the ocean,

the body performs its funetÍon iwith no sentimentality, only
the ruthress body performing its magic, transforminq each of
our conversations into energy, changing our scholarly labors
over white-haired books into certainty and healing power,

and our cruelties into an o1d man with missing fingersh
(p. 29, italics mine). lvhether it Ís being cruer or heal.ing,
the body is eontinuously otransformingn itseLf. The body,

in other words, is all things: "the body is the great poemri

as Stevens says, and contains the universe.
Blyts version of this universe-in-the-body is infinitely

varied. The body is

the wind that carries the henhouse down the road
dancíng, and an Ínstant Later tift,s all four wallsapart. It .{s the horny thumbnail of the retiredrailway barcn, over which hís chÍLdren skate
on Sunday, it is the forehead bone that does notr9t, the woman- priestrs hair stÍll fresh among
Shang ritual things. . . .

(p. 5l)
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It is a young hawk sitting on a tree by the
trtl.ssissLÞplr-in early "príng, U"iõr" any green
has appeäieèt on the ãarf¡ uéneait . 

-

(P. 59 )

The body, for BIy, ís both witness to and part of the
phenomena of Nature. rn its intimate aesociations with
other phenomena and their consciousness, the body discovers

'other worlds" (!itews, p. 9). For example, in .The Origin
of the Praiee of Godrr a prose poe¡n which is dedicated to
Lewis Thomas and his The Lí_vgs o:E a cerr., Bly discovers

. . . the uragnetíe fields of other bodies, andevery smell we take in the co¡ununitÍes of protozoa
see, and a being leaps up toward it, as a horse
rears at the starting gate. I{hen we come near
each other, rre are drawn down into the sweetestpools of slowl_y circling energies, slowly circlÍngsmells. Ànd ttre protozoa knor¡ there are odours
the shapagf oranges, of tornadoes, of octopuses. o ¿fellipsis mine.,Z. The eound that pours
fron the finger tl.ps awakens clouds of cells farfnside the body, and beings unknown to ue startgu! Ln a pllgrirnage to their Saviour, to theirholy place. Their holy place iE a small black
Btone, that they re¡¡ember from protozoic tÍmes,
when it was rolled anay from a door . . . êndit was after that they found their friends, who
helped them to dlgeet- t*¡e hard grains of tirisworld. . o . The cLoud of cells awakens,intensLfÍee, svrarms . . . tìe cells dance inside
beame of sunlight so thin we eannot eee them. . . .
To them each ray is a vast palace, with thousandsof roome fsty I s- elli: ,aes]

(pp.35-36)

rn lhe Liveg of g S!l, Thomas demonstrates that the energy

organizing the tinLest portLons of our being has lntelligence,
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foresight, and nemory. rn his proae poe¡n for Thomas, Bly
Bees lnfinlty not Ln a grain of sand, but in the almost
I'nvislble 'cloud of cellsr that definesr on the most basic,
yet most complex, sacred, and niraeulous Level, our humanity.

1o Bly our humanity--ttre smarreet particle of ft--ls holy,
and is that whlch constitutes .The origin of The praÍse of
God. r

rn thls prose poem, and throughout rhis Body in generar,
Bly presents all matter as lntelligent and as having a

dispositíon torard the psychorogical. Echoing Boehme once

again, Bly disdains 'the sleeping nan ¿rwhoJ Ls all withdrawn
into himselfr (p. lZ) and who refuses to grant matter
consciousness. rn this sense, BLyrs coneeption of Nature
is not unlike the hylozoism espoused by sueh notable thinkers
and phtlosophers ae ÍIiltiam James, F.e.s. schiller, F.w.G.

von Schelling, G.J. Fechner, Josiah Royce, and, going back

through rtalian and Gernan Renaissance phlrosophers,
Paraceleus, cir$rarno cardano, Bernadino Te!.esio, Giordano

Bruno and Tomaso campanella, to Thares, ÀnaxÍmenes, Enpedocres

and Plotinus. such contemporary figures as A.N. Ifhitehead,
samuer Àlexander, charlee Hartshorne and pierre TeÍlhard de

chardin are among those who also br lLeve that matter has an

inner or psychologLcal beÍng. Bry would also Lnclude in
thls llet Boehme, hLe epir!.tuar father, who rfounded bis
theology on the Ldea that there Ís a conscl.ousness ineide
nature' (Iewsr p. 9). rn additf.on, aa riterary exampres of
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of this etrea¡¡ of belief, Bly offers the poetry of !{ords-
worth, Blake, tråtderlin, Goethe, Novalis, Keats, Smart,

Thoreau, Rilke, Lawrence, Lorca, Jimenez, Machado, and

Neruda (EEg, pp. 79-20Tr. For Èheee (predominantry Romantic)

poetsr âÉ for Bly, natter is, Ln opposition to plato or
Berkerey, tntrinsicarry active, not essentiarry r.nert or
passJ.ve. Thus it ie through hylozoism that Bly recovers the
profound natural energy fnon which man has been dÍsconnected.

Bry senses thig energy inside the smallest snærflake,
which he berieves has a life of its onn of which lt ie
conscious:

Thg light eettles down in front of eact¡ snowflake,
and the dark riees up behind it,
and inside its own eenter it livee!

('walking to tÌ¡e Next Farmrnp. 32')

Each anowflake, like eaeh celr in the body, is part of what

A.N. l{hitehead would calr a rstructured eoci.tyr'33 a eelf-
eustaining system whose existence is Íts ¡eason for existence.
rf we consl.der Èhig in gnostl.c terms, what B!.y uses when he

looke at the snowflake in such a contemplative sÈate Ís its
'aura.; ¡In the aura what is knor¡n knows tbe knower, what

Ls Been Beeg the seer....t34 Bly eees, Eoreover, an

lnt,inate correspondence betreen the retructured society, of
anowfÌakes and the ¡structured gociety, of the bodyre ce1ls,
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and so the descrlption of one socLety is an echo of the other:

(p. 35 )

!{alking t}rrough a fierd of rpowerfur snow energy' then, Bly
experiences a kl.nd of rebLrth, .as if a new body were rising,
with tremendous snirrs Ln its flow' (p. 3l). Líke Josiah
Royce, Bly does not regard tt¡e psychic exLstence of inorganic
bodÍes as being inferior to that of human beings or animals.
Royce vÍewed the dífference nainly as one of speed, and

argued that the 'fluent' nature of the inner lffe of inorganic
'structured soeíeties" tends to go unnoticed because of its
'very vast slosness.t35 This srowness, Royce insisted, does

not indicate ta lower type of eonseiousness.r36 Recognizing
this, Bly wrLtee:

Tþ. "y"light tayg ltseff down before the protozoa,ù: ligft opens itself out bet¡ind ir,
and Lnside its own energy it lives t

Then what is asked of us? To etop sacrlficing oneenergy for another. They are not differentenergies anyÌray, not ,male, or ifemaler, butwhLrls of different speeds as they r.*rólv.. Ítemust learn to worship both, and give up tÌ¡e idea
-of one god. . . . I taste the snów lyiitg on abranch. It tastes Blow. ft ís as siow-as thewhirr in the bourder tyi.ng beneath the ríverbed. . . . Its ewirls take nine thousa¡¡d years toconplete, but they too pull do¡n the büffatoekin boate Lnto thelr abysses, many souls ¡vithhair go down.

(pp. 31-32, Bly's ellipses)
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Male-feurale; stone-enor¡¡ the energy whirling in each

Ls different in degree, not kind. Female energy Ls not
subordinate to nale¡ human energy Ís not euperior to snow

energy, or to atone energy. organic and inorganic bodies
must not be regarded as belonging to two separate worlds.
There is constant interaction betrreen them, They are com-

posed of sLmilar ingredients and acted on by similar forces.
rf this were all there was to say, however, Bly would sfunply
be beggining his own question, ¡what is asked of us?" !{e

could object to this view of matter and argue that, unrike
aninals and prants, obJects like boulders are llfeless and

static and rigid, lacking any spontaneity. But this is merery
to apply a bias based on Àristotelian theory, subsumed by the
materialist scÍentists of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, that matter is inherently and absolutely passive.
For Blyr thie notion, whetJrer in its ancient or modern form,
is simply untenabre. A boulder for hirn is by no means devoid
of inner impurses. Humans treat boulders as inanimate,
Schiller argues ín hls Studies Ín Humanism, because of 'rtheir
immense spiritual remoteness from üsr"37 and because of 'our
lnability to understand them.'38 Àrthough schilLer contends
that a stone does not tapprehend us as spiritual beingsrn39
he insists that it ¡is aware of us and affected by us on the
plane on which lts existence is paesed."40 rts rråwarenessf

can apparently be shown by being hard and heavy and colored
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and space-filling, and so forth. And all tjrese things the
stone Ls and recognizes r.n ott¡er bodies.r4l Nov, a stone,
schiller contínues, does not Lndeed "kno,r or earei whether
a hr¡nan being gets hurt by it; it simply plays iits part and

responds accordlng to the measure of its capacity.r42 Thus

Ln rlvalking to the Next Farmri Bryrs boulder "respondsn by

pulling down ithe buffalo skin boats into their abysses."
À11 natter for Bry, therefore, exhibits wilr in the

forur of energy (.whirls of dífferent speedsi). yet Bly is
not content nerely to celebrate naturar energyr or to glorify
it for Íts own sake. Àbsorbed by his imagination, the energy

that takes him throuoh nature to other worrds is that which

arlows him to telescope time and space as he has done so

often:

As Èhe tibetan exhales, ftfty pale men melt backinto the ground. HunE fade Ëaèf into the forest
around Vienna, the doctor 1eaps up from his desk,he curses the stupidity of hiê liie, grinds histeeth. Lenfn refuses to eat with oltrãrs. The
carrÍage goes on through the night.

(p. 31)

Natural energy releases materLal from the unconscious where

time p;:st is eontained in tine present. 'Tibetansr" ,Huns"

and 'LenLn' co-exLst as the imaginatr.on travels through
ti¡ne like a 'carriage fthatJ goes on Èhrough the night."

rn Ehis Body BLy celebrates the most connon yet most

mLraculous nanifestation of thfs energy fn the lqtinneEota
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landscape: snow. I{e remenber from Blyrs earlíer poems

tÌ¡at snolr, like the body, carried with it both positive and

negative assoeiations. rt couÌd stand for the pleasure of
eoritude and protective privacy r âe r-n rThree Kinds of
Pleasuresñ (gilence, p. ll). on the other hand, it could
slgnify the cord, impersonal, rife-in-death existence of
busLness executf.ves, as Ln rÎhe Executivers Deathr (¡,iqht,
p. 3). rn the prose poems of Thls Body, gnow is described
most often in a tone which emphasizes its mysterious, and

sometimes portentous, eilence:

It makes the sound the porgies hear near the
ocean floor, the sound the racer hears beforehi? death, the sound that tlfts the buoyant
swimrer ln the channel.

("Snow Falling on Snowrr p. {9)

DespJ-te Lts siLence, tj¡e snow contains enormous powers of
transformatLon: for exampler âs the snow keeps falling,
rfour pigeon-grass heads' become iheron legs ln white
norning fog" (p. 49). Ànd in isnowed Inr (pp. 55-56), when

electricaÌ pærer has been knocked out by a three-day storm,
Bly pereeivee a powerful connection betrreen a plant in
blossom in hfs y'ritlng shaek and the snow awirling by outside
rat forty miles an hour." Baeh 'structural eociety' is a

tender consciousnesa that shares a conmon purposer or purpose-
.l 

^-^-^-- --! !L rL - - LL.fr;Ër:r¡¡sE Þ, w¡E;I¡ É¡¡e! oEner3
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So there are tso tendernesaes looking at eachother, two oeeans living at a level óf instl.nctsurer than mine . . . yet Ln them both there isthe sane reeeivíng, the 1onging to be blown, tobe ehaken, to eircle slowly upwardr or sl.nk down
toward roots . . . oDê colä, ðne wårm, but neither
wants to- go up geometrically floor after floor,
even to hold up, a wild-haired roof, with copperdragons, through whose tough nose rain watel-will
POUf...

(p. 55, Blyts ellipses)

These 'two tendernesseg' express the precise relation-
ship between the two realme of being--between the inner,
unconscious life and the conscious, external worÌd--separated
here only by a pane of glass which acts as a kind of mediator
betrpeen the plant (ttre unconscious) and the snow (the world) .

The dynarnlsm of the two--the reaching plant, the farling
snor¡--suggests an Lnetinctive relationship between the two.

As Ln ñSix !{inter privaey poems" (Sleepergr pp. 3-4) r and

ttte robjectr poems of The Morninq Grory, the snow and the
blossoms of 'snowed, rni are naturar exampres of wu-wei
(non-striving). And when that gentre energy carries over
into the hr¡nan realm, ttwo tendernegses' merge in tÌ¡e
physical act of love:

A man and woman eit guietly near each other. In
the snowstorn mtllt¡ns of years come close behind
üer nothing ls lost, nothlng rejected, our bodies
are-equal to the anow Ln energy. The body Ls
ready to^ eing all nlght, and be entered by what-
ever wLshee to enter the human body singiãg. - . .

(p. 56, Blyrs ellipsls)
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But when the connection between ttwo tendernessesi is
gevered or blocked in the hunan realm, not only does the
body become depressed and sexuàrly frustrated or rknoÈtedri

as Bry puts lt, but the soul shrinks, for the sour is the
body:

9lhen the sperm wanÈs to move and does not, thenit ls as tf the earth were not made for me at all,
and I cannot, walk with the ericket voyaging overhis Gobi of wood chips; he is too freã ñor-me. Ihear a howling in thã air,

Ànd what ttre soul offers¡ wê never see clearly,
though lpears fly through i,he air, crossing aboleour heads . . . and the naked old nan walk" Uy theecstatically grieving sea, by the tumbling waters. . . . And how can the soul waLk without Íts
body?- I{hen Lts own seed stops the whee1, then thebody lets nothing through itË pores, it Íongs togroan and stretch out, to walk in procession
shaking the eistrum, to disappcar into the fog
' å"å it i" knotted. The sun hunches over andwalks wlth lts eyeg on the ground, tåe moon hardens,it will not pass away, it rõfuses to become theeickle, but it holds-up its face at the window. . . . The water goes back disappointed to theroot, the house of stieke fallsr-we stand alone
on the plain. . . .

('Ì{hen the }Íheel Does Not Move, "
P.45)

I{hen the life force is blocked, the soul becomes dessicated,
becomes a ÉGobir of lts own, and the poet truly is ilocked

in the prison of human dullnesst .p. 231. Thus even a
erieket, whieh apparently is Bryrs favorite insect as a
signaller of emotLonal states, is ,too free" for hÍm.

Àlienation eets ini tìe poet labors under an existentiar
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despair: tít Ís as tf the earth were not made for me at all. i
EventE Ln the naturar worrd eorrespond with the ínner exper-
ience of dessÍcation. rThe sun hunches overrn 'the
Doon hardeneri and iThe water goes back disappointed to the
root.' The last of these images, and that of the 'house of
sticks" collapsingr are graphic representations of frustrated
eexual desire and detumescence. The final image--ir,re stand

alone on the ptain'--crystatlizes the angst of the existential
situation of standing outside (ex sistere) experience, severed

frorn the life principle within and without.
iFinding the Fatheri (p. 19) describes the severed

connection between the ntwo tendernesses" of father and child
(presumably a son):

Someone knocks on the door, we do not have time todress. He wants us to come with him through theblowing and rainy streets, to the dark house. Wewill go tåere, the body says, and there find thefather whom we have never met, who wandered in a
snowstorm the night we were born, who then lostttl:_Bemory, and has lived since longing for hischild, whom he saw only once . . . wtrite he worked
as a shoemaker, as a cattle herder in Australia,
as a restaurant cook who painted at night. lJhenyou light the lanrp you will see him. lte sits
there behind the door . . . the eyebrows so heav¡¿,the forehead so light . . . lonely in his whole
body, waiting for you.

rt is the 'body' which follows the anon]¡mous gulde to the
reunlon witl¡ the father ,we have never metii i.e.,,the father
of epirLÈual consciousness, of non-rationality, whon BÌy
believes was destroyed by the rndustríar Revolution (News,
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p. 33). We feel the lonely, 'hearry" grief of the fatÌ¡er in
the sonorous closed vowels ttrat popuJ.ate the passâ9êr in the

plodding rhythms created by a surprus of commas, and especiarly

Ln the pair of ellipses which bring the piece to a slow cLose.

Yet, as in the poems of L-ightr there is an ecetatic energy

that is the by-product, of the bodyrs grief; the energy wait-
ing to be tapped and ¡rhich is contained ín the finaL phrase

set off by a coEna, ,waiting for you. "

Human energy, the energy of the body, is most concentrat-

ed in the uneonscious, aceording to Bly, and manifests itself
Ln dreams and their transliteration into art. l{e tend to
associate creatLve energy sole1y with the nind, but Blyrs
eoncept of the unconscious as tthe underneath-ocean-darkness

path" that the body follows in its physical transforma-

tions suggests a larger source for that energy. ElizabeÈh

Sewell renrinds uE that to divide body from mind is to under-

estimate tthe bodyre forms of thought and knor.rledg".'43 she

points out that, rfor the livlng individual, t}re body Ís the

oríginal generator of forms r;44 and that the ibody mates with
forms no less than the nind does.'45 This is why we say:

the legs of a chair, the arms or face of the cIock, a chest

of draweïs, eteetera. The body partakes in tÌ¡e gêe':urê of
narning, and so we apprehend the particulars of experience as

an integrated rbodyt of detalls. This iE not to say that re
are all nareissl.Bts, perceivlng the world only as a reflection
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of ourselves¡ tather, lt is to suggeet that we apprehend the

worldrs tbody Lnagesrr and the best way to express those
rbody imagesrr Bly feels, is through the prose poens

We see many poems in magazines today with a sort
of lnental physical wor1d. Such poems contain
'f 1õçãñ"-'Lr"a"rt ipeopler' .cirildren' . . .but the body doesnrt aetually perceive in that
¡¡ay. The body never aees 'chlldren playing' in
a playground. The body 6ees first one child wiÈh
a blue câp, then it sees a child with a snowsuit
. . . the body sees detail after detail. Àn
inetant later the mind enters and says¡ 'That ischildren playing. "

(Talking, p. 115, BIy I s
ellfpses)

The body, moreover, does not translate form iinÈo picturesr¡
but "calls forth from the body a physical response, ftnatJ
is perceived as an image, Íf that ís the right word, by

the body whtch is the eouree of al.I forming activity.'46
This explains Blyts hostility toward Imagism, whieh he

considers merely to be trafficking in pictures, and it
accounts for hie Lnsistence on the 'physicalness of the

image

body.

" (TaIkÍnq r p. 259) as it lB expressed by the enÈire

The central J.rnage of theee prose poems--the book I s very

title--is especiarly physical. It is another iof' phrase

which traneforros BIyre body--the human body in general--into
a ¡acred vessel made from the aroma of ancient camphor

laurel (eanphor çaa used by the ÀlchemLsts as a transfornring
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agent) and gopherwood, which, in Genesis 6:14 is the material

God orders Noah to use to bulld the Ark: "Make thee an ark

of gopher wood.' In transforming the body into an Àrk, Bly

offers J.t up rs the Word made flesh¡ a manifestat,ion of the

divine energy (he does not use the term cod) which governs

the cosmos:

My friend, this body is made of camphor and gopher-
wood. l{here it goesr wê follow, even into the Ark.
ls the light eomes J.n sideways from the west over
damp spring buds and winter trash, the body comes
out hesitatingly, and we are ehaken, we weep, how
ie Ít that we feel no one has ever loved us?

('The Left Handrü p. 15)

The body is a guide we follow¡ and even if Lt does lead us

f.nto the storms of live, and we hesitate to follow, we have

no choice. 9ùe are grounded in the boCy, and in its endless

transfomations it is "calling us into what is possfble.n

The body speaks its own language whichr âs well- as havf.ng

its own internal rgranmarr of cells and organs, as it were,
ihoLds its protective walls around us' (p. 7g') as it
eommunicates with, and trÍes to make Bense out of, the forms

of the external world:

We talk all morning of the confusion of others,
and fn dayllght the car Elldes off the road, I
gJ.ve advice in publlc as if I were adult, that
night Ln a dream I see a policeman hoÌdJ.ng a gun
to the head of a frightened girl, who is blind-
folded, we console each other, and opening a
l{ational Geographic see an o1d woman lying wlth
ner moutlr open. (p. 291
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The quLck leaps and wild associatLons of this rün-on
gentence suggest emotionaÌ energy rather than logical energy.

The rmethodr of this passage--and that of the book as a

whole, with its lack of conjunctions, relative pronouns, and

conventÍonal narrative links--was anticipated by Lawrence in
Phoenix (I) aa rthinking emotionally or passionately, thirù-
Íng and feeLing at the same time.'47 When BIy travels the
runderneath-oeean-darkness path, i as Lawrenee did, he does

not think rationally: and therefore, and there-
fore, and therefore. Instead, the mind makes
curl.ous snoops and cÍrcles. It touches the point
of pain or interest, then sweeps av¡ay again ín a
cyc1e, coíls round and approaches again the point
of pain or Lnterest. There is a curÍous spiral
rhythn, and. the mind approaches again and again
to the point of concern . . . âs fttf stoops to
the quarry, then leaves it without striking,
soars, hovers, turns, swoops, stoops again, still
does not strÍke, yet is nearer, nearer, reels
ahray again, wheels off into the air, even forgets,
quite forgetsr yet again turns, bends, circles
sÌowly, E$roops and stoops again, until at last
there ls the closing in and the cluteh of a
decision or a resolve.4S

If we replace Lawreneers ¡mind' with B1yrs 'bodyrr we

recognize BIyrs style in these prose poems. À particular

'point of pain or interestn provides a springboard for BLyrs

leaps or "swoops" away from rational discourse and othe

organizing mindn (Talklng, p. L18). rn faet, B)_yts leaps

or "swoops" are so tcuriousr" as Lawrence puts it, that they

render a definite exegesis of many passages virtually
impossible. It seems as tf they demand uruS-tiple exegesis;
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orr perhaps, they demand that every reader be his or her own

exegete. This is not to say that This Body is unintelligible;
the wild flights to iother worlds' may indeed be private,
but they correspond with the ernotional patterns and rhythms

hiding in the darker regf.ons of the readerts body. As with

the extemporaneous poems of Silence, ttre prose poems of This

Body lack ftechnigllê, I not because BLy is Lazy or incompetent,

but because he is intent on expressing originat- (intuitional)
ideas or emotions ratåer than tåose already known and there-

fore obscured by organlzed thought¡ in Lawrencers words,
itherefore, and therefore, and therefore.r In This Body,

"the unconscious and the body move in and break up that ¡nind

organizationñ (Talkíng, p. 118) and replace it with 'a being

inside us whÍch can use . . . unconscious images as foodn

(ralkinq r p. 118). This movement is a movement away from

what Jung calLs ndireeted or logical thinking . o . a think-
ing which adjusts itself to actual conditions, where we . . .

imitate the suecession of objectlvely reaL thingsr so that
the images in our mind follow after each other in the Bame

strictly causal succession as the hÍstorical events outside

our mind. "49

Às individual bodiee that compose a istructured society'
the¡gs1vss, the prose poems of This Body speak to one another

in that inasmueh as eaeh phrase or Bentenee or poelir has its
ovtn 'curious epirat rhythn" and flies its own course, each
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one Ls pulled down by the gravity of its own body to a level
of personal myth where meaning floats Just beneath the

surfaee of each word and each transformation. Thus the body

is not only "made of camphor and gopherruood" (p. 15) , it is
ifood for the thoueand dragons of t,he airo; ifull of the

bales of sleep'; and made of iherbs and gophelaroodn (p. 23l' ¡
rof bone and excl.ted protozoa" (p. 35); rof energ'y eompacted

and whirling" (p. 5l). These r¡etamorphoses are merely the

body¡s awareness of itself in the proeess of ehange, and of
the lndividual prose poemts body extending beyond itself
toward the rsoefety' or sequence as a whole.

Nthough these central and unifyÍng (and sometimes

surreal) images of the book are derived from Christian
sources, the tone of Thig Bodv more strongly echoes Bly rs

'versions' of Kabir and the "bhakti traditÍonn (Xabir, p.

65), which Bees the body as divine and worships iheart-love,

feeling, daneing . . . love of color, of intensity, of
male-female poles, avoidance of conventioni (Kabir, p. 65).

In Thle Body, BIy even addresses the reader as Kabir does,

using the familiar '!ly friend . . . n to introduce an idea

or perhaps an entire poem. fn nGoing Out to Check the Ewesi

(P. 23), Bly begins: "t{y frLend, this bodyri echoÍng Kabirrs

'friend, lf.sten: the God whom I love is inside" (Xabir,

p. 6). In "À Dream of Wt¡at rs Missl.ngi (p. 271 , BIy also
soundg very much like Kabl.r talklng about the rsecret One'
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(xabir, p.

writes:
291 t or the ËGuest' (xabir, p. 35), when he

The drean said that The One Ïûho Sees tÌ¡e t{hole
does not have the senses, but the longing for
the genges. That longing is terrible, and
terrifying--the herd of gazelles running over
the savannah--and intense and divÍne, and I savt
it lying over the dark floor . . . in layers
there. The one who t*¡írrks does not have feeling,
but the longing for feeling--gt.t longing makes
the lines of force at the bottom of Josephrs
well.

(p. 21 , Blyts ellipses)

Juet as KabLr combines "ecstatic Suffsm; with Hindu sobriety
(Kabir, p. 621 ¡ BIy conbines in this poem Kabirrs didactic,
neditative dietlon with the disturbing mysteriousness of

the BiblÍeal parable of Josephrs weIl.

The prose poems of This Bodv mark another epiral in
Blyrs continuing movement toward visionary eestasy. Yet,

paradoxieally, the movement inward does not estrange the

Poet from the world¡ it restores his unconscious ídentity
with it. He sees ín a minute particular--an ant hurrying

'up its mound of dirtr (p. 43)--correspondenee with the

microscopic intelligencestravelling withín himself. thus

the human body and the body of the world--the universe--

are one, and in their naming and re-naning BIy loves and

praises their shared consciousness, lÍke nthe first man who

wrote down this joy clearly, for we cannot remain ln love

with what we cannot name . . ." (p. 59).
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BIy's use of the prose poem in both books is finally
a reaction againet lrhathe sees æ pluralÍEt consciousness

(falking, p.193)--tne refusal to pay attention to detail--
and against the refusal to grant matter consciousness. His

prose poems are contemporåry examples of a stream of poetry

whieh has been traditlonalLy deslgnated as Romantic, but
which BIy refers to as poeÈry of itwofold eonsciousnessn

(News, pp. 79-207). Bly speaks from a position of isolation
Ln a world where men regard Nature as being rrcid of eonscÍous-

nessr âE somethLng which can be manipulated and altered
írrevocably by technology for the sake of nprogrress.' It Ís
here, in celebratÍng tpoems of twofold consciousness'--
Nature I s as well as ¡n¡rn I s--that Bly most crearly echoes the

sentiments of Wordsworth, Coleridge and Keats fn their
unilateral dlsdain for the rationalist phirosophûes that
reduce Nature to an unconscious and therefore exploÍtabre
set of laws, and for the åelder poetsi who consequently

misrepresent rthe vlsible universe.n BIy quotes a lengthy
passage from Slordsworthrs 1815 preface in this regard, and

part of the quotation Ls worth repeating herel

Now, lt is remarkable that, exceptLng the
nocturaal
passage or
the poetry
publicatio
not contain a single-nebt-ñ-age of external
naturei and scarcely presents a familiar one
whích it can be inferred that the eye of the

ReverLe of Lady litinchelsea, and a
two in the Windsor Forest of Pope,
of the peri@ betvreén the

n of Paradiee Lost and the Seasons does
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Poet had been steadily fixed upon his obJect,
much less that hie feelinqs had urqed him to
æF f iFïnTñ'e-ãõffiloFqeñ1Tñõ' l[ñãqT-na-
dõ-n'/îErÏãsì'iñe .-ìFo-vrhãTlT-orvstãEe-ffi õw-
Fe-ffie-of the most -obvious and important phenomena
had sunk, ls evLdent from the style ín which
Dryden has executed a description of llight in
one of his Tragediesr âDd Pope his translation
of the ceLebrated moonlight scene in the I1Íad.
À blind man, Ln the habit of attending accurately
to descriptions easually dropped from the lips
to those around him, rnight easily depict these
appearances with more truth. . . . ff these two
distinguished writers couLd habitually think that
the visible unlverse was of so 1ÍttLe consequence
to a poet, that it was scareely neeessary for
him to cast his eyes upon it, we may be assured
that those passages of the elder poets which
faíthfully and poetically describe the phenomena
of nature, were not at that tlme holden Ín much
estimation, and that there was little accurate
attentfon to those appearances.

(News , pp. IL- 12 )

What f{ordsworth--and therefore Bly--is criticizing here

is not simply the fact that the poet has invariably misre-

presented Nature by not keeping his eye "steadily fÍxed uPon

his objectrr but that nhis feelÍngs }:.ad fnoÇ urged him to

work upon it in the spirit of genuine imagination. " It is

not enough merely to lmitate Nature; the talented poet may

certainly do this but it is the poet who has genius who can

create after the fashion of Nature herself. The relatÍonship

bet*¡een the two r.uch perforce be orqanic.

Earl Wasserman, ln his essay iThe English Romantics:

The Grounds of Knowledgerr has succinctly summarized how

four Romantic poets achieve an organic unity with Nature.

?
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He begins wit¡ lilordsworth who, because he 'derives from the

þignæenth centuryty' *pirieaÌ and aesocLative doctrines,

accomplishes the task by assiníIating "the outer world to
the ruind, to absorb objeet into subject."50 iKeaÈs,

who is Wordsworthrs exaet antlthesis . . . absorbs the seLf

into the essence of ùhe obJect, and therefore he condemned

Wordsworthrs Lnversion of this relat,Lonshfp as the f egotist-
ical sublime. r n5l Sheltey antÍcipates the phenomenological

philosophy of Husserl and hÍs followers by denying any

division whatsoever between subject and objeet, but does so

not because obJects cannot exist independently of conscious-

ness, but because such duaLism is the result of 'the whoLe

falsity of our mortal conditiorr. "52 Coleridge, mueh more of

a phllosopher-th.oJti.i"n than the others, and drawing

heavily on the German philosophy of his day, offered an

extremely sophistieated--and often eonfusing--method of

resolving the subject-obJect paradox. Essentially, Coleridge

reconciles the phenomenal world of objects with the nominal

world of reason by asserting 'f amtr and then developing t,he

trI amrr in the ¡rit is.,"53
AlL four poets desired a dissolution of opposites¡ and

while ggordsworth and Keats opt for the sympathetic power of

the Lmagination to achieve the task, and while Shelley and

Coleridge employ a more active poyrer, theLr dlfferences

ehould not be emphasized, but rather their shared desires,
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desires which are slnilar to those Robert Bly hotds.

Of these four, Bly has more in common v¡it}r Ì{ordstrorth

and Coleridge Ln hie attitude toward tJre natural world. In

1802, Co1erídge wrote, in 'Dejection: An Oderi ¡tÍe receive

but what we give r'54 suggesting that there is within the

hunan being an inlrerent conscioueness of Nature. And Bly,
ln 1979, in explaining how we becone attracted to objects

in Nature, writes:

. . . inside the hr¡man being watching the water-
faIl there is an irurer waterfall, an inner field
of wheat wtth three crobrs over it, an inner
grove of trees. What I arn eaying ie this:
inside the thuman conseiougnessr t.here is a
small bit of 'tree consciousness.r When thatttree consciousnessr Bees a large tree out there,
it joins it, even over miles of air, and the man
feels unLon with the tree. that is the experience
called ¡The Garden of Edenri walking in the
Garden of Eden, knowing that there is, Ln l{ords-
worthfs phrasing, rsomething far more deeply
lnterfused. "

(Et, P. 211)

Both passagea stress a Bense of 'I' and ¡not I.r The

imagination confronts an object and feels tI am ttrat.'
Keats explained it as 'negative capabilítyrr which, from a

Freudian perspective could be eeen aB a denial or abandon-

nent of the ego. From an Eaetern f.erspective, which is as
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we have seen very often the one Bly often assr¡mes, the

denial of the ego Ís essentiaL ln "enlÍghtening" oners

consciousness. OnIy after this has been aehÍeved will the

subjeetts resístance to control feeling from outside dis-
appear. Then the balancing or reeonciling process--of

st¡bject with obJect ín western terms; the more resonant yin
with yang Ln easterh--cotTtes Lnto fuIl effectr not by inten-
tion on the part of the subject, but only as it is seen that
t,he feeLing of being the subject, the ego, is Ítself part of
tbe Btream of experience and does not remain outside it in
a controlltng posture. The subjeet líterally becones an

obJect, or an lnseparable pole or terminal in an electric
subject-object identity.

The prose poem is the most appropriate medium in which

to express this identity, since Lt 'provides a psychic

arena, charged but neutral, where the non-human object can

liver âs well as the perception of it' (News, p. I32). As

well as being "useful for renewing narrative, and for expressing

oomplicated human perceptionsr' the prose poem, in íts
"absence of line and rethical form, ri becomes rthe final
stage of the unpretentious stylei (News, p. 131) after which

Bry has etriven since Silenee in the Snowy E.!}þ.
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CHAPTER SIX: NTHE MYTH OF THE INDIVTDUAL''

Toward A Conclusion

Part of the problern in my attempt to define the

transformatÍonal irnage has been its inherent resistance to
intellectual probing; another problem stems from the many

contradictory defínitions of image whichr Ês a term, is
actualLy still in its f.nfancy.

It was not until well into the eighteenth century that
the term image was applied fn literary criticis*rl pr"tiously
it had been used only to refer to things which were by

definition pietorial--like tapestries, paintings and sculp-

ture.2 t{ordsworÈhrs Prefacg marks one of the first attempts

to define what an image or imagery is, and what it should do.

fn reproaching Pope for having abandoned the imaginative use

of figural diction in favour of a merely decorative allegoriza-
tion, Wordsworth argues that objects really existing and felt
to exist, are imagery, and they nay form the materials ol: a

descriptive poem, where objects are delineated as they are. He

descrl.bes the iappropriate business of poetryr' mo¡eoverr âs

presenting things rnot as they *, but as they appear to the

mind of the poet.'3
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Implicit in WordswortÌ¡rs descriptia¡ is a balance.between

the inner world of the poet (subjectivity) and the outer

world of objects (obJectivity) achieved by an active imagina-

tion. Ànd of course, when we think of balance with regard

to the imagination, ¡te immediately think of Coleridgers

ascribing to tl¡e seeondary imagination the prinary act of

knowing by dissolving the elesrents of perception in order to

recreate them, revealing iteelf in the ibalance or reconcilia-
tion of discordant qualitiesr' including the reconciliatíon
of intellect with emotion, and of thought with object: "the
idearwith the image.'4 RomantÍcism as a whole was engaged

in reuniting the world Descartes and Newton had torn apart.

It sought to re-vitalize a natural world tÌ¡at had been

proclaimed dead and to re-integrate man within that world by

enriching it with a Ëfigural imagination.n5 The structure

of the language gren Lncreasingly figurative (originally a

'figure' wa6 an lmage6) and the image ca¡ne 'to be considered

as the most prominent dimension of ttre ¿fRonanttcJ style.nT

A personal poetry that tended toward the invention of lmages

--rejection of the mirror in favour of the larnp--presented

itself. fmagination was raised to the level of a deitys 'a
r,3petition in the finite mind of the eternal act of creation

of the infinLte I AM.' Images in poens like 'Kubla Khanr n

'The Rime of the Àncient llarlnerr" iResolution and Independ-

encer' rThe Thornrr ¡The Eve of st. Agnesrr tLa Belle Dame
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Sans Þlerciri as well as almost all tlrose ln Blake, display

a growing dissaÈisfaction wlth mere description and a

corresponding reliance on Èhe imagf.natlon to provide subjects

for poetry. Thus ít ls the product of the Lmagination, the

image per gr that contains within it all the tensions of

tÌ¡e dialectic between tåe inagination and the external
wor1d.

Paul de Man, in hÍs ilntentional Structure of the Roman-

tic Imagern argues that "During the long development that
takes plaee l.n the nineteenth century, the poetic inage

remains . . . grounded in the intrinsic ontological primacy

of the natural oblect.'8 Ee suggests that the attempts of
the RomantLc poets and their inherítors to fuse matter and

imagination by sr¡bsumÍng consciousness in tl¡e external world

is really only "nostalgia for ttre object ¿rthaÇ }l.ae become

a nostalgJ.a for an entity fan "unmediated visio J that
could never, by its very nature, become a partfeuLarized

opresenee.o- It is only through the creative or active
imagination, de Man continues, that this rnostalgiar can be

overcome and tlus allow consciouÊness to co-exist with the

world. But, de Man concÌudes, the Rornantics were unable to
achieve euch co-existence, and were rat nost, undemay toward

renewed ineights'10 that were to come wlth challenging the

ontologf.eat prioríey of the senEory objeet. He feels that no

one eince has euccessfully taken up the eause, and confesses
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tÌ¡aÈ tl{e know very little about the kind of images t}rat such

an ¿rinaependentZ J,rnaglnation would produce, except that they

uould have little in co¡mon with what we have come to expect

from familiar netaphorical figures.,ll
The Symbolists, de Man contends, do not represent this

imagination becauee wfth the¡n 'the object nearly vaniEhes under

ttre inpact . . . of wordstl2¡ the obJectrs ontological prior-
ity is not challenged, í.e., balanced by consciouaness, but

rather tt ís dissolved by lt for the sake of'lucid poetic

asarenees. t (fne French Surealists challenged rrealJ.tyr'

but wíth a grab-bag of rationalist teehniques that rere
passed off as spontaneous and therefore 'free.n) On the

other hand, the work of the fmagists represents the eulmina-

tl.on of the movement of the irnage ocloser and cloeer to tÌ¡e

ontological status of the objeetro to tlre point where

consciousnesa is completely debarred from the poemr or is
only adnitted as a gtatic, fragmentary representation of an

alleged 'objectiven reality. In the case of the SyrnboJ.ists,

matter is sÌandered and does not receive the dignÍty it is
due. In the case of the Inragists, consciouaness eras almost

entirely ignored. In the caBe of French SurrealÍem, alÈhough

ft cert,ainly challenges 'the ontologlcal primacy of the ob-

Jectr"both conscl.ousneos and tl¡e natural obJect come under

attaek simply for ùhe cake of attack. In all Èhree caaes

what is laeking is a balance of matter and inagination.
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9litJtout sÌandering matter, a¡rd wlthout deffylng conscious-

ness, Robert Blyts poetry has achieved ttris balance. By

neans of a¡r almost religious devotion to minute particulars

and tÌ¡eir relatl.onship with the feelings and ideas that exist
in his unconscious, Bly has tried to restore poetry to a state

of balance he claims it has lacked since ancient times (ff¡e

Seventiee I ,41 .

The vehicle witÌ¡ which BIy has often achieved this
balance is the transformational imagei an image which enbodies

the lneight PauI de llan BayE the RomanticE were tunder:vray

towards'¡ an image which draws energy from the inner and outer

worlds si¡nultaneously, yet respects Èhe independence of eaeh;

an image which has tyto mutually independent faces which cannot

--and therefore ghould not--be bisected by the intellect; an

image, finalry, whieh ¡is not a product of interlect, except in
ao far as Lntellect is involved in that creative operation of

the whole mind which is Imagination; rLntellectr as such merely

contaminates it, attenpting to explicate . . . what J.s, though

finiÈe, inexplicable, simply because of the way the human

¡nind works.'13

As a nore complete versiân of the romantic image, t'tten,

the tra¡rsformational irnage contafns within it tÌ¡e "myth of

the indivÍdual' which is the product of what Geoffrey Hartman

has called 'two fmomentsf of the poetic imaginat,ion: Lntense

matter of fact or . . . passionate fiction.nl4 Both cannot
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exfst sinultaneously, ibut tend toward a third moment, as

toward an ideal, when the creative will of man is either
spontaneous or suspended.'15 As we have Been, the transfo:rma-

tLonar image, by fusing rfacti and rfict!.onr " resolves this
paradox and enrbodies a tthird moment, ! and by nobr Ìre are

faniliar witl¡ Blyrs descrLption of this idear in terms of the
fmager 'lloving with its own immense energy, it f*" psychy'

becomes equar to the world. rnstead of depending on the outer
world for support, it begins to create a thlrd world, neither
rphysfcal! nor linnert" (Talkingr p. 259).

Bryrs rspontaneityn--as evidenced in the extemporaneous

poems of gilenee--or his suspension of creative will--as
seen in many of his prose poems--stands as an outgrou¡th of
the Romantic impuLse, particutarly of the originality,
spontaneity and sincerity Wordsworth advocated Ín his Preface

to Lvrical Barrads. Blyrs poems, therefore, constitute a re-
discovery of a mode of intuitive communication that subordinates

rational discourse to a nodifying imagination. Rather than

a corunentary on the growth of the poetrs mind, Blyrs poetry

often presents the very workings of the unconscious as it
reaches 'the thoughts that lie too deep for tears.i In so

doing, besides re-capturing rthe nyth of the indíviduarr" Bry

re-captures 'the sense of estrangement, of a lost and isolated
existence Ln an alien worldi that 'is not peculiar to our own

age of anxiety, but was a commonplace of Romantic phirosophy.'16
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This alienation or estrangement is most obvious in the

satire of The Light Around The Body, in the polemics of ilhe

leet}¡ l{other Naked at Lastri and in the meditations that

populate Blyts oeuvre. His great need for solitude, and his

articulatl.on of purposelessnessr nrËry be seen as contemPorary

versions of Keatsrs tnegative eapability." His belief in

unpreureditated and unadorned form can be traced back through

Whitman to Í{ordsworth. The transformational image itself is

the result of a creatÍve process similar to that which lfords-

worth describes in his 1815 Preface" There Wordsworth

describes the image-making process as the result of neither

conferríng additional properties upon an object, or abstract-

ing from it some of those which ít actually possessesrn

enabling it to ire-act upon the mind which hati formed the

process, Iike a nerr existenc..nlT so, in iResolution and

Independence, ñ the leech-gatherer has conferred upon him the

properties of na huge stonei and his purpose abstracted so

that he 'seems a thÍng endued with aense . . . a sea beast."l8

rn B1yrs 'come with Men (Light, p. 13), the iadditional-

propertíesi of hovrling, staggering, drowning, etcetera, are

conferred, quLte unexpectedly, upon .renoved Cþevrolet wheels.Ë

In another of Blyts poems, ¡I{ritten Ln Dejectron near Rome"

(!igEå, p. 15)--a Romantic title indeedt--'men walking

thoughtfully with their fa¡nilies' are abstracted into

'vibrations/of exhausted vl.olln-bodies.' In each of these
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exa¡q)leg, including V{ordswort}rrs, we should notice that,
true to the naüure of the Romantic lmage as deflned by

Kermode, rational analogy has been abandoned.

In the case of both Bly and Wordsworth, there ia a

creative consciousness enployfng material perceptions in a

sequence of transformations. If we can call such a conscious-

neas iRoma.ùüíc, t we can say that it is one which re-creates
or transfo¡ms objective rearity in subjective forms. rt is
a conscLousness which apprehends familiar objects and presents

them, t€-ârrân9edr in an original psychlc structure; a

conscíousness intent on dÍscovering the unknown among things
and witt¡in its own subconscious self, expressing those

discoveries Ln individual te¡¡rs. Bly goes farther tÌ¡an

9üordsworth in expressing those discoveries, since for lrlords-

worth, the unconscious--as a phenomenon--was something which

he could only guesg existed. For BIy it is an unlimited
gource of ideas and emotions that correspond with elements

from the external world. The transfonrational image, aE a

realization of the Romaùùic image, embodies such correspond-

enee and thus estabrishes poetry as existing Ín two worlds,

and as having the best of both.

Ihether as a satirical weapon directed against the
politics and religion of his country, as a psychological probe

for confrontLng the shadovr, aa a veseel that contains a
balance of hasculinef consciousness and tfemininer conscíousness,
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or as a vehicle that promotes "unity of being" between poet

and llature; the transformational image is the realization of
the nineteenth-century Romantic image. It is a creation which

is strong enough to support "the myth of the individual" yet

flexible enough to pass through the straits of solitude and

envelop the universe.
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